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ABSTRACT OF THE DISSERTATION

Phonetic Effects in Swedish Phonology: Allomorphy and Paradigms

by

Ingvar Pekka Magnus Löfstedt

Doctor of Philosophy in Linguistics

University of California, Los Angeles, 2010

Professor Bruce Hayes, Co-chair

Professor Kie Zuraw, Co-chair

The present thesis presents five theoretical chapters and one experimental chapter. The first two chapters involve maintenance of distinctness in different parts of the grammar: Chapter 1 argues that it is preferable for tautoparadigmatic affixes (including null suffixes) to be relatively distinct with respect to each other. This penalizes similarity, not just homophony. This chapter is motivated by the distribution of the non-neuter definite article in Swedish, which features an epenthetic schwa when the suffix /n/ would otherwise be non-salient. Chapter 2 argues that identical sequences are avoided (haplology), but so are highly similar sequences. This chapter is motivated by the failure of the suffix /an/ to surface after trochees ending in /an/.
Chapters 3 and 4 involve correspondence between instances of the same morpheme: salient alternations are avoided. Chapter 3 argues that less salient alternation of consonant length is preferred to more salient alternation of consonant length. This means that degemination is more likely to occur in those contexts where degemination is less noticeable. This is motivated by the patterning of the geminate-initial supine, participle, preterite, and neuter suffixes. These suffixes are shortened after unstressed vowels and after consonants, where the degemination is non-salient. Chapter 4 argues that minimal alternation of vowel quality is preferred within paradigms. The more distant two sounds are, the less likely their correspondence is. Failed alternation results in paradigm gaps and underrepresentation of the tense/lax pairs [ɑ, a] and [ʊ, œ] in tenseness-shifting paradigms. These vowel pairs are more distant than other tense/lax vowel pairs; so their correspondence is dispreferred in the inflectional system.

Chapter 5 relates unfaithful mapping to morpheme frequency. Severity of penalty of unfaithful mapping declines as the frequency of the stem increases. Frequent words can be paradigmatically altered to a greater extent than infrequent words.

Chapter 6 provides experimental support for the claims in Chapters 1-5.

Chapters 7, 8, and 9 are a conclusion, appendices, and references, respectively.
0 Introduction

0.1 Overview

The present study provides a perceptual account of some aspects of Swedish phonology and morphology. The work is an extension of recent work on phonetically grounded phonology (Fleischhacker 2005; Hume & Johnson 2001; Hayes, Kirchner & Steriade 2004; Kawahara 2006; Wilson 2006), with an excursus on frequency effects (Bybee 2001, Coetzee 2009).

The central claim is that morphophonology (allomorphy and haplology) and correspondence (paradigm structure) make reference to the Perceptual map (henceforth, P-map; Steriade 2001). An additional claim is that frequency effects are part of the grammar proper: Underlying Representations include frequency indices, and faithfulness constraints (Prince & Smolensky 1993/2004) refer to these indices.

Four constraints are posited:

(1) \*\text{NONDIST MOMP} (m_i, m_j/K)
\*\text{REPETITION (SEQ_r-SEQ_s)}
\text{IDENT [Long C] / K}
\*\text{MAP (X,Y)}

What follows is a brief introduction to each one in turn, in the order they are discussed in the thesis.

Chapter 1 introduces the constraint family \*\text{NONDIST MOMP} (m_i,m_j/K). This constraint penalizes non-distinct morphemic exponences \(m_i\) and \(m_j\) in a context \(K\). The less distinct the exponence of a morpheme is compared to another tautoparadigmatic morpheme, the more severe a penalty is accrued. That is, morphemes are preferably distinct from each other. The ranking of distinctness is obtained from the P-map, and
the information is projected into the grammar in the form of ranked violable constraints of Optimality Theory (Prince & Smolensky 1993/2004).

For example, take the allomorphy of the Swedish non-neuter definite suffix. It varies according to the preceding sound, depending on whether it is nasal, lateral, or vocalic:

(2)  
\begin{align*}
\text{CONTEXT} & \quad \text{NON-NEUTER DEFINITE} \\
N_# & \quad \text{n} \\
L_# & \quad \text{on or n} \\
V_# & \quad \text{n}
\end{align*}

This mirrors gradient perceptibility of the morpheme /n/ (the non-neuter definite suffix), and in particular the morpheme’s confusability with respect to the morpheme $\emptyset$ (a null marker of non-definiteness). The two morphemes have the following relative degrees of confusability in post-nasal, post-lateral, and post-vocalic contexts. Larger font size signifies low confusability (i.e., high perceptual distinctiveness); smaller font size signifies higher confusability (i.e., low perceptual distinctiveness):

(3)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Morphemes</th>
<th>Context</th>
<th>N_#</th>
<th>L_#</th>
<th>V_#</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| n/$\emptyset$ | $\emptyset$ | $\emptyset$ | $\emptyset$ | n/$\emptyset$

By virtue of a principle of projection from the P-map to the grammar, the following constraint ranking is derived:
This ranking, together with additional independently motivated constraints, can be used to analyze the allomorphy of the Swedish non-neuter definite article.

Chapter 2 introduces the constraint family *REPETITION (SEQ-SEQ). This constraint penalizes the repetition of similar strings. It is conceptually motivated by the phenomenon of repetition blindness, and derives haplology in the Swedish non-neuter definite paradigm. Bisyllabic trochee stems (‘ο σ) ending in [ən] and [an] form the non-neuter singular definite through haplology, while stems ending in [ɔn] receive an overt suffix:

\[
\begin{array}{ccc}
\text{STEM} & \text{NON-N SG. DEFINITE} & \text{NOTE} \\
[ən]-final trochee & ['myrτɔn] & ['myrτɔn] & \text{haplology} \\
[an]-final trochee & [ˈvɛntan] & [ˈvɛntan] & \text{haplology} \\
[ɔn]-final trochee & [mɔrɔn] & [mɔrɔnɔn] & \text{overt sfx} \\
\end{array}
\]

The important point to note is that the haplology is not only being triggered by identical strings ([ən-ən]), but also by similar strings ([an-ən]). That is, the haplological effect is gradient. Assuming that the sound pair [ən]/[ən] is less confusable (more distinct) than [an]/[ən], we have the following scale of perceptual distinctness:

\[
\begin{align*}
\Delta (ən, ən) &> \Delta (an, ən) \\
\Delta (an, ən) &> \Delta (ən, ən)
\end{align*}
\]

The grammar accesses this scale of relative distinctness, and generates a ranking of *REPEITION constraints.
These constraints penalize the repetition of similar sequences. The more similar a sequence is, the more highly ranked the constraint is. This ranking of *REPETITION constraints, combined with other independently motivated constraints, generates the Swedish pattern of gradient haplology.

Chapter 3 introduces the constraint family IDENT [LONG C] / K. This constraint family penalizes degemination in context K of a consonant C, where C is marked as long in UR. The Swedish suffixes that mark the participle, supine, and preterite are geminate-initial when they follow a stressed vowel:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stem</th>
<th>Participle</th>
<th>Supine</th>
<th>Preterite</th>
<th>Gloss</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>tru:</td>
<td>'tru[d:]'</td>
<td>'tru[t:]'</td>
<td>'tru[d]:a'</td>
<td>'believe'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In this context, they surface faithfully.

However, they begin with a short consonant when they follow a consonant or an unstressed vowel:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stem</th>
<th>Participle</th>
<th>Supine</th>
<th>Preterite</th>
<th>Gloss</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>'ve:g</td>
<td>'ve:g[d]'</td>
<td>'ve:g[t]'</td>
<td>'ve:g[d]:a'</td>
<td>'weigh'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'vi:l</td>
<td>'vi:l[a][d]'</td>
<td>'vi:l[a][t]'</td>
<td>'vi:l[a][d]:a'</td>
<td>'rest'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

These suffixes are marked as long in UR (Teleman 1969), and the grammar makes reference to the perceptibility of degemination, here represented by means of the P-map (Steriade 2001):

---

1 The vowel changes quality when it is short, but I will abstract away from this detail when it is irrelevant, for expositional clarity.
Font size denotes perceptual distinctness. The long and short consonants are highly distinct after a stressed vowel, but less so after a stressless vowel or after a consonant. The relative perceptual distinctness in the P-map determines the ranking of degemination constraints:

\[
\begin{array}{llll}
\text{Context} & V_{+ \text{stress}} & V_{- \text{stress}} & C_{-} \\
C:/C & C:/C & C:/C & C:/C \\
\end{array}
\]

This ranking, together with other independently motivated constraints, generate the correct patterns.

Chapter 4 discusses the constraint family *MAP (X,Y) in Swedish phonology. The constraint, developed by Zuraw 2007, rules out correspondence of non-identical segments. The ranking of the *MAP (X,Y) constraint makes reference to the P-map: the greater the perceptual distance between the correspondents, the greater the penalty. The present thesis adds two refinements to the *MAP (X,Y) proposal. The first is the distinction between *MAP (X,Y)/+INFL and *MAP (X,Y)/-INFL. The former constraint penalizes unfaithful correspondence in inflectional forms; the latter does the same in non-inflectional forms. This distinction is motivated by the different correspondence possibilities in the inflectional and derivational systems of Swedish. The correspondence between vowels [a] and [a] is generally disallowed in the inflectional
system. The word /ʃɑːt/ is famously ineffable in the neuter, since the preferred candidate */ʃaːt/ features the problematic vowel correspondence (Raffelsiefen 2002). However, the correspondence between vowels [a] and [a] is allowed in the derivational system, including nicknames and productive suffixation of the morpheme -isk (Eliasson 1985). So the name /ʃɑːn/ and the nickname /ʃaːnɔː/ feature the problematic correspondence, as does the stem /bɑːm/ and the suffixed form /bɑːmɪsk/.

Chapter 5 features a second refinement of the constraint family */MAP (X,Y): frequency indices on the constraints. Specifically, */MAP (X,Y)/ + INFL is sensitive to the frequency of the stem morpheme in Swedish. Returning to the example of [a]/[a] correspondence, recall that it is ruled out in the inflectional system, generating a paradigm gap rather than the neuter */ʃaːt/ for the stem /ʃɑːt/. This contrasts with the stem /ɡlɑːd/ ‘happy’, which in fact does feature a neuter form, namely /ɡlɑːt/. There is no gap in this word’s paradigm. The crucial difference is morpheme frequency: the word ‘happy’ has a much higher frequency than the word for ‘lazy’. The unfaithful mapping in the rare word is penalized more severely than the unfaithful mapping in the common word. Concretely, the constraint */MAP (a,a)/ + INFL comes in different forms, depending on frequency indices. In this present case, consider

*/MAP(a,a)/ + INFL (827,000) and */MAP(a,a)/ + INFL (2,270,000), where the numbers 827,000 and 2,270,000 are the frequency indices of the words ‘lazy’ and ‘happy’, respectively. The grammar ranks a given */MAP constraint by order of the frequency index: A low index results in a high ranking. */MAP(a,a)/ + INFL (827,000) is ranked higher than */MAP(a,a)/ + INFL (2,270,000). The ineffability is formally captured by having M-PARSE—the constraint that rules out ineffability (Prince & Smolensky 2)

---

2 This is a simplification: it is allowed if the frequency index is sufficiently high. This is the topic of Chapter 5, discussed below.
—between these two *Map constraints. Other examples of frequency-driven ineffability in Swedish are provided, and are formalized in a similar fashion. Also, gaps in Spanish verbal paradigms are shown to be driven by frequency.

Chapter 6 discusses experiments, whose purpose is to establish the P-maps assumed in Chapters 1 through 4. The experiments involve detection of [n] in various contexts; distinguishing [ən] from [an] and from [ɔn]; repetition blindness triggered by [ɔnən], [anən], and [ɔnən]; perceptibility of degemination; and perceptual distances between vocalic tense/lax pairs.

Chapters 7, 8, and 9 are a conclusion, appendices, and references, respectively.

0.2 Vowel inventory and phonotactics

The following thesis makes reference to Swedish sounds and Swedish phonotactics, so a review is in order.

Swedish features nine long vowels [iː, yː, uː, eː, oː, ɛː, ɑː, ɔː, uː] and eight short vowels [ɪ, y, ø, e, a, ɔ, ʊ]. The different number of long and short vowels is the result of the neutralization of short [ɛ] and short [ɛ], although some dialects maintain the distinction between these vowels. Elert 1997 notes that this sound is reduced to schwa [ə] in stressless position. I will assume this convention in my transcriptions, although to my ears the stressless vowel sounds more like [ɛ]. Also, mid front vowels are slightly lowered before /r/ (Elert 1979), an allophonic detail that I will ignore in the

---

3 I generally follow Elert’s transcriptions (Elert 1997). He uses omega where I use short [ʊ], and he uses long [u] where I use long [u]. Omega is no longer in the IPA. I transcribe with long [u] simply because this is closer to how it sounds to my ears. For more details on Swedish phonetics, see Elert (1966, 1970, 1981) and Malmberg (1971).
present study. Elert (1997:24) notes that ‘the short vowels are in general more open and can be placed more centrally in the vowel chart than the long ones.’

Basic Swedish phonotactics merit a review as well. Consonant length is underlying; vowel length is derived (Linell et al. 1971, Eliasson & LaPelle 1973, Hellberg 1974, Löfstedt 1992, Riad 1992). A stressed syllable has one and only one long segment. Words can also feature lexically marked vowel quality (Linell 1978), particularly the vowels [ʌ, a, u, ø], which will be discussed in chapters 4 and 5.

If the coda-initial (or coda-unique) consonant is marked as long in UR, it surfaces as long, and the vowel is short.

(12) **SCHEMA** 

\[ ('C_0 VC)\# \rightarrow ('C_0 VC:) \]

**EXAMPLE** 

/\vɛɡ:/ \rightarrow [vɛɡ] ‘wall’

A vowel is long iff it is in a stressed open syllable (Löfstedt 1992, Riad 1992), modulo word-final extrametricality, which applies to non-geminate consonants.

(13) **SCHEMA** 

\[ ('C_0 V)\# \rightarrow ('C_0 V:) \]

**EXAMPLE** 

/le/ \rightarrow [lɛː] ‘shelter from wind’

**SCHEMA** 

\[ ('C_0 V)C\# \rightarrow ('C_0 V:)C \]

**EXAMPLE** 

/\vɛɡ/ \rightarrow [vɛɡ] ‘road’

In closed syllables, vowels are short. This applies to syllables ending in a geminate consonant; geminates are never extrametrical word-finally, and they are ambisyllabic intervocalically.

---

4 The translation is mine [IL]. The original reads: ‘De korta vokalerna är i allmänhet mer öppna och kan placeras mer centralt i vokalfyrsidingen än de långa.’
(14) **SCHEMA**  \((C_0VC)\# \rightarrow (C_0VC)\)

**EXAMPLE**  /veɡ:/ \rightarrow [veɡ:] ‘wall’

**SCHEMA**  \(C_0VC\# \rightarrow C_0VC\)

**EXAMPLE**  /lɛɡa/ \rightarrow [lɛɡa] ‘lay’

Vowels are also short in syllables ending in two or more consonants.

(15) **SCHEMA**  \((C_0VC)C\# \rightarrow (C_0VC)\)

**EXAMPLE**  /slɛkt/ \rightarrow [slɛkt] ‘family’

In unstressed syllables, all segments are short, whether the syllable is open or closed.

(16) **SCHEMA**  \(C_0\tilde{v} \rightarrow C_0\tilde{v}\)

**EXAMPLE**  /bəˈvis/ \rightarrow [bəˈvis] ‘proof’

**SCHEMA**  \(C_0\tilde{v}C \rightarrow C_0\tilde{v}C\)

**EXAMPLE**  /fɔːrˈmo/ \rightarrow [fɔːrˈmo:] ‘manage’

A vowel must be short in a closed syllable or in an unstressed syllable. It cannot be long in these environments.

The essential pattern of Swedish segment length involves a biconditional on segment length (Löfstedt 1992):

(17) \(\sigma_{\mu} \leftrightarrow [+\text{stress}]\)

A long vowel is bimoraic; a short vowel and a long (geminate) consonant are monomoraic. A result of this biconditional is that either the vowel is long, or the coda-initial consonant is long; it is never the case that both are long.
1 The suffix /n/ and *NONDIST MORPH

1.1 Introduction

The Swedish non-neuter definite article has two allomorphs, /n/ and /ən/ (Teleman 1969, Eliasson 1972, Linell 1972, Hellberg 1974, Riad 2003). Langacker’s (1968) influential analysis of English allomorphy boils distribution down to stem phonotactics. In his account, sound patterns in suffixation are driven by sound patterns in stems. After reviewing the distribution of the allomorphs of the Swedish non-neuter definite article, we will show that the distribution of these allomorphs cannot be reduced to stem phonotactics (as correctly noted in Teleman 1969). Distribution is driven by perceptual salience, and it is generated by constraint rankings projected from the P-map (Steriade 2001). Minimality and sonority sequencing fail to account for the pattern.

1.2 Distribution of allomorphs

Consider the distribution of the allomorphs. After vowels, the allomorph /n/ surfaces:

\[(18) \quad \text{SG. = STEM} \quad \text{NON-N. SG. DEF.} \quad * \quad \text{GLOSS} \]
\[
\begin{array}{c|c|c|c}
& [by:] & ['by:n] & *[‘byːn] & \text{‘village’} \\
[S] & [fru:] & ['fru:n] & *[‘fruːn] & \text{‘wife’} \\
[S] & [bru:] & ['bru:n] & *[‘bruːn] & \text{‘bridge’} \\
\end{array}
\]

The preference of [n] over [ən] post-vocally is not motivated by phonotactics. The neuter singular definite article has the allomorphs [t] and [ət]. In standard Swedish, the allomorph [ət], not [t], surfaces after stressed vowels:

---

5 Teleman 1969 mentions some cases where the epenthetic vowel appears after a vowel-final stem (the most famous case being orthographic akadem-

akanidi-akademien). However, Riad 2003 convincingly argues that these are mere orthographic artifacts.
The UR /n/ is also suggested by lateral-final trochee stems:

\[
\begin{array}{ccc}
(19) & \text{SG.} = \text{STEM} & \text{N. SG. DEF.} & * & \text{GLOSS} \\
& [bly:] & ['blyːət] & *[blyːt] & \text{‘lead’} \\
& [kʉː] & ['kʉːət] & *[kʉːt] & \text{‘letter Q’} \\
& [buː] & ['buːət] & *[buːt] & \text{‘nest’} \\
\end{array}
\]

We therefore depart from Teleman 1969, Eliasson 1972, and Hellberg 1974, who have assumed /ən/ as the underlying representation. We agree with Linell 1972 and Riad 2003 that /n/ is the UR.

Unsurprisingly, epenthesis applies after stem-final obstruents.

\[
\begin{array}{ccc}
(20) & \text{SG.} = \text{STEM} & \text{NON-N. SG. DEF.} & * & \text{GLOSS} \\
& ['kɔnsɔl] & ['kɔnsɔln] & *[kɔnsɔln] & \text{‘consul’} \\
& ['nykɔːl] & ['nykɔːln] & *[nykɔːln] & \text{‘key’} \\
\end{array}
\]

This is banal, since the clusters obstruent-n would be phonotactically deviant in Swedish, and the language does not feature syllabic nasals.

More interestingly, the allomorph [ən] appears after a stem-final nasal, whether that nasal is short or long.

\[
\begin{array}{ccc}
(21) & \text{SG.} = \text{STEM} & \text{NON-N. SG. DEF.} & * & \text{GLOSS} \\
& [gruːp] & ['gruːpən] & *[gruːpn] & \text{‘hole’} \\
& [iːs] & ['iːson] & *[iːsn] & \text{‘ice’} \\
\end{array}
\]

---

6 Teleman 1969 uses /e/ where I (following Elert 1997) use /ə/. Teleman lists the /e/ in parenthesis in these forms; in nonstandard dialects, this /e/ can be dropped. In standard Swedish, however, this /e/ is generally not dropped before the neuter article, though there is some lexical variation. See Riad 2003 for discussion.

7 Two exceptions are ['himːəl] ‘heaven’, which surfaces as ['himːəln], ['himːəln] or ['himːəln]; and ['fjɛːril] ‘butterfly’ which surfaces as ['fjɛːrilən]. However, Riad 2003 notes that the trochee pattern is the default one.
This is no minimality effect: epenthesis applies to polysyllabic nasal-final forms, independent of their stress and morphological structure.

This is not due to stem phonotactics (Teleman 1969:196): [mn] and [ŋn] are licit codas in Swedish monomorphemes:

8 Long consonants are shortened in preconsonantal position. See Kloster Jensen (1962).
[hɛŋ] ‘protection’
[vaŋ] ‘wagon’

The following minimal pairs contrast the grammaticality of tautomorphemic word-final [mn] and [ŋn] with the ungrammaticality of heteromorphemic [m+n] and [ŋ+n]:

(25) monomorpheme [sømn] ‘sleep’
    but: [søːmː] → ['søːmːn] ‘the seam’
         *[sømn]

    monomorpheme [sɛŋn] ‘legend’
    but: [sɛŋː] → ['sɛŋːn] ‘the bed’
         *[sɛŋn]

In stems ending in [l] with final stress, the definite article is [ən]. This applies to monosyllabic stems, polysyllabic stems, and both singleton and geminate [l]:

(26) STEM NON-N. SG. DEF. * GLOSS
    [vɔːl] ['vɔːlːn] *[vɔːln] ‘whale’
    [kɔr'præl] [kɔr'prælːn] *[kɔr'præln] ‘corporal’
    [val:] ['valːn] *[valːn] ‘rampart’
    [mɔ'taːl] [mɔ'taːln] *[mɔ'taːln] ‘metal’

Just as epenthesis after nasal-final stems is independent of stem phonotactics, the epenthesis after lateral-final stems is independent of stem phonotactics (Teleman 1969:196). Lateral-n clusters are non-deviant in monomorphemes, as the following lexical item illustrates:

---

* Not all dialects feature this word. The more common unaffixed pronunciation is [sɛːɡən]. Both pronunciations are listed in Hedelin 1997.
The following minimal pair shows conclusively that stem phonotactics cannot capture the allomorphic pattern at hand:

(28) monomorpheme \[\alpha:ln\] ‘ell’

but: \[\alpha:l\] → \[\alpha:lon\] ‘the alder’

*\[\alpha:ln\]

We have seen, then, that the pattern of \[\alpha\]-epenthesis before the /n/ non-neuter definite morpheme is not driven by stem phonotactics.

1.3 Perceptually driven allomorphy

Epenthesis of \[\alpha\] before the article /n/ after sonorants [l m n] is driven by perceptual salience. Since /n/ carries the functional load of morpheme, it is under stricter perceptibility requirements than non-morphemic /n/. The epenthesis of \[\alpha\] optimizes the distinction between the definite form in the noun’s paradigm from the (unaffixed) non-definite form.

Kiparsky (1982:87) notes the functional nature of paradigmatic distinctness:

[V]arious types of regularities in phonology and morphology ... are based on general conditions of a functional nature. [...] We have... distinctness conditions, which...state that there is a tendency for semantically relevant information to be retained in surface structure.

In intraparadigmatic homophony, non-distinctness is violated. Crosswhite 1999 formalizes the constraint ANTI-IDENTITY to rule out this state of affairs:
(29) For two forms, $S_1$ and $S_2$, where $S_1 \neq S_2$, $\exists \alpha, \alpha \in S_1$, such that $\alpha \neq R(\alpha)$

Informally, this constraint states that two tautoparadigmatic forms $S_1$ and $S_2$ must be segmentally non-identical.\textsuperscript{10} If two tautoparadigmatic forms are homophonous, ambiguity is introduced to the system, such that semantic distinctness is not captured in the phonology. Semantic information is not being retained in an optimal fashion; in this sense, distinctness is violated.

We will borrow Kiparsky’s and Crosswhite’s plausible intuition regarding the functional significance of paradigmatic distinctiveness. However, we will formalize it in a gradient—not categorical—fashion. For morphophonological exponence to be functionally effective, it must be relatively salient. From a functional perspective, we should expect different members of a paradigm to not only be phonologically distinct; they should be perceptually distinct to a non-trivial degree. An overly subtle perceptual distinction is functionally worthless.

Take the Swedish stem /somba/ ‘seam’. The non-definite form has a null suffix, so it surfaces as [somba]. The definite form might surface with either [n] or [ən], featuring the epenthetic [ə]. While the former is phonetically distinct from the non-definite form, they are nevertheless somewhat confusable.

The mechanism that chooses the allomorph with epenthetic [ə] is the mechanism that minimizes confusability within a single stem’s paradigm.

Even the most robust phonetic distinction—say [s] versus [a]—can be rendered imperceptible in a sufficiently noisy ambiance: a given morphemic exponence inevitably features some level of perceptual fragility. We posit *NONDIST MORPH as a family of constraints, where any sound/context combination incurs a violation, since any sound/context combination is, to some degree, perceptually fragile:

(31)  **NONDIST MORPH—a constraint family**

For two tautoparadigmatic morphemes \( M_i \) and \( M_j \), \( i \neq j \), with respective phonetic exponence \( m_i \) and \( m_j \), then exponence \( m_i \) at context \( K \) incurs a violation

\[ *\text{NONDIST MORPH} \left( m_i, m_j / K \right). \]

Then, following Steriade 2001, the relative fragility of a morpheme in various contexts is projected from the P-map to the constraint ranking. Following Steriade 2001, the default ranking of the various *NONDIST MORPH constraints depends on the relative confusability of the morphemic exponence with other tautoparadigmatic exponences.
(32) **P-map-to-ranking projection of *NONDIST MORPH**

For two contexts $K_a$ and $K_b$, $a \neq b$,

and two tautoparadigmatic morphemic exponences $m_i$ and $m_j$, $i \neq j$,

If $\Delta (m_i,m_j) / K_a < \Delta (m_i,m_j) / K_b$,

then *NONDIST MORPH $(m_i,m_j / K_a) \triangleright *NONDIST MORPH (m_i,m_j / K_b)$.

Consider vowel-final stems and m-final stems as illustrations. First, we will consider the influence of the post-vocalic and post-nasal contexts on the perceptual distinctiveness of the morpheme /n/. Then we will see how this generates a P-map representation, which in turn generates a ranking of OT constraints, which is part of the Swedish grammar.

1.4 Cues for [n]

Three kinds of information must be retrieved for the perception of the segment /n/ to be salient. The listener must retrieve (a) the segmental status of the gesture, (b) the coronal place of articulation, (c) the nasal manner of articulation. Wright 2004 and Raphael 2007 provide overviews of perceptual cues of various sounds, including [n].

To identify segmental status of the gesture, the key is signal modulation, according to Kawasaki 1982 and Ohala 1992. Wright (2004:47) summarizes their proposal, which is based on the assumption that change (modulation) along an acoustic dimension, such as frequency or amplitude, will result in increased salience of the cues in the portion of the signal where the change occurs. Therefore, the greater the modulation and the more dimensions that are involved, the better the segmental organisation.
Segmental clusters that provide redundant cues are more robustly encoded than those with fragile cues. The converse also holds (Wright 2004:48):

[S]equences with a similar degree of aperture (stop + stop, fricative + fricative, nasal + nasal etc.) result in a poor encoding both because they result in very little perceptual benefit from overlap, and because they result in little signal modulation.

Those clusters which lack sufficient signal modulation will be perceptually fragile.

Place cues, according to Wright (2004:37) ‘are found in the brief transitional period between a consonant and an adjacent segment....’ The crucial information is in the second and third formant, which ‘provide the listener with cues to the place of articulation of consonants with oral constrictions....’ While the nasal pole-zero pattern includes some information about place, listeners ‘identify the place of articulation more reliably from formant transitions than the nasal portion of the signal; therefore the F2 transition is considered the more powerful cue’ (Wright 2004:38, citing Malécot 1956).

Raphael (2007:196) similarly notes that

although each nasal [stop] has a distinctive spectrum, the acoustic properties varying with nasal place contrasts are not particularly prominent. This fact, coupled with similarity of the (relatively highly damped) nasal murmur for all the sounds makes it difficult for listeners to distinguish among them. Listeners must therefore rely on the formant transitions into and out of the nasal articulation to aid in identification....

So, a V-C transition optimizes identification of coronal place in a sound such as [n].

As far as manner is concerned, nasalization is cued by ‘[a] less severe drop in amplitude [compared to fricatives or stops] accompanied by nasal murmur and a nasal pole and zero’ (Wright 2004:39; citing Hawkins & Stevens 1985). Some information
preceding the actual murmur is helpful, too: ‘[n]asalisation of the preceding vowel (weakening of the higher formants, broadening of formant bandwidths, and the introduction of a nasal formant) provides look-ahead cues to the nasal manner’ (Wright 2004, 39, citing Ali, Gallager, Goldstein & Daniloff 1971, Hawkins & Stevens, 1985).

So, we have clear notions of why the sound [n] is more salient in post-vocalic position than in post-nasal position; specifically, why the suffix [n] is more salient in the output like [sømːən] than in [sømn]. The vowel and the nasal have different frequencies and amplitudes, providing signal modulation, facilitating segmentation. The vowel-nasal transition (in this case, [ə]-[n]) provides clear formant transitions into the nasal, cueing the coronal place of articulation. The vowel carries some nasalization, helping the listener to identify the nasal manner of articulation. Summarizing: segmental status, place, and manner of [n] are easy to identify in post-vocalic position.

In contrast, the sound [n] after a nasal is highly non-salient. First, the signal modulation between [m] and [n] is minimal, since the sounds are so similar, both in terms of frequency and amplitude. So, segmental parsing is impeded. Second, the [m]-[n] transition in the hypothetical bimorphemic output allomorph [sømn] provides no V-C formant transitions to signal place. Third, the nasalization on the vowel is triggered by the [m], not the suffix, so the informative look-ahead cue of nasalization does not aid in the perception of the suffix. In short, segmental status, place, and manner of [n] are difficult to identify in post-nasal position.

We might summarize these facts in a chart:
Signal modulation: spectrum

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Morphemes</th>
<th>Context</th>
<th>N_#</th>
<th>V_#</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>n/∅</td>
<td></td>
<td>n/∅</td>
<td>n/∅</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

That is, the morphemes /n/ and ∅ are highly confusable, i.e., perceptually non-distinct in the context N_.#. High confusability is represented by means of the small font. The same morphemes /n/ and ∅ are not highly confusable in the context V_.#. Low confusability is represented by means of large font.

Recall the principle of constraint projection:
P-map-to-ranking projection of *NONDIST MORPH

For two contexts $K_a$ and $K_b$, $a \neq b$,
and two tautoparadigmatic morphemic exponences $m_i$ and $m_j$, $i \neq j$,
If $\Delta (m_i, m_j) / K_a < \Delta (m_i, m_j) / K_b$,
then $*\text{NONDIST MORPH} (m_i, m_j / K_a) \gg *\text{NONDIST MORPH} (m_i, m_j / K_b)$.

We have here two contexts, $N_\#$ and $V_\#$; and we have two morphemes /n/ and ∅. The difference between /n/ and ∅ in context $N_\#$ is smaller than their difference in context $V_\#$. This generates, according to the principle of constraint projection, the following ranking:

(36) $*\text{NONDIST MORPH} (n, \emptyset / N_\#) \gg *\text{NONDIST MORPH} (n, \emptyset / V_\#)$

Epenthesis is driven by a Dep-V constraint, which rules out vowel epenthesis (Prince & Smolensky 1993/2004). This constraint is interleaved between the two relativized *NONDIST MORPH constraints. Since Dep-V is ranked lower than *NONDIST MORPH ($n, \emptyset / N_\#$), epenthesis applies to m-final stems, as the following tableau illustrates:

(37)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>*NONDIST MORPH ($n, \emptyset / N_#$)</th>
<th>Dep-V</th>
<th>*NONDIST MORPH ($n, \emptyset / V_#$)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a.</td>
<td>sømn</td>
<td>*!</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b.</td>
<td>sømːan</td>
<td></td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

On the other hand, the epenthetic form is harmonically bounded w.r.t. the non-epenthetic form in the case of vowel-final stems:
(38)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>/by + n/</th>
<th>*NONDIST MORPH (n,∅/N/#)</th>
<th>DEP-V</th>
<th>*NONDIST MORPH (n,∅/V/#)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a. &gt; byːn</td>
<td>&lt;</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. byːːn</td>
<td></td>
<td>*!</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For this reason, no epenthesis takes place after vowel-final stems.

The *NONDIST MORPH constraints only apply to morphemes, not phonemes. It is for this reason that it does not apply the [n] in the monomorpheme /sømn/ ‘sleep’.

The relevant markedness constraint—call it *PHONOTACTIC (n/N#)—is ranked sufficiently low in the Swedish grammar, so as to play no role in choosing the winning output.

(39)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>/sømn/</th>
<th>*NONDIST MORPH (n,∅/N/#)</th>
<th>DEP-V</th>
<th>*NONDIST MORPH (n,∅/V/#)</th>
<th>*PHONOTACTIC (n/N#)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a. &gt; sømn</td>
<td>&lt;</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. sømːːn</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1.5 Why no epenthesis after lateral-final\textsuperscript{11} stems penultimate stress?

Lateral-final stems behave schizophrenically, sometimes following the epenthesis pattern of nasal-final stems and sometimes following the non-epenthesis pattern of vowel-final stems.

\textsuperscript{11} The patterns described apply to r-final stems as well. I set them aside, however, since there is a confound in this case: [r] followed by [n] coalesces into a post-alveolar nasal. This introduces complications beyond the present thesis.
Lateral-final stems with penultimate stress generally do not trigger epenthesis (Riad 2003). Recall the following data:

\[
\begin{array}{cccc}
\text{SG.} = & \text{STEM} & \text{NON-N. SG. DEF.} & \text{GLOSS} \\
['\text{sykːəl}] & ['\text{sykːəln}] & ['\text{sykːəln}] & \text{‘bicycle’} \\
['\text{foːgl}] & ['\text{foːgln}] & ['\text{foːgln}] & \text{‘bird’} \\
['\text{kɔnsðl}] & ['\text{kɔnsðln}] & ['\text{kɔnsðln}] & \text{‘consul’} \\
\end{array}
\]

This is reminiscent of vowel-final stems with penultimate stress, which also do not trigger epenthesis:

\[
\begin{array}{cccc}
\text{SG.} = & \text{STEM} & \text{NON-N. SG. DEF.} & \text{GLOSS} \\
['\text{blumːa}] & ['\text{blumːan}] & *[['\text{blumːən}] & \text{‘flower’} \\
['\text{tɔdːy}] & ['\text{tɔdːyən}] & *[['\text{tɔdːyən}] & \text{‘toddy’} \\
\end{array}
\]

Nasal-final words with penultimate stress, in contrast, do trigger epenthesis:

\[
\begin{array}{cccc}
\text{STEM} & \text{NON-N. SG. DEF.} & \text{GLOSS} \\
['\text{pilgrim}] & ['\text{pilgrimən}] & *[['\text{pilgrimn}] & \text{‘pilgrim’} \\
['\text{çykːlɪn}] & ['\text{çykːlɪnən}] & *[['\text{çykːlɪn}}} & \text{‘chicken’} \\
\end{array}
\]

In short, when a stem has penultimate stress, lateral-final stems pattern like vowel-final stems, not like nasal-final ones.

Lateral-final stems with final stress, however, pattern like nasal-final stems, and unlike vowel-final stems. Stems of this structure always license epenthesis before the article. The following list features monosyllabic stems ending in either singleton /l/ or geminate /ːl/. 
(43) | STEM | NON-N. SG. DEF. | * | GLOSS  
|-------|----------------|----|--------  
| [piːl] | [ˈpiːlən] | *[piːln] | ‘arrow’  
| [vɔːl] | [ˈvɔːlən] | *[vɔːln] | ‘whale’  
| [ɡrɪl:] | [ˈɡrɪlːən] | *[ɡrɪln] | ‘barbecue’  
| [val:] | [ˈvalːən] | *[valn] | ‘rampart’

The following list features the same pattern in polysyllabic stems stressed on the final syllable:

(44) | STEM | NON-N. SG. DEF. | * | GLOSS  
|-------|----------------|----|--------  
| [moˈrɑːl] | [moˈrɑːlən] | *[moˈrɑːln] | ‘moral’  
| [prˈstʊl] | [prˈstʊlən] | *[prˈstʊln] | ‘pistol’  
| [mɔˈtaːl] | [mɔˈtaːlən] | *[mɔˈtaln] | ‘metal’  
| [paˈtrɔːl] | [paˈtrɔːlən] | *[paˈtrɔln] | ‘patrol’

This pattern of epenthesis is reminiscent of epenthesis after nasal-final stems, which always license epenthesis:

(45) | STEM | NON-N. SG. DEF. | * | GLOSS  
|-------|----------------|----|--------  
| [sɔmː] | [ˈsɔmːən] | *[sɔmːn] | ‘seam’  
| [maˈdæmː] | [maˈdæmːən] | *[maˈdamn] | ‘madame’  
| [sɛɲː] | [ˈsɛɲːən] | *[sɛɲn] | ‘bed’  
| [maˈrɛɲː] | [maˈrɛɲːən] | *[maˈreɲn] | ‘meringue’

This contrasts with vowel-final words with final stress, which generally do not license epenthesis:12

12 As noted, a few lexical exceptions exist. See Teleman 1969 for discussion.
Summarizing, lateral-final stems pattern like vowel-final stems when they have penultimate stress, but they pattern like nasal-final stems when they have final stress.

Lateral-final stems pattern like something intermediate between nasal-final stems and vowel-final stems precisely because the perceptibility of [n] in post-lateral position before a word-boundary—in a context we might call ‘L_#’—is intermediate between the perceptibility of [n] in contexts N_# and V_#.

Let us return to Wright’s observations about the cues that render the sound [n] salient. A preceding [l], being coronal, will not provide transitional place information about a following coronal, since no place transition takes place. For this reason, a transition [l]-[n] will not provide good cues to identify the coronal place of articulation of the nasal.

To facilitate segmentation, Wright refers to signal modulation, both in terms of frequency and amplitude. In his discussion of acoustic analysis of sounds, Ladefoged (2000:182) notes that the amplitude correlates of nasals and laterals are similar: ‘A clear mark of a nasal (or...a lateral) consonant is an abrupt change [i.e., reduction in intensity] in the spectrogram at the time of the formation of the articulatory closure....’ The frequencies of nasals and laterals are distinct, however: nasals have ‘nasal formants at about 250, 2,500, and 3250 Hz’ whereas laterals have ‘formants in the neighborhood of 250, 1200 and 2400 Hz’ with ‘[t]he higher formants...considerably reduced in intensity’ (Ladefoged 2000:185). Both nasals and laterals feature formants around 250 and 2400-2500; the crucial difference is that laterals feature resonances at 1200, unlike nasals.
Summarizing, nasals and laterals have a similar amplitude but vary somewhat in their spectra. Amplitude modulation is presumably a poor cue, while spectrum modulation may facilitate segmentation somewhat.

Wright observes that anticipatory nasalization on the segment before /n/ cues the nasal feature. Since the lateral can carry this anticipatory nasalization, nasal manner will be cued to some extent, though presumably not to the extent that it is cued in post-vocalic position.

We might summarize these findings, and incorporate them with our previous findings regarding cues for [n] in contexts N_# and V_#.

\[(47)\]
\[
\begin{array}{c|ccc}
& n/N_# & n/L_# & n/V_# \\
\hline
\text{Signal modulation: spectrum} & \text{WEAK CUE} & \text{WEAK CUE} & \text{STRONG CUE} \\
\text{Signal modulation: amplitude} & \text{NO CUE} & \text{MED CUE} & \text{STRONG CUE} \\
\text{Place: V-C formant transition} & \text{NO CUE} & \text{WEAK CUE} & \text{STRONG CUE} \\
\text{Manner:} & \text{NO CUE} & \text{MEDIUM CUE} & \text{STRONG CUE} \\
\end{array}
\]

Nasalization on preceding segment, conditioned by /n/

The intermediate status of cue-strength of [n] in context L_# compared to contexts N_# and V_# implies an intermediate status of confusability of distinct tautoparadigmatic morphemic exponences [n] and ∅. The following P-map fragment captures this:\[13\]

\[(48)\]

\[
\begin{array}{|c|c|c|c|}
\hline
\text{Morphemes} & \text{Context} & N_# & L_# & V_# \\
\hline
n/∅ & n/∅ & n/∅ & n/∅ \\
\hline
\end{array}
\]

\[13\] The P-map is verified experimentally in sections 6.2 and 6.3.
Following the schema above, the P-map in (52) generates the following OT rankings:

\[(49) \quad *\text{NONDIST Morph} (n, \emptyset /N_#) \]
\[\Rightarrow *\text{NONDIST Morph} (n, \emptyset /L_#) \]
\[\Rightarrow *\text{NONDIST Morph} (n, \emptyset /V_#) \]

The epenthesis of [ə] after lateral-final stressed syllables suggests the following ranking:

\[(50) \quad *\text{NONDIST Morph} (n, \emptyset /N_#) \]
\[\Rightarrow *\text{NONDIST Morph} (n, \emptyset /L_#) \]
\[\Rightarrow \text{Dep-V}, \quad *\text{NONDIST Morph} (n, \emptyset /V_#) \]

This generates an output with epenthetic [ə].

\[(51)\]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>/ˈæl + n/ ‘the alder’</th>
<th>*NONDIST Morph (n, \emptyset /N_#)</th>
<th>*NONDIST Morph (n, \emptyset /L_#)</th>
<th>Dep-V</th>
<th>*NONDIST Morph (n, \emptyset /V_#)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a. ˈɑːlːn</td>
<td></td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. &gt; ˈɑːlːən</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

However, this ordering generates the incorrect output for l-final trochee stems:

\[(52)\]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>/ˈkɒnsəl + n/ ‘the consul’</th>
<th>*NONDIST Morph (n, \emptyset /N_#)</th>
<th>*NONDIST Morph (n, \emptyset /L_#)</th>
<th>Dep-V</th>
<th>*NONDIST Morph (n, \emptyset /V_#)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a. ˈkɒnsəl</td>
<td></td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. ⚫ ˈkɒnsəlːn</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
It appears that some additional constraint is active, which disfavors candidate (b). If this constraint—call it $C$—were ranked above $^{*}$NONDIST MORGH ($n,\emptyset/L_\#$), the correct output would be generated.

(53)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>$^{/}$konsel + n/ ‘the consul’</th>
<th>$^{*}$NONDIST MORGH ($n,\emptyset/N_#$)</th>
<th>$C$</th>
<th>$^{*}$NONDIST MORGH ($n,\emptyset/L_#$)</th>
<th>DEP-V</th>
<th>$^{*}$NONDIST MORGH ($n,\emptyset/V_#$)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a.</td>
<td>$^{t}$konseln</td>
<td></td>
<td>$^{*}$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b.</td>
<td>$^{t}$konseløn</td>
<td></td>
<td>$^{*!}$</td>
<td></td>
<td>$^{*}$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The nature of this constraint $C$ is the next topic to address.

1.6 A prosodic constraint

Prosodically, candidate (b) in tableau (63) is a dactyl—the pattern $^{\sigma}\sigma\sigma$—and the canonical foot in Swedish is a bisyllabic trochee ($^{\sigma}\sigma$) (Riad 1992, 2002, 2003).

The influence of prosodic structure in syncope is familiar, and the preference for trochaic feet is well attested in the Germanic languages.

The marked status of the dactyl is noted in morphologically driven syncope$^{14}$

(54)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>STEM</th>
<th>PL. AFFIX</th>
<th>CORRECT</th>
<th>*</th>
<th>GLOSS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[mɔrgɔn]</td>
<td>[ar]</td>
<td>['mɔrgɔnar']</td>
<td>$^{*}$['mɔrgɔnar']</td>
<td>‘morning’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Assume that dactyls involve an unparsed final syllable, with only the first two syllables footed: ($^{\sigma}\sigma\sigma$) $\sigma$. Then we can naturally derive the non-optimality of candidate (b) from a constraint against unfooted syllables:

(55) \textsc{Parse-$\sigma$} All syllables must be footed.

$^{14}$ See Eliasson 1972 and Riad 2003 for discussion.
This is the constraint alluded to above—constraint C—which disprefers the candidate ['kɔnsɔlən], leaving ['kɔnsɔln] to be the optimal candidate:  

(56)  

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>/kɔnsɔl + n/</th>
<th>*NONDIST Morph (n,∅/N_)</th>
<th>PARSE-σ</th>
<th>*NONDIST Morph (n,∅/L,_)</th>
<th>DEP-V</th>
<th>*NONDIST Morph (n,∅/V,_)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>['konseln]</td>
<td></td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>('konsel)ən</td>
<td>*!</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

PARSE-σ must be ranked lower than *NONDIST Morph (n,∅/N_), in order to generate dactyl outputs when the non-neuter article associates with a m-final trochee stem:  

(57)  

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>/ˈpɪlɡrɪm + n/</th>
<th>*NONDIST Morph (n,∅/N_)</th>
<th>PARSE-σ</th>
<th>*NONDIST Morph (n,∅/L,_)</th>
<th>DEP-V</th>
<th>*NONDIST Morph (n,∅/V,_)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>['pilgrɪm]</td>
<td></td>
<td>*!</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>('pilgrim)ən</td>
<td></td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1.7 Alternative accounts

Before setting forth our perceptual account of allomorphy, we showed the inappropriateness of an approach that relied on stem phonotactics. Minimality and sonority sequencing are equally inappropriate as accounts of the present allomorphy.

---

15 Also the candidate ['kɔnslən], where the stem vowel is deleted, must be ruled out. This would satisfy both PARSE-σ and *NONDIST Morph (n/L, #). While the plural morpheme triggers syncope in the stem, the non-neuter definite article does not. For example, the definite singular [morgone] is dactylic, while the plural ['mɔrnər] is trochaic, due to syncope. A given stem-internal vowel features different levels of robustness depending on the suffix (Eliasson 1972); this merits investigation.
Given that [ə]-epenthesis inevitably adds prosodic material—it adds a syllable to the stem—one might suggest that epenthesis is driven by minimality. This is not the case, however, since the default foot in Swedish is trochaic (Löfstedt 1992, Riad 1992, 2002, 2003), but the [ə]-epenthesis occurs after nasal-final trochees, thereby creating dactyls.

(58)   STEM  NON-N. SG. DEF.  GLOSS
       [’meːdəm]  [’meːdəmən]  ‘member’
       [’vɛːːn]    [’vɛːːnən]   ‘porridge’

Clearly, then, minimality cannot be the driving force behind the licensing of epenthesis after nasal-final trochee, since the resulting forms are dactyls.

Furthermore, if minimality were a condition on derived forms, we would expect all polymorphemic forms to be at least trochaic. This is not the case, as we can see by looking at suffixes such as the neuter /t/, participle /d/, and supine /tv/. These suffixes associate with CVC stems, resulting in monosyllabic CVC + C forms.

(59)   STEM  CORRECT  *  GLOSS
      PARTICIPLE  [døːm:]  [døːmd]  *[døːmd]  ‘judge’
      SUPINE    [døːm:]  [døːmt]  *[døːmt]  ‘judge’
      NEUTER    [lɑːm]   [lɑːmt]  *[lɑːmt]  ‘lame’

So, minimality fails to account for the epenthesis of [ə] in Swedish allomorphy, since epenthesis overapplies (creating dactyls) in nasal-final trochee stems, and since epenthesis underapplies (failing to create trochees) in monosyllabic polymorphs featuring the participle, supine, and neuter suffixes.

One might wish to argue that the epenthesis after lateral-final stems and nasal-final stems is driven by sonority sequencing. No doubt, the nasal suffix /n/ is close to the lateral and nasals in terms of the sonority scale. If there were some minimum
sonority distance that applied in complex codas, perhaps this could explain the vowel-epenthesis.

This approach cannot work, however. If we consider the participle, supine, and neuter suffixes, we note that zero sonority distances are grammatical in complex codas. The participle suffix is /d/, and it is grammatical after another voiced stop, e.g., /g/: (60)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>STEM</th>
<th>CORRECT</th>
<th>*</th>
<th>GLOSS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PARTICIPLE</td>
<td>[tɪɡː]</td>
<td>[tɪɡd]</td>
<td>*[tɪɡːd]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Similarly, the supine and neuter suffixes are /t/, and they appear without epenthesis after other voiceless stops, e.g., /k/: (61)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>STEM</th>
<th>CORRECT</th>
<th>*</th>
<th>GLOSS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SUPINE</td>
<td>[slɛkː]</td>
<td>[slɛkt]</td>
<td>*[slɛkːt]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEUTER</td>
<td>[çɛkː]</td>
<td>[çɛkt]</td>
<td>*[çɛkːt]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

So there is no reason to assume that a minimum sonority distance is driving the epenthesis in the non-neuter definite suffix.16

1.8 *NONDIST MORPH and Evolutionary Phonology

The present study relies explicitly on the inherent perceptual properties of sounds in given contexts. As such, it is at odds with the central tenet of Evolutionary Phonology (henceforth, EP; Blevins 2004), according to which sound patterns are mere artifacts of transmission of language from one generation to the next.

The proposal makes crucial reference to the P-map, which drives the epenthesis pattern in the paradigm of the Swedish non-neuter singular definite suffix. The following relative rankings were shown to be crucial:

16 It might also be noted that the antigemination account of Bakovic 2005 is irrelevant to Swedish: adjacent nasals do not geminate, and geminate nasals are not ungrammatical.
This relative ranking was projected from the following P-map fragment:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Morphemes</th>
<th>Context</th>
<th>N_#</th>
<th>L_#</th>
<th>V_#</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>n/∅</td>
<td></td>
<td>n/∅</td>
<td></td>
<td>n/∅</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Reference to the primary content of the sounds is essential here—the relative confusability between [n] and ∅ in various segmental contexts drives the present analysis. If the classes ‘nasals’, ‘laterals’, and ‘vowels’ were simply handy expositional devices, unmotivated by actual phonetic properties, then the present proposal would be stipulative, descriptive, and of no interest. In short, there would be no account of the epenthesis pattern in Swedish.

Blevins (2004:27) claims that

[t]here is no need to encode the primary content of phonological representations and constraint systems in the human mind, since these properties can be shown to emerge from natural processes of language change inherent to the transmission of language from one generation to the next.

According to EP, the pattern of the Swedish non-neuter definite article is simply a historical artifact. Assuming that it was historically /öm/, the schwaless allomorphs must be accounted for by crossgenerational transmission. The vowel has been lost post-
vocalically and occasionally post-laterally: it must be shown that the sound is fragile in these contexts. The schwa has been deleted post-vocalically before the non-neuter [n].

(64) \[
\begin{array}{ccc}
\text{SG.} = \text{STEM} & \text{NON-N. SG. DEF.} & \text{GLOSS} \\
[\text{by:}] & [\text{by:n}] & \text{‘village’} \\
[\text{fru:}] & [\text{fru:n}] & \text{‘wife’} \\
[\text{bru:}] & [\text{bru:n}] & \text{‘bridge’} \\
\end{array}
\]

Recall, in contrast, that hiatus remains with the neuter definite article:

(65) \[
\begin{array}{ccc}
\text{SG.} = \text{STEM} & \text{N. SG. DEF.} & \text{GLOSS} \\
[\text{bly:}] & [\text{bly:ɔt}] & \text{‘lead’} \\
[\text{ku:}] & [\text{ku:ɔt}] & \text{‘letter Q’} \\
[\text{bu:}] & [\text{bu:ɔt}] & \text{‘nest’} \\
\end{array}
\]

EP would explain the contemporary schwa-less pattern in context V_n if schwa is harder to perceive in the context V_n than in the context V_t.

The deletion of schwa after l-final trochees similarly predicts that the schwa in that position is difficult to perceive.

(66) \[
\begin{array}{ccc}
\text{SG.} = \text{STEM} & \text{NON-N. SG. DEF.} & \text{GLOSS} \\
[\text{ˈkɔnsəl}] & [\text{ˈkɔnsəln}] & *[\text{ˈkɔnsəln}] \text{‘consul’} \\
[\text{ˈnɪkːəl}] & [\text{ˈnɪkːəln}] & *[\text{ˈnɪkːəln}] \text{‘key’} \\
\end{array}
\]

In particular, it is more difficult to perceive than a schwa after a nasal-final trochee, where the schwa has not been deleted:

(67) \[
\begin{array}{ccc}
\text{STEM} & \text{NON-N. SG. DEF.} & \text{GLOSS} \\
[\text{ˈmeːdəm}] & [\text{ˈmeːdəmən}] & *[\text{ˈmeːdəmən}] \text{‘member’} \\
[\text{ˈvɛlːn}] & [\text{ˈvɛlːnən}] & *[\text{ˈvɛlːnən}] \text{‘porridge’} \\
\end{array}
\]

Establishing these relative scales of perceptibility of schwa lies beyond the scope of the present study.
1.9 Local summary

We have seen that the constraint family \(*\text{NONDIST MORPH}*, projected into the phonological constraint system from relative rankings in the P-map, accounts for the allomorphy of the Swedish singular non-neuter definite suffix. The P-map, together with a principle of projection into the phonology, provides the following ranking:

\[(68) = (49) \*\text{NONDIST MORPH} (n, \emptyset/N_\#) \gtrdot \*\text{NONDIST MORPH} (n, \emptyset/L_\#) \gtrdot \*\text{NONDIST MORPH} (n, \emptyset/V_\#)\]

Interleaved among these constraints are PARSE-\(\sigma\), which penalizes unfooted syllables; and DEP-V, which penalizes epenthetic vowels.

\[(69) \*\text{NONDIST MORPH} (n, \emptyset/N_\#) \gtrdot \text{PARSE-}\sigma \gtrdot \*\text{NONDIST MORPH} (n, \emptyset/L_\#) \gtrdot \text{DEP-V, } \*\text{NONDIST MORPH} (n, \emptyset/V_\#)\]

This ranking generates the patterns appropriately, and the empirical success of our constraint family \(*\text{NONDIST MORPH}\) lends credence to our thesis of perceptually driven allomorphy.
2 n-final stems and *REPETITION

2.1 Introduction

In our discussion of the non-neuter singular definite morpheme /n/, the criteria for perceptual salience have been the contextual phonetic cues. When we look at the allomorphy of the non-neuter definite article for stems ending in the coronal nasal /n/, we see that mere contextual cues predict across-the-board licensing of the allomorph /ən/, just as we saw in the case of words ending in non-coronal nasals. The occurrence of morphological haplology in trochee stems ending in /ən/ and /an/ will lead to an expansion of perception-driven grammar to include the effects of repetition blindness.

2.2 n-final stems stressed on the final syllable

The n-final stems ending in a stressed syllable license the allomorph /ən/ for the definite article:

(70)  
STEM | DEFINITE | GLOSS
--- | --- | ---
[steːn] | ['steːnən] | ‘rock’
[løːn] | ['løːnən] | ‘salary’
[soːn] | ['soːnən] | ‘son’
[ɡræn] | ['ɡrænən] | ‘pine’

The following list shows the same phenomenon with polysyllabic stems stressed on the final syllable:

(71)  
STEM | DEFINITE | GLOSS
--- | --- | ---
[ra'viːn] | [ra'viːnən] | ‘ravine’
[kap'teːn] | [kap'teːnən] | ‘captain’
[ba'ruːn] | [ba'ruːnən] | ‘baron’
As noted in Chapter 1, the epenthesis of [ə] not driven by a ban on geminate nasals. Geminate consonants are ubiquitous in Swedish, including geminate /n\. Consider these examples:

(72) \begin{tabular}{ll}
STEM & GLOSS \\
[ˈtɛn:] & ‘pewter’ \\
[ˈfjɔːn:] & ‘skin’ \\
[ˈçɛn:] & ‘feel’ \\
[ˈlɔːn:] & ‘maple’ \\
[ˈrɔːn:] & ‘mountain ash’ \\
[ˈtɔːn:] & ‘thin’ \\
[ˈbrɔːn:] & ‘well (for water)’ \\
[ˈspanː] & ‘pale’ \\
[ˈgrɛnː] & ‘pretty’
\end{tabular}

In fact, some of the words on this list are non-neuter noun stems, and they trigger the /ən/ allomorph, just like stems ending in non-geminate /n/:

(73) \begin{tabular}{lll}
STEM & DEFINITE & GLOSS \\
[ˈlɔːnː] & [ˈlɔːnːən] & ‘maple’ \\
[ˈrɔːnː] & [ˈrɔːnːən] & ‘mountain ash’ \\
[ˈbrɔːnː] & [ˈbrɔːnːən] & ‘well (for water)’ \\
[ˈspanː] & [ˈspanːən] & ‘pale’
\end{tabular}

In short, an n-final stem ending in a stressed syllable triggers epenthesis, just as other nasal-final stems do.

The epenthesis after n-final stems is licensed by the fact that the resulting context for the morphemic exponence [n] is rendered more distinct from the
tautoparadigmatic \( \emptyset \), in terms of place, manner, and segmental status. The summary of the cues are summarized in the following chart:

\[
\begin{array}{c|cc}
\text{Signal modulation: spectrum} & \text{NO CUE} & \text{STRONG CUE} \\
\text{Signal modulation: amplitude} & \text{NO CUE} & \text{STRONG CUE} \\
\text{Place: V-C formant transition} & \text{NO CUE} & \text{STRONG CUE} \\
\text{Manner:} & \text{NO CUE} & \text{STRONG CUE} \\
\end{array}
\]

Nasalization on preceding segment, conditioned by /n/

The weakness of the cues of [n] in context n#, contrasted with the strength of the cues of [n] in context V#, renders [n] and \( \emptyset \) confusable in the former context, but not so in the latter context. This is summarized in the following P-map fragment:

\[
\begin{array}{|c|c|c|}
\hline
\text{Morphemes} & \text{Context} & \text{n#} & \text{V#} \\
\hline
\text{n/\( \emptyset \)} & \text{n/\( \emptyset \)} & \text{n/\( \emptyset \)} \\
\hline
\end{array}
\]

By the mechanism discussed in the Chapter 1, this projects the following constraint ranking:

\[
\begin{align*}
*\text{NONDIST MORPH (n,\( \emptyset \)/n#)} \\
\Rightarrow \quad *\text{NONDIST MORPH (n,\( \emptyset \)/V#)}
\end{align*}
\]

Recall that epenthesis of [\( \epsilon \)] in stems ending in [m] resulted from a nested constraint ranking, with DEP-V interleaved between *NONDIST MORPH (n,\( \emptyset \)/n#) and
*NONDIST MORPH (n,∅/V_#). The same schema generates the epenthetic output for n-final stems stressed on the final syllable.

(77)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>/lønː + n/</th>
<th>*NONDIST MORPH n,∅/n_#</th>
<th>DEP-V</th>
<th>*NONDIST MORPH n,∅/V_#</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a. lønːn</td>
<td>*!</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. &gt; lønːn</td>
<td></td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Setting aside the fact that candidate (a) constitutes an OCP violation—a point orthogonal to the present thesis—it is ruled out by the *NONDIST MORPH (n,∅/n_#) constraint.

Now consider n-final stems that are unstressed on the final syllable.

2.3 n-final stems with penultimate stress

When an n-final stems ends in an unstressed syllable, the definite form may be haplological, with no morphemic exponence for the non-neuter definite article (Teleman 1969, Eliasson 1972, and Hellberg 1974). The following shows stems with penultimate stress, ending in [ɔn]:

---

17 Teleman 1969 notes some exceptions: [ɔːkɔn] ‘desert’, [sʊkɔn] ‘parish’, [sɛːɡɔn] ‘legend’, and [bɔːtnɔn] ‘bottom’; these have the definite forms [ɔːknɔn], [sʊknɔn], [sɛːnɔn], and (in some dialects) [bɔːtnɔn]. The last item is often heard in the haplological form; I believe haplology is obligatory in the idiom Det var botten ‘That was the pits; That was a drag’.
(78) STEM DEFINITE GLOSS

[ʼfrøːkən] [ʼfrøːkən] ‘unmarried woman, miss’
[ʼkɵlmən] [ʼkɵlmən] ‘culmination’
[ʼɔrdən] [ʼɔrdən] ‘order’
[ʼbɔrjən] [ʼbɔrjən] ‘surety’
[ʼlɔːsən] [ʼlɔːsən] ‘stamp duty’
[ʼmyːrən] [ʼmyːrən] ‘myrtle’

The following shows the same pattern for words ending in [an]:

(79) STEM DEFINITE GLOSS

[ʼjɪslən] [ʼjɪslən] ‘hostage’
[ʼbɔrjən] [ʼbɔrjən] ‘beginning’
[ʼfrøktən] [ʼfrøktən] ‘fear’
[ʼlɛŋtən] [ʼlɛŋtən] ‘longing’
[ʼstrɛ:vən] [ʼstrɛ:vən] ‘striving’
[ʼtveːkən] [ʼtveːkən] ‘doubt’
[ʼtɛːvlən] [ʼtɛːvlən] ‘contest’
[ʼɔndrən] [ʼɔndrən] ‘wonderment’
[ʼveːgran] [ʼveːgran] ‘refusal’
[ʼventən] [ʼventən] ‘expectation’
[ʼɛŋslən] [ʼɛŋslən] ‘anguish’
[ʼɔnskən] [ʼɔnskən] ‘wish’

The same pattern is seen in words that are prosodically compound, with a

stressed prefix:
Also, words with an unstressed pretonic syllable follow this pattern:

\[
\begin{array}{lll}
\text{STEM} & \text{DEFINITE} & \text{GLOSS} \\
[\text{'an,meːlan}] & [\text{'an,meːlan}] & \text{‘notification’} \\
[\text{'an,søːkan}] & [\text{'an,søːkan}] & \text{‘application’} \\
[\text{'an,tyːdan}] & [\text{'an,tyːdan}] & \text{‘hint’} \\
[\text{'in,bjʉːdan}] & [\text{'in,bjʉːdan}] & \text{‘invitation’} \\
\end{array}
\]

Notice that this pattern is different from m-final and ŋ-final trochee stems. Stems of the latter type license the /ən/ allomorph, which—recall—result in dactylic SRs:

\[
\begin{array}{lll}
\text{STEM} & * & \text{DEFINITE} & \text{GLOSS} \\
[\text{boːjeːran}] & *[\text{boːjeːran}] & [\text{boːjeːran}] & \text{‘request’} \\
[\text{før'tviːvlan}] & *[\text{før'tviːvlan}] & [\text{før'tviːvlan}] & \text{‘desperation’} \\
[\text{ək'søːmøn}] & *[\text{ək'søːmøn}] & [\text{ək'søːmøn}] & \text{‘degree’} \\
[\text{lo'kəmøn}] & *[\text{lo'kəmøn}] & [\text{lo'kəmøn}] & \text{‘body’} \\
[\text{tɔn'təmøn}] & *[\text{tɔn'təmøn}] & [\text{tɔn'təmøn}] & \text{‘examination’} \\
\end{array}
\]

The constraints we have posited so far fail to generate the correct output. Let us see why.

Consider the *NONDIST MORPH violation of the haplological output. Since the phonetic reflex is in fact Ø, it must be ranked higher than other *NONDIST MORPH constraints, since Ø is infinitely confusable with itself in the P-map in any arbitrary context K:
(83)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Morphemes</th>
<th>Context</th>
<th>K</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\emptyset/\emptyset$</td>
<td>$\emptyset/\emptyset$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

So, we have the relative rankings:

(84)  
*NONDIST M orth (\emptyset)  
$\Rightarrow$ *NONDIST M orth (n,\emptyset/n,\#)  
$\Rightarrow$ *NONDIST M orth (n,\emptyset/V,\#)

In addition, we will refer to a phonotactic constraint, relevant to the fully faithful candidate:

(85)  
*X:/ [-stress]  
No long segments in unstressed syllables.

Consider the tableau, with three crucial candidates: one with a lengthened nasal, one with the [ən] suffix, and one haplological output.

(86)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Context</th>
<th>K</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>/myrten + n/ 'the myrtle'</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*X:/ [-stress]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*NONDIST M orth (\emptyset)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*NONDIST M orth (n,\emptyset/n,#)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DEP-V</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*NONDIST M orth (n,\emptyset/V,#)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>/myrten + n/ 'the myrtle'</th>
<th>*X:/ [-stress]</th>
<th>*NONDIST M orth (\emptyset)</th>
<th>*NONDIST M orth (n,\emptyset/n,#)</th>
<th>DEP-V</th>
<th>*NONDIST M orth (n,\emptyset/V,#)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a.</td>
<td>ʰmyrten:</td>
<td>*!</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b.</td>
<td>ʰmyrtenen</td>
<td></td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c.</td>
<td>ʰmyrten</td>
<td></td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

While candidate (a) is appropriately ruled out by virtue of *X:/-stress, the constraints incorrectly select the dactylic output as the optimal candidate. The incorrectly selected candidate is marked with the bomb symbol.
As an additional complication, stems ending in [on] do create dactyls:

(87)  

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>STEM</th>
<th>DEFINITE</th>
<th>GLOSS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>['morən]</td>
<td>['morənən]</td>
<td>‘morning’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>['aftən]</td>
<td>['aftənən]</td>
<td>‘evening’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The sound pair [on-on] triggers haplology as a repetition effect. While [an-on] also triggers this repetition effect, the sound [on] is sufficiently different from [on] to be immune to this repetition effect.

2.4 Repetition effects

A repeated stimulus is more difficult to perceive than a novel stimulus. The avoidance of repetition has been attested both in linguistic domains and extralinguistic domains. Stemberger (1981) provides numerous examples of morphological haplology, which he boils down to the avoidance of repetition. Walter 2007 provides an overview of repetition effects. She draws our attention to the following work, among others: Kanwisher (1987) refers to ‘repetition blindness’, the failure to detect repeated words in visual and aural tests. The phenomenon also applies to extralinguistic tasks such as identifying letters (Park and Kanwisher 1994), numbers (Bavelier and Potter 1992), color patches (Kanwisher et al 1995), relative spatial locations (Epstein and Kanwisher 1999), pictures (Bavelier 1994), images of the same object from different angles and different types within a category (Kanwisher, Yin, and Wojciulik 1997), and orthographically distinct homophonones (Bavelier 1994), among other domains.  

Consider a stimulus such as *['myrənən] from the perspective of repetition blindness. Just as a repeated visual stimuli results in poor detection, the repeated

---

18 I am grateful to Colin Wilson and MaryAnn Walter for drawing my attention to this phenomenon and these references.
auditory sequence [ən] will be poorly perceived. To some extent, *[myrtnən] will simply be sound like [myrtn]. In contrast, a stimulus such as *[mɔrgɔnən] will not be perceived as [mɔrgɔn], since no strings are being repeated in the stimulus, so repetition blindness has no effect on the word.

Let us formalize this phenomenon of repetition blindness, as it occurs in the n-final trochees of Swedish. Keep in mind the general pattern:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(88) [ən]-final trochee</th>
<th>STEM</th>
<th>NON-N SG. DEFINITE</th>
<th>NOTE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>*[myrtn]</td>
<td>*[myrtn]</td>
<td>haplology</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*[jislan]</td>
<td>*[jislan]</td>
<td>haplology</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*[mɔrgɔn]</td>
<td>*[mɔrgɔnən]</td>
<td>overt sfx</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The epenthetic vowel plus the definite suffix produces the cluster [ən]. The sequences [ən], [an], and [ɔn] have varying degrees of confusability w.r.t. the sequence [ən]. The cluster [ən] is, obviously, infinitely confusable with itself. The cluster [an] is somewhat confusable with [ən], and the cluster [ɔn] is less confusable with [ən].\(^{19}\) We have the following scale:

| (89) Δ (ən, ən) | Δ (an, ən) | Δ (ən, ən) |

If we assume, in a functionalist spirit, that the grammar will treat phonetically salient outputs as preferable to phonetically non-salient outputs, it is reasonable to assume that the grammar will penalize sequences that are overly similar. If a phoneme sequence is likely to trigger the effect of repetition blindness, it is penalized by the grammar. If a phoneme sequence is only somewhat likely to trigger repetition blindness, it is

\(^{19}\) Establishing this is the topic of two experiments in Chapter 6. See 6.4, 6.5, 6.6 and 6.7.
penalized, but not as severely. If a phoneme sequence is unlikely to trigger repetition blindness, it is penalized even less severely.

All sequences violate *REPETITION, since any phoneme sequence is similar to some extent to any other phoneme sequence:

(90)  *REPETITION—a constraint family
   
   Any phoneme sequence <SEQ_i> followed by a disjoint adjacent sequence <SEQ_j> incurs a violation *REPETITION (SEQ_i, SEQ_j).

The grammar can compare the degree of similarity between pairs of adjacent phoneme sequences. If sequence pairs are very similar, the ranking of the *REPETITION constraint is high. If sequence pairs are less similar, the ranking of the *REPETITION constraint is lower. The is done by projection of *REPETITION constraints:

(91)  P-map-to-ranking projection of *REPETITION

   For pairs of phoneme sequences <SEQ_i,SEQ_j> and <SEQ_k,SEQ_l>,
   
   if \( \Delta (SEQ_i/SEQ_j) \geq \Delta (SEQ_k/SEQ_l) \),
   
   then \( *REPETITION (SEQ_i,SEQ_j) \gg *REPETITION (SEQ_k,SEQ_l) \).

Recall the relative rankings we assumed above:

(92)  \( (89) \quad \Delta (\partial n, \partial n) \)

   \( > \quad \Delta (an, \partial n) \)

   \( > \quad \Delta (\partial n, \partial n) \)

By virtue of projection of *REPETITION constraints, the grammar generates the following relative rankings:
(93)  
\[ \Rightarrow \text{*REPETITION (әә)} \]
\[ \Rightarrow \text{*REPETITION (әә-әә)} \]
\[ \Rightarrow \text{*REPETITION (әә)} \]

The haplology effect is obtained by interleaving the *NONDIST MОРPH (\( \emptyset \)) between
\[ \Rightarrow \text{*REPETITION (әә)} \] and *REPETITION (әә-әә):
(94)  
\[ \Rightarrow \text{*REPETITION (әә)} \]
\[ \Rightarrow \text{*REPETITION (әә)} \]
\[ \Rightarrow \text{*NONDIST MОРPH (\( \emptyset \))} \]
\[ \Rightarrow \text{*REPETITION (әә)} \]

This means that the phonotactic outputs [әәәә] and [әәәә] are worse than haplological outputs. So, the rankings generate the haplological outputs for [myртәә] ‘myrtle, def sg.’:

(95)

| /myртәә + n/ | ‘the myrtle’ | X̂:*-STRESS | *REP(әә-әә) | *REP (әә-әә) | *NONDIST MОРPH (\( \emptyset \)) |  |  |  |
|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|
| a. | ’myртәә | *! | | | | | | |
| b. | ’myртәәәә | *! | | | | | | |
| c. > ’myртәә | *! | | | | | | | |

By the same token, the rankings generate the haplological outputs for [jислан] ‘hostage, def sg’:
For the item \[mɔrɡɔn + n\], however, the ranking \(*\text{NONDIST MORPH (∅)}\) \(\gg \) \(*\text{REpetition (an-an)}\) ensures that the haplological output is dispreferred.

(97)
2.5 Local summary

We have seen that the family of constraints *REPETITION, projected into the phonological constraint system from relative rankings in the P-map, accounts for the allomorphy of the Swedish singular non-neuter definite suffix. The P-map, together with a principle of projection into the phonology, provides the following ranking:

\[(98) \quad = (93) \quad *\text{REPETITION} (\text{än-ön})
\]
\[
\Rightarrow \quad *\text{REPETITION} (\text{an-ön})
\]
\[
\Rightarrow \quad *\text{REPETITION} (\text{ön-ön})
\]

Interleaved among these constraints *NonDist Morph (\Ø), which penalizes null morphemic exponence.

\[(99) \quad = (94) \quad *\text{REPETITION} (\text{än-ön})
\]
\[
\Rightarrow \quad *\text{REPETITION} (\text{an-ön})
\]
\[
\Rightarrow \quad *\text{NONDIST MОРPH (Ø)}
\]
\[
\Rightarrow \quad *\text{REPETITION} (\text{ön-ön})
\]

This ranking generates the patterns appropriately, and the empirical success of our family of constraints *REPETITION lends credence to our thesis of perceptually driven allomorphy.
3 ‘Dental gemination’ and IDENT [Long C]/K

3.1 Introduction

Swedish morphophonology features verbal and adjectival suffixes which sometimes surface as geminates, and sometimes as singleton consonants. The distribution suffixes may be insightfully formalized by means of ranked constraints projected from the P-map. The suffixes’ degemination depends on the salience of the long/short distinction in a given phonetic context. The phenomenon provides a rare example of outside-in allomorphy: the form of the suffix determines the allomorphy of the stem (in particular, the geminate suffix can cause the stem’s vowel to surface as short rather than long).

Before looking at the relevant suffixes, a terminological point is in order. The relevant pattern is generally referred to in the literature as ‘dental gemination’ (Eliasson 1972, Hellberg 1974, Raffelsiefen 2002). The name is of course ontologically loaded. It is generally assumed in the Scandinavian phonological literature that the relevant suffixes are short in UR, and lengthened by rule. In what follows, I will use the term ‘dental gemination’ simply to refer to the pattern in the data, with no ontological commitment of a gemination process in the phonology. In fact, I will follow the observation of Teleman 1969, who shows that this pattern is one of de-gemination; furthermore, it is not limited to dentals.

3.2 The paradigms

Consider the basic facts. In the conjugation with no intervening vowel before the participial, supine, and preterite suffixes, the suffixes on C_0VC verbs are /d/, /t/ and /də/, respectively.
Note that the vowel is long in these forms, counter to Swedish monomorphemic stem phonotactics. That is, monomorphemes of the form [veːgd] [veːgt] [veːgde] are ungrammatical. This vowel lengthening is not the result of the affixation. If the infinitive has a short vowel and long coda consonant, the vowel remains short. The pattern applies generally to verbs of the form C₀VC of the second conjugation (Teleman et al. [henceforth, SAG] 1999:558); i.e., the conjugation with no stressless thematic vowel before the suffix:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>STEM</th>
<th>PARTICIPLE</th>
<th>SUPINE</th>
<th>PRETERITE</th>
<th>GLOSS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[veːg]</td>
<td>[veːgd]</td>
<td>[veːgt]</td>
<td>['veːgə]</td>
<td>‘weigh’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[eːɡ]</td>
<td>[eːgd]</td>
<td>[eːgt]</td>
<td>['eːgə]</td>
<td>‘own’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[çyːl]</td>
<td>[çyːld]</td>
<td>[çyːlt]</td>
<td>['çyːldə]</td>
<td>‘chill’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[veːv]</td>
<td>[veːvd]</td>
<td>[veːvt]</td>
<td>['veːvdə]</td>
<td>‘weave’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[steːk]</td>
<td>[steːkt]</td>
<td>[steːkt]</td>
<td>['steːktə]</td>
<td>‘broil’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Similarly, if the suffix is preceded by a stressless vowel, the suffix consonant is short, and the vowel length in the affixed form mirrors the vowel-length of the stem. The

---

20 I will abstract away from voicing assimilation.
21 See previous footnote.
productive first conjugation features a thematic vowel /a/ after the stem; verbs of this group feature short stops in the relevant suffixes (SAG 1999:558):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(102)</th>
<th>STEM</th>
<th>SUPINE</th>
<th>PARTICIPLE</th>
<th>PRETERITE</th>
<th>GLOSS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Returning to verbs with no thematic conjugational vowel, if the stem is of the form C₀V, the vowel surfaces as short in the suffixed form; not long, as we might have expected. The relevant words are of the so-called third conjugation (SAG 1999: 560). The suffix’s dental stop is long.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(103)</th>
<th>STEM</th>
<th>SUPINE</th>
<th>PARTICIPLE</th>
<th>PRETERITE</th>
<th>GLOSS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[truː]</td>
<td>[trutː]</td>
<td>[trudː]</td>
<td>['trudːə]</td>
<td>‘believe’</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[floː]</td>
<td>[flotː]</td>
<td>[flodː]</td>
<td>['flodːə]</td>
<td>‘flay’</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[flyː]</td>
<td>[flytː]</td>
<td>[flydː]</td>
<td>['flydːə]</td>
<td>‘flee’</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[fjeː]</td>
<td>[fjetː]</td>
<td>[fjedː]</td>
<td>['fjedːə]</td>
<td>‘occur’</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[strøː]</td>
<td>[strøtː]</td>
<td>[strødː]</td>
<td>['strødːə]</td>
<td>‘sprinkle’</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In addition to the stems ending in a stressed vowel, another set of data generally subsumed under the title ‘dental gemination’ includes those verbs of the second conjugation which end in dental stops (SAG 1999: 559). Interestingly, these surface with a short vowel followed by a long dental stop. The following are stems of the form C₀Vt.

---

22 In this chart and following charts, the short vowels have slightly different qualities than the corresponding long vowels, but I have left them identical, for expositional clarity. Vowel-vowel correspondence is discussed in chapter 4.
The same changes in vowel-length apply to stems of the form $C_0Vd$.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>STEM</th>
<th>SUPINE</th>
<th>PARTICIPLE</th>
<th>PRETERITE</th>
<th>GLOSS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[byːt]</td>
<td>[byːt]</td>
<td>[byːt]</td>
<td>['byːtː]</td>
<td>‘exchange’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[møːt]</td>
<td>[møːt]</td>
<td>[møːt]</td>
<td>['møːtː]</td>
<td>‘meet’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[støːt]</td>
<td>[støːt]</td>
<td>[støːt]</td>
<td>['støːtː]</td>
<td>‘shove’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[mɛːt]</td>
<td>[mɛːt]</td>
<td>[mɛːt]</td>
<td>['mɛːtː]</td>
<td>‘measure’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[føːt]</td>
<td>[føːt]</td>
<td>[fødː]</td>
<td>['fødːː]</td>
<td>‘give birth’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[tyːd]</td>
<td>[tyːt]</td>
<td>[tyːd]</td>
<td>['tyːdː]</td>
<td>‘interpret’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[pryːd]</td>
<td>[prytː]</td>
<td>[prydː]</td>
<td>['prydːː]</td>
<td>‘decorate’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The vowel length of the stem is lost in the suffixed forms, and the suffixes are long.

The ‘dental gemination’ pattern does not only apply to verbal conjugations, but also to adjectives. The neuter surfaces as /t/ after $C_0VC$ stems. Just like in the verbs, the vowel-length is replicated in the affixed form:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>STEM</th>
<th>NEUTER</th>
<th>GLOSS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[jʉːp]</td>
<td>[jʉːpt]</td>
<td>‘deep’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[rɑːk]</td>
<td>[rɑːkt]</td>
<td>‘straight’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[viːɡ]</td>
<td>[viːɡt]</td>
<td>‘nimble’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[vis]</td>
<td>[vist]</td>
<td>‘wise’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[lɑːm]</td>
<td>[lɑːmt]</td>
<td>‘lame’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[heːl]</td>
<td>[heːlt]</td>
<td>‘whole’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

If the vowel is short in the stem, it remains short in the affixed form:
(107)  STEM       NEUTER     GLOSS
[knap:]  [knapt]     ‘bare’
[çek:]   [çekt]      ‘smart’
[pig:]   [pigt]      ‘energetic’
[dɔm:]   [dɔmt]      ‘dumb’
[fɔl:]   [fɔlt]      ‘full’

Just like the verbs above, the stems of the form C_0V surface with a short vowel, rather
than the expected long vowel.\(^{23}\)

(108)  STEM       NEUTER     GLOSS
[blo:]   [blot:]     ‘blue’
[gro:]   [grot:]     ‘grey’
[ro:]    [rot:]      ‘raw’
[fri:]   [frit:]     ‘free’
[ny:]    [nyt:]      ‘new’
[slɔ:]   [slɔt:]     ‘lazy’

The adjectives ending in dental stops also pattern like the verbs above: the following
stems are of the form C_0Vt.

(109)  STEM       NEUTER     GLOSS
[vit:]   [vit:]      ‘white’
[vot:]   [vot:]      ‘wet’
[het:]   [het:]      ‘hot’
[fet:]   [fet:]      ‘greasy; fat’

The same applies to stems of the form C_iVd.

\(^{23}\) Some adjectives resist neuter affixation, resulting in paradigm gaps (Sigurd (1965: 102-103), Kiefer (1970), Linell (1972), SAG (1999: 210, 214); Raffelsiefen (2002). This is discussed in chapters 4 and 5.
(110) **STEM** | **NEUTER** | **GLOSS**
--- | --- | ---
[glɑːd] | [glat:] | ‘happy’
[bred:d] | [bret:] | ‘broad’
[dɔːd] | [døt:] | ‘dead’
[rɔːd] | [røt:] | ‘red’
[sneːd] | [snet:] | ‘crooked’
[sprɔːd] | [sprøt:] | ‘crisp’
[vid] | [vit:] | ‘white’
[bliːd] | [blit:] | ‘mild’
[soliːd] | [solit:] | ‘solid’

There are two questions that arise regarding the ‘dental gemination’ pattern.

(111) (a) What determines the long/short allomorphy of the suffix?

(b) What determines the long/short allomorphy of the stem?

We will first address question (111)(a), then question (111)(b).

3.3 Underlying Representations

To address question (111)(a) above, we must have a sense of the URs of relevant suffixes. Are they short in UR, and lengthened by a process of gemination? Or are they long in UR, and shortened by a process of degemination? Following Teleman 1969, I will assume the latter. Teleman (1969:203) makes an astute observation in his classic overview of the Swedish inflectional system:

Nothing hinders us...from assuming /-tt/, /-dde/, /-dd/ as underlying representations for the suffixes. After all, these are reduced automatically...after a consonant or stressless vowel by a rule which we must have for independent reasons [....] With this assumption we can cancel the need for arbitrary
conjugation-markings in the lexicon for the generation of the different suffixes among the weak verbs. 24

Teleman’s insight is clear: with moraicity marked in the suffixes’ UR, independent phonotactics can generate the short allomorphs of the suffixes. The following structures featuring long consonants are ungrammatical in Swedish:

(112) (a) CVCC:
(b) 'CVCVC:

This means that independent phonotactic mechanisms, properly formalized, might alter the representations, generating short consonants:

(113) (a) CVCC
(b) 'CVCVC

Note that the reverse case cannot be held: we cannot have the ‘dental gemination’ be forced by stem phonotactics. Recall that the geminate suffixes appear only after a stressed vowel. But a singleton C may freely appear after a stressed vowel in Swedish: the form CV:C is impeccable in terms of stem phonotactics, as the following examples illustrate.

24 The translation is mine [IL]. The original reads: Ingenting hindrar oss...från att anta /-tt/, /-dde/, /-dd/ som grundformer för suffixen. Dessa reduceras nämligen automatiskt...efter konsonant eller obetonad vokal av en regel som vi av andra skäl måste ha. Den dubbla kusilen kvarstår då bara där den ska stå, nämligen efter stam på lång vokal. Genom detta antagande kan vi helt avskaffa behovet av arbiträra konjugationsmärken i lexikon för generering av de olika suffixen i de svaga verben.
(114) **STEM** | **GLOSS**
---|---
[juːp] | ‘deep’
[vɪt] | ‘white’
[ræːk] | ‘straight’
[viːɡ] | ‘nimble’
[vɪːs] | ‘wise’
[lɑːm] | ‘lame’
[heːl] | ‘whole’

Following Teleman’s observation, we assume the following URs:

(115) **PARTICIPLE** | **SUPINE** | **PRETERITE** | **NEUTER**
---|---|---|---
/dː/ | /tː/ | /dːə/ | /t/ 

3.4 Perceptually driven degemination

Assuming the geminate representation of the suffixes in UR, we must account for the fact that their degemination after a consonantal and after a stressless vowel is grammatical. Logically speaking, we might simply have a case of ineffability or haplology, since the surface realization of the suffix morpheme cannot appear unaltered in these contexts. Why is degemination grammatical in these contexts, but blocked after a stressed vowel? Donca Steriade (p.c.) suggests that the licensing of degemination of the geminate suffixes is sensitive to perceptibility: salience of gemination is identified in the P-map; and the grammar, in the form of ranked constraints, disprefers salient degemination.

We are interested in comparing geminate and non-geminate consonants; we will compare the sounds Cː and C. We will consider their confusability in three contexts: after a stressed vowel, after a stressless vowel, and after a consonant. A stark V-C
formant transition facilitates the segmentation of the consonant after a stressed vowel; so length alternation in the consonant (degemination) is salient in this context. The cues of segmentation are less stark after a stressless vowel and after a consonant. For this reason, the distinction Cː/C is less salient in these contexts.  

(116)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sounds</th>
<th>Context</th>
<th>V₀</th>
<th>V₀-</th>
<th>C₀</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cː/C</td>
<td>V+stress</td>
<td>Cː/C</td>
<td>Cː/C</td>
<td>Cː/C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>V-stress</td>
<td>Cː/C</td>
<td>Cː/C</td>
<td>Cː/C</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The grammar penalizes degemination less severely if the resulting degemination is relatively non-salient. It penalizes degemination more severely if the resulting degemination is relatively salient.

(117) **P-map-to-ranking projection of IDENT [Long C]/K**

For two contexts Kₐ and Kₜ, a ≠ b, and a consonant C,

if \[ \Delta (C: / \text{K}₀, C / \text{K}₀) > \Delta (C: / \text{K}ₐ, C / \text{K}ₐ) \]

then \[ \text{IDENT} [\text{Long C}] / \text{K}ₐ \gg \text{IDENT} [\text{Long C}] / \text{K}ₜ \]

Compare the contexts \([V⁺ \text{stress} ___]\) and \([V⁻ \text{stress} ___]\):

(118) For two contexts \([V⁺ \text{stress} ___]\) and \([V⁻ \text{stress} ___]\),

if \[ \Delta (C: / V⁺ \text{stress} ___ , C / V⁺ \text{stress} ___) > \Delta (C: / V⁻ \text{stress} ___ , C / V⁻ \text{stress} ___) \]

then \[ \text{IDENT} [\text{Long C}] / V⁺ \text{stress} ___ \gg \text{IDENT} [\text{Long C}] / V⁻ \text{stress} ___ \]

Then, compare the contexts \([V⁺ \text{stress} ___]\) and \([C___]\):

---

25 The P-map fragment comparing a degemination after a stressed vowel and after a consonant is established in sections 6.8 and 6.9.
For two contexts \([V_{+\text{stress}}] \) and \([C_i] \),
if \(\Delta (C; C) \) in \([V_{+\text{stress}}] \)  \(>\) \(\Delta (C; C) \) in \([C] \),
then \(\text{IDENT} \ [\text{Long } C] / V_{+\text{stress}} \) \(\gg\) \(\text{IDENT} \ [\text{Long } C] / C \) 

These schemata generate the two following rankings:

(120) \(\text{IDENT} \ [\text{Long } C] / V_{+\text{stress}} \) \(\gg\) \(\text{IDENT} \ [\text{Long } C] / V_{-\text{stress}} \)

\(\text{IDENT} \ [\text{Long } C] / V_{+\text{stress}} \) \(\gg\) \(\text{IDENT} \ [\text{Long } C] / C \)

Collapsing these, we have the following ranking:

(121) \(\text{IDENT} \ [\text{Long } C] / V_{+\text{stress}} \) 

\(\gg\) \(\text{IDENT} \ [\text{Long } C] / V_{-\text{stress}} \), \(\text{IDENT} \ [\text{Long } C] / C \)

The suffix is true to its UR after a stressed vowel, since degemination would be overly salient in that context. The suffix is degeminated after a stressless vowel or after a consonant, since degemination is not so salient in these contexts. \(^{26}\)

3.5 Variation in the stem

Having answered question (111)(a), let us now grapple with question (111)(b):

(122) = (111)

(b) What determines the long/short allomorphy of the stem?

Recall that vowel-length is replicated in CVC stems and in stems featuring a thematic vowel before the suffix. The following chart summarizes the pattern:

\(^{26}\) I will return to gemination pattern in the case of dental-final stems below.
Faithfulness of vowel-length is lost in the words that end in stressed vowels, but maintained in the words that end in either a stressless vowel or a consonant. Assume that maintenance of vowel-length is the result of an O-O constraint (McCarthy & Prince 1995; Benua 1997):

(124)  O-O FAITH [V-LENGTH]  The vowel length of a derived form is the same as the vowel-length of the stem.

Now recall the degemination ranking that we derived from the P-map:

(125)  = (121)  IDENT [Long C] / V+stress  

Vowel length is lost if the stem ends with a stressed vowel, and is maintained if the stem ends in a consonant or is followed by a stressless vowel. By interleaving O-O FAITH [V-LENGTH] between the first degemination constraint and the other two, we obtain the desired result:

(126)  IDENT [Long C] / V+stress  
>  O-O FAITH V-LENGTH

Before seeing how these constraints generate the relevant forms, a word on Swedish phonotactics is in order.

Swedish features long segments only in stressed syllables. All segments in unstressed syllables are short. Either the vowel is long, or the first coda consonant is long; it is not the case that both are long:
(127)  *V:C:
A consonant is long only if it is preceded by a short stressed vowel. A long consonant may not be post-consonantal:

(128)  *CC:
There is another phonotactic, which is very robust in the language. It is a ban on long vowels in closed syllables (modulo extrametricality, cf. Löfstedt 1992, Riad 1992).

(129)  *V:C]_o
Although the latter is exceedingly robust, there are two monomorphemic exceptions:

(130)  SR_________GLOSS
[mo:ln]    ‘cloud’
[a:ln]     ‘ell’

These words suggest that the phonotactic *V:C]_o is violable, and is therefore ranked lower than the phonotactics [*V:C:] and [*CC:].

(131)  [*V:C:] , [*CC:]
⇒  *V:C]_o

Recall the degemination constraints:

(132)  = (126)  IDENT [Long C] / V_stress __
⇒  O-O FAITH V-LENGTH

Consider how the markedness constraints and the degemination constraints are ranked with respect to each other. The markedness constraints [*V:C:] and [*CC:] are not violated in the language, so they are ranked highest. Also the degemination constraint IDENT [Long C] / V_stress __ is not violated.

(133)  Unviolated  [*V:C:]  [*CC:]  IDENT [Long C] / V_stress __
The markedness constraint \( *V:C \sigma \) remains to be ordered with respect to the other degemination constraints. Affixed \( C_{0}VC \) stems show us the appropriate ordering.

(134) | STEM | PRETERITE | GLOSS |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[vɛːɡ]</td>
<td>[vɛːɡde]</td>
<td>‘weigh’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Although the language does not permit monomorphemes of the form \( CV:C.CV \), the affixed form here features a long vowel before a consonant that is syllabified in the coda. This means that O-O FAITH \([V\text{-LENGTH}]\) is ranked higher than \( *V:C \sigma \). It is better to have a long vowel before a coda consonant than to lose intraparadigmatic faithfulness of vowel-length.

So, we have the following rankings:

(135) \[ *[V:C:] \quad *[CC:] \quad \text{IDENT} \ [\text{Long C}] / V_{+\text{stress}} \quad \text{ IDENT} \ [\text{Long C}] / V_{-\text{stress}} \quad \text{IDENT} \ [\text{Long C}] / C_{-} \]

Consider how they generate the appropriate output for the ‘dental gemination’ pattern. First, take the case of /tru +dːe:/.

---

27 For expositional clarity, I am abstracting away from the shift in vowel quality in the shortening process. This is discussed in chapter 4.
The fully faithful candidate is ruled out due to an unviolated phonotactic constraint of Swedish: it features the ungrammatical combination of a long vowel followed by a long consonant. We have then the choice between the candidate with a long suffix consonant—candidate (b)—or the candidate with a long stem vowel—candidate (c). Both are phonotactically well-formed. However, since the constraint IDENT [Long C] / V+stress outranks the constraint O-O FAITH V-LENGTH, candidate (b) is optimal.

Now, consider the case of a [vɛɡ + dːə], where the unaffixed form surfaces with a long vowel [vɛɡ].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a.  'truːdːə'</td>
<td>*!</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b.  &gt; 'truːdːə'</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c.  'truːdːə'</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>*!</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

61
The fully faithful candidate violates the phonotactic against a post-consonantal geminate. Candidate (b) does this, as well; in addition to violating O-O FAITH [V-LENGTH]. We can choose, then, between candidates (c) and (d). Candidate (c) violates the general stem phonotactic against a vowel followed by a coda consonant, while candidate (d) violates O-O FAITH [V-LENGTH]. Since O-O FAITH [V-LENGTH] outranks \*V:C]₀, the candidate that violates \*V:C]₀ is the optimal one.

3.6 Dental-final stems

Let us now turn to the case of dental-final stems. Recall that the dental stop surfaces as long, and the preceding vowel is short, unfaithful to the long vowel of the stem form:
Before formalizing the issue, a question arises: What is the source of this gemination of the preterite form? In particular, is it the result of coalescence, or is it the result of the geminate marking on the suffix?

(139) 1 Coalescence Hypothesis: Coalescence triggers gemination.

2 Lexical Hypothesis: Lexically marked suffixes geminate.

Take the Coalescence Hypothesis. Generally, geminate suffixes surface as geminate after homorganic stem-final consonants. The following illustrates the pattern in the verb paradigms:

(140)  

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>STEM</th>
<th>C₂V</th>
<th>C₂Vd</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[truː]</td>
<td></td>
<td>[lyːd]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supine</td>
<td>[trudː]</td>
<td>[lyːdː]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Participle</td>
<td>[trudː]</td>
<td>[lyːdː]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Preterite</td>
<td>[trudːe]</td>
<td>[lyːdːe]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gloss</td>
<td>‘believe’</td>
<td>‘obey’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note that the structures of the C₀Vd stems are isomorphic with the structures of the C₀V stems.

The same is true for the adjectival pattern:

(141)  

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>STEM</th>
<th>C₂V</th>
<th>C₂Vt</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[nyː]</td>
<td></td>
<td>[viːt]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neuter</td>
<td>[nytː]</td>
<td>[vitː]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gloss</td>
<td>‘new’</td>
<td>‘white’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Just as the CV stem surfaces with a geminate suffix, the CVt stem surfaces with a geminate suffix.
However, if the suffix is not geminate, coalescence does not trigger gemination. Take the present tense suffix. It surfaces as singleton /ɾ/ after vowels, and as /ɔɾ/ after consonants (e.g., [stɛːl] ‘to place’; [stɛːlɔɾ] ‘place, pres.’). After a stem ending in /ɾ/, however, the result is haplology:

(142)  
| C V | C V  
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>STEM</td>
<td>[truː]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRESENT</td>
<td>[truːɾ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GLOSS</td>
<td>‘believe’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This is not a phonotactic effect. There is no ban on geminate [ɾː] in Swedish:

(143)  
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MONOMORPHEMIC STEM</th>
<th>GLOSS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[barː]</td>
<td>‘pine needles’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[klɪrː]</td>
<td>‘sound of breaking glass’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[strː]</td>
<td>‘stare’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Nevertheless, the r-final stems trigger haplology in the present, since the suffix is marked as non-moraic. This is not restricted to the word ‘touch’ above. It applies generally to r-final stems

(144)  
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>STEM</th>
<th>PRESENT</th>
<th>*</th>
<th>GLOSS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[çɔɾː]</td>
<td>[çɔɾ]</td>
<td>*[çɔɾɾ]</td>
<td>‘drive’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[hyːɾ]</td>
<td>[hyːɾ]</td>
<td>*[hyːɾ]</td>
<td>‘rent’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[stɔɾː]</td>
<td>[stɔɾ]</td>
<td>*[stɔɾɾ]</td>
<td>‘stear’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[bɔjeɾ]</td>
<td>[bɔjeɾ]</td>
<td>*[bɔjeɾː]</td>
<td>‘desire’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[lɛːɾ]</td>
<td>[lɛːɾ]</td>
<td>*[lɛːɾ]</td>
<td>‘teach’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[tɛːɾ]</td>
<td>[tɛːɾ]</td>
<td>*[tɛːɾ]</td>
<td>‘consume’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[fɔɾ]</td>
<td>[fɔɾ]</td>
<td>*[fɔɾː]</td>
<td>‘lead’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The same effect can be seen in the genitive suffix –s.

(145) \[
\begin{array}{c|c|c}
\text{STEM} & \text{GENITIVE} & \text{GLOSS} \\
\hline
[\text{øːs}] & [\text{greːs}] & \text{haplology or ineffable} \\
\end{array}
\]

Dialects differ as to the acceptability of the haplological genitive. Some native speakers use the haplological genitive, while others prefer periphrasis. Sigurd (1965:101) notes that ‘genitive forms of such nouns are in fact avoided as far as possible.’ On the other hand, SAG (1999) regards the result as haplological, not ineffable. Setting aside interesting sociolinguistic questions, the choice of either haplology or ineffability applies to s-final stems.

(146) \[
\begin{array}{c|c|c|c}
\text{STEM} & \text{GENITIVE} & \text{*} & \text{GLOSS} \\
\hline
[\text{ruːs}] & [\text{rus}] & \text{or ineffable} & *[\text{rus}] & \text{‘rose’} \\
[\text{iːs}] & [\text{iːs}] & \text{or ineffable} & *[\text{iːs}] & \text{‘ice’} \\
[\text{vʌs}] & [\text{vʌs}] & \text{or ineffable} & *[\text{vas}] & \text{‘vase’} \\
\end{array}
\]

Note that the alternative with geminate [sː] is never an option. Again, this ungrammaticality is not due to stem phonotactics. The language is rich in words ending in geminate [sː].

(147) \[
\begin{array}{c|c}
\text{STEM} & \text{GLOSS} \\
\hline
[\text{glasː}] & \text{‘ice cream’} \\
[\text{ɡsː}] & \text{‘ace’} \\
[\text{drɛsː}] & \text{‘outfit’} \\
[\text{hɪsː}] & \text{‘elevator’} \\
\end{array}
\]
The combination \((C_i + C_i)\) generates geminate \(C_i\). However, the combination \((C_i + C_i)\) generates singleton \(C_i\) or ineffability. Gemination under coalescence takes place only if the suffix is marked as long in UR.

The **Coalescence Hypothesis** is empirically untenable. So, we will assume the **Lexical Hypothesis** above: the ‘dental gemination’ pattern takes place with homorganic stems because the suffixes are marked as geminate in UR. Suffixes such as the present tense /t/ and genitive /s/, on the other hand, are marked as non-moraic in UR, so they do not trigger gemination under coalescence.

We are now almost ready for the formalization of the dental-final stems. A word of explication is in order, however. Recall that we used the following constraints on degemination to capture the lack of degemination after a stressed vowel, contrasted with degemination in post-consonantal position and after a stressless vowel.

\[
(148) \equiv (121) \quad \text{IDENT (Long C) / V \_stress \_} \\
\quad \Rightarrow \quad \text{IDENT (Long C) / V \_stress \_}, \text{IDENT (Long C) / C \_}
\]

In the examples we have seen up to now, a vagueness in the formalism has gone unnoted. The vagueness is the following: are the contexts defined in UR or SR? Since there has been no deletion or epenthesis up to now, the question would appear to be academic. However, in the case of the dental-final stems, the question is concrete and empirical. Take the form /lyd + d\ae/ ‘obey, preterite’.
In UR, the geminate stop of the suffix is post-consonantal: it follows the /d/ of the stem. But in SR, the geminate stop of the suffix is post-vocalic.

If the IDENT (Long) constraint were to access UR to define its context, the preterite of ‘obey’ should surface with a long vowel; this is an incorrect output:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>lydːə</th>
<th>IDENT (LONG C)</th>
<th>O-O FAITH V-LENGTH</th>
<th>IDENT (LONG C)</th>
<th>IDENT (LONG C)</th>
<th>IDENT (LONG C)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><em>C:</em></td>
<td><em>C:</em></td>
<td>O-O FAITH V-LENGTH</td>
<td>O-O FAITH V-LENGTH</td>
<td>IDENT (LONG C)</td>
<td>IDENT (LONG C)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a.</td>
<td>lydːə</td>
<td>*!</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b.</td>
<td>lydːə</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c.</td>
<td>lydːə</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

If the IDENT (Long C) constraint accesses SR to define its context, the preterite of ‘obey’ surface with a short vowel; this is the correct output:
So the context of the constraint must be defined at SR.

3.7 Previous accounts

The account provided above is not the first attempt at covering the pattern called ‘dental gemination’. I will presently review previous proposals.

3.7.1 Eliasson & la Pelle 1973

Eliasson & la Pelle provide an *SPE*-type rule-based approach to ‘dental gemination’. The relevant suffixes are short in UR, but lengthened by a rule of gemination, formalized in the following way:

(152) Gemination of dental stops

\[
\emptyset \rightarrow C_1 / V_{-} + C_2, \text{ where } C_1 = C_2 = \begin{bmatrix} -\text{son} \\ +\text{cor} \\ -\text{cont} \end{bmatrix}
\]
To handle the stems ending in dental stops, which pattern like the words that are vowel-final, they also posit a rule of morpheme-boundary deletion:

(153)  Deletion of morpheme boundary +

\[ + \rightarrow \emptyset / C_1 \_ C_2 \]

where \( C_1 = C_2 = \left[ \begin{array}{c}
-\text{son} \\
+\text{cor} \\
-\text{cont}
\end{array} \right] \)

The long vowel in consonant-final stems (where the consonant is not a dental stop) is the result of the general rule of vowel lengthening:

(154)  Vowel lengthening

\[ [V_{+\text{stress}}] \rightarrow [+\text{tense}] / (C (\{r, l, n\}) \{+V\}) \]

A consonant that follows a stressed short vowel is lengthened:

(155)  Consonant lengthening

\[ C \rightarrow [+\text{long}] / \left[ \begin{array}{c}
V_{+\text{stress}} \\
+\text{long} \\
-\text{long}
\end{array} \right] \]

Then, the consonant that follows the [+long] consonant is deleted.

(156)  Degemination

\[ C_1 \rightarrow \emptyset / \left[ C_2 \right]^{(+)} \]

The following examples illustrate the application of the rules mentioned above:
The main problem for Eliasson & la Pelle’s approach is conceptual: while the rules do generate an appropriate output, they are unconstrained in their form. As Witting 1977 notes, it is conceptually dubious to have both a gemination and a degemination rule; this constitutes a Duke-of-York effect.

Also, one might ask precisely why the gemination rule only applies to the dental stops. Phonotactically speaking, a non-geminate dental stop after a morpheme boundary is perfectly grammatical in non-standard dialects of Swedish. While the neuter definite article surfaces as [ɔt] in standard Swedish, Teleman 1969 correctly notes that the alternative [t] arises in other dialects:

(158) SG. = STEM NONSTANDARD N. SG. DEF. * GLOSS

[ɑ:] ['ɑt] *[ɑt:] ‘letter A’
[te:] ['te:t] *[tet:] ‘tea’
[bu:] ['bu:t] *[but:] ‘nest’
[kʉː:] ['kʉːt] *[kʉt:] ‘letter Q’
[blyː:] ['blyːt] *[blyt:] ‘lead’
[stroː:] ['stroːt] *[stroːt:] ‘straw’
[treː:] ['treːt] *[treːt:] ‘wood’
[spøː:] ['spøːt] *[spøːt:] ‘rod’
The account also undergenerates gemination. Take the comparative suffix /rə/. The suffix is usually preceded by a thematic vowel /a/, so that the /r/ is in a stressless syllable, and short:

(159)  

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>POSITIVE</th>
<th>COMPARATIVE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[lɛtː]</td>
<td>[lɛtːarə]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[rəːd]</td>
<td>[rəːdarə]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

If a stem ends in a stressed vowel, however, the comparative surfaces with a geminate /r/.

(160)  

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>POSITIVE</th>
<th>COMPARATIVE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[foː]</td>
<td>[stuːr]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[fɛrːe]</td>
<td>[stɔːrə]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

GLOSS: ‘few’ ‘big’

Since /r/ is not a dental stop, this effect cannot be captured using Eliasson & laPelle’s rules.

3.7.2 Witting 1977

As Witting 1977 criticizes Eliasson & la Pelle’s account for the Duke-of-York abstractness, it is perhaps unsurprising that his account is more economical. Witting’s account of ‘dental gemination’ involves the rule ‘Inhibition of vowel-lengthening’.

While this rule is not formalized, the reader can sense what it achieves: since the vowel before the relevant suffixes is blocked from lengthening, and Swedish stressed syllables require either a long vowel or a long coda-initial consonant, then the dental will

---

lengthen to satisfy the phonotactic requirements. Witting provides the following illustration:

(161) UR /tru + de/

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stress and tone</th>
<th>*trude</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Inhibition of vowel lengthening</td>
<td>*trude</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Danell’s rule ‘long C after short stressed V’</td>
<td>*trude</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As the mechanism of ‘Inhibition of vowel lengthening’ is not rendered explicit, it is difficult to evaluate it. There are unanswered questions: Why is vowel lengthening blocked before these suffixes, and not others? Why is it blocked only in vowel-final stems, and not in stems ending in singleton consonants?

The lack of explicit formalism becomes more acute in the case of stems ending in dental stops. Witting (1977:41) provides the following derivation:

(162) Our derivation of lydде turns out thus:

1. /lyyd + de/, 2 *lyydde, 3 *lydde (surface form *lyd:e])

Stage 2 corresponds to stage 2 for trodde. Stage 3 is the result of the functioning of two rules: (1) morpheme protection pertaining to the d of the suffix, and (2) Danell’s formula.

‘Morpheme protection’ is defined as the ‘communicative necessity of keeping the suffixes auditorily distinct’ (Witting 1977:95). However, it is not formulated explicitly. Whatever Witting has in mind, it should be noted that Swedish does feature haplology in the genitive, present tense, participle, and the non-neuter definite article.
It is difficult to evaluate Witting’s proposal, given its vagueness.

3.7.3 Raffelsiefen 2002

Raffelsiefen 2002 accounts for the ‘dental gemination’ pattern by referring to minimality. Crucially, the author assumes that only long consonants (not short consonants) are moraic in Swedish. Also, long vowels are monomoraic; just like short vowels. The long vowels are ‘stretched’ according to Raffelsiefen; they are not prosodically marked as long. So, monosyllabic forms without long coda consonants violate minimality. She defines minimality as follows:

(164) MIN

Morphologically marked words must be minimally bimoraic.

Assuming that ‘morphologically marked’ signifies ‘minimally bimorphemic’, the rule only applies to derived forms. As Raffelsiefen (2002:32) notes, ‘...MIN ensures syllable closure but does not necessarily determine the site of stretching.’ For this, an additional constraint is necessary:

(165) AMBI [S-site]

Ambisyllabic consonants are stretching sites.

Raffelsiefen assumes that word-final codas are ambisyllabic, linked to an abstract second syllable.
The ‘stretching’ of vowels in words ending in consonants (other than dental stops) is the result of an O-O constraint:

(166) O-O IDENT [S-site]

The stretching site must be identical for all members of a paradigm.

Let us see how her constraints produce their outputs. First, take a CV stem like /ny/ ‘new’:

(167)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>/ny + t/</th>
<th>MIN</th>
<th>AMBI [S-site]</th>
<th>O-O IDENT [S-SITE]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>‘new, n.’cf. [ny:]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a. nyµ:t</td>
<td>*!</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. nyµ:tµ</td>
<td></td>
<td>*!</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. &gt; nyµ:tµ</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Candidate (a), being monomoraic, violates MIN. Candidate (b), satisfies MIN, by virtue of being bimoraic. However, it violates AMBI [S-SITE], since the abstractly ambisyllabic consonant /t/ is not a stretching site, as the constraint requires. Candidate (c) violates the O-O constraint on paradigm-uniformity w.r.t. vowel length, but this constraint is ranked lower than MIN and AMBI [S-SITE], so the candidate is regarded as optimal.

I believe that reducing ‘dental gemination’ to Minimality is problematic: this account both overgenerates and undergenerates. It overgenerates gemination in the suffixes marking present tense (/r/), plural (/r/), non-neuter definite (/n/), and genitive (/s/). As mentioned above, these suffixes never geminate.
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Only one example of each is given above, but dozens more could be given: the pattern is general and productive. Raffelsiefen is aware of problem, and makes the following speculation (Raffelsiefen 2002:36):

One possible interpretation...is that Swedish suffixes have been historically associated with a mora in the lexicon. [...] Once a suffix has been moraified, minimality effects are bound to cease. This is because moraification of suffixes ensures the satisfaction of bimoraicity....[...] The historical moraification of suffixes is manifested by the emergence of doublets [ses] [ses:], where the augmented forms are bound to become obsolete because of gratuitous OO-IDENT [S-SITE] violations.

But this solution seems problematic. The passive suffix /s/ is short, not long. The regular pattern suggests maintenance of non-moraicity, not moraification.

Raffelsiefen’s account also seems to undergenerate, in the case of the plural participle forms. The plural participle is the result of the concatenation of two suffixes, the participle, which surfaces as /d:/ after a stressed vowel, and the plural suffix /a/.

Together, then, they form the complex suffix combination /d:+a/. Since [a] is moraic, this should satisfy MIN, the driving force behind gemination. According to

---

29 I am not familiar with a dialect with the form [ses:].
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Raffelsiefen’s account, no gemination should occur, since MIN is trivially satisfied by the vowels:

(169)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>/gnu + d + a/</th>
<th>MIN</th>
<th>AMBI</th>
<th>O-O</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>‘rub, prt. pl.’</td>
<td>[S-site]</td>
<td>[S-site]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a. gnu_;da_</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. gnu_;da_</td>
<td>*!</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. gnu_;d_&gt;a_</td>
<td></td>
<td>*!</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

However, the attested forms has a geminate /d/. This is true for all of the plural participles that follow a stressed vowel. Here are some examples:

(170) STEM PL PARTICIPLE * GLOSS

3.7.4 Löfstedt 1992

According to Löfstedt 1992, vowel length in Swedish is derived cyclically. In each cycle, a stressed vowel in an open syllable is associated to a second mora. Since
word-final segments are extrametrical, this generates long vowels in words of the structure CVC + C.

The vowel-lengthening process has five steps:

(171)  
1 syllabification  
2 stress assignment  
3 mora projection  
4 well formedness condition:  
   A syllable is bimoraic iff it is stressed  
5 no stray moras, no stray segments  

Consider how these five steps apply to the bimorphemic word [[veɡt]] ‘weigh, supine’, which surfaces as [veːɡt], with a long vowel. In cycle 1, the grammar has access to the stem [veɡ], which is syllabified:

(172)  
1 syllabify (wordfinal C extrasyllabic)  
   σ  
   /  
   v  e  (g)  

Note that the word-final consonant is extrametrical. Then, stress is assigned by rule. Since the item is monosyllabic, the unique syllable is stressed:

(173)  
2 assign stress by rule  
   σ  
   /  
   v  e  (g)  

Now, the vowel projects a mora:
Since the syllable is stressed, it projects a second mora (unstressed syllables project only one mora).

To circumvent stray erasure of the second mora, the vowel associates with it in step 5:

This marks the end of the first cycle.
In the second cycle, the suffix [t] is accessible to the grammar. The sound [g] is no longer extrametrical, but associated with the syllable:

(177) 1 syllabify (wordfinal C extrasyllabic)

The remaining steps 2-5 apply, but they do so vacuously, as no prosodic information is added to the output:

(178) 2 assign stress by rule n/a
3 project moras n/a
4 A syllable is bimoraic iff it is stressed n/a
5 No stray moras, no stray segments n/a

The post-vocalic /ɡ/ is extrametrical in the first cycle, thereby letting the vowel associate to the second mora of the stressed syllable. This association is not altered in later cycles.

Notice that this account provides the appropriate vowel lengthening in words of the structure CVC+C, since the consonant before the morpheme boundary is extrametrical at the point of mora projection in step 5 of cycle 1. Notice furthermore that this incorrectly predicts that a vowel will be lengthened in all words of the structure CV+C. In step 4 of cycle 1, a second mora will be projected by the stressed syllable,
and this will associate with the vowel in step 5, since there is no post-vocalic consonant to refer to.

Consider a derivation of the word [[se]t] ‘see, supine’, with the SR [set:]. In cycle 1 step 1, the word is syllabified:

(179)  1  syllabify (wordfinal C extrasyllabic)

\[\sigma\]

\[\text{s e}\]

Stress is assigned in step 2.

(180)  2  assign stress by rule

\[\sigma\]

\[\text{s e}\]

Since there is only one syllable, it is stressed. In step 3, the vowel projects a mora:

(181)  3  project moras

\[\sigma\]

\[\mu\]

\[\text{s e}\]

Step 4 is the crucial step. Here the syllable projects a second mora, since the syllable is stressed:
(182)  
4    A syllable is bimoraic iff it is stressed

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\quad \varepsilon \\
\quad \mu \\
\quad \mu \\
\quad \text{s} \\
\quad \text{e}
\end{array}
\]

This second mora is associated with the vowel in step 5, such that stray erasure does not apply to the mora:

(183)  
5    No stray moras, no stray segments

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\quad \varepsilon \\
\quad \mu \\
\quad \mu \\
\quad \text{s} \\
\quad \text{e}
\end{array}
\]

In cycle two, the suffix is accessed by the grammar, but crucially vowel length is already set at this point, and cannot be undone:

(184)  
1    syllabify (wordfinal C extrasyllabic)

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\quad \varepsilon \\
\quad \mu \\
\quad \mu \\
\quad \text{s} \\
\quad \text{e} \\
\quad \text{t}
\end{array}
\]

Steps 2-5 apply vacuously once again:
(185) 2 assign stress by rule n/a
3 project moras n/a
4 A syllable is bimoraic iff it is stressed n/a
5 No stray moras, no stray segments n/a

So, a cyclic derivation of vowel length incorrectly provides the SR [set] for ‘see, supine’, where the correct form would be [set:].

Quite generally, a cyclic account fails to generate a difference between CVC+C forms, on the one hand, and CV+C forms, on the other. Since vowel lengthening in the CVC+C pattern is motivated by morpheme-final extrametricality, the form CVC+C is in fact treated as CV(C)+C; that is, with the stem ending in a vowel. Any difference between this and CV+C eludes explanation.

3.8 Local Summary

In the previous sections, we have shown that the so-called ‘dental gemination’ pattern in Swedish morphophonology is neither limited to dentals, nor does it involve gemination. Rather, it is the result of contextually determined degemination of suffixes that are marked as long in UR (Teleman 1969). The degemination is grammatical when relatively nonsalient; this is why the geminate suffixes can surface as short after a consonant or after an unstressed vowel. Degemination is ungrammatical when salient; this is why the geminate suffixes must surface as long after a stressed vowel. The salience of degemination is captured in the P-map, and this is translated into the grammar in the forms of ranked constraints.
4 Vowel-vowel correspondence and *MAP

4.1 Overview

Correspondence between Swedish vowels makes reference to the perceptual distance between the vowels and the paradigm type of the word (inflectional versus derivational).

Linell et al (1971:39 ff.) note that length and tenseness are correlated: a given vowel can be either both long and tense or both short and lax. In some parts of the grammar, a long and tense vowel can alternate with a corresponding short and lax one. In other parts of the grammar, the long and tense vowel fails to alternate with its corresponding pair. Failed correspondence results in exceptionally blocked coalescence, exceptional segment length, paradigm gaps (‘ineffability’), and exceptional paradigms.

There are two factors that influence the grammar of vowel correspondence. The first factor is perceptual distance between the vowels in correspondence. The grammar penalizes correspondence between vowels more severely as the distance between the vowels increases. The other factor is paradigm type. Inflectional paradigms have tighter requirements of similarity between alternating segments than do non-inflectional (derivational) paradigms.

The analysis presented below involves Zuraw’s (2007) *MAP constraint, relativized to paradigm type. The grammar penalizes any mapping from segment X in string S₁, to segment Y in string S₂; the greater the perceptual distance between X and Y, the more highly ranked the *MAP constraint. The relativization of *MAP to paradigm type ensures that a mapping in an inflectional form is more severely penalized than an identical mapping in a non-inflectional (derivational) form.

The analysis constitutes an argument against Evolutionary Phonology (Blevins 2004), in that the phonological system makes direct reference to primary content; in this
case, the primary content is perceptual distance. From an evolutionary perspective, there is no reason why two vowels with a great perceptual distance would fail to alternate in only one part of the grammar, when they do alternate in another part of the grammar.

4.2 Some processes that influence vowel length

The present study involves correspondence between long and short vowels. To understand the arguments presented, some knowledge of the correspondence relations is required. Some alternations apply between UR and SR; that is, I-O correspondence. Other alternations apply between distinct SRs within a paradigm; that is, O-O correspondence. The mechanisms of length-alternation in the present section are directly related to the phonotactics reviewed in the Introduction. I will first review the various sources of correspondence, and then discuss each one in some detail.

4.2.1 Templatic gemination

The first source of intraparadigmatic vowel-length alternation involves nicknames. Nicknames have a $C_0VC:\varepsilon$ template (Riad 2002). The second consonant in the template is always geminate, and the preceding vowel is always short.

Take a name whose unique or initial vowel is in a stressed open syllable (modulo extrametricality). The vowel in the SR of the non-hypocoristic form will be long, for reasons discussed in the previous section. The vowel in the hypocoristic form, however, will be short, because of the structure of the hypocoristic template.
Generally, in names with a long vowel in the non-hypocoristic form, the vowel-length in the nickname will be different from the vowel length in the non-hypocoristic name. Since these vowels alternate, they constitute a case of O-O correspondence.

4.2.2 Stress shift

Another source for alternation between long and short vowels involves stress-shifting suffixes. In the present study, we will focus on the suffix –isk. Much like the cognate English suffix –ic, the suffix –isk attracts stress to the immediately preceding syllable. That is, the stem-final syllable is stressed. If the stem ends in an open syllable (modulo extrametricality), then the stem-final vowel in the –isk form will be long. If, furthermore, the unaffixed form is not stressed on the final syllable, then that stem-final vowel will be short. This is so, since the vowel in an unstressed syllable is always short. Consider the following examples:

\[
\begin{array}{ccc}
\text{SHORT VOWEL} & \text{LONG VOWEL} & \text{GLOSS} \\
'bals[ə]m & 'bals[ɑː]m + isk & 'balsam/balsamic' \\
'talm[œ]d & 'tal'm[ʉː]d + sk & 'Talmud/Talmudic'
\end{array}
\]

In the left-hand column, the stem-final vowels are unstressed and therefore short. In the right-hand column, the stem-final vowels are open and stressed; therefore they are long. So, stress-attracting suffixes like –isk provide examples of O-O correspondence holding between short and long vowels.
4.2.3 Blocked coalescence of voiced dentals

Swedish features a phonological phenomenon of coalescence, which takes place when /r/ is followed by a dental consonant /d, n, l, s, t/ (Linell et al. 1971, Eliasson & LaPelle 1973, Hellberg 1974, Eliasson 1975, Schmid 1987, Börjars 1988). Coalescence influences vowel length, and results in correspondence relations between short vowels in UR and long vowels in SR.

When the sound /r/ is followed by a voiced dental /d, n, l/, the sequence coalesces into a voiced post-alveolar [ɖ, ɳ, ɭ]. The derived post-alveolars [ɖ, ɳ, ɭ] are generally short. Following the general phonotactic patterns, a stressed vowel preceding the voiced post-alveolar is generally long. Consider one example:

(188)  

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>UR</th>
<th>SR</th>
<th>*</th>
<th>GLOSS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>/urd/</td>
<td>[uː]ɖ</td>
<td>*[ʊ]rd</td>
<td>‘word’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Since vowels are not long in UR, the long vowel in SR before a voiced post-alveolar constitutes another example of I-O correspondence between a short vowel (UR) with a long vowel (SR).

4.2.4 Exceptional vowel length before voiceless post-alveolars

The voiceless post-alveolars also illustrate an instance of correspondence between short and long vowels. A voiceless post-alveolar [ʂ, ʈ] is formed from the sound /t/ followed by a voiceless dental /s, t/; in stressed syllables [ʂ, ʈ] generally surface as long. A vowel before the voiceless post-alveolar is generally short. The following is an example:

30 There is no reason to assume that the post-alveolars are listed in UR. First, post-alveolarization applies across morpheme boundaries (e.g., /hɔr+d/ → [hɔːɖ] ‘hear, past prt.’). Second, if they were in UR, there would be unexplained phonotactic gaps of the type [rd], [rl], [rn], [rs] and [rt]. When native speakers enunciate carefully, the [r] is clearly pronounced (Linell et al. 1971:104).
In some exceptional words, the voiceless post-alveolars [ʂ, t] surface as short in a stressed syllable. In this case, the vowel before [ʂ, t] surfaces as long. The following is an example:

(190)  
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>UR</th>
<th>SR</th>
<th>GLOSS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>*k[o]:</td>
<td>k[ə]:</td>
<td>‘cross’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Since vowel length is not marked in UR, this vowel lengthening constitutes an example of I-O correspondence between short (UR) and long vowels (SR).

4.2.5 Geminate suffixes

Verbal and adjectival morphophonology provides another source of correspondence between long and short vowels. Some verbal and adjectival suffixes have geminate consonants as their initial (or unique) segment. When these suffixes attach to a C₀V stem, they close the syllable. The following chart provides some examples of the pattern:

(191) VERB ADJECTIVE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SR</th>
<th>GLOSS</th>
<th>SR</th>
<th>GLOSS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>'tr[u:]</td>
<td>‘believe, inf’</td>
<td>'n[y:]</td>
<td>‘new, pos’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'tr[u]:t</td>
<td>‘believe, sup’</td>
<td>'n[y]:t</td>
<td>‘new, comp’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'tr[u]:d</td>
<td>‘believe, part’</td>
<td>'tr[v]:d</td>
<td>‘believe, pret’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'tr[v]:d</td>
<td>‘believe, pret’</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A stem with UR C₀V will surface as C₀V: in the unaffixed form; the vowel will be lengthened due to phonotactics. On the other hand, the affixed form will surface as C₀VC:; with a short vowel before the geminate suffix consonant. The long vowel in the
unaffixed form and the short vowel in the affixed form constitute an instance of O-O correspondence.

This marks the end of the overview of sources of correspondence. Each case will now be discussed in greater detail.

4.3 Alternating vowels

4.3.1 Nicknames

Eliasson (1978) draws attention to systematic correspondences between long and short variants of vowels in Swedish nicknames. Nicknames are formed with a /C₀VCːə/ template (Noréen 1903-24, Tegnér 1930, Modéer 1965, Eliasson 1980, Thun 1992, Riad 2002). The first C₀ corresponds to the consonant cluster preceding the stressed vowel; since most names are monosyllabic or trochaic, this usually refers to the initial (possibly null) cluster of the name. The short V corresponds to the stressed vowel of the first name. Note that the vowel need not be short in the full form of the name, although it must be short in the hypocoristic form. The long Cː corresponds to one of the post-vocalic consonants in the full name.\(^{31}\)

The following chart shows typical name/nickname pairs. I have grouped the names by the alternating vowels.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Δ (a , a)</th>
<th>kl[aː]s</th>
<th>kl[aː]:ə</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[ɑː]ɡøst</td>
<td>[aː]ɡːə</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Δ (u , θ)</td>
<td>kn[uː]t</td>
<td>kn[ə]:ə</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^{31}\) For a detailed discussion about consonant correspondences in nicknames (among other details) see Riad 2002.
The preceding chart shows full names whose stressed vowel occurs in a stressed open syllable. For familiar phonotactic reasons, this vowel surfaces as long in the full name. Since the vowel precedes a geminate in the nickname template, it surfaces as short in the nickname.

The vowels in the left-hand column and the vowels in the right-hand column differ not only in terms of duration, but also in terms of quality. Linell et al. (1971:39) claims that the long vowels are [+tense], and all of the short vowels [-tense]. Elert (1997:24) states that short vowels tend to be more central. Without pursuing the controversy, I will assume the feature [tense] for concreteness in the following exposition.

So, nicknames feature the following alternating vowel pairs:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Left-Hand Column</th>
<th>Right-Hand Column</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( \Delta (e, e) )</td>
<td>( \Delta (e, e) )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \Delta (y, y) )</td>
<td>( \Delta (y, y) )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \Delta (o, o) )</td>
<td>( \Delta (o, o) )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \Delta (u, u) )</td>
<td>( \Delta (u, u) )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \Delta (i, i) )</td>
<td>( \Delta (i, i) )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \Delta (ø, ø) )</td>
<td>( \Delta (ø, ø) )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
This is an allophonic correspondence; it is not a case of free variation. Tenseness and length are correlated. Associating the tense vowel quality with the short duration is ungrammatical; associating lax quality with the long duration is equally ungrammatical:

(194) *SHORT V

[+TENSE] [-TENSE]

*h[ɑ]:ɔ
*[ɑ]:ɛ
*kn[ʉ]:ɛ
*h[ʉ]:ɔ
*p[ɛ]:a
*st[y]:ɛ
*r[o]:ɔ

*LONG V

*h[ɑ]:ns
*[a]:ɡɛst
*kn[ø]:t
*h[ø]:bert
*p[ɛ]:r
*st[y]:rbjørn
*st[ɛ]:fan
*r[ɛ]:land
Nicknames provide a clear example, then, of correspondence between vowels that are long and tense with vowels that are short and lax.

4.3.2 A stress-shifting adjective formative suffix—isk

Having established correspondence between long and short vowels in the preceding section, let us now establish correspondence in the opposite direction, between short and long vowels. Eliasson 1985 draws attention to systematic correspondences between short and long variants of vowels by comparing unaffixed stems and forms derived by attaching stress-shifting suffixes such as -isk. The suffix -isk attracts stress to the stem-final syllable; that is, the syllable immediately preceding the suffix. If the stem-final syllable is unstressed in the unsuffixed form, then the vowel will be short in the unsuffixed form. Recall that all unstressed vowels are short. However, since the suffix attracts stress to that stem-final vowel, the vowel (if it is in an open syllable) surfaces as long before -isk. Recall that a vowel in a stressed open syllable always surfaces as long. So the stress-shifting suffix can cause a vowel that was short in the unaffixed word to surface as long in the affixed word. The following chart, with data from Eliasson 1985, illustrates the point:
(195)  

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>UNAFFIXED STEM</th>
<th>STEM + isk</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SHORT V</td>
<td>LONG V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[-TENSE]</td>
<td>[+ TENSE]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Δ (a , a)</td>
<td>'algebr[a]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>'bals[a]m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Δ (ə , u)</td>
<td>'talm[ə]d</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Δ (ɛ , ε)</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Δ (y , y)</td>
<td>meton[y]m + i:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Δ (ɛ , e)</td>
<td>'isra[ɛ]l</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Δ (ɔ , o)</td>
<td>'eːr[ɔ]s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Δ (ʊ , u)</td>
<td>o'rɑːt[ʊ]r</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Δ (r , i)</td>
<td>pul[i]t + i:k</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Δ (o; ə)</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Setting aside the accidental gaps for two vowels, there is a systematic correspondence between the short vowel of the unaffixed form and the long vowel of the –isk form.

Just as the tense and lax vowels pattern allophonically (as opposed to free variation) in nicknames, they pattern allophonically in the paradigms of –isk suffixation. If one associates lax quality to the long vowels in the –isk paradigm, the result is ungrammatical. Likewise, if one associates tense quality to the short vowels in the unaffixed forms, the result is ungrammatical32:

32 I am simplifying the facts slightly. The vowel [u] can surface as tense and short, if it is in an open syllable. The laxness for that vowel is restricted to closed syllables; see Linell (1973). Formalizing this detail is beyond the scope of the present work, however. Equally interesting, [ɑː] can surface as lax and long in the word [fɑːn] ‘Satan’. Perhaps the phonotactically marginal quality of this word mirrors its taboo meaning.
4.4 Blocked tensing with voiced post-alveolars

4.4.1 Overview

In this section, I discuss the phenomenon of post-alveolar coalescence (Linell et al. 1971, Eliasson & LaPelle 1973, Hellberg 1974, Eliasson 1975, Schmid 1987, Börjars 1988). I introduce the phonotactic of voiced post-alveolars: these post-alveolars are short, and the preceding stressed vowel is long. I provide an Optimality Theoretic formalism (Prince & Smolensky 1993/2004) for this phonologized phonetic effect. I then show some exceptional lexical items, where coalescence is blocked, and the stressed vowel surfaces as short. These are vowels whose tensing would result in a greater perceptual difference than other vowels. I then discuss Zuraw’s *MAP proposal, a mechanism that generates OT constraint rankings from perceptual distances.

(196) *(LONG V) *(SHORT V

[-TENSE] [+ TENSE]

*algebr[a:]isk *algebr[a]
*bals[a:]misk *bals[a]m
*talm[œː]d isk *talm[œ]d
*meton[yː]misk *meton[y]mi:
*isra[ɛː]lisk *isra[e]l
*er[ɔː]tisk *er[o]s
*orat[œː]risk *orat[u]r
*pul[ɪː]tisk *pul[i]tik

So, tenseness and length are correlated in the paradigms of –isk affixation, just as they are in nickname formation.
4.4.2 Background on post-alveolar coalescence

When /r/ is followed by a voiced dental /d, n, l/, the two sounds coalesce into one voiced post-alveolar segment [ɖ, ɳ, ɭ]. As mentioned above, this derived post-alveolar [ɖ, ɳ, ɭ] generally surfaces as short; a preceding vowel is generally long, assuming that it is in a stressed syllable. The following examples illustrate this phonotactic:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>V</th>
<th>UR</th>
<th>SR</th>
<th>*</th>
<th>GLOSS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a</td>
<td>/bərd/</td>
<td>[ˈbɔːrd]</td>
<td>*[ˈbɔːrd]</td>
<td>‘bard’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>u</td>
<td>/urna/</td>
<td>[ˈʊŋa]</td>
<td>*[ˈʊŋa]</td>
<td>‘urn’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e</td>
<td>/jerna/</td>
<td>[ˈjɛŋa]</td>
<td>*[ˈjɛŋa]</td>
<td>‘with pleasure’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>y</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e</td>
<td>/herde/</td>
<td>[ˈhɛʔdə]</td>
<td>*[ˈhɛʔdə]</td>
<td>‘shepherd’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>o</td>
<td>/porla/</td>
<td>[ˈpɔɭa]</td>
<td>*[pɔɭa]</td>
<td>‘murmur’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>u</td>
<td>/hurn/</td>
<td>[hʊŋ]</td>
<td>*[hʊŋ]</td>
<td>‘horn’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i</td>
<td>/hird/</td>
<td>[hɪɾd]</td>
<td>*[hɪɾd]</td>
<td>‘housecarl’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ø</td>
<td>/børd/</td>
<td>[ˈbørd]</td>
<td>*[ˈbørd]</td>
<td>‘lineage, descent’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This phonotactic is part of the phonological system, but it is based on a phonetic tendency of shortening of voiced consonants.

4.4.3 Decreased duration of voiced consonants

Elert (1964:145 ff.) notes that ‘that unvoiced consonants are longer than voiced consonants….’ He points out that

---

33 Recall that unstressed vowels are always short. There are cases where coalescence is blocked, and vowel lengthening does not take place; this is discussed below.
in practically all languages in which consonant duration has been measured, unvoiced consonants are longer than voiced consonants. This is reported to be the case in Czech by N. Chlumsky (1928:xv f.), in Icelandic by Stefán Einarsson (1927: 50,53,57) and Sveinn Bergsveinsson (1941:122 f.), in Italian by Clara Metz (1914:57 f., 108), in French by Marguerite Durand (1936:101) and in Norwegian by Fintoft (1961:29).

However, the durational patterning of Swedish post-alveolars is phonological, rather than merely phonetic. The short duration of derived voiced post-alveolars is categorical, and triggers lengthening and tensing on the preceding stressed vowel. The long duration of derived voiceless post-alveolars is likewise categorical, and triggers shortening and laxing on the preceding stressed vowel. Consider the following contrasting pair:

(198) \hspace{1cm} \begin{array}{l|lll|l}
\text{UR} & \text{SR} & * & \text{GLOSS} \\
\hline
/sort/ & s[ɔ:\text{-}]t\text{-} & *s[ɔ:\text{r}]t\text{-} & 'type, sort' \\
/vord/ & v[o:\text{-}]t\text{-} & *v[ɔ:\text{-}]t\text{-} & 'care' \\
\end{array}

Before non-derived sounds, including /t/ and /d/, consonant voicing and vowel tensing are orthogonal. In this case, it is not the voicing of the consonant that determines the tenseness of the vowel; rather, it is the duration of the consonant that sets it. If stressed, a lax vowel precedes a long consonant, independent of its voicing.

(199) \hspace{1cm} \begin{array}{l|lll|l}
\text{UR} & \text{SR} & * & \text{GLOSS} \\
\hline
/sod:/ & s[ɔ:\text{-}]d\text{-} & *s[ɔ:\text{r}]d\text{-} & 'sowed' \\
/mot:/ & m[ɔ:\text{-}]t\text{-} & *m[ɔ:\text{r}]t\text{-} & 'measure' \\
\end{array}

By the same token, a tense vowel precedes a short consonant, independent of its voicing.
(200)  \( \text{UR} \quad \text{SR} \quad * \quad \text{GLOSS} \)

\[
\begin{align*}
/nod/ & \quad n[\sigma_t^r]\text{d} & *n[\sigma_i]\text{d} & \text{‘mercy’} \\
/vot/ & \quad v[\sigma_t^r]\text{t} & *v[\sigma_i]\text{t} & \text{‘wet’}
\end{align*}
\]

So, a derived voiced post-alveolar is phonologically short; a derived voiceless post-alveolar is phonologically long.

This consonant lengthening is an instantiation of phonologization of phonetic effects (Hayes 1999, Rose 2005). In her study of Endegen gemination and Friulian vowel lengthening, Rose notes that the simplistic division between phonetics/phonology is misguided, as ‘...non-contrastive segment duration can impact phonological timing structure (gemination, vowel-length)’ (Rose 2005:1) and ‘the duration of the final consonant impacts gemination’ (Rose 2005:5). Further examples of phonetic effects resulting in phonological reflexes have been set forth by Gordon 1999, relating phonetic coda duration to phonological syllable weight; and Zhang 2004, relating phonetic duration of rhyme and phonological licensing of contour tone.

Embracing Rose’s insight, assume that the phonology of Swedish features a constraint that rules out a long post-alveolar consonant:

(201) \( *C_\mu / [d, \eta, l] \)

A voiced derived post-alveolar consonant may not be moraic.

This constraint will be central to our analysis of post-alveolar coalescence.

4.4.4 Formalism for regular phonotactic \( *C_\mu / [d, \eta, l] \)

To construct an account of vowel lengthening before voiced post-alveolars in Swedish, we must add some constraints to our arsenal. In addition to the constraint above, we need a constraint to enforce the phonotactics of segment length, as discussed in the Introduction.
A syllable is bimoraic iff it is stressed. Furthermore, since coalescence involves a distortion of URs, there must be some constraint against non-coalesced r+coronal clusters.

*\[+\text{cor}\] may not be followed by a coronal segment

As mentioned, Linell et al (1971:39 ff.) noted that tenseness and length are correlated. A biconditional statement of this correlation captures this generalization, and rules out inappropriate correlations:

A vowel is bimoraic if and only if it is tense. Since this is stated as a biconditional, it also forces short vowels to be lax.

Another relevant constraint involves I-O faithfulness to the feature [tense]:

UR and SR must have the same value for [tense].

The ranking of these constraints is the topic of the following section.

4.4.5 Tableaux and rankings

We will presently generate the vowel lengthening before voiced post-alveolars. However, one question that surfaces involves vowel quality in UR. Should a vowel that surfaces as long and tense be specified as tense in UR? The correct output can be derived with either value of [tense] in UR, given a properly low ranking of IDENT [tense]. First, take the easy case, with a tense vowel in UR.
The biconditional of segment length rules out the trimoraic form of candidate (a). The constraint against short vowels before voiced post-alveolars rules out candidate (b). The biconditional correlating length and tenseness rules out candidate (c), since the vowel is lax and long. The constraint against [r] followed by a coronal rules out (d), since the two coronals are not coalesced. Given a tense vowel in the input, IDENT [tense] is unviolated, so candidate (e) is the optimal candidate.

Now assume a UR with a lax vowel.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>/bɔᵢrd/</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>‘lineage, descent’</td>
<td>![stress]</td>
<td>![LONG]</td>
<td>![TENSE]</td>
<td>![cor]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a.</td>
<td>bɔᵢ;ɖ</td>
<td>*!</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b.</td>
<td>bɔᵢ;ɖ</td>
<td></td>
<td>*!</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c.</td>
<td>bɔᵢ;ɖ</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>*!</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d.</td>
<td>bɔᵢ;rd</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>*!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e.</td>
<td>&gt; bɔᵢ;ɖ</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The biconditional of segment length rules out the trimoraic form of candidate (a). The constraint against short vowels before voiced post-alveolars rules out candidate (b). The biconditional correlating length and tenseness rules out candidate (c), since the vowel is lax and long. The constraint against [r] followed by a coronal rules out (d), since the two coronals are not coalesced. Given a tense vowel in the input, IDENT [tense] is unviolated, so candidate (e) is the optimal candidate.

Now assume a UR with a lax vowel.
Candidates (a) through (d) are ruled out for exactly the same reasons discussed in the previous paragraph. The difference is that candidate (e) now violates IDENT [tense]. However, this does not alter the outcome, assuming that this constraint is ranked lower than the other four. Summarizing, the correct output is independent of tenseness in UR, assuming the following ranking:

\[
\sigma_{\mu\mu} \leftrightarrow [+\text{stress}]
\]
\[
*C_{\mu}/[d, n, l]
\]
\[
[+\text{LONG}] \leftrightarrow [+\text{TENSE}]
\]
\[
*r[+\text{cor}]
\]
\[
\Rightarrow \text{IDENT [TENSE]}
\]

### 4.4.6 Complications with ‘guard’ and ‘Kurd’

The words for ‘guard’ and ‘Kurd’ provide a puzzle, showing that the ranking established above must be revised. Both words lack post-alveolar coalescence, and both words surface with a short vowel, as listed in Hedelin (1997):
The constraints and rankings established previously fail to generate the correct output. Just as the word ‘birth, lineage’ surfaces with a long tense vowel followed by a coalesced post-alveolar, the word ‘guard’ is predicted to only surface with a long tense vowel followed by a coalesced post-alveolar. The arrow ‘>’ marks the relevant form, with blocked coalescence; the bomb-symbol ‘!’ marks the predicted output.

The same problem arises for the word for ‘Kurd’:

34 Both alternatives are attested. In the discussion below, assume the dialect with blocked correspondence. The dialect difference presumably involves different markings on underlying vowels. So the pronunciations with a long tense vowel are marked with a tense vowel in UR, like the standard pronunciation of ‘bard’ in example (228) below.

35 Hedelin 1997 actually lists this as [‘kərd]. I assume that the postalveolarized dental is a typo. In any event, the important detail is the short lax vowel, and the lack of coalescence.
One might suggest a ‘cophonologies’ approach to the problem, where different words are given different constraint rankings (Orgun 1996, Inkelas 1998, Anttila 2002). Perhaps certain words of the lexicon feature a diacritic—call it D—such that words marked with D feature the inverted ranking *IDENT [TENSE] ≫ *r[cor]. This would generate the correct output for ‘guard’ and ‘Kurd’:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Constraint Levels</th>
<th>/kəθ rd/</th>
<th>Constraint Levels</th>
<th>/kəθ rd/</th>
<th>Constraint Levels</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>/kəθ rd/ ‘Kurd’</td>
<td></td>
<td>[+stress]</td>
<td></td>
<td>[+cor]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[C]</td>
<td></td>
<td>[+LONG]</td>
<td></td>
<td>[+TENSE]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[r]</td>
<td></td>
<td>[IDENT]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a. kuːɖː;</td>
<td>!</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. koːɖː;</td>
<td>!</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. koːɖː</td>
<td></td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d. &gt; koː rd</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>!</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e. kuːɖː</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Resorting to a diacritic in this way is explanatorily inadequate. It fails to address a deeper question, of why the words ‘guard’ and ‘Kurd’ pattern differently; or, to rephrase the question, why they are marked with the diacritic. Also, the diacritic account fails to capture a generalization: only words featuring the vowels [a, θ] can
block coalescence of voiced post-alveolars. Blocked coalescence is either standard or optional in the following words:

(214) | VOWEL | NON-COALESCE | EXPECTED FORM | GLOSS |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[a]</td>
<td>['ga,rd]</td>
<td>^OK['ga,rd]</td>
<td>‘guard’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[a]</td>
<td>[ml'ja,rd]</td>
<td>^OK[ml'ja,rd]</td>
<td>‘billion’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[ə]</td>
<td>[ap'se,rd]</td>
<td>*[ap'su,tdu]</td>
<td>‘absurd’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[ə]</td>
<td>['kə,tdu]</td>
<td>*[k'u,tdu]</td>
<td>‘Kurd’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As far as I know, blocked coalescence is unattested with other vowels. The following chart shows words which feature coalesced coronals after the other vowels, modulo one accidental gap:

---

36 Linell (1978:128) describes a dialect where the relevant lax vowel is long, before a short coalesced voiced postalveolar. He lists the words orthographically, urdu ‘Urdu’, kurd ‘Kurd’, absurd ‘absurd’, biljard ‘billiards’, boulevard ‘boulevard’. This dialect would require some changes in the present constraint set, but the underlying phenomenon is the same: the lax vowels [a, ə] resist correspondence with the expected tense counterparts. The point remains that correspondence is sensitive to perceptual distance.

37 I have also heard blocked coalescence in the words [bl'ja,rd] ‘billiards’ and [bul'va,rd] ‘boulevard’. However, Hedelin 1997 lists these words only with a long tense vowel followed by a short coalesced postalveolar.

38 Again, Hedelin 1997 is inconsistent about the stop. The word is transcribed as ['ordu]. The important detail is the lax vowel and the blocked coalescence.
It appears, then, that the IDENT [tense] constraint patterns differently for the vowels [a, ø] than for other vowels. In particular, IDENT [tense]/a and IDENT [tense]/ø seem to be ranked higher than *r[ + cor], whereas IDENT [tense] for the other vowels appears to be ranked lower than *r[ + cor].

However, just as we criticized the diacritic approach to the blocked coalescence in ‘guard’ and ‘Kurd’ for being ad hoc, the astute reader might criticize the scale presented above, on the same grounds. If we have no independent reason as to why the vowels [a,
ø] should pattern differently than other vowels, we are merely engaging in gratuitous stipulation.

4.4.7 Perceptual distance between long and short allophones

The vowels [a] and [ø] pattern differently from other vowels because these vowels feature the greatest perceptual distance between their short lax variant and their long tense variant. That is, the distance between lax [a] and tense [ɑ] and the distance between lax [ø] and tense [u] are greater than the distance between other lax vowels and their alternating tense vowel.

Elert notes the articulatory differences between the pairs [a L ɑ T] and [ø L u T]. He places [a] in the low central region of the vowel chart (Elert 1979:36), whereas [ɑ] is low back. Furthermore, the vowel [a] is ‘somewhat rounded’ (Elert 1997:17), while [a] is not rounded. Elert (1979:36) notes that

In contemporary Swedish, the long u-vowel ([uː]) ...is a front vowel, which in the vowel chart can be placed very close to [e]. The long Swedish u-sound ([uː]) is however hyperrounded, even more rounded than the long õ-sound ([øː]). The short u-sound ([ø])...is a rounded...mid high central vowel.\(^{40}\)

So the vowels [ø L u T] differ in frontness and hyperrounding. Furthermore, Elert (1979:37) notes that [u] is often diphthongized, with a [β] offglide. Short [ø] is never diphthongized.

---

\(^{39}\)The translation is mine [-IL]. The original reads ‘något rundad’.

\(^{40}\)The translation is mine [-IL]. The original reads ‘I nusvenskan är långt u… en främre vokal, som i vokalfyrsidingen kan inplaceras helt nära [e]. Det långa svenska u-ljudet är emellertid överrundat, än mer rundat än långt õ-ljud. Det korta u-ljudet…är en rundad…halvsluten mellanvokal.’ In the original text, the vowels are referred to by their orthographic symbols. I have added the appropriate IPA symbols.
The perceptual distance between the pairs \([a_t \ \alpha_t]\) and \([\omega_t \ \omega_T]\) is frequently noted in the Swedish phonetic and phonological literature. Linell (1978:128) notes that differences in vowel length are accompanied by often considerable qualitative differences. These differences are so great that they cannot be explained as mechanical consequences of the differences in duration (true of most vowels but particularly of \(a\) ([\(\alpha:\) vs. \(a\)]) and \(u\) ([\(\omega:\) vs. \(\omega\)]))\(^{41}\).

Likewise, Fant (1973:33) notes that even untrained speakers of Swedish are aware of this difference in quality:

It is not very hard to make an untrained subject aware of a difference inherent sound quality of a sustained \([\alpha:\]) compared to \([a]\) or \([\alpha:\]) compared to \([\alpha]\) or \([\omega:\]) compared to \([\omega]\). In all other pairs of long and short vowels the quality difference is rather small, and it is doubtful whether there is any difference between \([\varepsilon:\] and \([\varepsilon]\) or between \([\varnothing:\] and \([\varnothing]\).\(^{42}\)

Hadding-Koch and Abramson (1964) establish that the cue for distinguishing short \([\varnothing]\) and long \([\omega:\]) was primarily quality, not duration. The opposite held true for the pairs \([\varepsilon, \varepsilon:\] and \([\varnothing, \varnothing:\]); for these vowels, duration was the main cue. The pairs \([ve:q] / [ve\:g:]\) and \([st\:ta] / [st\:t\:a]\) where distinguished by means of the length cue; however, for \([fu\:l] / [f\:ol]\), duration was not such an important cue. Here, quality rather than duration was the significant cue.

Thorén (2008:66ff.) similarly shows that vowel pairs differ as to their sensitivity to duration manipulation. He considered six vowel pairs, in the following near-minimal pairs:

\[^{41}\text{In the original, the author refers to the vowel} \([\omega]\) \text{with the symbol} \([\mu]\).\]
\[^{42}\text{In the original text, the vowels are referred to by their orthographic symbols with arbitrary numerical subscripts. I altered this for transparency.}\]
The VːC words were manipulated by PRAAT (Boersma & Weeninck 2001), such that the vowel was gradually shortened, and the C gradually lengthened, to eventually have the durational properties of a VCː word. Similarly, the VCː words were manipulated in the opposite gradual manner, so that the vowel was lengthened and the Cː shortened, such that the word eventually had the durational aspect of a VːC word. All six vowels could be misperceived as its durationally distinct counterpart, but they differed in how much manipulation was required to trigger this effect. The pair [ʉː, ɵ] required the greatest change in duration to trigger a perceptual shift; the pair [ɛː, ɛ̝] required the smallest change in duration to trigger a perceptual shift. The scale among the vowels—from the vowel pair requiring the least duration manipulation to the vowel pair needing the most manipulation—was as follows (Thorén 2008:75):

\[ [ɛː, ɛ̝] , [ɔː, ɔ] \gg [oː, ɔ] \gg [iː, i], [æː, a] \gg [uː, ʊ] \]

Note that [æː, a] and [uː, ʊ] were on the extreme end of the scale, in requiring extreme duration manipulations to trigger recategorization.\(^{43}\)

So, there is good reason to assume that there is a substantial perceptual distance between lax [a] and tense [α] as well as between lax [ʊ] and tense [u]. If the grammar

\(^{43}\)I find the high ranking of [i, ɪ] surprising. It is unclear to me why it would trigger as strong an effect as [α, a].
refers to perceptual distance between vowel allophones, the puzzle of the outputs for
‘guard’ and ‘Kurd’ is solved.

4.4.8 A mechanism to formalize the pattern

Kuronen (2000:128) provides average formant frequencies in Hz of both long
and short Swedish vowels.

\[
\begin{array}{cccc}
\text{(218)} & \text{F1} & \text{F2} & \text{F3} \\
\alpha_r & 523 & 859 & 2480 \\
\alpha_l & 701 & 1342 & 2439 \\
\upsilon_r & 328 & 1733 & 2453 \\
\upsilon_l & 411 & 1223 & 2493 \\
\epsilon_r & 590 & 1650 & 2711 \\
\epsilon_l & 451 & 1945 & 2816 \\
\gamma_r & 285 & 2258 & 2994 \\
\gamma_l & 364 & 1919 & 2697 \\
\epsilon_r & 385 & 2194 & 2920 \\
\epsilon_l & 451 & 1945 & 2816 \\
\omega_r & 388 & 711 & 2741 \\
\omega_l & 453 & 834 & 2628 \\
\end{array}
\]
With these formant values, it is possible to establish the location of the vowels in a two-dimensional space, and then calculate the perceptual distance between them. The vowel space can be plotted on axes F1 and F2’. Paliwal et al (1983:301) provides the following equation to compute F2’ from F1, F2, and F3.

\[
F2' = F2 + \frac{D1F1}{(F2 - F1)} + \frac{D2F3}{(F3 - F2)}
\]

In this equation, \( D1 = 164.9 \) and \( D2 = 33.3 \). By transforming the formant values into Bark, and weighting F2’ at 0.3, as is standard (Vallée 1994; Schwartz, Boë, Vallée and Abry 1997; De Boer 2001), one obtains the following scale of perceptual distances between long tense vowels and short lax vowels. The vowel pairs are listed in order of decreasing perceptual distance.\(^{44}\)

\[
\begin{align*}
\Delta \{\alpha_T, a_L\} & = 1.77 \\
> & \Delta \{u_T, o_L\} \quad 1.37^{45} \\
> & \Delta \{e_T, e_L\} \quad 1.28^{46}
\end{align*}
\]

\(^{44}\) An attempt at establishing these scales perceptually is discussed in section 6.10 and 6.11.

\(^{45}\) I suspect that the true value for \( \Delta \{u_T, o_L\} \) is higher than that of \( \Delta \{\alpha_T, a_L\} \) for most speakers. In any event, these two vowel pairs are the most distant in the language.
> \[ \Delta \{y_T, y_L\} \] 0.95
> \[ \Delta \{e_T, e_L\} \] 0.74
> \[ \Delta \{o_T, o_L\} \] 0.71
> \[ \Delta \{u_T, u_L\} \] 0.59
> \[ \Delta \{i_T, i_L\} \] 0.58
> \[ \Delta \{\theta_T, \theta_L\} \] 0.23

The specific number associated with each pair is irrelevant for present purposes; what matters is merely their relative value with respect to each other. The relative distances between tense and lax counterparts can be seen graphically on the following chart from Kuronen (2000:119):

(221)

The symbol \[ \mathbf{ɒ} \] corresponds to the vowel we have referred to as \[ \alpha \]. The symbols \[ [æ,œ] \] are allophones that result from r-coloring, irrelevant to the present thesis.

---

46 The high value assigned to this vowel distance is surprising; these vowels are certainly not nearly as distant as \[ \Delta \{u_T, u_L\} \].
A formalism for relating perceptual distances and correspondence relations is found in Zuraw’s *MAP. Zuraw’s *MAP constraint rules out correspondences:

\[(222) \quad \text{*MAP } S_1S_2 (\overset{\text{A}}{\overset{\text{X}}{\overset{\text{B}}{\text{C}}} \overset{\text{D}}{\text{Y}}}) \quad (\text{Zuraw 2007})\]

an X in the environment A_B in string S_1 must not correspond to a Y in the environment C_D in string S_2.

Perceptual distance between alternants determines the relative ranking of the *MAP constraint:

\[(223) \quad \text{Distance-to-ranking projection} \quad (\text{Zuraw p.c.})^{47}\]

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{If} \quad \Delta(\overset{\text{A}}{\overset{\text{X}}{\overset{\text{B}}{\text{C}}} \overset{\text{D}}{\text{Y}}}) & > \Delta(\overset{\text{A}}{\overset{\text{X'}}{\overset{\text{B'}}{\text{C'}}} \overset{\text{D'}}{\text{Y'}}) \\
\text{then} \quad \text{*MAP } S_1S_2 (\overset{\text{A}}{\overset{\text{X}}{\overset{\text{B}}{\text{C}}} \overset{\text{D}}{\text{Y}}}) & \gg \text{*MAP } S_1S_2 (\overset{\text{A}}{\overset{\text{X'}}{\overset{\text{B'}}{\text{C'}}} \overset{\text{D'}}{\text{Y'}})
\end{align*}
\]

If alternants X and Y are perceptually more distant than X’ and Y’, then the correspondence between X and Y is more severely penalized than correspondence between X’ and Y’.^{48}

Zuraw’s distance-to-ranking projection mechanism generates the following constraint rankings:

\[(224) \quad \begin{array}{ccc}
\text{LAX-TO-TENSE} & \text{TENSE-TO-LAX} \\
\text{*MAP } (a_L, a_T) & \text{*MAP } (a_T, a_L) \\
\gg \text{*MAP } (\theta_L, \theta_T) & \gg \text{*MAP } (\theta_T, \theta_L) \\
\gg \text{*MAP } (\varepsilon_L, \varepsilon_T) & \gg \text{*MAP } (\varepsilon_T, \varepsilon_L) \\
\gg \text{*MAP } (\gamma_L, \gamma_T) & \gg \text{*MAP } (\gamma_T, \gamma_L) \\
\gg \text{*MAP } (\varepsilon_L, \varepsilon_T) & \gg \text{*MAP } (\varepsilon_T, \varepsilon_L) \\
\gg \text{*MAP } (\sigma_L, \sigma_T) & \gg \text{*MAP } (\sigma_T, \sigma_L) \\
\gg \text{*MAP } (\omega_L, \omega_T) & \gg \text{*MAP } (\omega_T, \omega_L)
\end{array}\]

^{47} For similar proposals, see Fleischhacker 2005, Kawahara 2006, and Wilson 2006.

^{48} I will abstract away from environmental indices in my account, since they are not relevant to the issues being discussed.
By interleaving *r[ + cor] in the first ranking in (224), the following scale is obtained:

(225) \[ *\text{MAP} (a_L, a_T) \]
\[ \Rightarrow *\text{MAP} (ø_L, ø_T) \]
\[ \Rightarrow *\text{r}[ + \text{cor}] \]
\[ \Rightarrow *\text{MAP} (ε_L, ε_T) \]
\[ \Rightarrow *\text{MAP} (υ_L, υ_T) \]
\[ \Rightarrow *\text{MAP} (ɛ_L, ɛ_T) \]
\[ \Rightarrow *\text{MAP} (ɔ_L, ɔ_T) \]
\[ \Rightarrow *\text{MAP} (ʊ_L, ʊ_T) \]
\[ \Rightarrow *\text{MAP} (i_L, i_T) \]
\[ \Rightarrow *\text{MAP} (ø_L, ø_T) \]

Now consider the tableaux for ‘guard’, to see how the blocked coalescence is generated:

(226)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>/gaːrd/</th>
<th>+stress</th>
<th>[+LONG]</th>
<th>+TENSE</th>
<th>*MAP (a_L, a_T)</th>
<th>*MAP (a_L, ø_T)</th>
<th>*MAP (ø_L, ø_T)</th>
<th>*MAP (ø_L, α_T)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a. gaːrd</td>
<td>*!</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. gaːrd</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. gaːrd</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d. gaːrd</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e. gaːrd</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>*!</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Candidates (a), (b) and (c) are ruled out by phonotactic constraints discussed above. Consider candidates (d) and (e). Different vowels have different rankings of *MAP, and *MAP (a_L, a_T) is ranked highest, for the reasons just discussed. Crucially, it is ranked higher than *r[+cor]. For this reason, candidate (e), with an unfaithful tense vowel, is dispreferred. Candidate (d), without coalescence, emerges as the optimal candidate.

The tableau for ‘Kurd’ works in a similar fashion.

In contrast to *MAP (a_L, a_T) and *MAP (ø_L, ø_T), *MAP (ø̞_L, ø̞_T) is ranked lower than *r[+cor]. For this reason, the candidate with blocked coalescence—candidate (d)—is no longer optimal. The candidate with altered tenseness emerges as the optimal candidate.

The remaining vowels pattern like [ø], with the relevant *MAP constraint ranked lower than *r[+cor].

There are also words with the tense [a] or [u] followed by coalesced voiced post-alveolars. For example, chart (197) above included [‘bɔːɹd] ‘bard’, with a long tense low vowel and a coalesced post-alveolar, and some dialects pronounce ‘guard’ with a long
tense vowel before a short coalesced post-alveolar. I assume that in such cases, the vowel is marked as tense in UR, e.g., /baᵲrd/, so there is no violation of *MAP in this output.

(228)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>/baᵲrd/</th>
<th>*</th>
<th>*</th>
<th>*</th>
<th>*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>‘bard’</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.5 Blocked laxing with voiceless post-alveolars

4.5.1 Data

Just as the mapping [aᵲ] → [aᵲ] results in exceptional phonotactic patterns before the cluster [rd], the reversed mapping [aᵲ] → [aᵲ] results in exceptional phonotactic patterns before the derived post-alveolar segments [ʂ] and [ʈ].

The clusters [rs] and [rt] generally coalesce into voiceless post-alveolar segments [ʂ] and [ʈ], respectively. In stressed syllables, these post-alveolars are long; the preceding stressed vowel is short. The following chart illustrates the pattern:

(229) | UR | SR | * | GLOSS |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>/fars/</td>
<td>[faʂː]</td>
<td>*[faːʂ]</td>
<td>‘farce’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/fors/</td>
<td>[foʂː]</td>
<td>*[foːʂ]</td>
<td>‘rapids’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The prohibition against short voiceless post-alveolars may be stated using the following constraint:

(230) \[ *C-\mu / [\tilde{s}, \tilde{t}] \]

A voiceless derived post-alveolar consonant must be moraic.

Since the vowel always surfaces as short and lax, it is not obvious whether the UR is lax or tense: by Richness of the Base (Prince & Smolensky 1993/2004), we must consider both possibilities. The following tableau illustrates how a lax vowel in UR surfaces faithfully:

(231)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>(/fo_1\tilde{s}:/)</th>
<th>(/fo_2\tilde{s}:/)</th>
<th>(/f_\omega r/s/)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a.</td>
<td>fo₁ tô s:</td>
<td>*!</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b.</td>
<td>fo₂ tô s:</td>
<td>*!</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c.</td>
<td>f_\omega r s</td>
<td></td>
<td>*!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d.</td>
<td>fo₂ tô s:</td>
<td></td>
<td>*!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e.</td>
<td>&gt; f_\omega s:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
If, on the other hand, the vowel is tense in UR, we must assume that \(*C_{\mu}[^{\text{\$}}, \text{t}]\) \(\gg\) \(*\text{MAP} (\text{o}_t, \text{o}_l)\), to ensure that the unfaithful mapping of the vowel emerges as the optimal candidate.

(232)

| /\text{fo}_t\text{rs}/ | \text{\text{\$}/} | \begin{array}{c} \begin{array}{c} \text{\text{\$}/} \end{array} \\ \text{\text{\$}/} \end{array} \end{array} | \begin{array}{c} \begin{array}{c} \text{\text{\$}/} \end{array} \\ \text{\text{\$}/} \end{array} \end{array} | \begin{array}{c} \begin{array}{c} \text{\text{\$}/} \end{array} \\ \text{\text{\$}/} \end{array} \end{array} | \begin{array}{c} \begin{array}{c} \text{\text{\$}/} \end{array} \\ \text{\text{\$}/} \end{array} \end{array} | \begin{array}{c} \begin{array}{c} \text{\text{\$}/} \end{array} \\ \text{\text{\$}/} \end{array} \end{array} | \begin{array}{c} \begin{array}{c} \text{\text{\$}/} \end{array} \\ \text{\text{\$}/} \end{array} \end{array} | \begin{array}{c} \begin{array}{c} \text{\text{\$}/} \end{array} \\ \text{\text{\$}/} \end{array} \end{array} | \begin{array}{c} \begin{array}{c} \text{\text{\$}/} \end{array} \\ \text{\text{\$}/} \end{array} \end{array} | \begin{array}{c} \begin{array}{c} \text{\text{\$}/} \end{array} \\ \text{\text{\$}/} \end{array} \end{array} | \begin{array}{c} \begin{array}{c} \text{\text{\$}/} \end{array} \\ \text{\text{\$}/} \end{array} \end{array} | \begin{array}{c} \begin{array}{c} \text{\text{\$}/} \end{array} \\ \text{\text{\$}/} \end{array} \end{array} | \begin{array}{c} \begin{array}{c} \text{\text{\$}/} \end{array} \\ \text{\text{\$}/} \end{array} \end{array} | \begin{array}{c} \begin{array}{c} \text{\text{\$}/} \end{array} \\ \text{\text{\$}/} \end{array} \end{array} | \begin{array}{c} \begin{array}{c} \text{\text{\$}/} \end{array} \\ \text{\text{\$}/} \end{array} \end{array} | \begin{array}{c} \begin{array}{c} \text{\text{\$}/} \end{array} \\ \text{\text{\$}/} \end{array} \end{array} | \begin{array}{c} \begin{array}{c} \text{\text{\$}/} \end{array} \\ \text{\text{\$}/} \end{array} \end{array} |
|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|
| a. \text{fo}_t\text{\$}: | \text{\text{\$}/} | \text{\text{\$}/} | \text{\text{\$}/} | \text{\text{\$}/} | \text{\text{\$}/} | \text{\text{\$}/} | \text{\text{\$}/} | \text{\text{\$}/} | \text{\text{\$}/} | \text{\text{\$}/} | \text{\text{\$}/} | \text{\text{\$}/} |
| b. \text{fo}_t\text{\$}: | \text{\text{\$}/} | \text{\text{\$}/} | \text{\text{\$}/} | \text{\text{\$}/} | \text{\text{\$}/} | \text{\text{\$}/} | \text{\text{\$}/} | \text{\text{\$}/} | \text{\text{\$}/} | \text{\text{\$}/} | \text{\text{\$}/} | \text{\text{\$}/} |
| c. \text{fo}_t\text{\$}: | \text{\text{\$}/} | \text{\text{\$}/} | \text{\text{\$}/} | \text{\text{\$}/} | \text{\text{\$}/} | \text{\text{\$}/} | \text{\text{\$}/} | \text{\text{\$}/} | \text{\text{\$}/} | \text{\text{\$}/} | \text{\text{\$}/} | \text{\text{\$}/} |
| d. \text{fo}_t\text{\$}: | \text{\text{\$}/} | \text{\text{\$}/} | \text{\text{\$}/} | \text{\text{\$}/} | \text{\text{\$}/} | \text{\text{\$}/} | \text{\text{\$}/} | \text{\text{\$}/} | \text{\text{\$}/} | \text{\text{\$}/} | \text{\text{\$}/} | \text{\text{\$}/} |
| e. \text{fo}_t\text{\$}: | \text{\text{\$}/} | \text{\text{\$}/} | \text{\text{\$}/} | \text{\text{\$}/} | \text{\text{\$}/} | \text{\text{\$}/} | \text{\text{\$}/} | \text{\text{\$}/} | \text{\text{\$}/} | \text{\text{\$}/} | \text{\text{\$}/} | \text{\text{\$}/} |

4.5.2 Exceptional vowel length before [\$], [t]

Not all vowels pattern like the pair \([\text{o}_t, \text{o}_l]\) above. There are some words where the constraint \(*C_{\mu}[^{\text{\$}}, \text{t}]\) is violated, and the \(*\text{MAP}\) constraint is obeyed. The result is that the derived post-alveolars \([\$], [t]\) surface as short, and the preceding stressed vowel is long. Consider the following examples from Hedelin 1997:

(233)

| \text{\text{\$}/} | \text{\text{\$}/} | \text{\text{\$}/} | \text{\text{\$}/} | \text{\text{\$}/} | \text{\text{\$}/} | \text{\text{\$}/} | \text{\text{\$}/} | \text{\text{\$}/} | \text{\text{\$}/} | \text{\text{\$}/} | \text{\text{\$}/} | \text{\text{\$}/} |
|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|
| \text{\text{\$}/} | \text{\text{\$}/} | \text{\text{\$}/} | \text{\text{\$}/} | \text{\text{\$}/} | \text{\text{\$}/} | \text{\text{\$}/} | \text{\text{\$}/} | \text{\text{\$}/} | \text{\text{\$}/} | \text{\text{\$}/} | \text{\text{\$}/} | \text{\text{\$}/} |
Recall that we established above that *C-µ/ [ʂ, ʈ]  $\gg$ *MAP (Overlap). If we naively assumed that all vowels had the same *MAP constraint for the lax-to-tense mapping, this would imply that *C-µ/ [ʂ, ʈ]  $\gg$ *MAP (a₁, a₁); but this generates the wrong output:

\[
\begin{array}{|c|c|c|c|}
\hline
\text{word} & \text{features} & \text{constraint} & \text{output} \\
\hline
\text{Lars} & \text{[+stress] [+LONG] [+TENSE] [+cor]} & *C-µ/ [ʂ, ʈ] & * \\
\hline
\text{a. } \text{la₁ʂː} & *! & & \\
\hline
\text{b. } \text{la₁ʂ} & *! & & \\
\hline
\text{c. } \text{la₁rs} & *! & * & \\
\hline
\text{d. } \text{la₁ʂ} & *! & & \\
\hline
\text{e. } \text{la₁ʂ} & *! & & \\
\hline
\end{array}
\]

Just as blocked coalescence of voiced post-alveolars provides evidence for distinct *MAP constraints for different vowel pairs, blocked vowel shortening provides evidence for the same.

Note that all of the exceptional cases in this section involve the vowel [a]. As far as I know, there are no exceptional forms with the rime [uːʂ] or [uːʈ]. I will assume that this is an accident, to maximize parallelism with exceptional blocked coalescence, discussed in the preceding chapter.

---

\[49\] Hedelin 1997 describes this pronunciation as ‘med dialektal prägel’; that is ‘with dialectal stamp’, suggesting that it is a non-standard alternative.
4.5.3 *MAP with an interleaved constraint

Recall the *MAP projection mechanism, as applied to the mapping from tense to lax vowels, which was discussed above:

\[(235) = (224)\]
\[*MAP (a_T, a_L)\]
\[*MAP (u_T, o_L)\]
\[*MAP (e_T, e_L)\]
\[*MAP (y_T, y_L)\]
\[*MAP (i_T, i_L)\]
\[*MAP (o_T, o_L)\]
\[*MAP (u_T, u_L)\]
\[*MAP (i_T, i_L)\]
\[*MAP (o_T, o_L)\]

If we interleave *C-µ/ [ʂ, t], such that it is ranked lower than *MAP (a_T, a_L) and *MAP (u_T, o_L), we obtain the following ranking:

\[(236)\]
\[*MAP (a_T, a_L)\]
\[*MAP (u_T, o_L)\]
\[*C-µ/ [ʂ, t]\]
\[*MAP (e_T, e_L)\] \(←\) interleaved.
\[*MAP (e_T, e_L)\] and all other vowel pairs

This ranking provides the correct output for the name ‘Lars’—which surfaces with a long tense vowel.
The ranking also generates the correct output for the other vowels, which surface with a short vowel, as the following tableau for ‘rapids’ illustrates:

The ranking also generates the correct output for the other vowels, which surface with a short vowel, as the following tableau for ‘rapids’ illustrates:

Other items with short vowels before a long voiceless post-alveolar are generated in a similar fashion.
Not all low vowels before voiceless post-alveolars are long and tense. The word ‘farce’ [faːːs] surfaces with a short lax vowel before a long post-alveolar. I assume that the vowel is marked as lax in UR in such items, and surfaces faithfully.

(239)

|  /fa₁ːrs/  |
|  ‘farce’  |
|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|
|  a. fa₁ːʂː      | ✓!               |               |               |               |               |
|  b. fa₁ʂː        | ✓!               |               | ✓!             |               |               |
|  c. fa₁rs        |                 | ✓!             |               |               |               |
|  d. fa₁ːʂ     |                 |               |               | ✓!             |               |
|  e. > fa₁ʂː        |                 |               |               |               | ✓!             |

4.6  Blocked laxing before geminate suffixes: verbs

4.6.1  Third conjugation: C₀V stems

Verbal paradigms feature geminate-initial suffixes, as discussed in Chapter 3. In particular, the supine, participle, and preterite suffixes are geminate-initial (Teleman 1969). A preceding vowel is shortened before such a geminate-initial suffix. The result is that the long tense vowel in the (unaffixed) infinitive alternates with the short lax vowel in the affixed supine, participle, and preterite. Consider some examples:
Recall that the vowel pairs \([a_T, a_L]\) and \([u_T, o_L]\) are the vowels whose tense/lax pairs are perceptually most distant from each other. Interestingly, these vowel pairs are underrepresented among these verbs featuring tense/lax correspondence. The following chart illustrates the distribution of regular verbs of the third conjugation; i.e., verbs of the form \(C_0V\), grouped by vowel:\(^{50}\)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CORRESP.</th>
<th>#ATTESTED</th>
<th>STEM</th>
<th>SUP</th>
<th>GLOSS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(a_T \rightarrow a_L)</td>
<td>0 (PREDICTED)</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(u_T \rightarrow o_L)</td>
<td>0 (PREDICTED)</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(e_T \rightarrow e_L)</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>kl[ɛː]</td>
<td>kl[ɛː]t:</td>
<td>‘clothe’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(y_T \rightarrow y_L)</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>'br[yː]</td>
<td>'br[yː]t:</td>
<td>‘care’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(e_T \rightarrow e)</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>'fi[ɛː]</td>
<td>'fi[ɛː]t:</td>
<td>‘occur’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(o_T \rightarrow o_L)</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>'fl[oː]</td>
<td>'fl[oː]t:</td>
<td>‘flay’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(u_T \rightarrow u_L)</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>'gn[uː]</td>
<td>'gn[uː]t:</td>
<td>‘rub’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(i_T \rightarrow i_L)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(o_T \rightarrow o_L)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>'str[oː]</td>
<td>'str[oː]t:</td>
<td>‘sprinkle’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The vowels \([a_T, a_L]\) and \([u_T, o_L]\) are not represented among these verbs.

---

\(^{50}\) For a complete list, see appendix 1.
4.6.2 Exceptional $C_0V$ stems

There are also some exceptional verbs of the form $C_0V^{51}$. These form the participle and preterite by ablaut, but the supine is still formed by means of a geminate suffix. The vowel correspondence [$u_T$, $e_L$] is not attested in this group. The vowel correspondence [$a_T$, $a_L$] is not attested among these words in standard Swedish. $C_0a$ stems tend to have irregular morphology in standard Swedish. Consider the supine, participle, and preterite forms of the verbs ‘take’ and ‘pull’:

(242)  

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>INFINITIVE</th>
<th>SUPINE</th>
<th>PARTICIPLE</th>
<th>PRETERITE</th>
<th>GLOSS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$[\text{t}a:]$</td>
<td>$[\text{t}a\text{g}it]$</td>
<td>$[\text{t}a\text{g}\text{o}n]$</td>
<td>$[\text{t}u\text{g}]$</td>
<td>‘take’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$?[\text{tat}:]$</td>
<td>$*[\text{tad}:]$</td>
<td>$*[\text{tad}:\partial]$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$[\text{d}r\text{a}:]$</td>
<td>$[\text{d}r\text{a}\text{g}it]$</td>
<td>$[\text{d}r\text{a}\text{g}\text{o}n]$</td>
<td>$[\text{d}ru\text{g}]$</td>
<td>‘pull’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$?[\text{drat}:]$</td>
<td>$*[\text{drad}:]$</td>
<td>$*[\text{drad}:\partial]$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In the paradigms for standard Swedish, there is no [$a_T$, $a_L$] correspondence. However, note that the supine forms for ‘take’ and ‘pull’ are marked with ‘?’. These non-standard forms are heard in colloquial Swedish (SAG 1999:571). To err on the side of caution, I will therefore count these as two cases as featuring [$a_T$, $a_L$] when I provide a statistical analysis of vowel distribution in tenseness-shifting paradigms below.

Also, the word $[\text{h}a:]$ ‘have’ is irregular. This word forms its supine by an irregular process (it is $[\text{haft}]$), but it has [$a_T$, $a_L$] correspondence in the preterite $[\text{had}:\partial]$.

(243)  

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>INFINITIVE</th>
<th>PRETERITE</th>
<th>GLOSS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$[\text{h}a:]$</td>
<td>$[\text{had}:\partial]$</td>
<td>‘have’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

So, the vowel correspondence [$a_T$, $a_L$] are attested in one standard word; it is also attested in two non-standard colloquial forms, resulting in the total of 3 forms.\(^{52}\)

---

\(^{51}\) Grammars differ as to whether these should be regarded as third conjugation. Holmes & Hinchliffe (2003) think so, but SAG (1999) does not.

\(^{52}\) For a complete list, see appendix 2.
(244) | CORRESP. | #ATTESTED | STEM | SUPINE | GLOSS |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>aₜ → aₐ</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>oₜ → oₐ</td>
<td>0 (PREDICTED)</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>eₜ → eₐ</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yₜ → yₐ</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>eₜ → eₐ</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>b[e:]</td>
<td>b[ɛ]t:</td>
<td>‘pray’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>oₜ → oₐ</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>f[ɔ:]</td>
<td>f[ɔ]t:</td>
<td>‘get’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>uₜ → uₐ</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>iₜ → iₐ</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ōₜ → ōₐ</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>d[œ:]</td>
<td>d[œ]t:</td>
<td>‘die’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.6.3 Second conjugation: $C₀Vd$ and $C₀Vt$ stems

The vowels in verbal stems of the form $C₀Vd$ and $C₀Vt$ undergo tense/lax alternation when the stem associates with a geminate-initial suffix. The following chart illustrates stems of the form $C₀Vd$.

(245) | INF | SUPINE | PARTICIPLE | PRETERITE | GLOSS |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>be't[yː]da</td>
<td>be't[yː]t:</td>
<td>be't[yː]d:</td>
<td>be't[yː]d:</td>
<td>‘mean’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The following chart shows the same mapping among verbal stems of the form $C₀Vt$. 

123
The verbal paradigms show a dispreference of alternation in the vowel pairs [ɑ_t, a_L] and [u_t, ø_L]. The following chart shows the distribution of regular words of the form C_0 Vd (in the ‘second conjugation’) organized by vowel:

(247) CORRESP. #ATTESTED INFINITIVE SUPINE GLOSS

| α_t → a_L | 0 (PREDICTED) -- | -- | -- |
| u_t → ø_L | 0 (PREDICTED) -- | -- | -- |
| ε_t → ε_L | 0 | -- | -- | -- |
| y_t → γ_L | 4 | be't[y]:da | be't[y]:t: | ‘meet’ |
| e_t → e_L | 1 | 'l[e]:da | 'l[e]:t: | ‘lead’ |
| o_t → ø_L | 0 | -- | -- | -- |
| u_t → u_L | 0 | -- | -- | -- |
| i_t → i_L | 0 | -- | -- | -- |
| ø_t → ø_L | 2 | 'f[ø]:da | 'f[ø]:t: | ‘give birth’ |

No words featuring the alternating vowels [ɑ_t, a_L] and [u_t, ø_L] are attested.

This is not due to a lack of stems of the form C_0 ad or C_0 ud. Stems of the form C_0 ad are quite abundant, but they tend to be part of the first conjugation, which features a thematic vowel interleaved between the stem’s dental consonant and the suffix’s dental consonant. Here is an example:

---

53 For a complete list, see appendix 3.
(248) | STEM  | SUPINE  | PARTICIPLE | PRETERITE | GLOSS  |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>*[batː]</td>
<td>*[badː]</td>
<td>*[badːə]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Since the suffix’s consonant is now in a stressless syllable, it surfaces as short, and there is no long consonant which forces the laxing of the vowel: it remains long and tense throughout the paradigm.

Stems of the form C₀ud are easily found, but these tend to be part of the fourth conjugation, which forms the supine and participle with exceptional suffixation, and the preterite by means of ablaut.

(249) | STEM  | SUPINE  | PARTICIPLE | PRETERITE | GLOSS  |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>*[bjɔːtː]</td>
<td>*[bjɔːtː]</td>
<td>*[bjɔːdə]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In paradigms like this, tense [u] never alternates with its lax counterpart [ə].

Just as the vowels [ɑT, aL] and [uT, oL] are underrepresented in tenseness-shifting paradigms with stems of the form C₀Vd (‘second conjugation’), they are also not represented in tenseness-shifting paradigms with stems of the form C₀Vt (‘second conjugation’):

(250) | CORRESP. | #ATTESTED | STEM  | SUPINE  | GLOSS  |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>aT → aL</td>
<td>0 (PREDICTED)</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>uT → oL</td>
<td>0 (PREDICTED)</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>eT → ɛL</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>'m[ɛː]t</td>
<td>'m[ɛ]t:</td>
<td>‘measure’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yT → ɣL</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>'b[yː]ta</td>
<td>'b[y]ta:</td>
<td>‘exchange’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>eT → ɛL</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>oT → ɔL</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

54 For a complete list, see appendix 4.
This is not due to a lack of stems of the form $C_0\acute{u}t$ and $C_0\grave{u}t$. There are many stems of this form; but again, they tend to be part of the first conjugation, with a thematic vowel which splits the two dental consonants.

\[
\begin{array}{c|ccccc}
\text{STEM} & \text{SUPINE} & \text{PARTICIPLE} & \text{PRETERITE} & \text{GLOSS} \\
\hline
[\text{h\acute{a}t}] & ['\text{h\acute{a}t}t] & ['\text{h\acute{a}t}d] & ['\text{h\acute{a}t}d\grave{o}] & \text{‘hate’} \\
\text{*[h\acute{a}t]} & *['h\acute{a}t] & *['h\acute{a}t\grave{o}] \\
[\text{k\grave{u}t}] & ['k\grave{u}t}t] & ['k\grave{u}t}d] & ['k\grave{u}t}d\grave{o}] & \text{‘run’} \\
\text{*[k\grave{o}t]} & *['k\grave{o}t] & *['k\grave{o}t\grave{o}] \\
\end{array}
\]

Note how, once again, the vowel remains long and tense throughout the paradigm. It never alternates with the lax vowel.

Stems of the form $C_0\grave{u}t$ are also attested in the fourth conjugation, featuring ablaut:

\[
\begin{array}{c|ccccc}
\text{STEM} & \text{SUPINE} & \text{PARTICIPLE} & \text{PRETERITE} & \text{GLOSS} \\
\hline
['\text{j\grave{u}t}a] & ['\text{j\grave{u}t}t] & ['\text{j\grave{u}t}t\grave{e}] & ['\text{j\grave{o}\grave{t}}] & \text{‘cast metal’} \\
\text{*[j\grave{o}t]} & *['j\grave{o}t] & *['j\grave{o}t\grave{o}] \\
\end{array}
\]

As expected, tense [u] never alternates with its lax counterpart [o].

4.7 Blocked laxing before geminate suffixes: adjectives

4.7.1 $C_0V$ stems

Some Swedish adjectives of the form $C_0V$ feature tense/lax alternation when a geminate neuter suffix is affixed.
The vowel pairs \([\text{a}_T, \text{a}_L]\) and \([\text{u}_T, \text{e}_L]\) are underrepresented in these paradigms.\(^{55}\)

Note that this is not due to a lack of stems of the form \(C_0\text{a}\). the word \([\text{bra}]: ‘good’ is a familiar word in the Swedish lexicon. Strikingly, the neuter of the word features an exceptional null suffix:

\[
\begin{array}{cccc}
\text{CORRESP.} & \# \text{ ATTESTED} & \text{STEM} & \text{NEUTER} & \text{GLOSS} \\
\text{a}_T \rightarrow \text{a}_L & 0 \text{ (PREDICTED)} & \text{--} & \text{--} & \text{--} \\
\text{u}_T \rightarrow \text{e}_L & 0 \text{ (PREDICTED)} & \text{--} & \text{--} & \text{--} \\
\text{e}_T \rightarrow \xi_L & 0 & \text{--} & \text{--} & \text{--} \\
\text{y}_T \rightarrow \gamma_L & 1 & \text{n[y]} & \text{n[y]}: & \text{‘new’} \\
\text{e}_T \rightarrow \varepsilon & 0 & \text{--} & \text{--} & \text{--} \\
\text{o}_T \rightarrow \sigma_L & 3 & \text{bl[ɔ]} & \text{bl[ɔ]}: & \text{‘blue’} \\
\text{u}_T \rightarrow \omega_L & 0 & \text{--} & \text{--} & \text{--} \\
\text{i}_T \rightarrow \iota_L & 1 & \text{fr[i]} & \text{fr[i]}: & \text{‘free’} \\
\text{o}_T \rightarrow \varnothing_L & 1 & \text{sl[ø]} & \text{sl[ø]}: & \text{‘lazy’} \\
\end{array}
\]

4.7.2 \(C_0\text{Vd} and C_0\text{Vt} stems

Stems of the form \(C_0\text{Vd} and C_0\text{Vt} feature alternations in vowel length and tenseness in the neuter form, just like stems of the form \(C_0\text{V}.

\(^{55}\) For a complete list, see Appendix 5. Lists are obtained from Holmes & Hinchliffe 2003.
The vowels $[\alpha_T, \alpha_L]$ and $[\upsilon_T, \upsilon_L]$ are underrepresented in these paradigms. There is only one\textsuperscript{56} adjective with the alternation $[\alpha_T, \alpha_L]$ among adjectives with the form $C_0Vd$, and there is no adjective with the alternation $[\upsilon_T, \upsilon_L]$ among these adjectives. The complete distribution is as follows:\textsuperscript{57}

\begin{table}[h]
\centering
\begin{tabular}{|c|c|c|c|}
\hline
CORRESP. & # ATTESTED & STEM & NEUTER & GLOSS \\
\hline
$\alpha_T \rightarrow \alpha_L$ & 1 & gl[$\alpha$]d & gl[a]t: & ‘happy’ \\
$\upsilon_T \rightarrow \upsilon_L$ & 0 (PREDICTED) & -- & -- & -- \\
$\varepsilon_T \rightarrow \varepsilon_L$ & 1 & sp[$\varepsilon$]d & sp[$\varepsilon$]t: & ‘tender’ \\
$\gamma_T \rightarrow \gamma_L$ & 0 & -- & -- & -- \\
$\varepsilon_T \rightarrow \varepsilon$ & 2 & br[$\varepsilon$]d & br[$\varepsilon$]t: & ‘broad’ \\
$\alpha_T \rightarrow \alpha_L$ & 0 & -- & -- & -- \\
$\upsilon_T \rightarrow \upsilon_L$ & 0 & -- & -- & -- \\
$i_T \rightarrow i_L$ & 4 & so'l[i:]d & so'l[i]t: & ‘solid’ \\
$\alpha_T \rightarrow \alpha_L$ & 3 & r[ø]d & r[ø]t: & ‘red’ \\
\hline
\end{tabular}
\end{table}

Likewise, there is no regular adjective of the form $C_0Vt$ with the alternation $[\alpha_T, \alpha_L]$ or $[\upsilon_T, \upsilon_L]$. The complete distribution of these adjectives, grouped by stressed vowel, is as follows:\textsuperscript{58}

\begin{table}[h]
\centering
\begin{tabular}{|c|c|c|c|c|}
\hline
CORRESP. & # ATTESTED & STEM & NEUTER & GLOSS \\
\hline
$\alpha_T \rightarrow \alpha_L$ & 1 & gl[$\alpha$]d & gl[a]t: & ‘happy’ \\
$\upsilon_T \rightarrow \upsilon_L$ & 0 (PREDICTED) & -- & -- & -- \\
$\varepsilon_T \rightarrow \varepsilon_L$ & 1 & sp[$\varepsilon$]d & sp[$\varepsilon$]t: & ‘tender’ \\
$\gamma_T \rightarrow \gamma_L$ & 0 & -- & -- & -- \\
$\varepsilon_T \rightarrow \varepsilon$ & 2 & br[$\varepsilon$]d & br[$\varepsilon$]t: & ‘broad’ \\
$\alpha_T \rightarrow \alpha_L$ & 0 & -- & -- & -- \\
$\upsilon_T \rightarrow \upsilon_L$ & 0 & -- & -- & -- \\
$i_T \rightarrow i_L$ & 4 & so'l[i:]d & so'l[i]t: & ‘solid’ \\
$\alpha_T \rightarrow \alpha_L$ & 3 & r[ø]d & r[ø]t: & ‘red’ \\
\hline
\end{tabular}
\end{table}

\textsuperscript{56} The word ‘happy’ has an overt form instead of a paradigm gap, due to its exceedingly high frequency. See chapter 5 for discussion and formalism.

\textsuperscript{57} For a complete list, see appendix 6.

\textsuperscript{58} For a complete list, see appendix 7.
(258) \[ \begin{array}{cccc}
\text{CORRESP.} & \# \text{ATTESTED} & \text{STEM} & \text{NEUTER} & \text{GLOSS} \\
\text{a}_T \rightarrow \text{a}_L & 0 \text{ (PREDICTED)} & \text{--} & \text{--} & \text{--} \\
\text{u}_T \rightarrow \text{o}_L & 0 \text{ (PREDICTED)} & \text{--} & \text{--} & \text{--} \\
\epsilon_T \rightarrow \xi_L & \epsilon & \text{t[ɛː]t} & \text{t[ɛː]t:} & \text{‘tight’} \\
\gamma_T \rightarrow \eta_L & 0 & \text{--} & \text{--} & \text{--} \\
\epsilon_T \rightarrow \epsilon & 2 & \text{h[ɛː]t} & \text{h[ɛː]t:} & \text{‘hot’} \\
\sigma_T \rightarrow \omega_L & 1 & \text{v[ɔː]t} & \text{v[ɔː]t:} & \text{‘wet’} \\
\mu_T \rightarrow \nu_L & 0 & \text{--} & \text{--} & \text{--} \\
\iota_T \rightarrow \iota_L & 1 & \text{v[ɪː]t} & \text{v[ɪː]t:} & \text{‘white’} \\
\varnothing_T \rightarrow \varnothing_L & 2 & \text{s[ɔː]t} & \text{s[ɔː]t:} & \text{‘sweet’} \\
\end{array} \]

Note that this is not due to a lack of lexical items of the form \( C_0 \alpha t \). The word for ‘lazy’ is \([l\alpha_T:\text{t}]\), and this is famously ineffable in the neuter (Cederschiöld 1912; cited and discussed in Raffelsiefen 2002). The same is true for the word \([f\alpha_T:\text{t}]\) ‘flat’. Where we would expect outputs of the form \([l\alpha t]t\) and \([f\alpha t]t\), there are instead gaps in the paradigms:

(259) \[ \begin{array}{cccc}
\text{CORRESP.} & \text{STEM} & \text{*} & \text{NEUTER} & \text{GLOSS} \\
\text{a}_T \rightarrow \text{a}_L & [l\alpha_T:t] & *[l\alpha_t:t] & \text{NULL PARSE} & \text{‘lazy’} \\
\text{a}_T \rightarrow \text{a}_L & [f\alpha_T:t] & *[f\alpha_t:t] & \text{NULL PARSE} & \text{‘flat’} \\
\end{array} \]

Since the tense-to-lax mapping in the pair \([a_T, a_L]\) involves the greatest perceptual distance, the relevant \text{*Map} constraint is ranked high\[^59\]; in particular, it is ranked higher than \text{M-PARSE}, the constraint that penalizes the \text{NULL PARSE} candidate candidate.

\[^59\] This is a simplification. Morpheme frequency is also relevant, as discussed in chapter 5.
‘⊙’ (Prince & Smolensky 1993/2004). So, for the word ‘lazy, n.’, the NULL PARSE candidate is the optimal candidate.

(260)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>/lɑːt + t/</th>
<th>‘lazy, n.’</th>
<th>cf. SR [lɑːt]</th>
<th>[+stress]</th>
<th>[LONG]</th>
<th>[+TENSE]</th>
<th>*MAP (a₁, aᵣ)</th>
<th>M-PARSE</th>
<th>*MAP (øᵣ, ø)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a.</td>
<td>lɑːtːt:</td>
<td>*!</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b.</td>
<td>lɑːtːt</td>
<td>*!</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c.</td>
<td>lɑːtːt</td>
<td>*!</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d.</td>
<td>lɑːtːt</td>
<td>*!</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e.</td>
<td>⊙</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The tense-to-lax mapping in other vowel pairs involves a smaller perceptual distance, so the respective *MAP constraints are ranked lower; in particular, they are ranked lower than M-PARSE. So, for ‘sweet’, the candidate violating *MAP is optimal, and the NULL PARSE candidate is non-optimal.⁶⁰

---

⁶⁰ However, other tense-lax mappings can be problematic, given sufficiently low morpheme frequency. Prosodic factors also influence tense-lax mapping. This is discussed in chapter 5.
4.8 Statistical analysis of paradigm structure

4.8.1 Introduction

Fisher’s Exact Test (Fisher 1922) assesses the significance of contingency between two classifications. In the present study, it establishes whether vowel type and representation (or under-representation) in tenseness-changing paradigms is correlated. In particular, are the vowel pairs [ɑ, a] and [ʉ, ɵ] underrepresented in those verbal and adjectival paradigms which feature ‘dental gemination’?

Up to now, individual adjective paradigms and verbal conjugations have been considered in isolation, for expositional clarity. An artifact of this approach is that there was no way to statistically establish the underrepresentation of the vowel pairs [ɑ, a] and [ʉ, ɵ] in the paradigms: the numbers were simply too small.

To establish that the vowels [ɑ, a] and [ʉ, ɵ] are in fact underrepresented in the vowel-changing verbal conjugations and the adjectival paradigms, I performed
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Fisher’s Exact Test (Fisher 1922) assesses the significance of contingency between two classifications. In the present study, it establishes whether vowel type and representation (or under-representation) in tenseness-changing paradigms is correlated. In particular, are the vowel pairs [ɑ, a] and [ʉ, ɵ] underrepresented in those verbal and adjectival paradigms which feature ‘dental gemination’?

Up to now, individual adjective paradigms and verbal conjugations have been considered in isolation, for expositional clarity. An artifact of this approach is that there was no way to statistically establish the underrepresentation of the vowel pairs [ɑ, a] and [ʉ, ɵ] in the paradigms: the numbers were simply too small.

To establish that the vowels [ɑ, a] and [ʉ, ɵ] are in fact underrepresented in the vowel-changing verbal conjugations and the adjectival paradigms, I performed
Fisher’s Exact Test comparing the distribution of the vowels \([\alpha, a]\) and \([\upsilon, \epsilon]\) with the other vowels. A 2x2 matrix was constructed, where the vowel type was identified in one axis and presence/lack of tenseness alternation was identified in the other axis.

(262)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Dental gemination (tenseness-shifting)</th>
<th>Other verbal and adjectival paradigms (not tenseness-shifting)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>([\alpha, a]) and ([\upsilon, \epsilon])</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>other vowels</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

I focused on words of the structure \(C_0V;\ C_0Vd;\) and \(C_0Vt\). Other word types are irrelevant, since only these regularly trigger vowel shortening when affixed to a geminate consonant. The presence of tenseness alternation was identified in the regular ‘dental gemination’ paradigms. The absence of tenseness alternation was identified in the following contexts:

- exceptional paradigm structure (unaffixed or ineffable forms)
- first conjugation verbal forms (with a thematic \([a]\) inserted before an unstressed suffix, such that the stem is identical in all forms of the suffix)
- fourth conjugation verbal forms (with ablaut)

4.8.2 Shifts in tenseness: the ‘dental gemination’ pattern

The patterning of vowels in the ‘dental gemination’ paradigms has been discussed in the preceding sections. The following chart summarizes the ‘dental gemination’ patterns for the vowels \([\alpha, a]\) and \([\upsilon, \epsilon]\). The first column identifies the
correspondence pair. Columns 2 through 8 are paradigm types discussed above. The number in the chart identifies the number of words of the relevant type which features the correspondence. The 9th column is the sum of the numbers in columns 2 through 8. The number listed under ‘total’ is the sum of numbers in column 9.

(263) | verb | verb | verb | verb | 3 conj. | ex3conj | 2conj | adj | adj | adj |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>α_t → a_t</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>u_t → o_t</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>total:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Three exceptional verbs of the form C_0V: featured the [a, a] correspondence: the high-frequency word [haː] ‘have’ with the preterite [hadːə]; and the non-standard colloquial supines of [taː] ‘take’ and [drɑː] ‘pull’, which are [tatː] and [dratː]. One regular adjective of the form C_0V:d was found: the high-frequency adjective [glɑːd] with the neuter [glatː].

The following chart summarizes the ‘dental gemination’ patterns for the other vowels.

(264) | verb | verb | verb | verb | 3 conj. | ex3conj | 2conj | adj | adj | adj |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ε_t → e_t</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>y_t → y_L</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>14</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e_t → e</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>13</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>o_t → o_L</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>19</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>u_t → u</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
A total of 83 such adjectives and verbs were found.

This lets us begin to fill out the matrix, to apply Fisher’s Exact Test:

\[
\begin{array}{cccccccc}
    t \rightarrow t & 0 & 1 & 0 & 0 & 1 & 4 & 1 & 7 \\
    \varnothing \rightarrow \varnothing & 2 & 1 & 2 & 3 & 1 & 3 & 2 & 14 \\
    \text{total:} & 83
\end{array}
\]

4.8.3 Non-shifting verbal forms

As noted, three sources for non-shifting tenseness in adjectival and verbal paradigms are exceptional paradigm structure, paradigms with thematic unstressed vowels, and ablaut paradigms.

Regarding exceptional paradigm structure, the following chart lists adjectives of the form C\textsubscript{0}V\textsubscript{t}, C\textsubscript{0}V:\text{d}, or C\textsubscript{0}V:\text{t} featuring \([\alpha]\) or \([u]\) which are either unaffixed or ineffable in the neuter form.\(^{61}\) The neuter form would in the regular case feature an affixed \([t]\) and a short lax vowel.

\[^{61}\text{In this and subsequent charts, I abstract away from iambic roots that resist vowel shortening: for example, the word [privat] has a haplogical neuter (*[privat]), but it is unclear whether this reveals much of interest regarding the vowel alternation. Iambs appear to resist alternation to a greater extent than monosyllabic stems; thereby introducing a confound in the discussion. This is discussed in Chapter 5.}\]
(266) \( C_0V: \) \[\text{[bræ]} \text{‘good’} \text{ (haplological neuter)}\]
\( C_0V:d \) \[\text{[græ:d]} \text{‘straight’} \text{ (ineffable neuter)}\]
\( C_0V:t \) \[\text{[læt]} \text{‘lazy’} \text{ (ineffable neuter)}\]
\[\text{[flæt]} \text{‘flat’} \text{ (ineffable neuter)}\]

In total, there are 4 such adjectives.

The following chart lists adjectives of the form \( C_0V; \) \( C_0V:d, \) or \( C_0V:t \) featuring other vowels which are ineffable in the neuter form (Sigurd (1965:103); SAG (1999: 210-214)).

(267) \( C_0V: \) \[\text{[kry:]} \text{‘healthy’}\]
\( C_0V:d \) \[\text{[vre:d]} \text{‘straight’}\]
\[\text{[çed]} \text{‘fed up’}\]
\[\text{[pry:d]} \text{‘prudish’}\]
\[\text{[snø:d]} \text{‘sordid’}\]
\( C_0V:t \) \[\text{[sot]} \text{‘intimate’}\]
\[\text{[kot]} \text{‘horny’}\]

In total, there are 7 such adjectives.

These values can be added to the matrix for Fisher’s Exact Test:

(268)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Dental gemination (tenseness-shifting)</th>
<th>Other verbal and adjectival paradigms (not tenseness-shifting)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>([\text{a}, \text{a}] ) and ([\text{u}, \text{o}])</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4 +</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>other vowels</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>7 +</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The second case where verbal stems remain unchanged in paradigms are verbs of the first conjugation. These feature a thematic unstressed vowel \([a]\) between the stem
and the suffix. Since this thematic vowel is unstressed, the underlyingly geminate suffix surfaces as short, since all segments in unstressed syllables are short in Swedish. The stressed vowel surfaces as long in all parts of the paradigm, since its syllable remains open throughout the paradigm. Compare the ‘dental gemination’ verb \[ruː\] ‘row’ with the first conjugation \[ruː-a\] ‘amuse’:

\[
\begin{array}{cccc}
\text{STEM} & \text{PARTICIPLE} & \text{SUPINE} & \text{PRETERITE} & \text{GLOSS} \\
\hline
r[ʊ]-a & 'r[ʊ]-a+d & 'r[ʊ]-a+t & 'r[ʊ]-a+də & \text{‘amuse’} \\
\end{array}
\]

The ‘dental gemination’ verb features a tense/lax correspondence, but the first conjugation verb only features the tense vowel.

First conjugation verbs of the form \(C_0V:d\) and \(C_0V:t\) similarly maintain their vowel length throughout the paradigms, since the stressed syllable is always open, and the vowel is always long. Consider the verbs \[bluːd-a\] ‘put blood on’ and \[ruːt-a\] ‘dig’:

\[
\begin{array}{cccc}
\text{STEM} & \text{PARTICIPLE} & \text{SUPINE} & \text{PRETERITE} & \text{GLOSS} \\
\hline
'bl[ʊːd]-a & 'bl[ʊːd]-a+d & 'bl[ʊːd]-a+t & 'bl[ʊːd]-a+də & \text{‘put blood on’} \\
'r[ʊː]-a & 'r[ʊː]-a+d & 'r[ʊː]-a+t & 'r[ʊː]-a+də & \text{‘dig’} \\
\end{array}
\]

Again, these verbs of the first conjugation maintain vowel tenseness under suffixation. The following chart lists the number of first conjugation verbs of the form \(C_0V:, C_0V:d\) and \(C_0V:t\), where the vowel is [a] or [u].\(^{62}\) The examples are organized by stem type, and the number next to the stem type identifies the total number of examples for that type.

---

\(^{62}\) For specific examples, see appendix 8.
The total number of first conjugation verbs of the form $C_0 V:\cdot$, $C_0 V:d$ and $C_0 V:t$ featuring the vowels $[\alpha, u]$ is 34.

The following chart lists the number of first conjugation verbs of the form $C_0 V:\cdot$, $C_0 V:d$, and $C_0 V:t$; where the vowel is something other than $[\alpha]$ or $[u]$.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Vowel</th>
<th>$C_0 V:\cdot$</th>
<th>$C_0 V:d$</th>
<th>$C_0 V:t$</th>
<th>Sum</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\alpha$:</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\nu$:</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>34</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The total number of first conjugation verbs of the form $C_0 V:\cdot$, $C_0 V:d$ and $C_0 V:t$ featuring vowels other than $[\alpha, u]$ is 93. With the earlier observation, that the total number of first conjugation verbs of the form $C_0 V:\cdot$, $C_0 V:d$ and $C_0 V:t$ featuring the vowels $[\alpha, u]$ is 34, we can continue to fill out the matrix:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Vowel</th>
<th>$C_2 V:\cdot$</th>
<th>$C_2 V:d$</th>
<th>$C_2 V:t$</th>
<th>Sum</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\epsilon$:</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\upsilon$:</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\epsilon$:</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\omega$:</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\nu$:</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$i$:</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\phi$:</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>93</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

63 For specific examples, see appendix 9.
The third case where shifts in tenseness are avoided are the ‘fourth conjugation’ pattern, where the stem is manipulated by ablaut. For example, in standard Swedish, the word ‘pull’ surfaces with tense \([\alpha:\text{a}]\) and tense \([u:\text{u}]\) in its paradigm; there is no \([\alpha:\text{a}]\sim[a]\) correspondence.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>VOWEL</th>
<th>CV:</th>
<th>CV:\text{d}</th>
<th>CV:\text{t}</th>
<th>sum</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(\alpha:)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(u:)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>total</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The total number of words of this type is 11.

The following chart lists the number of fourth conjugation verbs of the form \(C_0V:\), \(C_0V:\text{d}\) and \(C_0V:\text{t}\), where the vowel is something other than \([\alpha]\) or \([u]\).\(^{64}\)

---

\(^{64}\) For specific examples, see appendix 10.

\(^{65}\) For specific examples, see appendix 11.
The total number of words of this type is 23. Noting that the corresponding number for the stems featuring the vowels [ɑ] and [u] was 11, we can complete the matrix started above.

(276)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>VOWEL</th>
<th>CV:</th>
<th>CV:d</th>
<th>CV:t</th>
<th>sum</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ɛː</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yː</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>eː</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>oː</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>uː</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>iː</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>øː</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>total</td>
<td>23</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Applying Fisher’s Exact Test to this matrix, we establish that the vowel pairs [ɑ, a] and [u, o] are significantly underrepresented in the ‘dental gemination’ paradigms, which feature a change in tenseness. The effect is highly significant: p < .0001.
4.9 Distinctions between derivation and inflection

4.9.1 The puzzle

The data we have considered up to now present a ranking paradox. The ineffable neuter of ‘lazy’ suggests \(^*\)MAP\( (a_T, a_L) \gg \text{M-PARSE} \), as the following tableau shows:

(278)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>(/l_\alpha t + t/) ‘lazy, n.’ cf. SR [la₇.t]</th>
<th>([+\text{stress}])</th>
<th>([+\text{LONG}] \rightarrow [+\text{TENSE}])</th>
<th>(*)MAP( (a_T, a_L))</th>
<th>M-PARSE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a.</td>
<td>la₇.t:</td>
<td>*!</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b.</td>
<td>la₇.t:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>*!</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c.</td>
<td>la₇.t:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>*!</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d.</td>
<td>&gt; (\emptyset)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The low ranking of M-PARSE makes the NULL PARSE candidate ‘\(\emptyset\)’ optimal. However, this yields wrong output for ‘nickname for Jan’. Recall from section 4.3.1 that this is not ineffable, but has an overt form with a short lax vowel—this is candidate (c) below.
By the same token, the low ranking of M-Parse predicts an ineffable output for 'algebraic'. In fact, an explicit output with a long tense vowel—candidate (c) below—is the attested form, as discussed in section 4.3.2.

```
(279)  
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CVCːə</th>
<th>‘nickname for Jan’</th>
<th>cf. SR [jaːtːn]</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Σ⁰ميل</td>
<td>[+stress]</td>
<td>[ +LONG] → [+TENSE]</td>
<td>*MAP (a₁, a₁)</td>
<td>M-Parse</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a. jaːtːnːə</td>
<td>*!</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. jaːtːnːə</td>
<td>*!</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. &gt; jaːtːnːə</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>*!</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d. Null Parse</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
```

```
(280)  
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>/algebra + isk/</th>
<th>‘algebraic’</th>
<th>cf. SR</th>
<th>['algebra]</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Σ⁰ميل</td>
<td>[+stress]</td>
<td>[ +LONG] → [+TENSE]</td>
<td>*MAP (a₁, a₁)</td>
<td>M-Parse</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a. alge'bra,i(sk</td>
<td>*!</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. alge'bra,iisk</td>
<td>*!</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. &gt; alge'bra,iisk</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>*!</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d. Null Parse</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
```
In both of the two preceding tableaux, candidate (c) is the attested form, but it is
incorrectly ruled out by the low ranking of M-PARSE.

The attested forms of the nickname of [jɑːn] and the *isk-form of [algebra]
suggest the inverted ranking, M-PARSE \( \gg *\text{MAP}(a_{\text{f}}, a_{\text{l}}) \). Such a ranking would result in candidate (c) being the winner in the last two tableaux:

(281)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CVCːə</th>
<th>‘nickname for Jan’</th>
<th>cf SR [jɑːr:n]</th>
<th>( \delta_{\text{vii}} \leftrightarrow [+\text{stress}] )</th>
<th>([+\text{LONG}] \leftrightarrow [+\text{TENSE}] )</th>
<th>M-PARSE</th>
<th>*\text{MAP}(a_{\text{f}}, a_{\text{l}})</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a.</td>
<td>jɑːnːə</td>
<td>!</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b.</td>
<td>jɑːnːə</td>
<td>!</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c.</td>
<td>&gt; jɑːnːə</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d.</td>
<td>◯</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>!</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
(282)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>/algebra + isk/</th>
<th>‘algebraic’</th>
<th>[ + stress ]</th>
<th>[ + LONG ]</th>
<th>TENSE</th>
<th>M-PARSE</th>
<th>*MAP (a, a, )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a. alg'bra, isk</td>
<td>*!</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. alg'bra,:isk</td>
<td>*!</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. &gt; alg'bra,:isk</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d. ◯</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>*!</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

However, this of course generates the wrong output for neuter of ‘lazy’:

(283)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>/laₜ:t + t/</th>
<th>‘lazy, n.’</th>
<th>[ + stress ]</th>
<th>[ + LONG ]</th>
<th>TENSE</th>
<th>M-PARSE</th>
<th>*MAP (a, a, )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a. laₜ:t:</td>
<td>*!</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. laₜ:t:</td>
<td>*!</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. laₜ:t:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d. &gt; ◯</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>*!</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4.9.2 Towards a solution

It appears that the \( *\text{MAP}(a_T, a_L) \) for ‘lazy, n.’ is ranked differently from the \( *\text{MAP}(a_T, a_L) \) for ‘algebraic’ and ‘nickname for Jan’. If we could separate the \( *\text{MAP}(a_T, a_L) \) constraints, and rank them differently with respect to M-PARSE, we could generate the correct outputs in the three distinct cases:

(284)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case</th>
<th>Constraint</th>
<th>Output</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a.</td>
<td>/l(\text{a}_Tt + t/) ‘lazy, n.’ cf. SR [l(\text{a}_Tt]]</td>
<td>(\sigma_{MP} \leftrightarrow [\text{+stress}])</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b.</td>
<td>/l(\text{a}_Tt/)</td>
<td>(\sigma_{MP} \leftrightarrow [\text{LONG}])</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c.</td>
<td>/l(\text{a}_Tt/)</td>
<td>(\sigma_{MP} \leftrightarrow [\text{+TENSE}])</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d.</td>
<td>&gt; (\bigcirc)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The crucial difference between neuter affixation, on the one hand, and nickname formation and –isk affixation, on the other hand, has to do with the type of morphological process involved. The neuter affix involves inflection; while nickname-
formation and –isk affixation involve derivation. Inflectional forms require tighter O-O correspondence than derivational forms.

Assume that the difference between inflectional and derivational affixes involves constraint type. In particular, a given *MAP (X,Y) comes in two forms, namely *MAP (X,Y)/+INFL and *MAP (X,Y)/-INFL, where the former is violated when a mapping from X to Y occurs in an inflectional form, and the latter is violated when a mapping from X to Y occurs in a derivational form. Furthermore, assume the universal ranking *MAP (X,Y)/+INFL ≻*MAP (X,Y)/-INFL. That is, unfaithful mappings in inflected forms are penalized more severely than the same unfaithful mapping in a derivational form.

Take one instantiation of this generalization: *MAP (α_T, a_L)/+INFL ≻*MAP (α_T, a_L)/-INFL. The unfaithful mapping from [α_T] to [a_L] in an inflected form is more severely penalized than the same mapping in a derivational form. This generates the ineffability of the neuter form of ‘lazy’, since the neuter suffix counts as an inflectional suffix:
This also generates the explicit output for the nickname for [jɑːn], which is [jɑːn].
Crucially, this is a derivational form, so the relevant *MAP constraint is ranked low; it is ranked lower than M-PARSE, which penalizes the NULL PARSE candidate ‘O’. 
The same constraint generates the explicit output for –isk form generated with the stem ['algebra], which is [alge'bra:isk]. Again, this is a derivational form, and the relevant *MAP constraint is ranked lower than M-PARSE.

\[(288)\]

The ordering paradox presented at the beginning of the section is resolved by splitting the *MAP constraints into two types, *MAP (X,Y)/+INFL, which applies to inflectional forms; and *MAP (X,Y)/-INFL, which applies to derivational forms.

4.10 An argument against Evolutionary Phonology

The present account assumes that the phonological system makes direct reference to perceptual distances in the ranking of the *MAP constraints. We noted above the relative ranking *MAP (a_T, a_L)/+INFL \(\gg\) *MAP (a_T, a_L)/-INFL. Notice that the feature ±INFL is a marker of grammatical category. Recall also that the ranking mechanism for the *MAP constraints makes direct reference to primary content; i.e., perceptual distance:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>/algebra + isk/</th>
<th>‘algebraic’</th>
<th>cf. SR</th>
<th>[’algebra]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a. alge'bra:isk</td>
<td>*!</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. alge'bra:isk</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. &gt; alge'bra:isk</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d. ◯</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>*!</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>[+STRESS]</th>
<th>[+LONG]</th>
<th>[+TENSE]</th>
<th>+INFL</th>
<th>M-PARSE</th>
<th>-INFL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a. alge'bra:isk</td>
<td>*!</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. alge'bra:isk</td>
<td></td>
<td>*!</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. &gt; alge'bra:isk</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d. ◯</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>*!</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
(289) \[(223) \quad \text{If} \quad \Delta(\{X^{\prime}\}, C Y^D) > \Delta(\{X^B, C Y^D\}) \quad \text{then} \quad *\text{MAP} S_1 S_2 (\{X^B, C Y^D\}) \Rightarrow *\text{MAP} S_1 S_2 (\{X^B, C Y^D\}) \]

We have, then, a constraint family that makes reference to both grammatical class and to primary phonetic content. If this is correct, it constitutes a counterexample to a central tenet of Evolutionary Phonology, where grammar does not encode primary content (Blevins 2004:27).66

The challenge that Evolutionists must face is to come up with a mechanism that blocks correspondence in the inflectional system without blocking correspondence in the derivational system, without letting the grammar refer to perceptual distance.

4.11 Raffelsiefen’s approach to ineffable neuter of [lɑːt] ‘lazy’

The present account is not the first attempt at accounting for the ineffability of words like ‘lazy, n.’ in Swedish.67 Raffelsiefen 2002 provides an account, where the gemination of the neuter suffix /t/ is driven by minimality, as discussed in Chapter 3.

In contrast to the present proposal, Raffelsiefen 2002 assumes that the neuter suffix is singleton /t/, not geminate /tː/. Recall from Chapter 3 that she assumes that singleton word-final consonants are non-moraic. Geminate wordfinal consonants are moraic; also, they are ambisyllabic, due to ‘virtual’ syllables. Recall, furthermore, that alternations in segment duration are regarded as a phonetic effect, called stretching. The lengthening of the neuter suffix is the result of the constraints MIN and AMBI [S-site]:

---

66 See section 1.8.

67 As mentioned, Kiefer 1970 and Linell 1972 provide an abstract morphological account for the ineffability of the word; these are not directly relevant to the present phonological discussion.
Morphologically marked words must be minimally bimoraic.

Ambisyllabic consonants are stretching sites.

There is also a constraint on paradigmatic uniformity of stretching, such that the same sound is long in all members of a given paradigm:

The stretching site must be identical for all members of a paradigm

This is ranked lower than the constraints MIN and AMBI [S-site].

Following Elert (1979), Raffelsiefen assumes that Swedish [ɑ] is [+back], whereas [a] is [-back]. Given that these sounds have different values for [back], the mapping [ɑ] → [a] results in a violation of O-O IDENT [back]. This constraint is crucially ranked higher than M-PARSE, such that the NULL PARSE candidate is more optimal than the competing candidate [lat:].

Raffelsiefen does not relativize the O-O IDENT to paradigm type. This constraint with its ranking predicts that the vowels [ɑ] and [a] should never alternate in the Swedish language. This is so, because the NULL PARSE candidate will always be more optimal than the candidate featuring altered vowel quality. Since O-O IDENT [back] lacks an index to distinguish inflectional from derivational processes, the ranking also generates ineffability in nicknames:
This is problematic: we saw above that they the vowels [a] and [a] do alternate in nicknames. By the same token, that constraint ranking predicts that the vowels [a] and [a] should not alternate in –isk formations:

We know, however, that these vowels do in fact alternate.

The present proposal provides a principled reason for blocked correspondence between vowels: perceptual distance and paradigm type both play a role in the grammar.68

---

68 The proposal will be further refined in the next chapter, where correspondence is sensitive to morpheme frequency.
4.12 Local Summary

I have argued for the existence of the constraint family

$\text{MAP} S_1S_2(^A X^B, ^C Y^D)/ \pm \text{INFL}$. The constraint rules out the mapping from $X$ in context $A_B$, to $Y$ in context $C_D$. Greater perceptual distance in the mapping results in a higher ranked constraint. Given two identical mappings, one inflectional, and one derivational, the inflectional mapping is penalized more severely; the constraint marked $+\text{INFL}$ is ranked higher than the constraint marked $-\text{INFL}$. A given constraint in this constraint-family makes reference to both perceptual distance and paradigm type, implying that primary content in the form of perceptual distance is part of the grammar.
5 Morpheme frequency and an extension of *MAP

5.1 Introduction

In the previous chapter, we attributed the ineffability of the neuter form of [lɑːt] ‘lazy’ to the great perceptual distance between the tense/lax vowel pair [ɑ, a]. This vowel pair and the pair [u, o] were shown to be underrepresented in tenseness-changing verbal and adjectival paradigms. However, perceptual distance cannot be the whole story behind the ineffability: the account both overgenerates ineffability and undergenerates ineffability in Swedish. It overgenerates ineffability, since there are cases where the vowel pairs [ɑ, a] do in fact alternate: the adjective [ɡlɑːd] has the neuter form [ɡlat:]. It undergenerates ineffability, since there are tense/lax vowel pairs other than [ɑ, a] and [u, o] that generate ineffability: the adjective [vred] ‘angry’ is ineffable in the neuter (*[vrɛːt:]). Clearly, there is some additional factor influencing correspondence and ineffability, other than mere perceptual distance.

The crucial additional factor is morpheme frequency (Bybee 2001, Coetzee 2009). Two forms that are phonotactically isomorphic can differ as to whether they feature overt forms in their paradigm, or whether they instead feature paradigm gaps. Morphemes with higher frequency tend to have overt forms; morphemes with lower frequency tend to feature paradigm gaps. We speculate that lexical representations feature frequency indices. These frequency indices have implications for the morpheme’s interactions with Faithfulness constraints. In the account presented, Faithfulness constraints are relativized to frequency, and the frequency index influences the constraint’s ranking. Faithfulness constraints relativized to lower frequency indices are ranked higher. Lower morpheme frequency results in more severe constraints on faithfulness. Faithfulness constraints relativized to higher frequency indices are ranked lower. Higher morpheme frequency results in less severe constraints on faithfulness.
We review Hammond 1999, which argues that the Rhythm Rule in English is sensitive to frequency. We then provide a formalism for Hammond’s facts, and apply it to the Swedish facts. The same formalism can be used to analyze Spanish cases of ineffability, which, like Swedish, are sensitive to frequency. We argue that ineffability in Russian end-stressed nouns resists a purely frequency driven analysis. We also provide some psycholinguistic background, showing that the relation between frequency and unfaithfulness is independently noted in perceptual biases, such as the Broadbent effect and the Ganong effect. Finally we extend the proposal to apply to blocking of flapping in low frequency words in English.

5.2 Paradigm gaps and morpheme frequency in Swedish: the data

5.2.1 Background

Swedish is known for paradigm gaps, and considerable work has been devoted to their analysis (Eliasson 1975, Iverson 1981, Raffelsiefen 2002, McCarthy & Wolf 2005, Buchanan 2007). The present study focuses on ineffability in the neuter paradigm. As shown in Chapter 3, the UR of the neuter suffix is /tː/ (Teleman 1969). The affixation of this geminate suffix results in changes in stem, such that it is unfaithful to the unaffixed form. The unfaithfulness involves interactions between the suffix, on the one hand; and the immediately preceding stem-final sound, on the other hand.

5.2.2 Unfaithful mappings in the neuter

Recall some phonological and phonotactic generalizations from Chapter 3 and Chapter 4. Geminate suffixes trigger shortening and laxing in stems of the form C₀V, C₀Vd, and C₀Vt.
(295) | STEM | NEUTER | GLOSS |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>bl[ɔt̚]</td>
<td>bl[ɔt̚] + t</td>
<td>‘blue’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vi[t̚]t</td>
<td>vi[t̚] + t</td>
<td>‘white’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vi[t̚]d</td>
<td>vi[t̚] + t</td>
<td>‘wide’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


(296) | STEM | NEUTER | GLOSS |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>lo[g]</td>
<td>lo̞[g] + t</td>
<td>‘low’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In these ways, the suffixation of the neuter results in unfaithful mappings in the vowel and coda consonant of the stem.

5.2.3 Unfaithful mapping and ineffability

In the examples above, the alternations resulted in changes in the stem, but ineffability did not result. If the alternations are sufficiently radical, or if the word is of sufficiently low frequency, ineffability arises. The following chart shows the relevance of frequency in ineffability. The frequency indices are obtained from the search engine Google on April 20, 2010. The morpheme in question may be either a stem or a suffix.
The following paragraphs will consider each stem type in turn. The label ‘ineffable’ is based on the judgments listed in *SAG* (1999:214).

The first case of unfaithful mapping that generates ineffability involves the mapping \( [a] \rightarrow [a] \). This is a familiar source of ineffability in Swedish, recently discussed by Raffelsiefen 2002; a partial analysis is provided in Chapter 4 of the present thesis. Sometimes the alternations result in ineffability in neuter paradigms; sometimes they do not. Rare words suffer gaps in their paradigms; frequent words allow alternations in their paradigms. According to Raffelsiefen (2002:40) ‘Hellberg (1974:204) blames the avoidance to the rareness of the alternation […] Cederschiöld (1912:134) notes that the alternation…obscures the relation between the words….’ Both Hellberg and Cederschiöld are correct: both alternation and frequency play a role. In the following chart, I have listed adjectives of the form \( C_0Vd \) and \( C_0Vt \) words from Allén et al. 1970-1980, a corpus of 1,000,000 words of newsprint. They are listed in order of the frequency of the plural form.\(^69\) I have also listed the number of hits that the

---

\(^{69}\) I have refrained from using lemma frequency, since it is inevitable that words featuring paradigm gaps will have lower total frequency, partially due to the paradigm

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>stem type</th>
<th># with gaps</th>
<th>Frequency range</th>
<th># without gaps</th>
<th>Frequency range</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( C_0\alpha:D ) ( (D = {t,d}) )</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6,980-827,000</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2,270,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( C_0\alpha:y(d) )</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>38,500-78,400</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>48,900,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( C_0\alpha:d )</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>9,360-10,200</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>84,200-1,100,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( C_0\alpha:t )</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>21,900-147,000</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>204,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( C_0\alpha:d )</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>7,040</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>50,000-730,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( C_0Vd: )</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>15,200-2,220,000</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>(very high frequency of participle sfx)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The following paragraphs will consider each stem type in turn. The label ‘ineffable’ is based on the judgments listed in *SAG* (1999:214).

The first case of unfaithful mapping that generates ineffability involves the mapping \( [a] \rightarrow [a] \). This is a familiar source of ineffability in Swedish, recently discussed by Raffelsiefen 2002; a partial analysis is provided in Chapter 4 of the present thesis. Sometimes the alternations result in ineffability in neuter paradigms; sometimes they do not. Rare words suffer gaps in their paradigms; frequent words allow alternations in their paradigms. According to Raffelsiefen (2002:40) ‘Hellberg (1974:204) blames the avoidance to the rareness of the alternation […] Cederschiöld (1912:134) notes that the alternation…obscures the relation between the words….’ Both Hellberg and Cederschiöld are correct: both alternation and frequency play a role. In the following chart, I have listed adjectives of the form \( C_0Vd \) and \( C_0Vt \) words from Allén et al. 1970-1980, a corpus of 1,000,000 words of newsprint. They are listed in order of the frequency of the plural form.\(^69\) I have also listed the number of hits that the

---

\(^{69}\) I have refrained from using lemma frequency, since it is inevitable that words featuring paradigm gaps will have lower total frequency, partially due to the paradigm
adjective has with the suffix –a on Google (April 20, 2010); the search is restricted to pages written in Swedish, but includes all homographic –a suffixes, including the definite form of the adjective (both singular and plural) and the indefinite plural.

Inevitably, this also includes unrelated homographs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>STEM</th>
<th>NEUTER</th>
<th>GLOSS</th>
<th>ALLÉN (PL)</th>
<th>GOOGLE (-A)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>[grɔːd]</td>
<td>INEFFABLE</td>
<td>‘straight’</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>6980</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>[flɔːt]</td>
<td>INEFFABLE</td>
<td>‘flat’</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>63,200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>[lɔːt]</td>
<td>INEFFABLE</td>
<td>‘lazy’</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>827,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>[ɡlɔːd]</td>
<td>g[l][a]+t:</td>
<td>‘happy’</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>2,270,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The words ‘straight’, ‘flat’, and ‘lazy’ are sufficiently rare that they are not listed in their plural form at all in Allén et al’s 1970-1980 corpus; their frequency on Google is likewise relatively low. The word ‘happy’ is quite common, however, and its plural form was found 29 times in the corpus, and more than 2 million times in Google.

Notice that ineffability and low frequency are correlated. The words with lowest frequency are the words that are ineffable in the neuter. The word with the highest frequency has an overt neuter form.

Notice that there is no phonotactic involved in this ineffability. The items [grɔːd] ‘straight’ and ‘happy’ [ɡlɔːd] are near-minimal pairs, the only difference being the second element of the onset. There is no reason to assume that the difference between [l] and [r] in the onset should have implications for suffixation.

The correlation between low morpheme frequency and ineffability is not restricted to the mapping [a] → [a]. The mapping [y] → [ʏ] also shows the correlation between ineffability and low frequency. Consider the three words:

---

gap itself. Notice that the plural form is never ineffable, so there is no circularity in the reasoning. The plural suffix is /a/.
The word’s ‘prudish’ and ‘healthy’ is somewhat rare; their plural indices in Allén et al.’s corpus are 2 and 1, respectively; they were attested in the –a form 38 500 and 78,400 times on Google. In contrast, the word ‘new’ is one of the most common adjectives of Swedish, and its plural form is attested 577 times in Allén et al., and more than 48,000,000 times on Google. The words ‘prudish’ and ‘healthy’ have no neuter form, but the word ‘new’ has a neuter form with a short lax vowel. The word with high frequency features an unfaithful mapping; the word with low frequency has a paradigm gap instead.

The tense [e] alternates with the lax vowel [ɛ], and the mapping between these vowels can also generate this kind of ineffability. Consider the four adjectives of Swedish with the structure C_e.d.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>STEM</th>
<th>NEUTER</th>
<th>GLOSS</th>
<th>ALLÉN (PL)</th>
<th>GOOGLE (-A)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[pryd]</td>
<td>INEFFABLE</td>
<td>‘prudish’</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>38,500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[kry:]</td>
<td>INEFFABLE</td>
<td>‘healthy’</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>78,400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[ny:]</td>
<td>n[ɣ] + t:</td>
<td>‘new’</td>
<td>577</td>
<td>48,900,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The words ‘angry’ and ‘fed up’ have the lowest frequency; their plural form are not listed in Allén et al.; its –a form have around 10,000 hits on Google. The words ‘crooked’ and ‘broad’ are more common, with respective plural frequencies of 2 and 16

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>STEM</th>
<th>NEUTER</th>
<th>GLOSS</th>
<th>ALLÉN (PL)</th>
<th>GOOGLE (-A)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[vred]</td>
<td>INEFFABLE</td>
<td>‘angry’</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>9,360</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[çed]</td>
<td>INEFFABLE</td>
<td>‘fed up’</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>10,200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[sne:d]</td>
<td>sn[ɛ] + t:</td>
<td>‘crooked’</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>84,200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[bred]</td>
<td>br[ɛ] + t:</td>
<td>‘broad’</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>1,100,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[^70] The index is certainly smaller than this. The search engine found instances of ‘Keda’ that were personal names and acronyms.
in Allén et al. The –a form of these adjectives resulted in 84,200 and 1,100,000 hits on Google, respectively. The words with the lowest frequency are ineffable in the neuter; the words with a higher frequency have an overt neuter form.

The tense/lax mapping [ou, ɔ] can likewise trigger ineffability. Consider the following words of the form C_o:t.

(301)  
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>STEM</th>
<th>NEUTER</th>
<th>GLOSS</th>
<th>ALLÉN (PL)</th>
<th>GOOGLE (-a)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[sot]</td>
<td>INEFFABLE</td>
<td>‘intimate’</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>21,900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[kot]</td>
<td>INEFFABLE</td>
<td>‘horny’</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>147,000^71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[vot]</td>
<td>v[ɔ] + t:</td>
<td>‘wet’</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>204,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As noted, low frequency is associated with ineffability; high frequency is associated with overt affixation.

Even the tense/lax mapping [o, ɔ] can trigger ineffability. This is an interesting case, since the perceptual distance quite small.

(302)  
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>STEM</th>
<th>NEUTER</th>
<th>GLOSS</th>
<th>ALLÉN (PL)</th>
<th>GOOGLE (-a)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[snɔd]</td>
<td>INEFFABLE</td>
<td>‘sordid’</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>7,040</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[sprɔd]</td>
<td>spr[ɔ] + t:</td>
<td>‘crisp’</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>50,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[rɔd]</td>
<td>r[ɔ] + t:</td>
<td>‘red’</td>
<td>574</td>
<td>520,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[dɔd]</td>
<td>d[ɔ] + t:</td>
<td>‘dead’</td>
<td>307</td>
<td>730,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The ineffable item is rare indeed; and more common words have overt forms.

The examples of unfaithful mapping that we have seen up to now feature unfaithful mappings among vowels. Recall, however, that voiced obstruents can become devoiced due to the affixation of the neuter suffix (Linell et al. 1971:105, Hellberg 1974:144, SAG 1999:211).

^71 The actual index is certainly smaller. The prevalence of sexual content on the internet provides an artificial boost to the word’s frequency.
One case of a voiced obstruent resisting devoicing involves the geminate [dː].
When the stem ends in this sound, it is not only devoiced, but in fact deleted from the phonological representation altogether, since the neuter suffix [tː] cannot be preceded by another dental stop. So, the relevant mapping is [dː] → Ǿ. It is familiar that the word [redː] ‘afraid’ is ineffable in the neuter (Hellberg 1974, Eliasson 1975, Raffelsiefen 2002, McCarthy & Wolf 2005; Buchanan 2007), and the word [fadː] ‘flat, stale’ patterns the same way. Interestingly, when the geminate [dː] is the past participle, the deletion of the sound from the phonological representation is accepted, and does not trigger ineffability. While I lack a specific index for the participial suffix—Allén et al 1970-1980 does not list frequencies of suffixes—there is no doubt that the participial suffix has a much higher frequency than the morphemes ‘flat, stale’ or ‘afraid’. In the following chart, the attestation of the unaffixed form was checked on Google instead of the –a form, since ‘rädda’ (afraid, pl) is homographic with the infinitive ‘to save’.

\[
\begin{array}{cccc}
\text{STEM} & \text{NEUTER} & \text{GLOSS} & \text{ALLÉN (PL)} & \text{GOOGLE} \\
\text{loː[g]} & \text{loː[ɡ]} + \text{t} & \text{‘low’} & & \\
\end{array}
\]

72 For a related effect in Japanese see Kawahara 2006.
73 The crucial morpheme here is the participial suffix, not the stem /se + dː/. This is evident, since the participle never triggers ineffability in the neuter; the frequency of the stem is irrelevant to the calculation of overtness of participial forms, since they are always overt.
5.3 English Stress-shift and Frequency (Hammond 1999)

5.3.1 Background

We require a formalism for the ineffability/frequency correlation. The formalism will be derivative of Hammond 1999, so it is appropriate to introduce this work, and to discuss his formalism.

Hammond 1999 focuses on the phenomenon of stress-shift in English; in particular, the Rhythm Rule. It is a familiar fact of English that phrasal structure can trigger stress shift. While the word ‘thirteen’ has main stress on the second syllable in the isolation form, it has main stress on the first syllable in the phrase ‘thirteen men’:

(305) ISOLATION FORM thirteen

STRESS-SHIFT FORM thirteenth men

This type of stress-shift, according to Hammond, is judged to be more acceptable with high-frequency words than with low-frequency words.

5.3.2 Hammond’s formalism

Hammond 1999 focuses on the distinction between words of low frequency and words of high frequency. He compares the words ‘antique’, a word of relatively high frequency, to ‘arcane’, a word of relatively low frequency. Because of its high frequency, the word ‘antique’ can undergo stress-shift. Because of its low frequency, ‘arcane’ resists stress shift. Let us consider the constraints and rankings that Hammond 1999 uses to derive this fact.

The crucial constraints that Hammond uses are the following:
Hammond’s innovation lies in the ranking of c(X). The constraint’s ranking depends on the word’s frequency. Hammond (1999:354) notes that these constraints can be ranked differently with respect to *CLASH.

Specifically, I propose that the ranking of ISOLATION-CONTEXT CORRESPONDENCE constraints mirrors the frequency of the associated item. Since words ‘arcane’ and ‘antique’ have different frequencies, the constraint c(X) is ranked differently for the two words. In particular, c(antique) is ranked lower than *CLASH, whereas c(arcane) is ranked higher than *CLASH. Consider a tableau for ‘antique book’:

(307)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>/ántique bóok/</th>
<th>c(arcane)</th>
<th>*CLASH</th>
<th>c(antique)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a. &gt; án tíque bóók</td>
<td></td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. án tíque bóók</td>
<td></td>
<td>*!</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The low ranking of c(antique) makes the stress-shift in candidate (a) the optimal candidate. Candidate (b), which is prosodically faithful but features stress-clash, violates the higher ranked *CLASH constraint.
Now, consider the tableau for ‘arcane sort’.

(308)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>/àrcáne sórt/</th>
<th>c(arcane)</th>
<th>*CLASH</th>
<th>c(antique)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a. árcàne sórt</td>
<td>*!</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. &gt; àrcáne sórt</td>
<td></td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Here, the c(arcane) constraint is ranked higher than *CLASH; this rules out candidate (a), with stress-shift. Candidate (b), which is prosodically faithful but features stress-clash, is now the optimal candidate, because of the low ranking of *CLASH with respect to c(arcane).

Some details of Hammond’s account are not explicit. Hammond (1999:355) notes that

the constraints corresponding to that item become lower-ranked and hence susceptible to more of the phonological generalizations of the language in question. While much remains to be worked out, this approach provides the beginnings of a plausible account of how language-specific constraints are incorporated into the constraint set.

What follows is an explicit formulation of the frequency-sensitive Rhythm Rule, which also can be used to handle the frequency-sensitive ineffability facts of Swedish.

5.3.3 A new formalism for Rhythm Rule

The formalism for the Rhythm Rule which we will set forth is based on the *MAP constraint of Zuraw 2007. The constraint rules out unfaithful mapping:
(309) \( = (222) \textbf{*MAP } S_1S_2 (^{A}X^{B}, C^{Y^{D}}) \) (Zuraw 2007)

an X in the environment A_B in string S_1 must not correspond to a Y in the environment C_D in string S_2.

Recall that this constraint also involves a principle that generates default constraint rankings:

(310) \( = (223) \textbf{Distance-to-ranking projection} \) (Zuraw p.c.)

If \( \Delta(^{A}X^{B}, C^{Y^{D}}) > \Delta(^{A'}X'^{B'}, C'^{Y'^{D'}}) \)

then \( *\textbf{MAP } S_1S_2 (^{A}X^{B}, C^{Y^{D}}) \gg *\textbf{MAP } S_1S_2 (^{A'}X'^{B'}, C'^{Y'^{D'}}) \)

Informally, greater perceptual distance in an unfaithful mapping results in a more severe penalty for the mapping.

The present innovation involves relativizing \( *\textbf{MAP} \) to frequency.

(311) \( *\textbf{MAP } S_1S_2 (X, Y) \) (i)

an X in a morpheme of frequency i in string S_1 must not correspond to a Y in string S_2.

This constraint also involves a novel mechanism that generates default constraint rankings, in addition to Zuraw’s (2007) mechanism listed above. This mechanism will be central to subsequent discussion; it applies to equivalent mappings with different morpheme frequencies:

(312) \textbf{Frequency-to-ranking projection}

For any pair of morpheme frequencies i and j,

if \( i < j \)

then \( *\textbf{MAP} (X,Y) \) (i) \( \gg *\textbf{MAP} (X,Y) \) (j).

Informally, an unfaithful mapping from X to Y in a less frequent morpheme is more severely penalized than an unfaithful mapping from X to Y in a more frequent morpheme. Note that this is not a system of lexeme-specific constraints. Ranking is
determined by a combination of correspondence and morpheme frequency. Two
distinct lexemes with the same correspondence patterns and the same morpheme
frequency would always be ranked the same way.

Let us return to the phrases ‘antique book’ and ‘arcane sort’. The CELEX
lemma frequency (Baayen et al. 1995) for ‘arcane’ is 17; the one for ‘antique’ is 168.
We are interested in mappings from the faithful second-syllable tonic (\(\sigma\ldots\sigma\)) to the
stress-shifted first-syllable tonic (\(\sigma\ldots,\sigma\)). By the frequency-to-ranking projection
mechanism, we obtain the relative rankings of the \(*_{\text{Map}}(\sigma\ldots\sigma, \sigma\ldots,\sigma)\)
constraints, relativized to the frequencies of ‘arcane’ and ‘antique’:

\[
\text{(313) if } 17 < 168 \quad \text{then } *_{\text{Map}}(\sigma\ldots\sigma, \sigma\ldots,\sigma) (17) \Rightarrow *_{\text{Map}}(\sigma\ldots\sigma, \sigma\ldots,\sigma) (168)
\]

If \(*_{\text{Clash}}\) is interleaved between the two \(*_{\text{Map}}\) constraints, we generate the correct
output. For ‘antique book’, the relevant \(*_{\text{Map}}(\sigma\ldots\sigma, \sigma\ldots,\sigma)\) constraint is \(*_{\text{Map}}
(\sigma\ldots\sigma, \sigma\ldots,\sigma) (168)\), since the frequency of ‘antique’ is 168. For ‘arcane sort’, the
relevant \(*_{\text{Map}}(\sigma\ldots\sigma, \sigma\ldots,\sigma)\) constraint is \(*_{\text{Map}}(\sigma\ldots\sigma, \sigma\ldots,\sigma) (17)\), since the
frequency of ‘arcane’ is 17. Consider the tableau for ‘antique book’:

\[
\text{(314)}
\]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>(\text{àntique bóok}) (Freq ‘ANTIQUE’ (= 168))</th>
<th>(*\text{Map}) ((\sigma\ldots\sigma, \sigma\ldots,\sigma)) (17)</th>
<th>(*\text{Clash})</th>
<th>(*\text{Map}) ((\sigma\ldots\sigma, \sigma\ldots,\sigma)) (168)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a.</td>
<td>&gt; (\text{àntique bóok})</td>
<td></td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b.</td>
<td>(\text{àntique bóok})</td>
<td></td>
<td>*!</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The frequency index 168 is part of the UR of ‘antique’. So, \( *\text{MAP} \, (\sigma \ldots \sigma, \sigma \ldots, \sigma) \) (168) is the relevant constraint which penalizes unfaithful prosodic mapping in candidate (a). Since this constraint is ranked lower than \( *\text{CLASH} \), candidate (a), with stress shift, is the optimal candidate.

Now, take ‘arcane sort’. The frequency index 17 is part of the UR of ‘arcane’.

\[ \text{(315)} \]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>( \text{àrcáne sórt} ) (Freq ‘ARCANE’ = 17)</th>
<th>( *\text{MAP} , (\sigma \ldots \sigma, \sigma \ldots, \sigma) ) (17)</th>
<th>( *\text{CLASH} )</th>
<th>( *\text{MAP} , (\sigma \ldots \sigma, \sigma \ldots, \sigma) ) (168)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a.</td>
<td>( \text{àrcáne sórt} )</td>
<td>( *! )</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b.</td>
<td>( \text{àrcáne sórt} )</td>
<td></td>
<td>( * )</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\( *\text{MAP} \, (\sigma \ldots \sigma, \sigma \ldots, \sigma) \) (17) is the relevant constraint which penalizes unfaithful prosodic mapping in candidate (a). Crucially, this constraint is ranked higher than \( *\text{CLASH} \), so candidate (a) is dispreferred, and candidate (b) is optimal.

5.4 Application of \( *\text{MAP} \, (i) \) to Swedish ineffable forms

5.4.1 Background

In section 5.1, we noted that the unfaithful mapping \([\alpha] \rightarrow [a] \) generates ineffability in words of low frequency:

\[ \text{(316)} \quad = \text{(298)} \]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>STEM</th>
<th>NEUTER</th>
<th>GLOSS</th>
<th>ALLÉN (PL)</th>
<th>GOOGLE (-A)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[grá:d]</td>
<td>INEFFABLE</td>
<td>‘straight’</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>6980</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Assuming that the relevant O-O mapping is [a] → [a], the relevant *Map constraint family is *Map (a, a).\textsuperscript{74} By virtue of our frequency-to-ranking projection mechanism, the following rankings of *Map (a, a) constraints is derived. We will refer to the Google attestations as approximations for an actual frequency index.

\begin{align*}
(317) \quad & \text{if } 6980 < 63,200 \\
& \text{then } *\text{Map} (a, a) (6980) \gg *\text{Map} (a, a) (63,200) \\
& \text{if } 63,200 < 827,000 \\
& \text{then } *\text{Map} (a, a) (63,200) \gg *\text{Map} (a, a) (827,000) \\
& \text{if } 827,000 < 2,270,000 \\
& \text{then } *\text{Map} (a, a) (827,000) \gg *\text{Map} (a, a) (2,270,000)
\end{align*}

Putting these together, we generate the following rankings:

\begin{align*}
(318) \quad & *\text{Map} (a, a) (6980) \\
& \gg *\text{Map} (a, a) (63,200) \\
& \gg *\text{Map} (a, a) (827,000) \\
& \gg *\text{Map} (a, a) (2,270,000)
\end{align*}

\textsuperscript{74} This is a simplification. Note that we also have the mappings from the coda [d] to ∅, and the mappings from the coda [t] to ∅. It is not obvious that these should be ranked equally. So perhaps ‘happy’ should only be compared to ‘straight’; and ‘lazy’ and ‘flat’ should be isolated. I have put them all together, since there is no high frequency adjective (with an overt neuter form) with the rime [ɑːt], to compare ‘lazy’ and ‘flat’ with.
Some additional constraints are necessary for the construction of the tableaux. First, a phonotactic of Swedish stress is required: A syllable never has a long vowel followed by a long consonant.

\[(319) \quad \*V:C: \]

Second, a vowel is tense iff it is long.

\[(320) \quad \ [+\text{LONG}] \leftrightarrow [+\text{TENSE}] \]

The biconditional statement of the constraint rules out both tense short vowels and lax long vowels.

Third, a constraint rules out the degemination of the lexically moraic suffix after a stressed vowel.

\[(321) \quad \text{IDENT} [\text{Long C}] / \text{'V}_- \]

Fourth, a morphological representation requires a structural realization. The \textsc{null parse} candidate violates M-PARSE, but satisfies all other constraints (Prince & Smolensky 1993:2004).

Note that M-PARSE opens the door to an analysis where frequency-sensitive ineffability is driven by a family of M-PARSE constraints indexed to frequency, rather than having the faithfulness constraints indexed to frequency. I will assume that the frequency indices are associated to the faithfulness constraints, since this permits a formalism of the Ganong effect and frequency-sensitive flapping, discussed later in this chapter. Also, it appears that different tense/lax mappings (i.e., different perceptual distances) require different frequency indices to surmount ineffability. This is discussed below in section 5.4.3.
5.4.2 Tableaux

Consider some tableaux. Take the /græd + t/\, the neuter form of ‘straight’, where the stem has a frequency index of 6980:

(322)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>[ + stress]</th>
<th>[ + LONG]</th>
<th>[ + TENSE]</th>
<th>IDENT [Long C] /N_</th>
<th>*MAP (a, a) (6980)</th>
<th>*MAP (a, a) (63,200)</th>
<th>*MAP (a, a) (827,000)</th>
<th>M-PARSE</th>
<th>*MAP (a, a) (2,270,000)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a.</td>
<td>gra:\t:</td>
<td>⋆</td>
<td>⋆</td>
<td>⋆</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b.</td>
<td>gra:\t:</td>
<td>⋆</td>
<td>⋆</td>
<td>⋆</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c.</td>
<td>gra:\t:</td>
<td>⋆</td>
<td>⋆</td>
<td>⋆</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d.</td>
<td>gra:\t:</td>
<td>⋆</td>
<td>⋆</td>
<td>⋆</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e.</td>
<td>&gt; ☐</td>
<td></td>
<td>⋆</td>
<td>⋆</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Candidate (a), with faithful vowel quality and suffix length, is ruled out by the first constraint, since the SR is superheavy. Candidate (b), with a short but tense vowel, is ruled out by the second constraint: only long vowels are tense. Candidate (c) features a degeminated suffix, violating the constraint IDENT [Long C]. Candidate (d) features the *Map (a, a) violation for the frequency index 6980, which is the frequency index of the stem in question. Candidate (d), with no phonological structure, violates M-Parse. Crucially, *Map (a, a) (6980) is ranked higher than M-Parse, so the NULL Parse candidate ‘☐’ emerges as the optimal candidate.

The **NULL Parse** candidate is also the optimal candidate for ‘flat, n.’
The same mechanism generates the **NULL PARSE** candidate ‘ʘ’ for the tableau of ‘lazy, n.’
Candidates (a), (b) and (c) are ruled out for phonotactic reasons. Candidate (d) violates the \(*M_{AP}\) constraint relativized to the appropriate frequency index. Crucially, this \(*M_{AP}\) constraint is ranked higher than \(M_{PARSE}\), so the null parse candidate ‘Ø’ emerges as optimal.

Note that the faithfulness constraints for frequency indices 6,980; 63,200; and 827,000 are not binned together in the present proposal. The constraints have different rankings, but produce similar outputs because of their identical rankings relative to \(M_{PARSE}\).

Now take the tableau for ‘happy, n.’:
Candidates (a), (b), and (c) are ruled out by the first two constraints, as above. Consider candidates (d) and (e). Since ‘happy’ has a frequency index of 2,270,000; it is susceptible to the constraint *Map (a, a) (2,270,000). This is ranked lower than M-Parse, so now the NULL PARSE ‘ʘ’ is no longer the optimal candidate. Rather, candidate (d), with the unfaithful vowel quality, emerges as the optimal candidate.

We can use the same mechanisms to generate the frequency-sensitive ineffability related to other tense/lax mappings. Take the mapping [y] → [y]. Recall the frequency indices for the stems ‘prudish’, ‘healthy’, and ‘new’:
\[(326) = (299)\]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>STEM</th>
<th>NEUTER</th>
<th>GLOSS</th>
<th>ALLÉN (PL)</th>
<th>GOOGLE (-A)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[pryd]</td>
<td>INEFFABLE</td>
<td>‘prudish’</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>38,500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[kry:]</td>
<td>INEFFABLE</td>
<td>‘healthy’</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>78,400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[ny:]</td>
<td>n[y] + t:</td>
<td>‘new’</td>
<td>577</td>
<td>48,900,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

By virtue of the frequency-to-ranking projection mechanism, we obtain the following rankings within the constraint family \(\text{M-AP}(y, \gamma)\):

\[(327) \text{ if } \text{Freq}(38,500) < \text{Freq}(78,400), \text{ then } \text{M-AP}(y, \gamma)(38,500) \succ \text{M-AP}(y, \gamma)(78,400)\]

\[(328) \text{ if } \text{Freq}(78,400) < \text{Freq}(48,900,000), \text{ then } \text{M-AP}(y, \gamma)(78,400) \succ \text{M-AP}(y, \gamma)(48,900,000)\]

Putting these together, we generate the following rankings:

\[(328) \quad \text{M-AP}(y, \gamma)(38,500) \succ \text{M-AP}(y, \gamma)(78,400) \succ \text{M-AP}(y, \gamma)(48,900,000)\]

If M-PARSE is interleaved between \(\text{M-AP}(y, \gamma)(78,400)\) and \(\text{M-AP}(y, \gamma)(48,900,000)\), we generate the correct outputs:
Since *MAP (y, y) (38,500) is ranked higher than M-PARSE, the NULL PARSER candidate ‘ʘ’ is the optimal candidate.

The tableau for ‘healthy, n.’ works the same way:

(330)
Since \( *\text{Map} \ (y, \gamma) (78,400) \) is ranked higher than \( \text{M-PARSE} \), the \text{NULL PARSE} candidate ‘Ø’ is the optimal candidate.

Now consider the input that is sensitive to \( *\text{Map} \ (y, \gamma) (48,900,000) \):

\[(331)\]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>( \text{[+stress]} )</th>
<th>( \text{[+LONG]} \leftrightarrow \text{[+TENSE]} )</th>
<th>( \text{IDENT \ [Long C/V]} )</th>
<th>( \text{*MAP \ (y, \gamma)} ) (38,500)</th>
<th>( \text{*MAP \ (y, \gamma)} ) (78,400)</th>
<th>( \text{M-PARSE} )</th>
<th>( \text{*MAP \ (y, \gamma)} ) (48,900,000)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>/ny(_{\text{r}}) + t/</td>
<td>( \sigma_{\text{min}} )</td>
<td>( \text{[+stress]} \leftrightarrow \text{[+TENSE]} )</td>
<td>( \text{IDENT \ [Long C/V]} )</td>
<td>( \text{*MAP \ (y, \gamma)} ) (38,500)</td>
<td>( \text{*MAP \ (y, \gamma)} ) (78,400)</td>
<td>( \text{M-PARSE} )</td>
<td>( \text{*MAP \ (y, \gamma)} ) (48,900,000)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘new, n.’</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cf. ( \text{[ny}_{\text{r}}:] ) (( \text{Freq/ny/} = 48,900,000 ))</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a. ( \text{ny}_{\text{r}}:t )</td>
<td>!</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. ( \text{ny}_{\text{r}}:t )</td>
<td>!</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. ( \text{ny}_{\text{r}}:t )</td>
<td>!</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d. ( &gt; \text{ny}_{\text{r}}:t )</td>
<td>!</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e. ( \text{Ø} )</td>
<td>!</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Since \( *\text{Map} \ (y, \gamma) (48,900,000) \) is ranked lower than \( \text{M-PARSE} \), the candidate with unfaithful vowel quality is optimal.

The frequency-sensitive ineffability resulting from the mapping \( [e] \rightarrow [\epsilon] \) works the same way. Recall the data:
The frequency-to-ranking projection mechanism provides the following three rankings:

(333) if \( 9,360 < 10,200 \)
then \( *\text{MAP} (e,\varepsilon) (9,360) \gg *\text{MAP} (e,\varepsilon) (10,200) \)

if \( 10,200 < 84,200 \)
then \( *\text{MAP} (e,\varepsilon) (10,200) \gg *\text{MAP} (e,\varepsilon) (84,200) \)

if \( 84,200 < 1,100,000 \)
then \( *\text{MAP} (e,\varepsilon) (84,200) \gg *\text{MAP} (e,\varepsilon) (1,100,000) \)

Putting these together, we obtain the following ranking:

(334) \( *\text{MAP} (e,\varepsilon) (9,360) \gg *\text{MAP} (e,\varepsilon) (10,200) \gg *\text{MAP} (e,\varepsilon) (84,200) \gg *\text{MAP} (e,\varepsilon) (1,100,000) \)

Assuming that M-PARSE falls between \( *\text{MAP} (e,\varepsilon) (10,200) \) and \( *\text{MAP} (e,\varepsilon) (84,200) \), we can generate the appropriate outputs. Compare the tableau for ‘fed up, n.’ and ‘crooked, n.’:
M-PARSE is crucially ranked lower than *MAP (e, £) (10,200), where 10,200 is the frequency index for the stem. So, the NULL PARSE candidate ‘Ø’ emerges as optimal.

Now consider the tableaux for ‘crooked, n.’:
M-PARSE is ranked higher than *MAP \((e, \varepsilon)\) \((84, 200)\), where 84,200 is the frequency index for ‘crooked’. So, candidate (d), with unfaithful vowel quality, emerges as the optimal candidate in each tableau.

The mechanism also applies for the mapping \(\lbrack o \rbrack \to \lbrack \partial \rbrack\). The mapping is acceptable if the word has a sufficiently high frequency index:

\[(337) = (301)\]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>STEM</th>
<th>NEUTER</th>
<th>GLOSS</th>
<th>ALLÉN (PL)</th>
<th>GOOGLE (-A)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[sɔt]</td>
<td>INEFFABLE</td>
<td>‘intimate’</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>21,900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[kɔt]</td>
<td>INEFFABLE</td>
<td>‘horny’</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>147,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[vɔt]</td>
<td>(v[ɛ] + t)</td>
<td>‘wet’</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>204,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Compare the tableaux for ‘horny, n.’ and ‘wet, n.’:
The relevant *Map constraint, relativized to the appropriate frequency index, is ranked higher than M-Parse; so the Null Parse candidate emerges as optimal.

Contrast this with the tableau for ‘wet, n.’
Here the relevant *\( \text{MAP} \) constraint—now associated with a higher frequency index—is ranked lower than the M-Parse constraint. So the overt output with unfaithful vowel mapping emerges as optimal.

Even the tense/lax mapping \([\partial] \rightarrow [\emptyset]\) triggers ineffability if the word has a sufficiently low frequency index:

\[
\begin{array}{llllll}
\text{STEM} & \text{NEUTER} & \text{GLOSS} & \text{ALLÉN (PL)} & \text{GOOGLE (-A)} \\
[\text{snød}] & \text{INEFFABLE} & \text{‘sordid’} & 0 & 7,040 \\
[\text{sprød}] & \text{spr[\partial] + t:} & \text{‘crisp’} & 5 & 50,000 \\
[\text{rød}] & \text{r[\partial] + t:} & \text{‘red’} & 574 & 520,000 \\
[\text{død}] & \text{d[\partial] + t:} & \text{‘dead’} & 307 & 730,000 \\
\end{array}
\]

The relevant vowel mapping involves the slight change \([\partial] \rightarrow [\emptyset]\). When the word is sufficiently rare, this change generates ineffability. The mechanism is as above.

Compare the tableaux for ‘sordid, n.’ and ‘crisp, n.’:

\[
\begin{array}{llllll}
\text{STEM} & \text{NEUTER} & \text{GLOSS} & \text{ALLÉN (PL)} & \text{GOOGLE (-A)} \\
[\text{snød}] & \text{INEFFABLE} & \text{‘sordid’} & 0 & 7,040 \\
[\text{sprød}] & \text{spr[\partial] + t:} & \text{‘crisp’} & 5 & 50,000 \\
[\text{rød}] & \text{r[\partial] + t:} & \text{‘red’} & 574 & 520,000 \\
[\text{død}] & \text{d[\partial] + t:} & \text{‘dead’} & 307 & 730,000 \\
\end{array}
\]
The *Map constraint associated with the morpheme’s frequency index is ranked higher than M-Parse, so the Null Parse candidate emerges as optimal.

Now consider the tableau for ‘crisp, n.’:
Here, the relevant \( \text{MAP} \) constraint is ranked lower than \( \text{M-Parse} \), so the overt neuter form is optimal.

5.4.3 Reference to specific vowels in ineffability

It is clear that reference to frequency is necessary to account for ineffability. However, we might ask whether we can bin together all the vowels together, and only refer to frequency to generate the ineffability. This would be simpler than the present proposal. It appears that this would not work, although it is difficult to be certain at this point. The reason is that the sources of the frequency index (Allén et al. 1970-1980 and Google) provide conflicting information.

Compare the words ‘crisp, n.’ and ‘lazy, n.’; and consider their frequency indices as listed on Google:
The affixed form (ending in –a) is much higher for the word ‘lazy’ than for ‘crisp’, but ‘lazy’ is ineffable while ‘crisp’ is not ineffable. This is not merely the result of the verb *lata* (*sig*) ‘to be lazy’ being included in the tally: comparisons of the unaffixed forms resulted in 26,000 hits for ‘crisp’, compared to 953,000 hits for ‘lazy’.

However, Allén et al. (1970-1980) suggests another story:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>STEM</th>
<th>NEUTER</th>
<th>GLOSS</th>
<th>GOOGLE (-A)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[sprøːd]</td>
<td>spr[ø] + t:</td>
<td>‘crisp’</td>
<td>50,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[lɑːt]</td>
<td>INEFFABLE</td>
<td>‘lazy’</td>
<td>827,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Here, the frequency index appears to be higher for the overt word than for the ineffable word. Since Google and Allén et al (1970-1980) show conflicting information, it is difficult to be confident about the relative values for the crucial frequency indices; and therefore it is difficult to be confident about the need for reference to vowel quality in calculating ineffability.

Conflicting frequency indices also arise when we compare ‘crooked, n.’ (with an overt neuter form) and ‘lazy, n.’ (with an ineffable neuter form). The lemma frequency ‘crooked’ is higher than that of ‘lazy’:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>STEM</th>
<th>NEUTER</th>
<th>GLOSS</th>
<th>ALLÉN (LEMA)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[sneːd]</td>
<td>sn[ɛ] + t:</td>
<td>‘crooked’</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[lɑːt]</td>
<td>INEFFABLE</td>
<td>‘lazy’</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This is remarkable, since the paradigm gap in ‘lazy’ might be expected to pull down the total lemma frequency.
At first blush, it seems that the Google values of the affixed forms (ending in –a) conform to this pattern:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>STEM</th>
<th>NEUTER</th>
<th>GLOSS</th>
<th>GOOGLE (-A)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[snɛd]</td>
<td>sn[ɛ] + t:</td>
<td>‘crooked’</td>
<td>84,200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[læt]</td>
<td>INEFFABLE</td>
<td>‘lazy’</td>
<td>827,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The verbal form *lata sig* ‘to be lazy’ is not responsible for the higher number of hits for ‘lazy’: the values of the unaffixed forms *sne* and *lat* are 156,000 and 958,000; respectively.

However, the Google values are quite different when we consider the values of the commonly *misspelled* unaffixed form *sne* with the correctly spelled *lat*:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ORTHOGRAPHY</th>
<th>GLOSS</th>
<th>GOOGLE (-A)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>sne</td>
<td>‘crooked’</td>
<td>1,230,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lat</td>
<td>‘lazy’</td>
<td>958,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Now, the word with the overt neuter form, ‘crooked’, has a higher frequency index than the word with a paradigm gap, ‘lazy’.

For the present study, we will assume that ineffability due to vocalic laxing requires reference to vowel quality. More reliable frequency information would be required to ascertain the claim.

5.4.4 Ineffability in iambs

Frequency also influences ineffability in prosodically marked words. The default foot in Swedish is the trochee (Riad 1992), but Latinate borrowings have provided the language with many iambs. These iambs are more resistant to shifts in tenseness than monosyllabic stems. Iambs and anapests that end in *[ɑːt], [ɛːt], and [ʉːt]* have haplological neuters.
This is the case, independent of morpheme frequency. Compare the two following pairs:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>STEM</th>
<th>NEUTER</th>
<th>GLOSS</th>
<th>ALLÉN (PL)</th>
<th>GOOGLE (-A)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[kon'kret] HAPLOLOGICAL</td>
<td>‘concrete’</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>1,110,000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[sne∫]</td>
<td>sn[ɛ] + t:</td>
<td>‘crooked’</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>84,200</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In these pairs, the monosyllabic stem has a laxed vowel in the neuter; but the iambic stem circumvents laxing by means of haplology. Note that the monosyllabic stem has a lower frequency than the iambic stem: we would expect the iambic stem to alternate
more readily than the monosyllabic stem, due to the influence of frequency on the ranking of faithfulness constraints. Something more than mere frequency is influencing the mapping: prosodic structure seems to play a role. Specifically, a given *Map constraint relativized to a specific mapping and a specific frequency index in iambic stems is more highly ranked than the equivalent *Map constraint in monosyllabic stems.

\[(351) \text{ } *\text{Map (X, Y)/i/} + \text{iamb} \gg *\text{Map (X, Y)/i/-iamb}.\]

However, comparing among iambs (i.e., not mixing them with monosyllabic stems), the influence of frequency applies robustly. The following are iambic words listed in SAG 1999 that end in [iːd], listed in order of frequency:

\[(352) \begin{array}{|l|l|l|l|l|}
\hline
\text{STEM} & \text{NEUTER} & \text{GLOSS} & \text{ALL\text{\`{E}N (PL)}} & \text{GOOGLE (-A)} \\
\hline
[parˈfɪd] & \text{INEFFABLE} & \text{`perfidious'} & 0 & 1,240 \\
[stuˈpid] & \text{INEFFABLE} & \text{`stupid'} & 2 & 3,380 \\
[tiˈmid] & \text{INEFFABLE} & \text{`timid'} & 1 & 5,350 \\
[mɔrˈbɪd] & \text{INEFFABLE} & \text{`morbid'} & 0 & 9,160 \\
[hyˈbrid] & \text{INEFFABLE} & \text{`hybrid'} & 0 & 16,800 \\
[riˈgɪd] & \text{INEFFABLE} & \text{`rigid'} & 0 & 29,300 \\
[suˈlɪd] & \text{sol[r]+t} & \text{`solid'} & 7 & 70,400 \\
\hline
\end{array}\]

Notice that only the word with the highest frequency has an overt neuter; the other words are ineffable.

Compare the tableaux for `rigid, n.' and `solid, n.':
The relevant *Map constraint—relativized to frequency index and prosodic structure—is ranked higher than M- Parse, so the NULL Parse candidate emerges as optimal.

Compare the tableau for ‘solid, n.’:
The morpheme ‘solid’ has a higher frequency, so the relevant *Map constraint is ranked lower; in particular, it is ranked lower than M-Parse, so the vowel surfaces as lax.

5.4.5 The mapping \([d:] \rightarrow \emptyset\]

So far, we have seen how frequency (in addition to perceptual distance and prosodic structure) influences the ranking of faithfulness constraints (*Map constraints, in particular) in tense/lax vowel pairs. When the relevant *Map constraint is ranked higher than M-Parse, ineffability results. The *Map constraints generate ineffability in the mapping \([d:] \rightarrow \emptyset\) in the same way. Recall the data:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>/solid +t/</th>
<th>(\sigma \leftrightarrow [+\text{stress}])</th>
<th>([+\text{long}])</th>
<th>([+\text{TENSE}])</th>
<th>(\text{Ident} {\text{Long C}}/V)</th>
<th>(+\text{IAMB})</th>
<th>M-Parse</th>
<th>(+\text{IAMB})</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>‘solid, n.’</td>
<td>!</td>
<td>!</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cf. [solit\d ]</td>
<td>!</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\text{Freq/solid } = 70,400)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a. solit\t:</td>
<td>*!</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. solit\t:</td>
<td>*!</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. solit\t</td>
<td>*!</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d. solit\t</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e. &gt; (\emptyset)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>*!</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
(355) = (304)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>STEM</th>
<th>NEUTER</th>
<th>GLOSS</th>
<th>ALLÉN (PL)</th>
<th>GOOGLE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>fa[dː]</td>
<td>INEFFABLE</td>
<td>‘flat, stale’</td>
<td>2 (of stem)</td>
<td>15,200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>re[dː]</td>
<td>INEFFABLE</td>
<td>‘afraid’</td>
<td>24 (of stem)</td>
<td>2,220,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>se+[dː]</td>
<td>se+ [∅] +t:</td>
<td>‘see+prt.’</td>
<td>[very high frequency]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The relevant *MAP family is *MAP (d; ⌀). The frequency-to-ranking projection mechanism generates the following rankings:

(356) if 15,200 < 2,220,000 then

*MAP (d; ⌀) (15,200) \(\succ\) *MAP (d; ⌀) (2,220,000)

if 2,220,000 < very high then

*MAP (d; ⌀) (2,220,000) \(\succ\) *MAP (d; ⌀) (very high)

These two rankings imply the following ranking:

(357) \(\succ\) *MAP (d; ⌀) (15,200)

\(\succ\) *MAP (d; ⌀) (2,220,000)

\(\succ\) *MAP (d; ⌀) (very high)

If M-Parse is interleaved between *MAP (d; ⌀) (2,220,000) and *MAP (d; ⌀) (very high), the correct outputs are generated. To rule out the fully faithful candidate, assume the ad hoc constraint SHARE VOICE:

(358) SHARE VOICE: Adjacent obstruents have the same value for the feature [voice].

Consider the tableaux for ‘flat, n.’ and ‘afraid, n.’:
In both tableaux, candidate (a) is ruled out by the highly ranked \textsc{share voice}.

Candidate (b), with the unfaithful loss of the the geminate /dː/ from the representation, is ruled out, due to the high ranking of the constraints *\textsc{map (d,∅)} (15,200) and *\textsc{map (d,∅)} (2,220,000). The \textsc{null parse} candidate ‘∅’ emerges as the optimal candidate.

Now take the tableau for ‘see, prt. n.’:
(361)

\[
\begin{array}{|l|c|c|c|c|}
\hline
\text{/se + dː + t:/} & \text{SHARE VOICE} & \text{*MAP (dː∅)} & \text{*MAP (dː∅)} & \text{*MAP (dː∅)} \\
\text{‘see, prt. n.’} & \text{(Freq /dː/ = very high)} & (15,200) & (2,220,000) & \text{(very high)} \\
\hline
\text{a.} & \text{sedːt} & \text{!*} & \text{\textendash} & \text{\textendash} \\
\text{b.} & > & \text{set:} & \text{\textendash} & \text{\textendash} & \text{*} \\
\text{c.} & \text{∅} & \text{\textendash} & \text{\textendash} & \text{!*} \\
\hline
\end{array}
\]

*MAP (dː∅) constraint is ranked lower than M-PARSE. Candidate (b), where the geminate is removed from the representation, emerges as the optimal candidate.

5.5 Paradigm gaps and frequency in Spanish

5.5.1 The pattern

The mechanism of *MAP relativized to frequency can be fruitfully used to generate frequency-sensitive ineffability patterns in Spanish (Albright 2003).

Albright 2003 draws attention to the fact that some Spanish verbal paradigms feature diphthongization. When the infinitive features a vowel [o] in the stem, the vowel alternates with the diphthong [we] when stressed. The verb contar ‘to count’ illustrates this:

(362) c[wé]nt-o c[o]nt-ámos  
c[wé]nt-as c[o]nt-áis  
c[wé]nt-a c[wé]nt-an

When the infinitive features a vowel [e] in the stem, the vowel alternates with the diphthong [je] when stressed. The verb sentir ‘to feel’ illustrates this:
Some verbs feature paradigm gaps. Albright notes that the locus of the gaps is not haphazard. The verbs lacking all forms in which stress would fall on the root ‘are missing forms where diphthongization and raising occur’ (Albright 2003:4). Compare the verb *contar* (featuring no paradigm gap) with *abolir* (with four paradigm gaps). The loci of the gaps in *abolir* match the loci of diphthongization in *contar*.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(364)</th>
<th>COSTAR ‘COST’</th>
<th>ABOLIR ‘ABOLISH’</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>diphthong→ c[wé]st-o</td>
<td>INEFFABLE ← gap</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>diphthong→ c[wé]st-as</td>
<td>INEFFABLE ← gap</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>diphthong→ c[wé]st-a</td>
<td>INEFFABLE ← gap</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c[o]st-ámos</td>
<td>ab[o]-imos</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c[o]st-áis</td>
<td>ab[o]-ís</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>diphthong→ c[wé]st-an</td>
<td>INEFFABLE ← gap</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

There is good reason to assume that this phenomenon is comparable to the Swedish pattern discussed above. Just as ineffability in Swedish is associated with relatively low frequency, Albright (2003:4) states that ‘most of the verbs that are claimed to have gaps are rare or archaic (including *abolir* itself).’

5.5.2 Ineffability and frequency in Spanish

A list of the verbs that feature diphthongization along with those with paradigm gaps shows a familiar scenario. The following items involving the actual or potential
mapping [o] → [we] are listed in the order of the frequency of the infinitive form\textsuperscript{75}, as
listed in the Sebastián Gallés et al. 2000, a text corpus of approximately 5 million words.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(365)</th>
<th>INFINITIVE</th>
<th>1 P. SG.</th>
<th>GLOSS</th>
<th>LEXESP (INF)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>col[o]rir</td>
<td>INEFFABLE</td>
<td>‘color’</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>descol[o]rir</td>
<td>INEFFABLE</td>
<td>‘de-color’</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ab[o]lir</td>
<td>INEFFABLE</td>
<td>‘abolish’</td>
<td>13</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c[o]star</td>
<td>c[we]sto</td>
<td>‘cost’</td>
<td>29</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ll[o]ver</td>
<td>ll[we]vo</td>
<td>‘rain’</td>
<td>39</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dev[o]lver</td>
<td>dev[we]lvo</td>
<td>‘return’</td>
<td>68</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>m[o]ver</td>
<td>m[we]vo</td>
<td>‘move’</td>
<td>95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pr[o]bar</td>
<td>pr[we]bo</td>
<td>‘try’</td>
<td>105</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>m[o]strar</td>
<td>m[we]stro</td>
<td>‘show’</td>
<td>119</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d[o]rmir</td>
<td>d[we]rmo</td>
<td>‘sleep’</td>
<td>339</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c[o]ntar</td>
<td>c[we]nto</td>
<td>‘count’</td>
<td>364</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rec[o]rdar</td>
<td>rec[we]rdo</td>
<td>‘remember’</td>
<td>396</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>m[o]rir</td>
<td>m[we]ro</td>
<td>‘die’</td>
<td>412</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>enc[o]ntrar</td>
<td>enc[we]ntro</td>
<td>‘meet’</td>
<td>568</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>v[o]lver</td>
<td>v[we]lvo</td>
<td>‘turn, become’</td>
<td>676</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p[o]der</td>
<td>p[we]do</td>
<td>‘can’</td>
<td>2193</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Two of the words that Albright 2003 lists as ineffable (colorir, and descolorir) are
sufficiently rare so as to not be listed in listed in Sebastián Gallés et al. 2000.

\textsuperscript{75} I chose the infinitive form rather than the lemma, since the paradigm gap will
inevitably reduce the total lemma frequency.
5.5.3 Projections and tableaux

Consider how the mechanism of *MAP relativized by frequency generates the distinct patterns of *abolir (with paradigm gaps) and *costar (with diphthongization).

Assume that the relevant constraint family is *MAP (o,we). The frequency-to-ranking mechanism generates distinct *MAP (o,we) constraints for the two frequency indices, associated with the respective stems.

\[
\text{(366) if } 13 < 29 \quad \text{then } \quad *\text{MAP (o,we)} (13) \gg *\text{MAP (o,we)} (29)
\]

If M-PARSE is ranked between these two constraints, we can generate the correct outputs. Consider a tableau for /abol+ o/76 ‘abolish, 1 p. sg.’:

\[
\text{(367)}
\]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>/abol + o/</th>
<th>‘abolish 1p. sg.’</th>
<th>(Freq ‘abolir = 13)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a. ab[o]lo</td>
<td>*!</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. ab[we]lo</td>
<td></td>
<td>*!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. &gt; ⊙</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Since M-PARSE is ranked lower than *MAP (o,we) (13), the NULL PARSE candidate is more optimal than the diphthongal candidate.

Now consider the tableau for /cost+ o/ ‘count, 1 p. sg.’

---

76 I assume that the UR of the stem vowel is /o/, since ineffability never occurs in those forms with the [o] output. It seems intuitive that the grammar favors faithful mappings and disfavors unfaithful mappings.
Since the stem has a higher frequency index, it has a lower ranked \( *M_{AP}(o, we) \) constraint. Its index is 29, so the relevant constraint is \( *M_{AP}(o, we) (29) \). This constraint is ranked lower than M-PARSE; the diphthongal candidate (b) is the output form.

The same mechanism can be used to formalize ineffability generated by the unfaithful mapping \( [e] \rightarrow [je] \). The following chart features words that either feature paradigm gaps or [je]-diphthongization, in order of frequency, as listed in the Sebastián Gallés et al. 2000.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>INFINITIVE</th>
<th>1 P. SG.</th>
<th>GLOSS</th>
<th>LEXESP (INF)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>agu[e]rrir</td>
<td>INEFFABLE</td>
<td>‘prepare for battle’</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>arr[e]cirse</td>
<td>INEFFABLE</td>
<td>‘stiffen’</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>at[e]rirse</td>
<td>INEFFABLE</td>
<td>‘be numb’</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>den[e]grir</td>
<td>INEFFABLE</td>
<td>‘blacken’</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>emped[e]mir</td>
<td>INEFFABLE</td>
<td>‘harden’</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>agr[e]dir</td>
<td>INEFFABLE</td>
<td>‘assault’</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The frequency-to-ranking projection mechanism ensures that the stems with higher frequencies have lower-ranked \(*M_{AP}\) (e, je) constraints:

\[
(370) \quad \text{if} \quad 6 < 27 \\
\text{then} \quad *M_{AP} (e, je) (6) \gg *M_{AP} (e, je) (27)
\]

The tableaux are similar to those above.

5.6 Paradigm gaps and frequency in Russian

5.6.1 The pattern

In the present section, we will attempt to apply the mechanism of \(*M_{AP}\)
relativized to frequency to the paradigm gaps in Russian resulting from paradigmatic
stress-attraction to the stem. The relevant phenomenon is the ineffable genitive plural forms, as discussed by Pertsova 2005. While it seems initially to be a promising approach, it appears that further issues are involved, and *MAP relativized to frequency would need to be augmented by some additional apparatus.

There is a class of nouns in Russian, called ‘end-stressed nouns’. These nouns are generally stressed on the suffix, not on the stem. The stems kočerg ‘firepoker’ and poxval ‘praise’ are two examples of such end-stressed nouns. Compare the paradigms of these two words:

(371)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case</th>
<th>kočerg</th>
<th>poxval</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nom SG</td>
<td>kočerg-á</td>
<td>poxval-á</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gen SG</td>
<td>kočerg-í</td>
<td>poxval-y’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dat SG</td>
<td>kočerg-é</td>
<td>poxval-é</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acc SG</td>
<td>kočerg-ú</td>
<td>poxval-ú</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Instr SG</td>
<td>kočerg-ój</td>
<td>poxval-ój</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prep SG</td>
<td>kočerg-é</td>
<td>poxval-é</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nom PL</td>
<td>kočerg-í</td>
<td>poxval-y’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gen PL</td>
<td>gap→ INEFFABLE</td>
<td>poxval-∅ ←stressed stem</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dat PL</td>
<td>kočerg-ám</td>
<td>poxval-ám</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acc PL</td>
<td>kočerg-í</td>
<td>poxval-y’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Instr PL</td>
<td>kočerg-ámi</td>
<td>poxval-ámi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prep PL</td>
<td>kočerg-áx</td>
<td>poxval-áx</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note that the words pattern in a parallel fashion, with one important difference: kočerg is ineffable in the genitive plural, whereas poxval has stress fall on the stem in the genitive plural.
5.6.2 End-stressed nouns from Pertsova 2005

Pertsova 2005 points out that this is the unique part of the paradigm with a stressed stem, and explains the paradigmatic gap as a reflex of Lexical Conservatism (Steriade 1994). Pertsova (2005:24) notes that the analysis of ineffability due to Lexical Conservatism ‘predicts that any end-stressed noun that expects to select a null genitive plural allomorph will instead have a gap.’ Of course, not all forms have such a gap: *poxval* does not, as noted. The following list is from Pertsova 2005, ordered by the frequency of the singular form, as listed in the Russian National Corpus\(^\text{77}\) (www.ruscorpora.ru).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(372)</th>
<th>NOM SG</th>
<th>GEN PL</th>
<th>GLOSS</th>
<th>FREQ SG</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>brjuzg-á</td>
<td>INEFFABLE</td>
<td>‘a squeamish person’</td>
<td>68</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>xurm-á</td>
<td>INEFFABLE</td>
<td>‘persimmon’</td>
<td>94</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>čadr-á</td>
<td>INEFFABLE</td>
<td>‘type of veil’</td>
<td>105</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dud-á</td>
<td>INEFFABLE</td>
<td>‘pipe’ (coll)</td>
<td>191</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>jul-á</td>
<td>INEFFABLE</td>
<td>‘top’</td>
<td>252</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kajm-á</td>
<td>INEFFABLE</td>
<td>‘edging’</td>
<td>282</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fat-á</td>
<td>INEFFABLE</td>
<td>‘bridal veil’</td>
<td>284</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bald-á</td>
<td>INEFFABLE</td>
<td>‘idiot (coll)’</td>
<td>295</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>korčm-á</td>
<td>INEFFABLE</td>
<td>‘tavern’ (old)</td>
<td>302</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>konur-á</td>
<td>INEFFABLE</td>
<td>‘doghouse’</td>
<td>375</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kočerg-á</td>
<td>INEFFABLE</td>
<td>‘firepoker’</td>
<td>386</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sum-á</td>
<td>INEFFABLE</td>
<td>‘pouch’ (old)</td>
<td>545</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^{77}\) As far as I can tell, this corpus is an ongoing project, and has no specified author or year.
The present thesis claims that ineffability is the result of *Map constraints relativized to frequency, with the ineffable/overt divide being represented by the ranking of M-Parse. If this approach is correct, all the ineffable forms should cluster together, and there should not be overlaps, as with the words ‘arc’ and ‘treasury’ above, which are flanked by explicit forms, although they are listed as ineffable in the genitive plural. I consulted with a Russian colleague, and asked for his intuitions about ineffability in the paradigms. While he generally agreed with Pertsova’s data, my Russian consultant rejected the data for ‘arc’ and ‘treasury’. The word ‘arc’ has an overt genitive plural in his dialect, and he claims that ‘treasury’ is a mass noun, and therefore lacks all plural forms. Assuming this to be accurate, all of the ineffable forms cluster together, with an index of 1632 or lower. All overt genitive plurals cluster together, with an index of 1651 or higher. The clustering together of ineffable forms at lower word frequencies looks similar to the patterns noted above in Swedish and Spanish.

Furthermore, baška ‘head’ has an overt plural in his dialect, and he speculates that kuma ‘godmother’ may lack a plural for independent reasons.
5.6.3 End-stressed nouns not included in Pertsova 2005

If one considers a larger list of end-stressed words, however, the pattern no longer holds. The following list includes some end-stressed nouns not included in Pertsova 2005; the frequency index is again from the Russian National Corpus.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NOM SG</th>
<th>GEN PL</th>
<th>GLOSS</th>
<th>FREQ SG</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>zurn-á</td>
<td>zūrn</td>
<td>‘musical instrument’</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pial-á</td>
<td>piál</td>
<td>‘bowl’</td>
<td>150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kljuk-á</td>
<td>kljúk</td>
<td>‘walking stick’</td>
<td>177</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>jul-á</td>
<td>INEFFABLE</td>
<td>‘top’</td>
<td>252</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fat-á</td>
<td>INEFFABLE</td>
<td>‘veil’</td>
<td>284</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kum-á</td>
<td>INEFFABLE</td>
<td>‘child’s godmother’</td>
<td>1140</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dug-á</td>
<td>dúg</td>
<td>‘arc’</td>
<td>1970</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>graf-á</td>
<td>gráf</td>
<td>‘facet’</td>
<td>15832</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The words are ordered by frequency, but the overt forms and the ineffable forms are interleaved; this is exactly what we predict should not happen.

*MAP constraints relativized by frequency, with frequency projecting the ranking of the constraint lets us capture the patterns of frequency-sensitive ineffability in Swedish and Spanish; Russian end-stressed nouns remain unexplained by the mechanism.

5.7 Two clarifications regarding the frequency index

The preceding sections has illustrated how frequency indices can be incorporated directly into the grammar (for another approach see Coetzee 2009). If this approach is
on the right track, two related questions come to mind. First, is it computationally feasible to add these indices? Second, what is a frequency index?

Several scholars have expressed to me their reservations about the computational cost of adding frequency indices. The issue is that of infinity: given that the numbers are infinite, it seems to follow that indices are infinite. Since every index is associated with a distinct constraint (i.e., there is no binning together of similar frequencies), the number of constraints is infinite. This seems like a high price to pay for the analysis of a handful of ineffable forms.

This concern is not as grave as it may first appear. While the system has been made richer, it has not been made infinitely richer. This is so, for reasons that Zhang (2007) discusses, in the context of perceptual constraints. Zhang (2007:445) notes that ranked perceptual constraints penalize deviations from the input ‘only…when they cross a particular perceptual threshold; otherwise they do not incur faithfulness violations.’ Indiscriminable candidates are ‘learned as one’ (Zhang 2007:449). In Zhang’s constraint-domination approach, constraints refer to integer-numbers of steps along a perceptual scale, rather than to continuous values; step size is determined by the smallest perceptible difference on that scale.

The same applies to frequency indices. The way that morpheme frequency is stored in the grammar is an empirical matter; but the system may well be discrete and finite. Furthermore, the system is presumably logarithmic, a detail neglected in the formalism above. Presumably, the difference between frequency 0 and 1 is significant to the grammar; it seems less obvious that the difference between 2000 and 2001 should be significant to the grammar. This latter pair may be ‘learned as one’, to use Zhang’s phrase. Just as Zhang refers to a perceptual threshold for sound differences, the grammar assigns frequency indices by means of principles of frequency perceptibility.
That is, indices are integer-numbers of steps along a frequency scale, rather than to continuous values; where step size is determined by the smallest perceptible difference in morpheme frequency.

So, what is a frequency index? For the study above, I referred to two sources to establish morpheme frequency, namely Allén et al. (1970-1980) and Google. To be frank, there is no reason to assume that human grammar features the exact frequency representations that these sources have. Setting aside the inevitable questions of bias, there is a general issue of morpheme frequency that has been neglected: it seems that frequency effects involve expectations from interlocutors, rather than raw frequency numbers. An example will illustrate my point. Having grown up in the United States, I have developed the habit of pronouncing my last name in the American fashion, as [lɑʃtɛt]. While my name is quite banal in Sweden, it is very exotic to Americans. In particular, the cluster [fst] is very rare in English, and the name’s internal morphological structure is opaque to Americans. To make sure that people understand my name accurately, I tend to hyperarticulate it whenever I pronounce it in English. I do not hyperarticulate it when I speak Swedish, since there is no danger of misunderstanding. In my own lexicon of English, my last name must have a reasonably high frequency: it comes up in any bureaucratic circumstance I may find myself in. But phonologically, I treat it as a very rare word (i.e., I hyperarticulate it), since I assume that it is a novel word to the rest of the American community. So while the actual frequency of the item is rather high in my own lexicon, the index assigned to it in my grammar is very low. This illustrates that a frequency index is more abstract than raw frequency: it is an estimate of the word’s frequency for our interlocutors.

For this reason, it may well be the case that a better gauge of a morpheme’s grammatical frequency index would involve psycholinguistic data, where subjects are
simply asked to guess how frequent such-and-such a word is in their community, or for ‘a typical speaker’. Perhaps different indices are assigned to different social contexts and registers, resulting in different phonological effects in these contexts and registers.

5.8 Psycholinguistic motivation for *MAP relativized by frequency

5.8.1 Frequency and perceptibility

We have seen that high morpheme frequency results in low rankings of *MAP constraints. It has long been known that frequency and perceptibility are related. Broadbent (1967:1) notes that

The fact that common words are, other things being equal, more easily perceived is perhaps only a special case of the general influence of probability on perception.

The author notes that the relation goes beyond language (Broadbent 1967:1):

From the time of the classic experiments on distortion in perception and remembering…it has been common ground to most psychologists that a probable event is easily perceived.

Lexical access is easier if a word is more common. Whaley 1978 established faster reaction times for frequent items in lexical decision, and Forster & Chambers 1973 established faster reaction times for frequent items in naming tasks. Bybee (2001:6) notes that

[h]igh-frequency words and phrases have stronger representations in the sense that they are more easily accessed ….. Low-frequency words are more difficult to access….

Since high-frequency words are more easily accessed, less information is needed to trigger their access. Flemming (2007:3) makes the following observations:
It is very well established that more frequent words are identified more rapidly and accurately…. In terms of Bayesian analysis, higher frequency of a word \( w \) implies a higher prior probability of that word, \( p(w) \). Accordingly less bottom-up evidence is required to reach a given threshold probability and reaction times are faster.

Two classic experiments illustrate the influence of word frequency on perception. Broadbent (1967) compared the accuracy of perception between pairs of words in noise, where one word of each pair was a high frequency item (frequency of at least 100 per million words) and the other word was not a high frequency item (frequency of 10-49 per million words). Correct responses for high frequency words exceeded that of non-high frequency words. Broadbent (1967:13) notes that ‘the word-frequency effect is markedly present, amounting to a difference in probability of correct responses of about .2.’ Broadbent (1967:13) claims that ‘the effect is due to a prior bias in favor of common words, which combines with sensory evidence favoring the objectively correct word.’

Ganong (1980) established a similar bias, when subjects were exposed to phonetically ambiguous stimuli. In the experiment, acoustic continua varying in voice onset time were constructed so that for each acoustic continuum, one of the two possible phonetic categorizations made a word and the other did not. For example, one continuum ranged between the word \textit{dash} and the nonword \textit{tash}; another used the nonword \textit{dask} and the word \textit{task}. (Ganong 1980:1)

The subjects tended to classify these ambiguous stimuli in a way that generated lexical items:
In the two experiments, subjects showed...a tendency to make phonetic categorizations that make words. This lexical effect was greater at the phoneme boundary (where auditory information is ambiguous).... (Ganong 1980:1)

This can be interpreted as a frequency effect, since words of zero frequency (nonce words) were more difficult to perceive than words of non-zero frequency (real words).

5.8.2 Formalism for Ganong effect

We might formalize the Ganong effect by means of perception tableaux (Boersma 1998). Take the perceptually ambiguous stimuli dash/tash. The item ‘dash’ is a real word, and its frequency index in CELEX (Baayen et al. 1995) is 231; the item ‘tash’ is a non-word, so it has a frequency index of 0. These frequency indices are relevant to the frequency-to-ranking projection mechanism. Assume furthermore that the constraint family *MAP ([t,d], /t/) (which maps a stimulus intermediate between [t] and [d] to the phoneme /t/) is ranked at the same level as *MAP ([t,d], /d/) (which maps a stimulus intermediate between [t] and [d] to the phoneme /d/). The frequency indices then generate the following ranking:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{if} & \quad 0 < 231 \\
\text{then} & \quad *\text{MAP} ([t,d], t) (0) \quad \gg \quad *\text{MAP} ([t,d], d) (231)
\end{align*}
\]

This ranking lets us construct a perception tableau, of the type constructed by Boersma 1998. The inputs are ambiguous stimuli; the candidates are the percepts.
Because the item ‘tash’ has a lower frequency, the stimulus-to-percept mapping is more costly. Because the item ‘dash’ has a higher frequency, the stimulus-to-percept mapping is less costly.

A similar tableau can be constructed to account for the task/dask stimulus. With the same assumptions as above, we can generate the following perception tableau:

(376)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>[t,d]ash</th>
<th>*MAP ([t,d], /t/)</th>
<th>*MAP ([t,d], /d/)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(Freq ‘TASH’ = 0)</td>
<td>(0)</td>
<td>(Freq ‘DASH’ = 231)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a. /t/ash</td>
<td>!</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. &gt; /d/ash</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The mechanism is just like the one we saw above. Because the item ‘dask’ has a lower frequency, the stimulus-to-percept mapping is more costly. Because the item ‘task’ has a higher frequency, the stimulus-to-percept mapping is less costly.
5.9 Extension: Flapping and frequency

5.9.1 Background

Relativizing *MAP to frequency allows for insightful analyses of frequency-sensitive ineffability; it also allows for insightful analysis of frequency-sensitive phonetic effects.

Flapping, like other post-lexical rules, has few exceptions. It is however the case that flapping does not apply in rare words. Bybee (2001:67) notes that exceptions to phonetic processes occur in low-frequency words, words perceived as foreign or highly formal, and, in some cases, where morphological relations restrain ongoing change […]. Thus it is said that words such as veto and vita are exceptions to English flapping….

5.9.2 Formalism for flapping

Consider how our mechanisms might capture this striking fact. Take the rare technical word ‘vita’ and the familiar name ‘Rita’. While I have no reliable statistic for these items, it is safe to assume that ‘vita’ has a lower frequency than ‘Rita’. Assume also that both have /t/ as the intervocalic consonant in UR. Then *MAP (t, r) is the relevant constraint family, and the frequency-to-ranking projection mechanism provides distinct rankings for the two *MAP (t, r) constraints:

\[
\text{if } Freq \text{ ‘vita’ } < Freq \text{ ‘Rita’} \\
\text{then } *\text{MAP (t,r) (Freq ‘vita’) } \gg *\text{MAP (t,r) (Freq ‘Rita’)}
\]

Suppose now that the constraint that rules out the fully faithful intervocalic /t/—call it *VtV—is interleaved between the two constraints, such that we have the ranking

---

79 For further phonetic effects driven by frequency, see the probabilistic account of probabilistic phenomena in Coetzee (2009).
*\text{MAP} (t.r) (\text{Freq} \ ‘\text{vita}’) \gg *\text{VtV} \gg *\text{MAP} (t.r) (\text{Freq} \ ‘\text{Rita}’). This ranking lets us generate the faithful \([t]\) in ‘vita’, while generating the intervocalic flap in ‘Rita’:

(378)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>/vitə/</th>
<th>*\text{MAP} (t.r)/ (Freq = lower)</th>
<th>*\text{VtV}</th>
<th>*\text{MAP} (t.r)/ (Freq = higher)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a. &gt; vitə</td>
<td></td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. vitə</td>
<td></td>
<td>*!</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(379)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>/ritə/</th>
<th>*\text{MAP} (t.r)/ (Freq = lower)</th>
<th>*\text{VtV}</th>
<th>*\text{MAP} (t.r)/ (Freq = higher)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a. ritə</td>
<td></td>
<td>*!</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. &gt; rirə</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The unfaithful /t/-to-flap mapping is grammatical in the word of higher frequency; it is ungrammatical in the word of lower frequency.
5.10 Previous accounts of Swedish ineffability and exceptions to it

5.10.1 Raffelsiefen 2002 on [a]~[a] ineffability

Raffelsiefen 2002 provides an account for the difference in treatment between [grɑːd] ‘straight’, with an ineffable neuter form; and [glɑːd] ‘glad’, with the overt neuter form [glatː]. As discussed in Chapter 4, she follows Elert 1979 in assuming that the mapping from [a] to [a] violates OO IDENT [back], which is crucially ranked above M-PARSE. This yields an ineffable neuter for [grɑːd] ‘straight’. In contrast, [glatː] differs from gr[atː] in that it occurs independently in the paradigm of the corresponding utrum [i.e., , non-neuter] form: it is the supine of the related verb glädja ‘to make happy’.

Raffelsiefen notes that

[t]he winning candidate violates constraint OO IDENT [±back] with respect to the adjective [glɑːd], but satisfies OO IDENT [±back] …with respect to the supine form [glatː].

The crucial assumption is that the neuter adjective has access to the supine form in its evaluation.

There are two reasons to doubt this approach. First, the neuter adjective is distinct from the verbal form in meaning. For example, one can refer to ett glatt leende ‘a happy smile’, where the adjective has no verbal meaning associated with it (the smile was not made happy, for example). To be fair, however, it should be noted that Raffelsiefen is not committed to a verbal interpretation of the neuter adjective.

---

80 Kiefer 1970 and Linell 1972 provide abstract morphological accounts, where the relevant word is given the feature [-Inflectable] (Kiefer 1970) or [-[-utrum, -pl]] (Linell 1972). I will presently focus on phonological accounts, rather than morphological accounts.

81 Recall from chapter 3 that Raffelsiefen also has a constraint against minimality, motivated by her assumptions of syllable structure, which are not relevant to the issue at hand.
Second, the approach fails to capture the other cases of frequency-triggered overtness. Recall the following forms, which have overt neuter forms, due to their high frequency.

(380)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>STEM</th>
<th>NEUTER</th>
<th>GLOSS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>n[yː]</td>
<td>n[y] + t:</td>
<td>‘new’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sn[eː]d</td>
<td>sn[e] + t:</td>
<td>‘crooked’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[vɔt]</td>
<td>v[ɔ] + t:</td>
<td>‘wet’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[sprɔːd]</td>
<td>spr[ɔ] + t:</td>
<td>‘crisp’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We noted other words with the same rimes that were ineffable. However, the words above are not homophonous with supine forms.

5.10.2 Accounts of ineffability of ‘afraid, neuter’

Recall that the neuter of adjectives ending in [dː] is also systematically ineffable: The words [fadː] ‘flat, stale’ and [rɛdː] ‘afraid’ have no neuter. Eliasson 1975 captures this fact by stipulating a constraint /*dd+D/, ruling out the suffixation of a dental consonant to a word ending in geminate /dː/. This is observationally adequate but fails to provide deeper insight into the phenomenon.

Raffelsiefen 2002 claims that this gap is the result of OO IDENT [LONG], stating that ‘[c]onsonants in derived forms must be identical to the corresponding long consonants in the base.’ This fails to permit cases of devoicing in the neuter, in examples such as the following, where the geminates are devoiced: (Linell et al. 1971:105, Hellberg 1974:144, SAG 1999:211):
McCarthy and Wolf (2005) rule out the neuter of ‘afraid’ by having OCP and Uniformity (‘no coalescence’) ranked higher than M-PARSE, which is indexed to the relevant grammatical category:

All else being equal, this approach incorrectly predicts a NULL PARSE for all [d]-final adjectives in the neuter, including stems ending in singleton [d]. The following is a tableau illustrating the generation of the neuter form of [rød] ‘red’, which has an overt neuter form [røt:].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>STEM</th>
<th>NEUTER</th>
<th>GLOSS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>sny[ɡ]</td>
<td>sny[ɡ] + t</td>
<td>‘tidy’</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sna[β]</td>
<td>sna[β] + t</td>
<td>‘fast, quick’</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>redː + t</th>
<th>OCP</th>
<th>UNIFORMITY</th>
<th>M-PARSE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a.</td>
<td>redː + t</td>
<td>&gt; 0</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b.</td>
<td>redː + t</td>
<td></td>
<td>*!</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c.</td>
<td>redː + t</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>*!</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
It is not rare for words ending in singleton [d] to generate overt neuters:

(383)  

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>OCP</th>
<th>Uniformity</th>
<th>M-Parse (ADJ-N-SING)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a.</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b.</td>
<td>*!</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c.</td>
<td>&gt;</td>
<td>*!</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(384)  

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>STEM</th>
<th>NEUTER</th>
<th>GLOSS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[breːd]</td>
<td>[brɛtː]</td>
<td>‘broad’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[dɔːd]</td>
<td>[dɔtː]</td>
<td>‘dead’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[røːd]</td>
<td>[røtː]</td>
<td>‘red’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[sprøːd]</td>
<td>[sprøtː]</td>
<td>‘crisp’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[ɡuːd]</td>
<td>[ɡɔtː]</td>
<td>‘good’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[snɛːd]</td>
<td>[snɛtː]</td>
<td>‘crooked’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[viːd]</td>
<td>[vɪtː]</td>
<td>‘white’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[blɪːd]</td>
<td>[blɪtː]</td>
<td>‘mild’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[solːd]</td>
<td>[soltː]</td>
<td>‘solid’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It is not rare for words ending in singleton [d] to generate overt neuters:

The pattern is clear and systematic.

Buchanan (2007) approaches the ineffable neuter for ‘afraid’ in a fashion that is similar to Raffelsiefen’s, discussed above. The crucial constraint is IDENT-IO [GEMINATE], which states that

Input and output geminate correspondents must

- have the same value of the feature [voice]
• not be coalesced
• not share features with adjacent segments (Buchanan 2007:17)

This generates the ineffable NULL PARSE output for the word ‘afraid’:

(385)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>/rädd + t/</th>
<th>OCP (COR)</th>
<th>ID-IO [GEM]</th>
<th>M-PARSE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a. räddt</td>
<td>*!</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. rätt</td>
<td></td>
<td>*!</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. &gt; ⊘</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


(386) = (381)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>STEM</th>
<th>NEUTER</th>
<th>GLOSS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>sny[ɡ:]</td>
<td>sny[ɡː] + t</td>
<td>‘tidy’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sna[ɔː]</td>
<td>sna[ɔː] + t</td>
<td>‘fast, quick’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Buchanan also provides a problematic account for the difference between the participle, which surfaces overtly in the neuter form. He crucially assumes that the participial suffix is singleton /d/, and is rendered long by virtue of coalescence with a preceding /d/. The following is his tableau for the neuter participle of [rexa] ‘prepare’:
According to Buchanan, the constraint IDENT-IO [GEMINATE] does not apply, since there is no geminate in the UR.

This crucial assumption is incorrect. The participle is a geminate suffix, and the long consonant is not the result of coalescence with a preceding geminate, but surfaces in vowel-final stems, as discussed in Chapter 3.

Furthermore, the neuter suffix is also geminate in UR, as the following data illustrate:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>STEM</th>
<th>NEUTER</th>
<th>GLOSS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[bloː]</td>
<td>[blɔːt]</td>
<td>‘blue’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[groː]</td>
<td>[grɔːt]</td>
<td>‘grey’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[friː]</td>
<td>[fɾiːt]</td>
<td>‘free’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
These suffixes are geminate in UR. Their length is not the result of coalescence: recall from Chapter 3 that it is simply not the case that a sequence of identical consonants triggers gemination in Swedish. If a singleton consonant is suffixed after a singleton stem-final consonant, the result is a singleton consonant. This was illustrated with the present tense suffix /t/ and the genitive /s/.

This being the case, Buchanan’s account fails to predict the correct outcome in the case of neuter participles, which involve the suffixation of two geminate suffixes:

(390)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>/truːdːtː tː/</th>
<th>OCP (COR)</th>
<th>ID-IO [GEM]</th>
<th>M-PARSE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a. truddtt</td>
<td>*!</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. &gt; trutt</td>
<td>*!</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. ◊</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>◊</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Buchanan’s (2007) account predicts that the neuter participle should be ineffable, since it is geminate in UR; but it is not ineffable. Candidate (b) is the surface form.

5.11 Comparisons to Pinker 1984 and Bybee 2001

The present account is of course not the first attempt at considering exceptional morphophonological patterns associated with words of high frequency. The proposals of Pinker 1984 and Bybee 2001 merit discussion and comparison.
5.11.1 Pinker 1984

Pinker 1984 discusses the phenomenon of blocking, as driven by frequency. Accessing an irregular form involves accessing a representation in memory; this represses the application of the regular rule. This blocking assumes a specific grammatical architecture. In particular, words and rules are accessed in parallel. This specific architecture seems promising for the case that Pinker discusses: it seems reasonable that an overt exceptional form blocks an overt regular form.

Notice that the ineffability patterns that were discussed above constitute a different situation. Here a lack of an output—the NULL PARSE candidate ‘Ø’—blocks the application of a regular rule. It is not obvious how the NULL PARSE candidate should block the application of the rule. Also, to turn the problem on its head, it is not obvious how the stop the NULL PARSE candidate from blocking rule application in words of high frequency.

5.11.2 Bybee 2001

Bybee 2001 provides a usage-based account of phonology, and some points of comparison are in order. The frequency effects that Bybee focuses on involve reduction of form, and she ties reduction of form directly to frequency. Bybee (2001:8) makes the direct connection between repetition and reduction:

Repetition leads to reduction of form. […] Greetings become reduced, (how are you becomes hi), grammaticizing phrases with increasing frequency reduce and compress (going to becomes gonna)….

Bybee focuses on reductive patterns, so she claims that ‘structural properties are…derived from usage…’ (Bybee 2001:110) The claim is accurate, as long as the ‘structural properties’ are precisely reductive properties. The frequency-sensitive
ineffability of Swedish and Spanish—where forms change from INEFFABLE to OVERT due to high frequency—cannot trivially be derived from ‘usage’ (except in the trivial sense of the notion).

Another important difference between Bybee’s usage-based account and the present account of frequency-sensitive effects involves the locus of the sound-change in the architecture of the speaker. For Bybee (2001:61), the reduced form is in lexicon, not in grammar.

The development of special phonological properties in high-frequency words and phrases entails two properties of language: first, that high levels of use lead to reduction and, second, that such reduction, as specific to these items, must be represented as part of their stored image.

We might contrast this with the present proposal, where phonological frequency effects are in the grammar, as an index on faithfulness constraints.

5.11.3 A novel usage-based proposal

One might suggest a usage-based approach to the facts of Swedish, if one assumes that the difference between the paradigms that have overt forms and those that have gaps involves access (or non-access) to listed forms, such that ‘happy’ has the listed neuter form /glat:/, but ‘straight’ lacks the listed neuter form /grat:/.

Then a constraint such as USELISTED (Zuraw 2000) might rule out the NULL PARSE in the former, but not in the latter. USELISTED states that ‘the input portion of a candidate must be a single lexical entry’ (Zuraw 2000:50).
In the case of non-problematic vowel-alternations, the relevant faithfulness constraint is simply ranked lower than M-PARSE, such that the faithful candidate emerges as optimal:

(393)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>‘blue, n’</th>
<th>USELISTED</th>
<th>*MAP (a,a)</th>
<th>M-PARSE</th>
<th>*MAP (o,o)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a. &gt; blɔt:</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. ⊙</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>*!</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(391)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>‘glad, n.’</th>
<th>USELISTED</th>
<th>*MAP (a,a)</th>
<th>M-PARSE</th>
<th>*MAP (o,o)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a. /glad+ t:/→[glat:]</td>
<td>*!</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. &gt; /glat:/→[glat:]</td>
<td></td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. ⊙</td>
<td>*!</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(392)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>‘straight, n.’</th>
<th>USELISTED</th>
<th>*MAP (a,a)</th>
<th>M-PARSE</th>
<th>*MAP (o,o)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a. /grad+ t:/→[grat:]</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*!</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. &gt; ⊙</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
This usage-based approach makes different predictions than the grammatical approach above, where all the forms are generated by the grammar, without listing. In the usage-based approach, a language learner cannot innovate the neuter form, since the listing must be established in the ambient language (i.e., it must be ‘listed’). In the grammatical approach above, however, an unattested neuter form can be innovated independent of diachronic establishment. Probing this empirical difference is a non-trivial matter. However, I have isolated one item of Swedish which may have changed from ineffable to overt within one generation. The data are inconclusive, but worthy of reflection. Holmes & Hinchliffe (2003:64) list the word *pigg* ‘brisk’ as ineffable in the neuter. Interestingly, this word also has the lowest frequency in the plural form in Allén et al (1970-1980) among adjectives ending in geminate [ɡː].

(394) | STEM    | NEUTER  | GLOSS  | ALLÉN (PL) |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>pi[ɡː]</td>
<td>INEFFABLE ‘brisk’</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hjy[ɡː]</td>
<td>hjy[ɡː] + t[^82]</td>
<td>‘shy’</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sny[ɡː]</td>
<td>sny[ɡː] + t</td>
<td>‘tidy’</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>try[ɡː]</td>
<td>try[ɡː] + t</td>
<td>‘safe’</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Perhaps the judgment of ineffability is linked to its low frequency.

Strikingly, the word appears to have increased in frequency in the last 15 years. The form of the adjective ‘brisk’ with the /a/ suffix (plural and definite singular/plural) is now more common than the adjective ‘shy’. The number of attestations of the –a form of the relevant adjectives on Google is as follows:

[^82]: Recall from chapter 3 that the suffix is degeminated after a consonant; see Teleman 1969 for discussion.
(395) | STEM | GLOSS | GOOGLE (-A) |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>piːɡː</td>
<td>‘brisk’</td>
<td>243,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fjyːɡː</td>
<td>‘shy’</td>
<td>39,400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>snyːɡː</td>
<td>‘tidy’</td>
<td>3,590,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tryːɡː</td>
<td>‘safe’</td>
<td>852,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notice that the frequency of ‘brisk’ is more than 6 times higher than the frequency of ‘shy’. Along with this increased frequency, it also appears that the neuter is no longer ineffable. The neuter form of ‘brisk’, written *piggt*, is attested 51,500 times on Google.\(^{83}\)

I am reluctant to amplify the significance of one datum with a frequency of 1 in Allén et al. (1970-1980)’s corpus of only 1,000,000 words. Clearly, further examples of this type of phenomenon should be considered before jumping to conclusions about speakers’ capacity to innovate paradigmatic forms that are not listed in the ambient language. Nevertheless, the example is suggestive.

The usage-based approach and the grammatical approach also make different predictions if the frequency of a lemma falls dramatically within one generation of speakers. In such a case, the usage-based approach predicts maintenance of an overt form, since the diachronically established listing will presumably remain at least for one generation of speakers. According to the grammatical account, paradigm gaps are directly related to frequency, so a fall in a morpheme’s frequency can directly result in a paradigm gap; no diachronically established listings leave their residue in this account. Again, probing this question empirically is not an easy matter.

\(^{83}\) There is no homograph in Swedish.
5.12 Local summary

I have presented an account of frequency-sensitive ineffability, according to which a morpheme’s frequency index is part of its UR. The ranking of faithfulness constraints depends on this frequency index. According to this approach, frequency effects are part of the grammar proper—the constraint system—rather than some extragrammatical performance system.
6 Experiments

6.1 Introduction

This chapter describes the structure and results of five experiments, whose goal was to assess the validity of the P-maps in chapters 1 through 4. The experiments involve detection of [n] in various contexts; distinguishing [ən] from [an] and from [ɔn]; repetition blindness triggered by [ənən], [anən], and [ɔnən]; perceptibility of degemination; and perceptual distances between vocalic tense/lax pairs.

6.2 Detection of [n] : Method

6.2.1 Introduction

Recall from Chapter 1 that the realization of the Swedish definite article /n/ depends on the stem-final segment: if the stem ends in a vowel, there is generally no epenthesis before the suffix; if it ends in a lateral, there is metrically conditioned epenthesis; and if it ends in a nasal, there is obligatory epenthesis. It was argued that epenthesis served to render the nasal suffix perceptually salient.

To test whether the sound [n] differed in perceptibility depending on whether the preceding sound was a nasal, a lateral, or vowel, an AX discrimination task was prepared, featuring three conditions. Participants indicated by a mouse click whether the pair of tokens just heard were the same word or different words.

6.2.2 Stimulus preparation

The stimuli were recorded by three native speakers of Swedish in the Los Angeles area. The identified themselves as native speakers of Swedish in a pre-recording questionnaire, and they spoke the language fluently in interactions with the experimenter.
Nonsense words featuring each of the three conditions were recorded. These nonsense words were constructed by combining attested rimes with attested onsets, resulting in unattested words. For the post-nasal condition, the rimes [ɣmn], [ɛmn], [ømn], [amn], [aŋn], [γŋn], [øŋn], and [ɛŋn] are attested in the lexicon, as are the minimally different rimes with no final [n]: [ɣmː], [ɛmː], [ømː], [amː], [γŋː], [aŋː], [øŋː], and [ɛŋː]. The test items were constructed using these rimes with attested onsets. For the post-lateral condition, the rimes [ɑːln] and either [oːln] or [ɔln] (depending on dialect of the subject) are attested. So test items were constructed using these rimes with attested onsets. Also, the attested rimes without a wordfinal [n] were used: [ɑːl], and either [oːln] or [ɔːl]. For the post-vocalic condition, the rimes [iːn], [yːn], [ɛːn], [øːn], [ɛːn], [uːn], [oːn], and [aːn] are all attested; as are the rimes without the final [n]: [iː], [yː], [ɛː], [øː], [uː], [uː], [aː], and [aː]. The test-items were constructed using these rimes, combined with attested onsets, resulting in nonce words. There were 12 ‘same’ items in each condition, and 12 ‘different’ items in each condition. With 3 conditions, that gives 72 total test items.

The stimulus speakers uttered the nonsense words (based on orthographic cues) in the frame sentence ‘It was ______ I said’ (Swedish: De’ va’ ______ ja’ sa’). This ensured a uniform prosodic contour for each item. The speakers were recorded in a soundproof booth using PCQuirer software on a Dell Optiplex 170L computer and a Shure SM10a headworn microphone.

The items were edited out of the carrier sentence; the full nasal closure was included in all nasal-final items; the release of the nasal’s oral closure was not part of any edited token.
After recording was done, the average intensity of each speaker’s utterances was set at 70 dB. This was done on PRAAT software (Boersma & Weenink 2008), by using the commands Modify: Scale Intensity.

Since the carrier sentence has a high front glide [j] after the sample word, there was some [j]-coloring on the second half of the vowel-final items. The [j]-colored portion of the vowel was edited out, and the remaining first part was lengthened by using ‘duration points’ in PRAAT software. They were lengthened to a duration that sounded natural. Also the sound quality was checked for naturalness.

There were 24 pairs in each condition; among those 24, 12 of the pairs were ‘same’; 12 were ‘different’. Half of the pairs in the nasal condition featured a coda nasal [m]; half featured a coda nasal [n].

The MATLAB program randomized the order of the elements of each pair. The order among the pairs was also randomized. The ratio same/different was 1:1. Among the same stimuli, half lacked a final [n], and half featured a final [n]. Among the ‘different’ stimuli, the order of the stimuli were randomized, so that half of the time the first item featured the final [n], and the second item lacked the final [n]; half of the time the order was the opposite.

6.2.3 Testing procedure

The test was run on 16 individuals in Los Angeles area, who identified themselves in a pre-experiment questionnaire as being native speakers of Swedish. They also identified themselves as not having any hearing disabilities or disabilities in their hands and fingers (to click on a mouse).

---

84 The paired stimuli are listed in appendix 12.
The test was run using MATLAB software on a Dell Latitude D810 laptop computer, with Sony MDR-V200 headphones and a Logitech corded USB optical mouse with two buttons (left and right).

To ensure that the task was non-trivial, different voices were paired in the test items. With three voices recorded, there were three different pairs. This ensured that the task involved matching phonological representations, rather than merely matching phonetic impressions. With the order of the items randomized, this provided six different voice/order combinations.

Five trivially ‘same’ items were added; five trivially ‘different’ items were added. The trivially ‘same’ items were in fact the identical sound-file. The trivially ‘different’ items were totally unrelated tokens, with different consonants or different stressed vowels. These were added as a criterion to reject subjects who were not paying attention. It was decided that a minimum of 90% accuracy among these items would be necessary to be included in the analysis. No subject was in fact rejected in this experiment.

The output volume on the computer was set at maximum for all subjects. The tests were run in quiet places with minimal noise or disturbance: sometimes a soundproof booth in the UCLA Psycholinguistic Lab was used, but sometimes a quiet room in the subject’s home was used.

Subjects were given instructions (in Swedish) to press a button on a mouse marked ‘SAME WORD’ (Swedish: ‘SAMMA ORD’) if they heard two voices say the same word; and to press a button marked ‘DIFFERENT WORDS’ (Swedish: ‘OLIKA ORD’) if they heard two voices say different words. Subjects were asked to work as quickly and accurately as possible. These instructions were written on the computer screen, and were also read aloud. Subjects were instructed to hold the mouse with both
hands, and use their thumbs to click on the buttons. To circumvent a bias of right/left-handedness resulting in skewed RTs, the association with the left button or right button with ‘SAME WORD’ was altered between subjects, so for 50% of the subjects it was associated with the left button, and for 50% with the right button. The Swedish phrases ‘SAMMA ORD’ and ‘OLIKA ORD’ were taped to the mouse buttons, and the phrases also appeared on the screen on the right or left side, respectively, matching the ordering on the mouse buttons.

The MATLAB software recorded the response (same/different) given by the subject, and also recorded the RT, starting from the end of the second item of each pair.

6.2.4 A complication in the stimuli

As noted, there is dialect variation among the lateral-n rimes; the crucial word is spelled *moln*, and means ‘cloud’. This is a very common word (it is not technical or rare; any weather forecast would feature it multiple times), but its rime is hapax. In some dialects, it is pronounced with the rime [ɔːln] and in other dialects the rime is pronounced [ɔln]. To make sure that people were only tested on words with rimes attested in their dialect, two lists were prepared for words in the lateral-n condition. Half of the items on these two lists were identical: the rimes [ɑːl] and [ɑːln] are always phonotactically acceptable (there is no variability in the pronunciation of the word [ɑːln] ‘ell’). However, the second half of the lists were different, depending on whether the subject pronounced the word ‘cloud’ as [moːln] or as [mɔln]. For speakers who pronounce ‘cloud’ as [moːln], nonsense words with the rimes [ɔːl] and [ɔːln] were recorded. For speakers who pronounce ‘cloud’ as [mɔln], nonsense words with the rimes [ɔːl] or [ɔln] were recorded. There were, then, two versions of the perception test. Before taking the test, subjects were asked to read aloud a text about clouds, where the
relevant word appeared several times.\textsuperscript{85} Depending on their pronunciation of the word, they took the version of the perception test featuring the [ɔːl] and [ɔːln] rimes, or the version with the [ɔːl] and [ɔːln] rimes. There were 9 subjects who took the test with the [ɔːl] and [ɔːln] rimes, and there were 7 who took the test with the [ɔːl] and [ɔːln] rimes.

6.2.5 Practice trials and test trials

Nine practice trials were given—three from each condition (AA, BB, AB)—with answers given. These did not include ‘trivially same’ or ‘trivially different’ items.

The test items—excluding the practice trials—were run three times, with new randomizations of order (both within pairs and among pairs) each time. The tokens used in the practice trials were not used in the actual test. There were 72 different test trials total; since the test was run 3 times, there were 72x3 = 216 total test items.

\begin{table}[h]
\centering
\begin{tabular}{|l|c|c|c|}
\hline
 & N_ & L_ & V_ \\
\hline
same & 12 & 12 & 12 \\
\hline
different & 12 & 12 & 12 \\
\hline
\end{tabular}
\caption{Trial counts}
\end{table}

x 3 blocks
x 16 subjects

This experiment was run in tandem with the other experiments discussed below. There was no break in the test.

\textsuperscript{85} This is included as appendix 13.
6.3 Detection of [n]: Results and discussion

6.3.1 d’ analysis

The sensitivity index d’ (Macmillan & Creelman 2005) provides the separation between the means of signal and noise distributions. A higher d’ indicates that a signal can be more readily detected. The signal detection of the presence of [n] in three conditions was analyzed, to determine the detectability of the ∅/n difference in each context (after a nasal, after a lateral, and after a vowel). For the present study, the equation for d’ that was used was the difference between the z-transform of the Hit Rate and the z-transform of the False Alarm Rate (d’ = z(H) - z(F)). The mean d’ (averaging over subjects) for the post-nasal condition was 1.023; for the post-lateral condition it was higher, at 2.009; for the post-vocalic condition it dipped to 1.878. The reason for the dip in the post-vocalic condition will be discussed below. The ceiling d’ was 4.405.

A repeated measures ANOVA was performed on the data, using Stata software. The independent variable was context. There were three levels: post-nasal, post-lateral, and post-vocalic. The dependent variable was d’, the sensitivity index. The omnibus test resulted in F(2, 30) = 18.67; p < 0.001. The difference between the post-nasal condition and the post-lateral condition resulted in t(30) = 5.63; p < 0.001; α = .017, with a Bonferroni adjustment. The following graph illustrates the result, with the 16 subjects on the x-axis, and their d’ values for the two conditions on the y-axis. This graph, and subsequent graphs, are organized such that one of the variables is in increasing order (here, the d’ values in the post-nasal condition).
Note that the $d'$ for the post-lateral condition is almost always higher than that of the post-nasal condition. The nasal is easier to hear after a lateral than after another nasal.

The difference in signal detection between the post-nasal condition and the post-vocalic condition was also highly significant, with $t(30) = 4.88; p < 0.001; \alpha = 0.017$, with a Bonferroni adjustment.
The $d'$ value of the post-vocalic condition is almost always higher than that of the post-nasal condition. It is easier to detect an [n] after a vowel than after a nasal.

The difference between the post-lateral condition and the post-vocalic condition, with $t(30)=0.75$, was nonsignificant; $p = 0.461$; $\alpha = 0.017$, with a Bonferroni adjustment.
This is, then, a null result. It was assumed that the nasal would be easier to perceive after vowel than after a lateral; thereby explaining why there is generally no epenthesis after a vowel, but conditional epenthesis after a lateral.

There are two potential reasons for this unexpected result; both are errors in experiment design. First, there was a task-related confusion. Recall that different voices were used in the same/different task; no test items featured the same voice. This resulted in confusion on the part of the subjects, such that they attended to minute phonetic differences between the voices and their different dialects. So, the number of false alarm ‘different’ responses was amplified in the post-vocalic condition, because it was precisely in the post-vocalic condition that dialect differences were most prominent: this condition, in contrast to the other conditions, only featured long vowels. The other conditions, with short vowels, did not reveal as much dialect variation.

This is not mere speculation. Several subjects, upon completing the task, pointed out that the speakers had different dialects. One subject was convinced that this
dialect variation was the point of the exercise (he claimed this explicitly after he was done), and his false alarm rate in the post-vocalic condition (where dialect variation was most obvious) was 25.7%. In contrast, his false alarm rate in the post-lateral condition was 1.4%. A better experiment design would use speakers of the exact same dialect for all of the stimuli.

A further issue that favored the high accuracy in the post-lateral condition was the vowels in this condition: they were limited to [ɔː] or [ɔ], as well as [ɑː]. The word-final nasal spreads its nasalization leftward to the vowel, and these vowels, being non-high, carry nasalization very clearly (Beddor 1993). That means that the cue for the presence/absence of a word-final nasal could be noted well before the nasal consonant was actually pronounced. In contrast, the words in the post-vocalic condition included [iː] and [yː]. These high front vowels do not carry nasalization so clearly. One subject even noted that the Stockholm [iː] always sounded to her like it is followed by [n] (that is, it sounded nasal to her), so she found this task difficult.

A better experiment design would limit the vowels in the post-vocalic condition to [ɔː] and [ɑː], so that there is no difference in the ability for the vowels to cue nasality in the post-lateral condition and in the post-vocalic condition.

### 6.3.2 Reaction time analysis

The experiment on the perceptibility of [n] in the post-nasal, post-lateral, and post-vocalic condition was also analyzed in terms of the natural logarithm of RTs on correct answers in the ‘different’ condition. After discarding ln(RT)s that were more than 2 standard deviations from the mean, the mean ln(RT) in the post-nasal condition was -.062 ( = 1064 msec.); the mean ln(RT) in the post-lateral condition was -0.064 ( = 938 msec.), and the mean ln(RT) in the post-vocalic condition was -0.231 ( = 794
A repeated measures ANOVA was applied to the results, using Stata software. The independent variables were context (three levels: post-nasal, post-lateral, and post-vocalic), and the dependent variable was ln(RT). An omnibus test resulted in $F(2,29) = 12.21$, with $p < 0.001$.

Comparing the post-nasal condition and the post-lateral condition resulted in $t(29) = -2.39$; $p = 0.023$, with $\alpha = 0.017$, with a Bonferroni adjustment.

Note that most of the post-lateral RTs are lower than the post-nasal RTs, suggesting that the difference is easier to perceive in the post-lateral condition. A crucial exception is subject 16, who has a very high post-lateral RT. This will be discussed below. Subject 15 did not identify any of the post-nasal ‘different’ items accurately, so there are no RTs for him in that condition.

Comparing the post-nasal condition and the post-vocalic condition revealed a highly significant result, with $t(29) = -4.94$; $p < 0.001$; $\alpha = 0.017$, including a Bonferroni adjustment.
The post-vocalic RTs are generally lower than the post-nasal RTs; the detection of [n] is easier in the post-vocalic condition than in the post-nasal condition; a result independently established in the d’ analysis above.

Comparing the post-lateral condition with the post-vocalic condition resulted in $t(29) = 2.61; p = 0.014, \alpha = .017$, with a Bonferroni adjustment.
Note that the RTs in the post-vocalic condition are generally lower than those in the post-lateral condition, showing that the presence/absence of [n] is easier to discern in the post-vocalic position.

6.3.3 The post-nasal and post-lateral conditions revisited

Recall that the contrast between the post-nasal RT and the post-lateral RT resulted in a statistically nonsignificant result, $p=0.023$; $\alpha=.017$, with a Bonferroni adjustment. This is surprising, since the $d'$ analysis revealed a significant difference between these conditions. However, there is reason to doubt the accuracy of the value $p=0.023$, since it is based on equal weighting among all subjects’ mean ln(RT)s. That is, a subject whose mean is based on 3 correct responses carries equal weight as a subject whose mean is based on 29 correct responses (these are actual figures). Surely a mean based on 29 observations is more reliable than one based on 3 observations. To ensure maximal accuracy in the means of the ln(RT), a repeated measures ANOVA with
‘analytic weights’ was done, using Stata software; here, the ‘analytic weights’ were the number of correct responses in the ‘different’ condition.

The total means remained unchanged, of course: the mean ln(RT) in the post-nasal condition it was .062 ( = 1064 msec.); in the post-lateral condition -0.064 ( = 938 msec.); and in the post-vocalic condition -0.231 ( = 794 msec.). The omnibus test produced F(2,29) =25.50; p <0.0001.

Most importantly, the contrast between the post-nasal condition and the post-lateral condition was now highly significant, with t(29)= -4.27; p < 0.001, with α = 0.017. The reason for this change is clear when we consider the graph. The boxes on the graph have been altered in size such that their area is proportional to the subject’s number of correct responses in the relevant condition; in other words, the box’s area corresponds to the value’s weight.

Notice that when the boxes of the post-nasal condition are very large, they are above the post-lateral condition. When the boxes of the post-nasal condition are below the post-
lateral condition, they are remarkably small. Subject number 16, for example, had only 3 correct answers out of 36 (18 being chance performance) in the post-nasal condition, and only 11 correct in the post-lateral condition (18 being chance performance); so his weights are accordingly small.

Applying an ANOVA with analytic weights maintains the significant results in the other conditions. The contrast between the post-nasal and post-vocalic conditions yield $t(29) = -7.11; p < 0.001$, with $\alpha = 0.017$, including a Bonferroni adjustment. Likewise, the contrast between the post-lateral condition and the post-vocalic condition yielded $t(29) = 3.36; p = 0.002$; with $\alpha = 0.017$, including a Bonferroni adjustment.

So, an ANOVA with analytic weights reveals that RTs in the task of identifying the difference between presence/absence of word-final [n] vary significantly depending on whether the sound preceding [n] is nasal, lateral, or vocalic.

6.3.4 A potential confound

A potential confound would result from variability in the duration of the nasal in the three conditions: assuming that the crucial information is the actual nasal consonant, a shorter nasal in the post-nasal condition could potentially explain the larger RTs in this condition. This is so, because the onset of the word-final nasal is the definitive evidence for ‘difference’ in the relevant condition.

To clarify, let us distinguish the Truthful Reaction Time (TRT, the duration from the onset of the nasal consonant until the mouse-click) and the Recorded Reaction Time (RRT, the duration from the end of the nasal consonant until the mouse-click). Consider the situation where there are two items with identical TRTs; assume furthermore that the duration of the nasals are different in the two items. This would result in two distinct RRTs. The shorter the nasal, the longer the RRT; the longer the
nasal, the shorter the RRT. In this way, the duration of the nasal can result in illusory differences in RRT.

Such a confound is not present in this study, however. First, the differences in nasal duration are minute compared to the differences in RTs in the three conditions. The average ln(duration) of the nasal consonant in the post-nasal, post-lateral, and post-vocalic conditions are -2.55, -2.76, and -2.77, respectively. These nasal durations correspond to values of 78 msec., 63 msec., and 62 msec., respectively. These might be compared to the average ln(RT) of the three conditions, which are +0.062, -0.064, and -0.231, respectively. These RTs correspond to durations of 1064 msec., 938 msec., and 794 msec., respectively.

Furthermore, notice that the duration of the nasals in the three conditions goes against the potential confound: the nasal is longest in the post-nasal condition (where the RTs are the longest) and shortest in the post-vocalic condition (where RTs are the shortest).

6.3.5 Local summary

Summing up the results, a d’ analysis showed that it was significantly harder to discern the presence/absence of [n] in the post-nasal condition than in the post-lateral condition or the post-vocalic condition. It failed to show any significant difference between the post-lateral and post-vocalic conditions. RT analysis without weights established that discernment of [n] in the post-nasal condition was more difficult than in post-vocalic condition; and discernment in the post-lateral condition was also more difficult than the post-vocalic condition. No significant difference was established between the post-nasal condition and the post-lateral condition. RT analysis with analytic weights established that the discernment of [n] in the post-nasal condition was
more difficult than in the post-lateral condition and in the post-vocalic condition; furthermore, the post-lateral condition was more difficult than the post-vocalic condition.

The following chart summarizes the findings of the preceding sections:
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Post-nasal vs. post-lateral</th>
<th>Post-lateral vs. post-vocalic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ANOVA of d’</td>
<td>t(30) = 5.63</td>
<td>t(30) = 0.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>p &lt; 0.001 (&lt; α)</td>
<td>p = 0.461</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unweighted ANOVA of RT</td>
<td>t(29) = -2.39</td>
<td>t(29) = 2.61; p = 0.014 (&lt; α)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>p = 0.023</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weighted ANOVA of RT</td>
<td>t(29) = -4.27</td>
<td>t(29) = 3.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>p &lt; 0.001 (&lt; α)</td>
<td>p = 0.002 (&lt; α)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Statistically significant results are in boldfaced boxes.

6.4 Distinguishing [an] and [ən] from [ən]: Method

6.4.1 Introduction

Recall that the definite article /ən/ fails to surface after unstressed [ən] and [an], but surfaces overtly after unstressed [ən]. For example, the definite form of /ˈmyrən+ən/ ‘the myrtle’ and /ˈjɪslən+ən/ ‘the hostage’ are [ˈmyrən] and [ˈjɪslən], respectively; whereas the definite form of /ˈmərgən+ən/ is [ˈmərgənən], with an overt suffix. The explanation was that the words for ‘the myrtle’ and ‘the hostage’ feature segment combinations that trigger repetition blindness: for ‘the myrtle’, [ən] is trivially similar to itself; for ‘the hostage’, [ən] is sufficiently similar to [an] to trigger repetition blindness. ‘The morning’, on the other hand, features the sequence [ən] followed by
[ən], and these are not sufficiently close to trigger repetition blindness. So the assumption is that the difference between unstressed [ən]/[ən] is greater than the difference between unstressed [an]/[ən].

To establish this claim, an AX discrimination task was constructed, featuring nonsense words including the relevant unstressed syllables. Participants indicated by a mouse click whether the pair of tokens just heard represented the same word or different words.

6.4.2 Stimulus preparation

To avoid a confound of coarticulation in the unstressed vowel, where it might be colored by the preceding vowel, all stimuli were prepared by splicing. First, I will discuss the original recordings which were used as raw material for splicing; then I will consider the words that resulted from the splicing.

The stimuli were recorded by three native speakers of Swedish in the Los Angeles area. The identified themselves as native speakers, and they spoke the language fluently.

Three speakers were recorded saying the words /tV,tːV,n/ and /kV,kːV,n/, where the vowels varied between [a ə/e ə ɔ]. The speakers worked from orthographic cues. So the following words were recorded: [ˈtɛːtːən], [ˈtæːtːən], [ˈtɔːtːən], [ˈkɛːkːən], [ˈkɑːkːən], and [ˈkɔːkːən]. They were instructed by example to pronounce them with Accent 1 (one of the Swedish pitch accents), to ensure uniformity among speakers. This pitch accent was illustrated by example. This pitch accent replication was non-problematic. Two tokens of each type were recorded by each speaker.

86 Recall that short /e/ is realized as [ɛ] when under primary or secondary stress, and as [ə] when unstressed.
The recording was done in a soundproof booth using a Shure SM10a headworn microphone and PCQuirer software on a Dell Optiplex 170L computer. The tokens were uttered in the carrier sentence ‘It was ____ I said’ (Swedish: De’ va’ ____ ja’ sa’). This carrier sentence ensures main stress on the token of interest, and uniform prosodic structure.

After recording was done, the words were edited out of their carrier sentence, and the average intensity of each speaker’s utterances was set at 70 dB.

The stimuli were constructed from these words, by means of splicing. The stimuli were of the form /tVt:Vn/ and /kVk:Vn/, where the vowels varied between [ɛ/œ], [a], and [ɔ]. A stimulus like [tat:an] was produced by the splicing together of the first half of [tat:an] (i.e., [tat:]) and the second half of [tæt:an] (i.e., [an]). Stimuli of the form CV₁C:V₁n—where the two vowels are identical—were spliced together from two distinct tokens of the same type. That is, a stimulus like [tat:an] was produced by splicing the first half of one token of [tat:an] (i.e., [tat:]) with the second half of a different token of [tat:an] (i.e., [an]). Thus, all stimuli were spliced.

The combination /kɔk:Vn/ was not used, since /kɔk:an/ ‘the cook’ is a real Swedish word, which would skew the perception of the vowels.

The stimuli were paired up, to construct an AX same/different discrimination task. To make sure that the task was not trivial, the voice of the first token in a pair was always different from the voice of the second token in the pair.

The made-up words of the form /tVt:Vn/ and /kVk:Vn/ were paired in the following way: In the ‘same’ condition, /CV:C:an/ was paired with itself; /CV:C:an/ was paired with itself; and /CV:C:an/ was paired with itself. In the ‘different’ condition, /CV:C:an/ was paired with /CV:C:an/ twice (with order randomized each time); and
/CVCːən/ was paired with /CVCːən/ twice (with order randomized each time). So, the ratio same/different was 3:4. The resulting stimuli pairs were as follows:

(405) ['tatːən'] ['tatːən']

['tatːən'] ['tatːən']

['tatːən'] ['tatːən']

['tatːən'] ['tatːən'] x2 (randomized order)

['tatːən'] ['tatːən'] x2 (randomized order)

['tɛ̝tːən'] ['tɛ̝tːən']

['tɛ̝tːən'] ['tɛ̝tːən']

['tɛ̝tːən'] ['tɛ̝tːən']

['tɛ̝tːən'] ['tɛ̝tːən'] x2 (randomized order)

['tɛ̝tːən'] ['tɛ̝tːən'] x2 (randomized order)

['tɔtːən'] ['tɔtːən']

['tɔtːən'] ['tɔtːən']

['tɔtːən'] ['tɔtːən']

['tɔtːən'] ['tɔtːən'] x2 (randomized order)

['tɔtːən'] ['tɔtːən'] x2 (randomized order)

['kɛ̝ːkːən'] ['kɛ̝ːkːən']

['kɛ̝ːkːən'] ['kɛ̝ːkːən']

['kɛ̝ːkːən'] ['kɛ̝ːkːən']

['kɛ̝ːkːən'] ['kɛ̝ːkːən'] x2 (randomized order)

['kɛ̝ːkːən'] ['kɛ̝ːkːən'] x2 (randomized order)
Five trivially ‘same’ items were added; five trivially ‘different’ items were added. The trivially ‘same’ items were in fact the same sound-file. The trivially ‘different’ items were totally unrelated tokens, with different consonants or different stressed vowels. These were added to use as a criterion to reject subjects who were not paying attention. It was decided that a minimum of 90% accuracy among these items would be necessary to be included in the analysis. No subject was in fact rejected.

6.4.3 Testing procedure

The equipment and structure of the listening task was the same as in the experiment testing perceptibility of nasals.

6.4.4 Practice trials

Five practice trials were given—three in the ‘same’ condition (one for each vowel), and two in the ‘different’ condition (featuring the contrast [ən]/[an] and [ɔn]/[ɔn]). Answers for the practice trials were given on the computer screen.
6.5  Distinguishing [an] and [ɔn] from [ən]: Results and discussion

6.5.1  d’ analysis

To determine whether the difference [ɔn]/[ən] was significantly greater than the difference [an]/[ən], the d’ values of 12 subjects were analysed. The mean d’ value for the [ɔn]/[ən] condition was 3.528, and the mean d’ value for the [an]/[ən] condition was 2.095. The ceiling d’ was 4.003. A paired samples t-test was performed on SPSS software, with the independent variables were condition (two levels: [an]/[ən] or [ɔn]/[ən]), and d’ was the dependent variable. The influence of condition was significant: t(11) = 7.871; p<0.001.

![Graph showing d' values](image)

Notice that for each subject, the ability to notice the distinction [ɔn]/[ən] condition is consistently higher than the ability to notice the distinction [an]/[ən].

6.5.2  Reaction time analysis

If the distinction [an]/[ən] is more difficult to perceive than the distinction [ɔn]/[ən], we would expect there to be a greater RT associated with the correct
distinction [an]/[ən] than with the correct distinction [ən]/[ən]. To ascertain this, the ln(RT) values (on the correct responses on the different items) of 12 subjects were analysed. The mean ln(RT) for the [an]/[ən] condition was -0.360 (i.e., 698 msec.), and the mean ln(RT) for the [ən]/[ən] condition was -0.508 (i.e., 602 msec.). A paired samples t-test was performed on SPSS software, with condition as the independent variable (two levels: [an]/[ən] and [ən]/[ən]), and ln(RT) as the dependent variable. This showed that the difference is significant: \( t(11) = 2.981; p=0.012 \). A graph of the result follows:

Note that the RTs for the condition [an]/[ən] are generally higher than those of condition [ən]/[ən]: the distinction is more difficult to perceive in the former than in the latter.

6.5.3 Local summary

The findings of both d’ analysis and RT analysis lend credence to the claim that \( \Delta ([an],[ən]) < \Delta ([ən],[ən]) \), which is necessary for an account that states that the
haplological definite form of words like \(\text{ˈvəntən}\) ‘the wait’ is driven by a gradient form of repetition blindness, the phenomenon which uncontroversially explains the lack of overt suffixation on words like \(\text{ˈmyrtnən}\) ‘the myrtle’. This contrasts with the overt definite marking in words like \(\text{ˈmorŋənən}\) ‘the morning’.

6.6 Repetition blindness triggered by \([ən],[an],[ən]: Method\)

6.6.1 Introduction

The previous experiment established that the perceptual distance between \([ən]\) and \([ən]\) is greater than that between \([an]\) and \([ən]\). It was not established that actual repetition blindness results from this similarity.

An AX same/different discrimination task was designed to test whether the difference \([ənən]/[ən]\) and \([anən]/[an]\) is smaller than the difference \([ənən]/[ən]\). That result would establish whether repetition blindness renders the last syllable in \([ənən]\) and \([anən]\) hard to perceive. Participants indicated by a mouse click whether the pair of tokens just heard represented the same word or different words.

6.6.2 Stimulus preparation

The stimuli were recorded by three native speakers of Swedish in the Los Angeles area. They identified themselves as native speakers, and spoke fluently with the experimenter.

A list of nonsense words featuring unstressed \([ən],[an],[ən]\) were recorded, together with minimally different nonsense words ending in unstressed \([ənən],[anən],[ənən]\) and \([ənən]\). For example, six nonsense words that were recorded were \(\text{ˈtatən},\) \(\text{ˈtatənən},\) \(\text{ˈtatən},\) \(\text{ˈtatənən},\) \(\text{ˈtatən},\) and \(\text{ˈtatənən}.\)\(^{87}\)

\(^{87}\) A complete list of stimuli is included in appendix 14.
To avoid complications of varied manifestations of pitch accent, the speakers were instructed to utter these words with Accent 1. This pitch accent was illustrated by example, and the speakers could replicate the pitch accent without difficulty.

The three speakers were recorded saying two tokens of each nonsense word, using written cues. The nonsense words were uttered in the carrier sentence ‘It was _______ I said’ (Swedish: De’ va’ ______ ja’ sa’). This ensured a uniform prosodic contour for each item. The speakers were recorded in a soundproof booth using PCQuirer software on a Dell Optiplex 170L computer and a Shure SM10a headworn microphone.

After recording was done, the items were edited out of the carrier sentence, and the average intensity of each speaker’s utterances was set at 70 dB.

At a normal speech rate the distinction same/different would be trivial, since the subject need only attend to the total duration of the word to tell if there is a final unstressed [ən]. To circumvent this problem, the duration of each item was manipulated: the two items in a given pair were made to have the identical duration; this duration was the mean of the original durations of the two items. This was done by means of a script, using the PRAAT command Convert: Lengthen.

6.6.3 Testing procedure

Subjects in the experiment were 16 native speakers of Swedish in the Los Angeles area.

The ratio of same/different pairs was 1:1. Among the same stimuli, half lacked a final unstressed [ən], and half had a final unstressed [ən]. Among the ‘different’ stimuli, the order of the stimuli were randomized, so that half of the time the first item
featured the final [ən], and the second item lacked the final [ən]; half of the time the order was the opposite.

To increase the difficulty of the task, different voices in the test items were paired with each other. With three voices recorded, there were three different pairs of voices. With the order of the items randomized, this provided six different voice/order combinations.

Five trivially ‘same’ items were added; five trivially ‘different’ items were added. The trivially ‘same’ items were in fact the identical sound-file. The trivially ‘different’ items were totally unrelated tokens, with different consonants or different stressed vowels. These were added as a criterion to reject subjects who were not paying attention. It was decided that a minimum of 90% accuracy among these items would be necessary to be included in the analysis. No subject was in fact rejected.

The procedure and equipment of the listening task was the same as in the experiment testing perceptibility of nasals.

The stimuli (excluding samples with answers) were repeated 3 times, in randomized blocks, and the computer kept track of both their answers and their RTs (as calculated from the end of the second stimulus).

6.6.4 Practice trials

Nine practice trials were given—six in the ‘same’ condition (one each for [ən], [ənən], [ən], [anən], [ən], and [ənən]), and three in the ‘different’ condition (featuring the contrast [ən]~[ənən], [ən]~[anən] and [ən]~[ənən]). Answers for the practice trials were given on the screen. The tokens used in the practice trials were not used in the actual test.
6.7 Repetition blindness triggered by [ən], [an], [ɔn]: Results and discussion

6.7.1 d’ analysis

A d’ analysis was performed on the pairs [ən]/[ən], [an]/[an] and [ɔn]/[ən].

The contrast [ən]/[ən] yielded the lowest mean d’ value, of 3.135. The contrast [an] ~ [an] yielded a higher mean d’ value of 3.508. Finally, the contrast [an] ~ [an] yielded the highest d’ value of 3.541. The ceiling d’ was 3.876.

A repeated measures ANOVA was applied to the d’ data, using Stata software. The omnibus test yielded F(2,30) = 5.75, highly significant with p = 0.008. The comparison between constrasts [ən]/[ən] and [an]/[an] was found to be significant, with t(30) = 2.80, and p = 0.009, with α = 0.017, including a Bonferroni adjustment.

Note that the line with the diamond shapes—representing the [ən]/[ən] contrast—is generally at a lower level than the line with the square shapes—representing the
[an]/[anən] contrast. In fact, many subjects identified [an]/[anən] at ceiling level. The contrast [ən]/[ənən] is more difficult to detect than the contrast [an]/[anən].

Unsurprisingly, the contrast [ən] ~ [ənən] is also more difficult to detect than the contrast [ən] ~ [ənən]. A repeated measures ANOVA yielded a significant result:
\[t(30) = 3.06; p = 0.005, \text{ with } \alpha = 0.017, \text{ with a Bonferroni adjustment.}\]

Notice that the line with square shapes—the contrast [ən]/[ənən]—is generally above the line with diamond shapes—the contrast [ən]/[ənən].

The comparison between the contrasts [an] ~ [anən] and [ən] ~ [ənən], however, did not yield any significant difference. With \(t(30) = -0.25\), the \(p\) value was nonsignificant, \(p = 0.802, \alpha = 0.017\), with a Bonferroni adjustment. The following graph illustrates the pattern:
The line with diamond shapes is the contrast [an] ~ [anə]; the line with square shapes is the contrast [ɔn] ~ [ɔnə]. Notice that the lines overlap throughout most of the distribution; for almost half of the subjects, performance was at ceiling level ($d' = 3.876$) for both conditions.

The task was clearly too easy for the subjects, so it failed to establish a difference between the contrasts [an]/[anə] and [ɔn]/[ɔnə]. Some distraction or challenge should be introduced to render the task less trivial.

6.7.2 Reaction time analysis

An analysis of RTs was undertaken, to see if they reveal any differences between the three conditions. No significant results were found in this analysis.

The following chart illustrates the mean ln(RT)s in each condition, also translated as raw msec.
Notice that the relative RTs of the difference \([\text{ən}]/[\text{ənən}]\) are the opposite of what was expected: it was expected that this would have the highest mean RT of the three conditions, but in fact it had the lowest mean RT.

An omnibus test was run, and no significant influence of condition was found. The independent variable was condition (three levels: \([\text{ən}]/[\text{ənən}]\); \([\text{an}]/[\text{anən}]\); \([\text{ɔn}]/[\text{ɔnən}]\)). The dependent variable was \(\ln(\text{RT})\). This resulted in \(F(2,30)=0.85\) and \(p=0.4369\). With \(\alpha=0.05\), this is not significant.

The t-values and p-values of the three relevant comparisons were made; in no case were they significant. These are summarized in the following chart:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Condition Comparison</th>
<th>(t(30))</th>
<th>(p)</th>
<th>(\alpha)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>([\text{ən}]/[\text{ənən}])~([\text{an}]/[\text{anən}])</td>
<td>1.26</td>
<td>0.219</td>
<td>0.017</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>([\text{ən}]/[\text{ənən}])~([\text{ɔn}]/[\text{ɔnən}])</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>0.748</td>
<td>0.017</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>([\text{an}]/[\text{anən}])~([\text{ən}]/[\text{ənən}])</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>0.359</td>
<td>0.017</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The actual results are captured in the following three graphs:
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No obvious trends or insights can be found in these graphs.

As mentioned above in the d’ analysis, the task is presumably too easy as designed, and some distraction or challenge needs to be introduced to render the perception more difficult.

6.7.3 Local summary

d’ analysis showed that the difference [ən]/[ənən] is more difficult to detect than the differences [an]/[anən] and [ən]/[ənən]. Neither d’ analysis nor RT analysis established that the pair [an]/[anən] was harder to distinguish than the pair [ən]/[ənən].

6.8 Perceptibility of degemination: Method

6.8.1 Introduction

Recall from Chapter 3 that the supine, preterite, and participial suffixes feature geminate dental stops, which are degeminated in post-consonantal position. It was assumed that the contrast geminate-singleton would be less salient after a consonant
than after a stressed vowel, since a consonant would provide less clear transitional cues than a stressed vowel. So, the degemination of the long suffixal consonant is licensed post-consonantally, but not post-vocically.

To test whether the perceptibility of the contrast geminate/singleton in the sounds [d] and [t] differed depending on whether the preceding sound was a vowel or a consonant, an AX discrimination task was prepared, featuring the two conditions. The consonant condition included the consonants [ɡ] and [k] (depending on whether the following consonant was [d] or [t]); [n]; [l]; and the glide [j] (which triggers degemination like other consonants). So pairs to be tested included nonsense words of the following types:
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>short/long [d]</th>
<th>short/long [t]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[tVda]/[tVda]</td>
<td>[tVta]/[tVta]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[tVɡda]/[tVɡda]</td>
<td>[tVktɑ]/[tVktɑ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[tVnɗa]/[tVnɗa]</td>
<td>[tVnɪa]/[tVnɪa]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[tVldɑ]/[tVldɑ]</td>
<td>[tVlɗa]/[tVlɗa]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[tVjda]/[tVjda]</td>
<td>[tVjta]/[tVjta]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Participants indicated by a mouse click whether the pair of tokens just heard represented the same word or different words.

6.8.2 Stimulus preparation

The stimuli were recorded by two native speakers of Swedish in the Los Angeles area. The identified themselves as native speakers, and spoke fluently.

Nonsense items of the following structure were recorded: /tVta/, /tVʊta/,/tVɡta/, /tVda/, where V was varied among [i: e: ø: ɔ:] for the long tokens, and among [1 ɛ ø ɔ] for the short tokens. Two speakers were recorded (working from orthographic
cues) on a Dell Optiplex 170L computer in a soundproof booth using PCQuirer software and a Shure 10A headworn microphone. The carrier sentence ‘It was _____ I said’ was used (Swedish: De’ va’ _____ ja’ sa’).

The glide [j] following the token in the carrier sentence resulted in coloration of the latter part of the token’s final vowel. After the tokens were edited out of the carrier sentence, this [j]-colored portion was removed, and the uncolored part was lengthened using ‘duration points’ in PRAAT. These were checked for naturalness.

The stimuli were manipulated such that they had the same long:short duration ratio. This was done in the following way: The average duration of the long [tː] and [dː] for one speaker was calculated; and the average duration of the short [t] and [d] for both speakers was calculated. For the speaker whose both long and short averages were calculated, the ratio long:short was calculated. From this ratio, the duration of a hypothetical ‘long’ consonant for the other speaker was calculated, such that the long:short duration ratio of the consonants of the two speakers was identical. These calculations provided the duration of ‘long’ and ‘short’ of each speaker, which were used in the experiment. All of the ‘long’ /t/ sounds were to have the identical duration for a given speaker; all the long /d/ sounds were to have the identical duration for a given speaker; the same is true for short /t/ and /d/.

The stimuli for the post-vocalic condition for the experiment were constructed in the following way: the recordings of the form /tVtːa/ and /tVdːa/ had the duration of the (word-medial) [t] and [d] altered, to conform to the ‘long’ and ‘short’ durations, discussed above. So, the medial [t] in /tVtːa/ was constructed to have the ‘long’ duration discussed above; the form /tVtːa/—with a short [t]—was constructed from the same stimulus, by editing the closure portion of the [t] to have the ‘short’ duration discussed above.
In the case of [d], the stimuli were prepared by editing the entire [dːa] and [da] portions from one particular token of /tVdːa/ and /tV:da/, respectively. In particular, it was edited from the token whose [d] duration was closest to the ‘long’ and ‘short’ durations of each speaker, as discussed above. These edited [dːa] and [da] portions were appended to the /tV/ part of the /tVdːa/ stimuli. So, the final results were spliced /tV+dːa/ and /tV+da/, where ‘+’ marks the location of the splice. All tokens ending in [dːa] had, then, the identical second syllable; the same is true for all tokens ending in [da].

The stimuli for the post-consonantal condition were prepared similarly. The same two speakers were recorded saying words of the structure /C₁VC₂ta/ and /C₁VC₂da/, where C₂ varied among [k n l j] for the former structure and [ɡ n l j] for the latter. The durations of the [t] were manipulated to be ‘long’ and ‘short’ in the manner described above, by editing stop closure. The durations in the suffix-initial stop in the post-consonantal condition were identical to the durations in the post-vocalic condition. The /da/ portion of the /C₁VC₂da/ words was removed, and replaced with the ‘long’ [dːa] and ‘short’ [da] fragments, just like the post-vocalic stimuli discussed above. That is, the final results were spliced /C₁VC₂+dːa/ and /C₁VC₂+da/, where ‘+’ marks the location of the splice.⁸⁸

6.8.3 Testing procedure

Subjects were 20 native speakers of English in the Los Angeles area, of which 2 were rejected for not concentrating (criteria for rejection are discussed below), leaving 18 subjects whose data were analyzed. The identified themselves as native speakers in a pre-experiment questionnaire; they also identified themselves as having normal
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⁸⁸ A complete list of stimuli is included as appendix 15.
hearing and normal control over their hands and fingers (to manipulate a computer mouse). While other experiments featured speakers of Swedish, it was thought prudent to use speakers of English in this exercise, since the task involved identifying long and short consonants in varying environments, and Swedish speakers would be biased by their knowledge of their own language’s phonotactics (which allows only long consonants after stressed short vowels). Since English does not feature distinctive consonant length, such a confound would not arise with speakers of English.

The test was run using MATLAB software, on a Dell Latitude D810 laptop computer with Sony MDR-V200 headphones, and a Logitech corded USB optical mouse with two buttons (left and right). The volume was set at maximum for all subjects. The program randomized the order of the elements of each pair. The order among the pairs was also randomized. The ratio same/different among the pairs was 1:1. Among the same stimuli, half had two ‘short’ [d] or [t] sounds; and half had two ‘long’ [d] or [t] sounds. Among the ‘different’ stimuli, the order of the stimuli were randomized, so that half of the time the first item featured a ‘long’ [dː] or [tː]; and half of the time the first item featured a ‘short’ [d] or [t].

To make the task sufficiently challenging, the first and second item in each pair always featured different voices in the test items.

Five trivially ‘same’ items were added; five trivially ‘different’ items were added. The trivially ‘same’ items were in fact the same sound-file. The trivially ‘different’ items were totally unrelated tokens, with different consonants or different stressed vowels. These were added to use as a criterion to reject subjects who were not paying attention. It was decided that a minimum of 90% accuracy among these items would be necessary to be included in the analysis. As mentioned, two subjects were in fact rejected on these grounds.
The paradigm used was that of an Artificial Language experiment (Saffran, Newport & Aslin 1996). However, like in most such experiments, there was no attempt to teach participants new words, paradigms, or regularities. Instead, participants were tested on stimuli containing an unfamiliar contrast after only minimal practice exposure. Subjects were informed (both orally and in written form on the screen) that they would ‘hear words from a made-up language called Boolu.’ Furthermore, ‘[i]n this language, people care about how long a sound is. So, different sound durations give different words.’

Subjects were given instructions to press a button on a mouse marked ‘SAME WORD’ if they heard two voices say the same word; and to press a button marked ‘DIFFERENT WORDS’ if they heard two voices say different words. Subjects were asked to work as quickly and accurately as possible. Instructions were written on the computer screen, and were also read aloud. Subjects were instructed to hold the mouse with both hands, and use their thumbs to click on the buttons. To circumvent a bias of right/left-handedness resulting in skewed RTs, the association with the left button or right button with SAME WORD alternated for every other subject, so 50% of the time it was associated with the left button, and 50% of the time with the right button. The English phrases SAME WORD and DIFFERENT WORDS were taped to the mouse buttons, and the phrases also appeared on the screen on the right or left side, respectively, matching the ordering on the mouse buttons.

The stimuli (excluding samples with answers) were repeated 3 times, in randomized blocks, and the computer kept track of their answers.
6.8.4 Practice trials

Subjects were coached on nine practice trials, where they were informed by a text on the screen before each word-pair not only if they were ‘same’ or ‘different’, but also by virtue of what they were ‘same’ or ‘different’ (e.g., ‘the “t” sound in the first word is short, but the “t” sound in the second word is long.’). The practice trials featured length distinctions in the sounds [t] and [d], just like the real trials.

6.9 Perceptibility of degemination: Results and discussion

6.9.1 d' analysis

A pairwise t-test was performed on d' values using SPSS software, comparing the detection of geminate [tː] and geminate [dː] in post-consonantal position as compared to post-vocalic condition. The dependent variable was context (2 levels: post-consonantal and post-vocalic) and the independent variable was d' value (the sensitivity index). The mean d' value for the post-consonantal condition was 0.608 (where ceiling would be 4.63); the mean d' value for the post-vocalic condition was 0.883 (where ceiling would be 3.501). This resulted in $t(17) = -2.307; p = 0.034$. 
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Notice that the $d'$ value for the post-consonantal condition is generally lower than that of the post-vocalic condition: The distinction singleton/geminate is harder to detect after a consonant than after a vowel.

6.9.2 Reaction time analysis

A pairwise t-test was performed on ln(RT) values using SPSS software, to see if the results of the $d'$ analysis would be replicated. Surprisingly, this was not the case. The independent variable was context (2 levels: post-consonantal and post-vocalic) and the dependent variable was ln(RT). The mean ln(RT) for the post-consonantal condition was -0.004 (i.e., 996 msec.); the mean ln(RT) for the post-vocalic condition was 0.095 (i.e., 1100 msec.). The mean RT of the post-consonantal condition is shorter than that of the post-vocalic condition. The effect is however not significant, with $t(17) = -1.296$; $p = 0.212$. The following chart illustrates the distribution of values:
There is no clear tendency to be discerned in this distribution.

6.9.3 Local summary

Results from d’ analysis suggest that degemination is less salient after consonants than after vowels. This provides an explanation for why the Swedish grammar permits the unfaithful mapping C: → C after consonants, but not after vowels. The saliently unfaithful output is dispreferred by the grammar. Results from RT analysis were uninformative.

6.10 Distances between vocalic tense/lax pairs: Method

6.10.1 Introduction

Recall from Chapter 4 that vowel pairs [a a] and [o ø] resist alternation in verbal and adjectival paradigms, and that the vowels [a] and [ø] exceptionally block post-alveolar coalescence of the sequence [rd], such that the lax vowels resist
correspondence with their tense counterparts. It was claimed that the vowel pairs [ɑ a] and [u o] feature a greater perceptual distance than other tense/lax vowel pairs of Swedish.

To test whether this is the case, an AX discrimination task was prepared, featuring all tense/lax vowel pairs. Participants indicated by a mouse click whether the pair of tokens just heard represented the same word or different words.

6.10.2 Stimulus preparation

One Swedish speaker was recorded for all stimuli in this experiment. She identified herself as a native speaker in a pre-recording interview, and spoke the language fluently with the experimenter. She was from Uppsala.

Words featuring the tense vowels in the frame [hVːt] were recorded; these included all the tense Swedish vowels [i, y, u, e, ø, a, o, u]. So, the tense vowels were recorded in the following contexts: [hiːt], [hyːt], [heːt], [hoːt], [hɛːt], [hoːt], [hoːt], [huːt].

Also, words featuring the lax vowels in the frame [hVtː] were recorded; these included all the lax Swedish vowels [i, y, ø, ø, a, ø, u]. So, the lax vowels were recorded in the following structures: [hɪːt], [hʏːt], [hɛːt], [hɔːt], [hɛtː], [hɔːt].

The words were recorded with no carrier sentence. (It had been found that the carrier sentence ‘It was _____ I said’ [Swedish: De’ va’ _____ ja’ sa’] resulted in a palatalization of the final /t/ in the made-up words.) The words were presented to the speaker in Swedish orthography. Each item was recorded four times, to ensure quality of sound, and variation among stimuli. The speaker was instructed—by example—to maintain prosodic consistency, and avoid list intonation or dramatic prosodic shifts. This ensured a uniform prosodic contour for each item. The speaker followed these
instructions successfully. The speaker was recorded in a quiet room using PRAAT software and a Logitech USB laptop microphone. After recording was done, the average intensity of the speaker’s utterances was set at 65 dB (the other experiments were run at 70 dB, but here there was a distortion of the vowel [a] at 70 dB.)

Since vowels differ as to whether length is a significant cue in distinguishing the tense from the lax variant (Hadding-Koch and Abramson 1964; Thorén 2008), all the vowels and coda consonants were manipulated, such that all tense vowels had the same duration (which was the mean length of the recorded tense vowels); and all the lax vowels had the same length (which was the mean length of the recorded lax vowels). Also, the coda consonant was manipulated such that all coda consonants following tense vowels had the same duration (which was the mean length of the coda consonant after tense vowels); and all coda consonants following lax vowels had the same duration (which was the mean length of the coda consonant after tense vowels). Alterations in segment duration was done with PRAAT software, using ‘duration points’. After manipulation, all the tense vowels had the same duration; all the lax vowels had the same duration; all the post-tense coda consonants had the same duration; and all the post-lax coda consonants had the same duration.89

6.10.3 Testing procedure

The test was run on 16 native speakers of Swedish in the Los Angeles area. They identified themselves as native speakers in a pre-experiment questionnaire, and also identified themselves as having normal hearing and normal ability to use their hands and fingers (to use a computer mouse).

89 A complete list of stimuli is included as appendix 16.
The test was run using MATLAB software, on a Dell Latitude D810 laptop computer, with Sony MDR-V200 headphones and a Logitech corded USB optical mouse with two buttons (left and right). The program randomized the order of the elements of each pair. The order among the pairs was also randomized. The ratio same/different among the pairs was 1:1. Among the ‘same’ stimuli, half were tense-tense pairs, and half were lax-lax pairs. Among the ‘different’ stimuli, only vowels that pattern paradigmatically were matched. For example, the vowels [ɑ] and [a] correspond in nickname formation (cf. [jæn]~[janɛ]), so these constituted a relevant tense/lax pair. The vowels [ɑ] was not matched with any lax vowel other than [a], since it does not pattern paradigmatically with any other lax vowel. The tense/lax matches were as follows:

\begin{table}[h]
\centering
\begin{tabular}{lcc}
\hline
\textbf{orthography} & \textbf{tense} & \textbf{lax} \\
\hline
a & [ɑ] & [a] \\
u & [ʉ] & [o] \\
i & [i] & [i] \\
y & [y] & [y] \\
e & [ɛ] & [ɛ] \\
o & [ø] & [ø] \\
ä & [ɛ] & [ɛ] \\
å & [o] & [ɔ] \\
o & [u] & [u] \\
\hline
\end{tabular}
\end{table}

There is a one-to-one correspondence between tense and lax vowels, except for lax [ɛ], which corresponds to both tense [ɛ] and tense [ɛ]; this is a case of neutralization among the lax vowels.
Among the ‘different’ stimuli, the order of the stimuli were randomized, so that half of the time the first item featured a tense vowel, and the second item featured a lax vowel; half of the time the order was the opposite.

To ensure that the task was non-trivial, different tokens for the ‘same’ test items were paired.

Five trivially ‘same’ items were added; five trivially ‘different’ items were added. The trivially ‘same’ items were in fact the same sound-file. The trivially ‘different’ items were totally unrelated tokens, with paradigmatically unrelated tense/lax vowels. These were added to use as a criterion to discard subjects who were not paying attention. It was decided that a minimum of 90% accuracy among these items would be necessary to be included in the analysis. No subject was in fact discarded.

The recording of the results was the same as in the test on the perceptibility of nasals.

The stimuli (excluding samples with answers) were repeated 3 times, in randomized blocks, and the computer kept track of both their answers and their RTs (as calculated from the end of the second stimulus).

6.10.4 Practice trials

Four practice trials were given—two in the ‘same’ condition (one each for lax/lax ([i]/[i]) and tense/tense ([iː]/[iː]), and one each for tense/lax ([iː]/[i]), and lax/tense ([i]/[iː]). Answers for the practice trials were given on the screen. The sound-files used in the practice trials were not used in the actual test.
6.11 Distances between vocalic tense/lax pairs: Results and discussion

6.11.1 d’ analysis

To establish perceptual distances between tense and lax correspondents, repeated measures ANOVA on both d’ values were applied, using Stata software. There was one independent variable, vowel pair; which had nine levels, one for each tense/lax pair. The dependent variable was d’, the sensitivity index. The results were relatively uninformative, due to an error in experiment design, which will be discussed below.

For the d’ results, an omnibus test established a highly significant result, with F(8, 120) = 3.64 and p = 0.0008.

The only vowel pair which produced a significant difference in d’ compared to [ɑ]/[a] and [ʊ]/[ʊ] was the pair [u]/[ʊ]. Other pairs resulted in non-significant differences in d’. The mean d’ for the [ɑ]/[a] pair was 2.82; the mean d’ for the [ʊ]/[ʊ] pair was 2.75; and the mean d’ for the [u]/[ʊ] pair was 2.25. The ceiling d’ was 2.852.

The contrast between the d’ of the [ɑ]/[a] pair and the [u]/[ʊ] pair was highly significant, with t(120) = -3.65; p < 0.001; α = 0.05/14 = 0.004, with a Bonferroni adjustment.
The symbol ‘a’ represents the pair [ɑ]/[a], and the symbol ‘u’ represents the pair [u]/[ʊ]. The distinction [ɑ]/[a] was trivial for nearly all subjects, resulting in performance near ceiling level; whereas the distinction [u]/[ʊ] was trivial for only half of the subjects. The difference [ɑ]/[a] is easier to detect than the difference [u]/[ʊ].
The symbol ‘U’ represents the pair [u]/[ø], and the symbol ‘u’ represents the pair [u]/[ʊ]. Much like the previous graph, the distinction [u]/[ø] pair is at ceiling level for almost all subjects, whereas the distinction [u]/[ʊ] is trivial for only half of the subjects. The difference [u]/[ø] is easier to detect than the difference [u]/[ʊ].

Other vowel pairs are not significantly harder to distinguish than the pairs [ɑ]/[a] and [u]/[ø]. The following chart provides the t-values and p-values, comparing the sensitivity indices distinguishing the difference between the vowel pair [ɑ]/[a] and other tense/lax vowel pairs.
The following six graphs illustrate the distribution of the sensitivity indices, comparing the vowel pair [a]/[a] and other tense/lax vowel pairs.

The first chart compares the distribution of the vowel pair [a]/[a] with the pair [ɛ]/[ɛ]. The symbol ‘a’ represents the pair [a]/[a], and the symbol ‘E’ represents the pair [ɛ]/[ɛ].
Subjects were clearly better at distinguishing the pair [a]/[a] than the pair [ɛ]/[ɛ̝], but because of the Bonferroni adjustment of the alpha-value (14 pairwise comparisons were made), the p-value of 0.006 was nonsignificant.

The next five charts compares the sensitivity index distinguishing the vowel pair [a]/[a] (represented by ‘a’) with the pairs [o]/[ɔ] (represented by ‘o’), [i]/[ɪ] (represented by ‘i’), [œ]/[œ̞] (represented by ‘oe’), [ɛ]/[ɛ̝] (represented by ‘e’) and [y]/[ʏ] (represented by ‘y’). Notice that the subjects perform at ceiling level in all of these cases.
Since the performance was at ceiling level with these vowel pairs, and it was at ceiling level with [a]/[a], no significant difference was detected between these vowel pairs and [a]/[a].

The following are the t-values and p-values, comparing the sensitivity indices distinguishing the difference between the vowel pair [u]/[o] and other tense/lax vowel pairs.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>[u]/[o]</th>
<th>[ɛ]/[ɛ̝]</th>
<th>[ɔ]/[ɔ̝]</th>
<th>[ʊ̠]/[ʊ̠]</th>
<th>[i]/[ɪ]</th>
<th>[ɛ̝]/[ɛ̝]</th>
<th>[y]/[ʏ]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>vs.</td>
<td>vs.</td>
<td>vs.</td>
<td>vs.</td>
<td>vs.</td>
<td>vs.</td>
<td>vs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>t(120)</td>
<td>2.37</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>-0.05</td>
<td>-0.42</td>
<td>-0.42</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p</td>
<td>0.019</td>
<td>0.901</td>
<td>0.901</td>
<td>0.962</td>
<td>0.675</td>
<td>0.675</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>2.75</td>
<td>2.39</td>
<td>2.74</td>
<td>2.78</td>
<td>2.76</td>
<td>2.82</td>
<td>2.82</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The mean d’ of the pair [u]/[o] is only significantly higher than the mean d’ of the pair [ɛ]/[ɛ]; the mean d’ of the pair [u]/[o] is not significantly higher than that of the remaining vowel pairs in chart. In fact, it is lower than that of vowel pairs [i]/[ɪ], [o]/[o], [ɛ]/[ɛ], and [y]/[ʏ].

The following six charts illustrate the distribution of the sensitivity indices, comparing the vowel pair [u]/[o] and other tense/lax vowel pairs. The first chart compares the distribution of the vowel pair [u]/[o] with the pair [ɛ]/[ɛ].

The symbol ‘U’ represents the pair [u]/[o], and the symbol ‘E’ represents the pair [ɛ]/[ɛ]. Generally the sensitivity index is higher in the vowel pair [u]/[o] than in the pair [ɛ]/[ɛ]; however, because of the Bonferroni correction with α = 0.004, the difference was nonsignificant at p = 0.019.

The next five charts illustrate the comparisons in sensitivity index between the vowel pair [u]/[o] and the pairs [o]/[o] (‘o’), [o]/[o] (‘oe’), [i]/[i] (‘i’), [ɛ]/[ɛ] (‘e’), and
[y]/[y] (‘y’), respectively. Notice that the subjects perform near ceiling level in all of these cases.
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Since the performance was at ceiling level with these vowel pairs, and it was at ceiling level with [ʉ]/[ɵ], no significant difference was detected between these vowel pairs and [ʉ]/[ɵ]. The task was too easy for all these vowel pairs.

6.11.2 Reaction time analysis

To verify whether different tense/lax pairs feature different RTs—thereby suggesting a difference in facility of discernment—an omnibus test was performed on the mean ln(RT)s of the various vowels. There was one independent variable, vowel type, with 9 levels (one for each tense/lax pair). There was one dependent variable, ln(RT). The result was F(8, 120) = 7.47; p < 0.0001.

The only vowels that showed RTs for the tense/lax pairs that were significantly different from the RTs of [ɑ]/[a] and [ʉ]/[ɵ] were the pairs [u]/[ʊ] and [ɛ]/[ɛ]. Other tense/lax vowel pairs were not significantly different from [ɑ]/[a] and [ʉ]/[ɵ].
The mean ln(RT) of [ɑ]/[a] was -1.859 (i.e., 155 msec.); the mean ln(RT) for [ʊ]/[o] was -2.215 (i.e., 109 msec.); the mean ln(RT) for [u]/[u] was -0.698 (i.e., 498 msec.); and the mean ln(RT) for the pair [ɛ]/[ɛ] was -0.515 (i.e., 598 msec.).

The contrast between [ɑ]/[a]~ [u]/[u] was significant, with t(120) = 3.63; and p < 0.001; α = 0.004, with a Bonferroni adjustment.
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The pair [ɑ]/[a] is marked by ‘a’; the pair [u]/[u] is marked by ‘u’. Notice that the tense/lax vowel pair [ɑ]/[a] has a consistently lower value than the tense/lax vowel pair [ʊ]/[o]. Less time is required to distinguish the pair [ɑ]/[a] than the pair [u]/[u]. This is unsurprising, as a similar effect was established by d’ analysis.

Also the pair [ʊ]/[o] was shown to be significantly easier to distinguish than the pair [u]/[u], resulting in shorter reaction times for the former. The values obtained were t(120) = -4.74, with p < 0.001; α = 0.004, with a Bonferroni adjustment.
The pair [u]/[ʊ] is marked by upper case ‘U’; the pair [u]/[ʊ] is marked by lower case ‘u’. The tense/lax vowel pair [u]/[ʊ] has a consistently lower value than the tense/lax vowel pair [u]/[ʊ]. Less time is required to distinguish the pair [u]/[ʊ] than the pair [u]/[ʊ]. This is expected, as a similar effect was established by d’ analysis.

The vowel pairs [ɑ]/[a] and [ɛ]/[ɛ̝] are also significantly different, with t(120) = 4.20 and p< 0.001; α = 0.004, with a Bonferroni adjustment.
The pair [a]/[a] is marked by ‘a’; the pair [ɛ]/[ɛ] is marked by ‘E’. The tense/lax vowel pair [ɑ]/[a], has a consistently lower value than the tense/lax vowel pair [ɛ]/[ɛ]. Less time is required to distinguish the pair [ɑ]/[a] than the pair [ɛ]/[ɛ].

A significant difference in RT was also found between the tense/lax pair [u]/[o] and the tense/lax pair [ɛ]/[ɛ], with t(120) = -5.31, and p< 0.001; α= 0.004, with a Bonferroni adjustment.
The pair [u]/[o] is marked by ‘U’; the pair [ɛ]/[ɛ̝] is marked by ‘E’. The tense/lax vowel pair [u]/[o] has a consistently lower value than the tense/lax vowel pair [ɛ]/[ɛ̝]. Less time is required to distinguish the pair [u]/[o] than the pair [ɛ]/[ɛ̝].

So, the tense/lax vowel pairs [u]/[u] and [ɛ]/[ɛ̝] are significantly more similar to each other than the tense/lax vowel pairs [ɑ]/[a] and [u]/[o], as revealed in differences in ln(RT).

Other tense/lax vowel pairs do not differ significantly from [ɑ]/[a] and [u]/[o]. The t-values and p-values of these pairs as compared to [ɑ]/[a] are listed below:
The following graphs illustrate how closely distributed the ln(RT)s were among these vowels. The pair [o]/[ɔ] is marked by ‘o’; [i]/[ɪ] by ‘i’; [y]/[ʏ] by ‘y’; [e]/[ɛ̝] by ‘e’; and [ø]/[œ] by ‘oe’.
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The following chart summarizes the t-values and the p-values of the ln(RT)s of the tense/lax vowel pairs which were not significantly different from the pair [u]/[ø].
Note that the first three vowel pairs have ln(RT)s that are substantially higher than those of [u]/[ø], with p-values well below 0.05. However, because 14 comparisons were made simultaneously, $\alpha = 0.004$ with a Bonferroni correction; so these differences are not statistically significant. In the following charts, the pair [o]/[ø] is marked by ‘o’; [i]/[i] by ‘i’; [y]/[y] by ‘y’; [ɛ]/[ɛ] by ‘e’; and [ø]/[ø] by ‘oe’.

Note that the first three vowel pairs have ln(RT)s that are substantially higher than those of [u]/[ø], with p-values well below 0.05. However, because 14 comparisons were made simultaneously, $\alpha = 0.004$ with a Bonferroni correction; so these differences are not statistically significant. In the following charts, the pair [o]/[ø] is marked by ‘o’; [i]/[i] by ‘i’; [y]/[y] by ‘y’; [ɛ]/[ɛ] by ‘e’; and [ø]/[ø] by ‘oe’.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>[u]/[ø]</th>
<th>[o]/[ø]</th>
<th>[i]/[i]</th>
<th>[y]/[y]</th>
<th>[ɛ]/[ɛ]</th>
<th>[ø]/[ø]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>vs.</td>
<td>vs.</td>
<td>vs.</td>
<td>vs.</td>
<td>vs.</td>
<td>vs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[u]/[ø]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[u]/[ø]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>t(120)</td>
<td>-2.57</td>
<td>-2.31</td>
<td>-2.13</td>
<td>-0.39</td>
<td>-0.09</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p</td>
<td>0.011</td>
<td>0.023</td>
<td>0.035</td>
<td>0.694</td>
<td>0.932</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mean ln(RT)</td>
<td>-2.215</td>
<td>-1.393</td>
<td>-1.476</td>
<td>-1.533</td>
<td>-2.089</td>
<td>-2.187</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>= msec</td>
<td>109</td>
<td>248</td>
<td>229</td>
<td>216</td>
<td>124</td>
<td>112</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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subject U

subject e
As noted previously, the present experiment showed less than was intended: the hope was to show that the pairs [ɑ]/[a] and [ʊ]/[o] featured a greater perceptual distance than all the other vowel pairs. It was only established that they featured a greater perceptual distance than the pairs [u]/[u] and [ɛ]/[ɛ]. The other vowels do not contradict the thesis; they simply yield a null result.

The d’ results revealed ceiling effects for almost all the vowels; clearly the task was too easy. An additional challenge or distraction should be introduced to this task to make it more challenging; perhaps a d’ effect could then be noticed.

In addition, a fundamental problem in the design of the experiment rendered the experiment insufficiently sensitive to differences in RTs. The specific error was having the timer start at the end of the stimulus, instead of having it start at the beginning of the stimulus. Since the stimuli in this experiment were of the form hVt, vowel formant information was already present in the onset /h/: many subjects therefore identified the stimulus correctly as ‘same’ or ‘different’ well before the timer started. This resulted in either RTs of zero (if the mouse button was kept pressed until the timer started), or no
RT at all (if the mouse button was released before the timer started). If this experiment is performed again in the future, this fundamental error must be fixed; I do not doubt that further significant results can be obtained this way.

6.11.3 Section overview

In this section, d' analysis and RT analysis was undertaken, to assess whether the vocalic distances in Chapter 4 are accurate. In particular, the question was whether the tense/lax pairs [ɑ]/[a] and [ʉ]/[ɵ] are more distant than other tense/lax pairs in the Swedish language. It was found that these two vowels feature a significantly greater perceptual distance than two other tense/lax pairs. In particular, d' analysis established that both [ɑ]/[a] and [ʉ]/[ɵ] are more distant than the pair [u]/[ʊ]. This finding was independently established through RT analysis. RT analysis established furthermore that both [ɑ]/[a] and [ʉ]/[ɵ] are more distant than the tense/lax pair [ɛ]/[ɛ̝]. Other tense/lax pairs were not found to be significantly less distant than [ɑ]/[a] and [ʉ]/[ʊ].

6.12 Local summary

This chapter discusses five experiments, intended to establish P-maps used throughout the dissertation.

The first experiment involved the detection of [n] in post-nasal, post-lateral, and post-vocalic position. d' analysis established a significant difference between the post-nasal and post-lateral conditions. RT analysis with analytical weights established a three-way distinction between the three conditions: it takes more time to discern the sound [n] in post-nasal position than in post-lateral position; and post-lateral position takes more time than post-vocalic position.
The second experiment involved the distinction between [ən] and [ən], as well as between [ən] and [ən]. d’ analysis revealed that the difference [ən]/[ən] is more difficult to discern than the difference [ən]/[ən]. Similarly, RT analysis revealed the distinction [ən]/[ən] takes more time to discern than the distinction [ən]/[ən].

The third experiment involved repetition blindness in sequences like [ənən], [anən], and [ənən]; they were compared to sequences without final [ən]; that is, [ən], [an], and [ən]. d’ analysis revealed that the pair [ənən]/[ən] was more confusable than [anən]/[an] and [ənən]/[ən]. RT analysis revealed no significant results.

The fourth experiment involved perceptibility of degemination in post-consonantal and post-vocalic position. d’ analysis revealed that degemination in post-vocalic position is significantly easier to discern than in post-consonantal position. No significant result was found in RT analysis.

The fifth experiment involved the perceptual distance between tense/lax vowel pairs in Swedish. d’ analysis revealed that vowel pairs [a, a] and [u, œ] were more reliably distinguished than the vowel pair [u, u]. Other vowel pairs were not significantly different from [a, a] and [u, œ]. RT analysis revealed that vowel pairs [a, a] and [u, œ] were more quickly discerned than the vowel pairs [u, u] and [e, ɛ]. Other vowel pairs were not significantly different from [a, a] and [u, œ].
7 Conclusion

The present thesis has two goals. The local goal is to solve classic puzzles of Swedish phonology. The global goal is to extend the role of perceptual distance (and similarity) in phonology and morphology, with a significant excursus into the role of frequency in unfaithful mapping.

Consider the local issue. Four puzzles of Swedish phonology have eluded explanation: first, the distribution of the definite suffix /n/; second, the distribution of long-consonant initial suffixes like past /dːɛ/; third, paradigm gaps in words like [lɔːt] ‘lazy’, which has no neuter form (Raffelsiefen 2002); fourth, the paradigmatic differences between phonotactically similar words like [ɡrɑːd] ‘straight’ (with no neuter form) and [ɡlɑːd] ‘glad’ (with an overt neuter form).

I have surmounted the local puzzles by positing five generalizations. The first two involve maintenance of distinctness in different parts of the grammar:

1. It is preferable for tautoparadigmatic affixes (including null suffixes) to be relatively distinct with respect to each other (Chapter 1). This penalizes similarity, not just homophony.

2. Identical sequences are avoided (haplology), but so are highly similar sequences. (Chapter 2).

The third and fourth generalizations involve correspondence between instances of the same morpheme: salient alternations are avoided.

3. Less salient alternation of consonant length is preferred to more salient alternation of consonant length (Chapter 3). This means that degemination is more likely to occur in those contexts where degemination is less noticeable.
Minimal alternation of vowel quality is preferred within paradigms (Chapter 4). The more distant two sounds are, the less likely their correspondence is. In the case discussed above, this results in paradigm gaps.

The fifth principle relates unfaithful mapping to morpheme frequency.

Severity of penalty of unfaithful mapping declines as the frequency of a morpheme increases (Chapter 5). Frequent morphemes can be paradigmatically altered to a greater extent than infrequent words.

Claims 1-5 were largely supported experimentally (Chapter 6).

Surveying these innovations in the broader context of phonological theory, present contributions include the following:

- Allomorphy is perceptually based.
- Haplology is a gradient phonetic phenomenon.
- Intraparadigmatic correspondence is perceptually based.
- Intraparadigmatic correspondence refers to frequency indices.

The first three of these observations imply that the grammar includes phonetic content (Fleischhacker 2005; Hume & Johnson 2001; Hayes, Kirchner & Steriade 2004; Kawahara 2006; Wilson 2006), and this extends into morphophonology and morphology. The fourth observation means that frequency is available to the grammar, and is not a mere performance phenomenon (in contrast to Bybee 2001). The phonetic claims appealed to by these analyses are largely supported by experimental results in Chapter 6.

Thus, these five case studies from Swedish shed light on theoretical controversies in generative phonology.
8 Appendices

8.1 Appendix 1: C\textsubscript{V} stems in regular 3\textsuperscript{rd} conjugation

as listed in \textit{SAG} (1999:560-1)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>STEM = INF</th>
<th>SUPINE</th>
<th>PARTICIPLE</th>
<th>PRETERITE</th>
<th>GLOSS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[ˈbuː]</td>
<td>[ˈbuː]</td>
<td>[ˈbudː]</td>
<td>[ˈbudːə]</td>
<td>‘live’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[ˈbɔrʊ:]</td>
<td>[ˈbɔrʊtː]</td>
<td>[ˈbɔrʊdː]</td>
<td>[ˈbɔrʊdːə]</td>
<td>‘depend’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[ˈɡluː]</td>
<td>[ˈɡlutː]</td>
<td>[ˈɡludː]</td>
<td>[ˈɡludːə]</td>
<td>‘stare’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[ˈɡnʊː]</td>
<td>[ˈɡnʊtː]</td>
<td>[ˈɡnudː]</td>
<td>[ˈɡnudːə]</td>
<td>‘rub’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[ˈɡrʊː]</td>
<td>[ˈɡrʊtː]</td>
<td>[ˈɡroːdː]</td>
<td>[ˈɡroːdːə]</td>
<td>‘sprout’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[ˈruː]</td>
<td>[ˈrʊtː]</td>
<td>[ˈrʊdː]</td>
<td>[ˈrʊdːə]</td>
<td>‘row’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[ˈskʊː]</td>
<td>[ˈskʊtː]</td>
<td>[ˈskudː]</td>
<td>[ˈskudːə]</td>
<td>‘shoe (a horse)’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[ˈsnʊː]</td>
<td>[ˈsnʊtː]</td>
<td>[ˈsnudː]</td>
<td>[ˈsnudːə]</td>
<td>‘twist’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[ˈtruː]</td>
<td>[ˈtruːtː]</td>
<td>[ˈtrʊdː]</td>
<td>[ˈtrʊdːə]</td>
<td>‘believe’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[ˈfloː]</td>
<td>[ˈflɔːtː]</td>
<td>[ˈflɔːdː]</td>
<td>[ˈflɔːdːə]</td>
<td>‘flay’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[ˈfʊrə,brʊː]</td>
<td>[ˈfʊrə,brʊtː]</td>
<td>[ˈfʊrə,brʊdː]</td>
<td>[ˈfʊrə,brʊdːə]</td>
<td>‘reproach’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[fɔrmoː]</td>
<td>[fɔrmɔtː]</td>
<td>[fɔrmɔdː]</td>
<td>[fɔrmɔdːə]</td>
<td>‘manage’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[fɔrsmoː]</td>
<td>[fɔrsmɔtː]</td>
<td>[fɔrsmɔdː]</td>
<td>[fɔrsmɔdːə]</td>
<td>‘disdain’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[ˈkloː]</td>
<td>[ˈkloʊtː]</td>
<td>[ˈklɔːdː]</td>
<td>[ˈklɔːdːə]</td>
<td>‘thrash’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[ˈmoː]</td>
<td>[ˈmɒtː]</td>
<td>[ˈmɒdː]</td>
<td>[ˈmɒdːə]</td>
<td>‘feel’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[ˈnoː]</td>
<td>[ˈnɒtː]</td>
<td>[ˈnɒdː]</td>
<td>[ˈnɒdːə]</td>
<td>‘reach’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[ˈroː]</td>
<td>[ˈrʊtː]</td>
<td>[ˈrʊdː]</td>
<td>[ˈrʊdːə]</td>
<td>‘help it’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[ˈspɔː]</td>
<td>[ˈspɒtː]</td>
<td>[ˈspɔːdː]</td>
<td>[ˈspɔːdːə]</td>
<td>‘predict’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[ˈsoː]</td>
<td>[ˈsɒtː]</td>
<td>[ˈsɒdː]</td>
<td>[ˈsɒdːə]</td>
<td>‘sow’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[ˈtvɔː]</td>
<td>[ˈtvɔtː]</td>
<td>[ˈtvɔːdː]</td>
<td>[ˈtvɔːdːə]</td>
<td>‘wash’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[ˈbryː]</td>
<td>[ˈbrytː]</td>
<td>[ˈbrydː]</td>
<td>[ˈbrydːə]</td>
<td>‘care’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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8.2 Appendix 2: Irregular C₀V stems

as listed in SAG (1999:570)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>STEM</th>
<th>SUPINE</th>
<th>GLOSS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[beː]</td>
<td>[bɛtː]</td>
<td>‘pray’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[jeː]</td>
<td>[jɛtː]</td>
<td>‘give’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[leː]</td>
<td>[lɛtː]</td>
<td>‘smile’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[seː]</td>
<td>[sɛtː]</td>
<td>‘see’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[foː]</td>
<td>[fɔtː]</td>
<td>‘get’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Colloquial (non-standard) examples (*SAG* 1999:371):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>STEM</th>
<th>SUPINE</th>
<th>GLOSS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[tɔː]</td>
<td>[tɑːt]</td>
<td>‘take’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[draː]</td>
<td>[drat:]</td>
<td>‘pull’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[bliː]</td>
<td>[blɪtː]</td>
<td>‘become’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[sloː]</td>
<td>[slɔtː]</td>
<td>‘hit’ (colloquial)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

An exceptional word with [ɑː, a] correspondence

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>STEM</th>
<th>PRETERITE</th>
<th>GLOSS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[hɑː]</td>
<td>[hadːə]</td>
<td>‘have’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

8.3 Appendix 3: C₃Vd stems in 2nd conjugation

as listed in Holmes & Hinchliffe 2003 (*SAG* 1999 does not provide a list.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>INF</th>
<th>SUPINE</th>
<th>PARTICIPLE</th>
<th>PRETERITE</th>
<th>GLOSS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[bɔ'tyːdə]</td>
<td>[bɔ'tytː]</td>
<td>[bɔ'tyːdː]</td>
<td>[bɔ'tyːdːə]</td>
<td>‘mean’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[ˈan,tyːdə]</td>
<td>[ˈan,tytː]</td>
<td>[ˈan,tyːdː]</td>
<td>[ˈan,tyːdːə]</td>
<td>‘hint’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[ˈprɪ,tyːdə]</td>
<td>[ˈprɪ,tytː]</td>
<td>[ˈprɪ,tyːdː]</td>
<td>[ˈprɪ,tyːdːə]</td>
<td>‘adorn’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[ˈtɪ,tyːdə]</td>
<td>[ˈtɪ,tytː]</td>
<td>[ˈtɪ,tyːdː]</td>
<td>[ˈtɪ,tyːdːə]</td>
<td>‘interpret’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
8.4 Appendix 4: C₀Vt stems in 2\textsuperscript{nd} conjugation

as listed in Holmes & Hinchliffe 2003 (\textit{SAG} 1999 does not provide a list.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>INF</th>
<th>SUPINE</th>
<th>PARTICIPLE</th>
<th>PRETERITE</th>
<th>GLOSS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>['leːda]</td>
<td>['lɛːtː]</td>
<td>['lɛːdː]</td>
<td>['lɛːdːə]</td>
<td>‘lead\textsuperscript{90}’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

8.5 Appendix 5: Regular C₀V adjectival stems

as listed in Holmes & Hinchliffe 2003

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>STEM</th>
<th>NEUTER</th>
<th>GLOSS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[bloː]</td>
<td>[blɔːtː]</td>
<td>‘blue’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[groː]</td>
<td>[grɔːtː]</td>
<td>‘grey’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[roː]</td>
<td>[rɔːtː]</td>
<td>‘raw’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[nyː]</td>
<td>[nɔtː]</td>
<td>‘new’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\textsuperscript{90} The word is not explicitly listed in Holmes & Hinchliffe 2003, but it follows the relevant pattern.
8.6 Appendix 6: Regular CₐVd adjectival stems

as listed in Sigurd (1965:103)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>STEM</th>
<th>NEUTER</th>
<th>GLOSS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[suˈliːd]</td>
<td>[suˈliːt]</td>
<td>‘solid’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[blɪd]</td>
<td>[blɪtː]</td>
<td>‘mild’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[vɪd]</td>
<td>[vɪtː]</td>
<td>‘wide’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[strɪd]</td>
<td>[strɪtː]</td>
<td>‘violent’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[rɔːd]</td>
<td>[rɔtː]</td>
<td>‘red’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[sprɔːd]</td>
<td>[sprɔtː]</td>
<td>‘crisp’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[dɔːd]</td>
<td>[dɔtː]</td>
<td>‘dead’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[bred]</td>
<td>[brɛtː]</td>
<td>‘broad’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[snɛd]</td>
<td>[snɛtː]</td>
<td>‘slanted’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[spɛd]</td>
<td>[spɛtː]</td>
<td>‘tender’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[glɑːd]</td>
<td>[ɡlɑtː]</td>
<td>‘happy’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

8.7 Appendix 7: Regular CₐVt adjectival stems

as listed in Holmes & Hinchliffe 2003 and Sigurd (1965:102)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>STEM</th>
<th>NEUTER</th>
<th>GLOSS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[hɛt]</td>
<td>[hɛtː]</td>
<td>‘hot’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[fɛt]</td>
<td>[fɛtː]</td>
<td>‘greasy, fat’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[slɛt]</td>
<td>[slɛtː]</td>
<td>‘smooth’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[tɛt]</td>
<td>[tɛtː]</td>
<td>‘tight’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
8.8 Appendix 8: CₐV(D) stems in first conjugation featuring [a] or [u] as listed in Gellerstam 1998 (*SAOL*)

### Cₐa:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>INF</th>
<th>SUPINE</th>
<th>PARTICIPLE</th>
<th>PRETERITE</th>
<th>GLOSS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[bʉːa]</td>
<td>[bʉːat]</td>
<td>[bʉːad]</td>
<td>[bʉːadə]</td>
<td>'boo',</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[duːa]</td>
<td>[duːat]</td>
<td>[duːad]</td>
<td>[duːadə]</td>
<td>'to say 'you''</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[muːa]</td>
<td>[muːat]</td>
<td>[muːad]</td>
<td>[muːadə]</td>
<td>'moo',</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[fruːa]</td>
<td>[fruːat]</td>
<td>[fruːad]</td>
<td>[fruːadə]</td>
<td>'call s.o. Mrs.'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Cₐaːd

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>INF</th>
<th>SUPINE</th>
<th>PARTICIPLE</th>
<th>PRETERITE</th>
<th>GLOSS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[bɑːda]</td>
<td>[bɑːdat]</td>
<td>[bɑːdad]</td>
<td>[bɑːdadə]</td>
<td>'bathe'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[skɑːda]</td>
<td>[skɑːdat]</td>
<td>[skɑːdad]</td>
<td>[skɑːdadə]</td>
<td>'harm'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[blɑːda]</td>
<td>[blɑːdat]</td>
<td>[blɑːdad]</td>
<td>[blɑːdadə]</td>
<td>'pick leaves'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[rɑːda]</td>
<td>[rɑːdat]</td>
<td>[rɑːdad]</td>
<td>[rɑːdadə]</td>
<td>'line up'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[grɑːda]</td>
<td>[grɑːdat]</td>
<td>[grɑːdad]</td>
<td>[grɑːdadə]</td>
<td>'put together'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[vɑːda]</td>
<td>[vɑːdat]</td>
<td>[vɑːdad]</td>
<td>[vɑːdadə]</td>
<td>'wade'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INF</td>
<td>SUPINE</td>
<td>PARTICIPLE</td>
<td>PRETERITE</td>
<td>GLOSS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------</td>
<td>--------</td>
<td>------------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>---------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[bʊːda]</td>
<td>[bʊːdat]</td>
<td>[bʊːdad]</td>
<td>[bʊːdə]</td>
<td>‘call’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[ɑːvɡʊːda]</td>
<td>[ɑːvɡʊːdat]</td>
<td>[ɑːvɡʊːdad]</td>
<td>[ɑːvɡʊːdə]</td>
<td>‘deify’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[fɔːrgʊːda]</td>
<td>[fɔːrgʊːdat]</td>
<td>[fɔːrgʊːdad]</td>
<td>[fɔːrgʊːdə]</td>
<td>‘deify’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[hɑːta]</td>
<td>[hɑːtat]</td>
<td>[hɑːtad]</td>
<td>[hɑːtəd]</td>
<td>‘hate’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[çɑːta]</td>
<td>[çɑːtat]</td>
<td>[çɑːtad]</td>
<td>[çɑːtəd]</td>
<td>‘pester’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[lɑːta]</td>
<td>[lɑːtat]</td>
<td>[lɑːtad]</td>
<td>[lɑːtəd]</td>
<td>‘be idle’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[mɑːta]</td>
<td>[mɑːtat]</td>
<td>[mɑːtad]</td>
<td>[mɑːtəd]</td>
<td>‘feed’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[ɡnɑːta]</td>
<td>[ɡnɑːtat]</td>
<td>[ɡnɑːtad]</td>
<td>[ɡnɑːtəd]</td>
<td>‘argue’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[knaːt-a]</td>
<td>[knaːtat]</td>
<td>[knaːtad]</td>
<td>[knaːtəd]</td>
<td>‘run’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[rɑːta]</td>
<td>[rɑːtat]</td>
<td>[rɑːtad]</td>
<td>[rɑːtəd]</td>
<td>‘reject’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[prɑːta]</td>
<td>[prɑːtat]</td>
<td>[prɑːtad]</td>
<td>[prɑːtəd]</td>
<td>‘talk’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
\begin{tabular}{|l|l|l|l|l|}
\hline
\textbf{INF} & \textbf{SUPINE} & \textbf{PARTICIPLE} & \textbf{PRETERITE} & \textbf{GLOSS} \\
\hline
[\textipa{hʉːtə}] & [\textipa{hʉːtət}] & [\textipa{hʉːtəd}] & [\textipa{hʉːtədə}] & ‘correct’ \\
[\textipa{kʉːtə}] & [\textipa{kʉːtət}] & [\textipa{kʉːtəd}] & [\textipa{kʉːtədə}] & ‘run’ \\
[\textipa{lʉːtə}] & [\textipa{lʉːtət}] & [\textipa{lʉːtəd}] & [\textipa{lʉːtədə}] & ‘lean’ \\
[\textipa{klʉːtə}] & [\textipa{klʉːtət}] & [\textipa{klʉːtəd}] & [\textipa{klʉːtədə}] & ‘disguise’, \\
[\textipa{plʉːtə}] & [\textipa{plʉːtət}] & [\textipa{plʉːtəd}] & [\textipa{plʉːtədə}] & ‘pout’ \\
[\textipa{slʉːtə}] & [\textipa{slʉːtət}] & [\textipa{slʉːtəd}] & [\textipa{slʉːtədə}] & ‘stop’ \\
[\textipa{mʉːtə}] & [\textipa{mʉːtət}] & [\textipa{mʉːtəd}] & [\textipa{mʉːtədə}] & ‘bribe’ \\
[\textipa{pʉːtə}] & [\textipa{pʉːtət}] & [\textipa{pʉːtəd}] & [\textipa{pʉːtədə}] & ‘bulge’ \\
[\textipa{inrʉːtə}] & [\textipa{inrʉːtət}] & [\textipa{inrʉːtəd}] & [\textipa{inrʉːtədə}] & ‘frame’ \\
[\textipa{prʉːtə}] & [\textipa{prʉːtət}] & [\textipa{prʉːtəd}] & [\textipa{prʉːtədə}] & ‘bargain’ \\
[\textipa{sprʉːtə}] & [\textipa{sprʉːtət}] & [\textipa{sprʉːtəd}] & [\textipa{sprʉːtədə}] & ‘spray’ \\
[\textipa{trʉːtə}] & [\textipa{trʉːtət}] & [\textipa{trʉːtəd}] & [\textipa{trʉːtədə}] & ‘pout’ \\
[\textipa{tʉːtə}] & [\textipa{tʉːtət}] & [\textipa{tʉːtəd}] & [\textipa{tʉːtədə}] & ‘toot’ \\
\hline
\end{tabular}
8.9 Appendix 9: $C_0 V(D)$ first conjugation words featuring vowels other than $[ə]$ or $[u]$ as listed in *SAOL*

$C_0 ɛ$:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>INF</th>
<th>SUPINE</th>
<th>PARTICIPLE</th>
<th>PRETERITE</th>
<th>GLOSS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[trɛ:a]</td>
<td>[trɛ:at]</td>
<td>[trɛ:ad]</td>
<td>[trɛ:adə]</td>
<td>‘perch on a tree’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[stɛ:a]</td>
<td>[stɛ:at]</td>
<td>[stɛ:ad]</td>
<td>[stɛ:adə]</td>
<td>‘call a dog’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[lɛ:a]</td>
<td>[lɛ:at]</td>
<td>[lɛ:ad]</td>
<td>[lɛ:adə]</td>
<td>‘give shelter for wind’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[reɭɛ:a]</td>
<td>[reɭɛ:at]</td>
<td>[reɭɛ:ad]</td>
<td>[reɭɛ:adə]</td>
<td>‘relay’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[knɛ:a]</td>
<td>[knɛ:at]</td>
<td>[knɛ:ad]</td>
<td>[knɛ:adə]</td>
<td>‘to kneel’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$C_0 ɨ$:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>INF</th>
<th>SUPINE</th>
<th>PARTICIPLE</th>
<th>PRETERITE</th>
<th>GLOSS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[fiɭy:a]</td>
<td>[fiɭy:at]</td>
<td>[fiɭy:ad]</td>
<td>[fiɭy:adə]</td>
<td>‘to be covered by clouds’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[bly:a]</td>
<td>[bly:at]</td>
<td>[bly:ad]</td>
<td>[bly:adə]</td>
<td>‘add lead to s.t.’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[förny:a]</td>
<td>[förny:at]</td>
<td>[förny:ad]</td>
<td>[förny:adə]</td>
<td>‘renew’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[kry:a]</td>
<td>[kry:at]</td>
<td>[kry:ad]</td>
<td>[kry:adə]</td>
<td>‘recover’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[pry:a]</td>
<td>[pry:at]</td>
<td>[pry:ad]</td>
<td>[pry:adə]</td>
<td>‘get vocational experience’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[ty:a]</td>
<td>[ty:at]</td>
<td>[ty:ad]</td>
<td>[ty:adə]</td>
<td>‘manage’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
\( C_{e}: \)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>INF</th>
<th>SUPINE</th>
<th>PARTICIPLE</th>
<th>PRETERITE</th>
<th>GLOSS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[file:a]</td>
<td>[file:at]</td>
<td>[file:ad]</td>
<td>[file:adə]</td>
<td>‘fillet’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[fjele:a]</td>
<td>[fjele:at]</td>
<td>[fjele:ad]</td>
<td>[fjele:adə]</td>
<td>‘make jelly’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\( C_{ø}: \)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>INF</th>
<th>SUPINE</th>
<th>PARTICIPLE</th>
<th>PRETERITE</th>
<th>GLOSS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[fjo:a]</td>
<td>[fjo:at]</td>
<td>[fjo:ad]</td>
<td>[fjo:adə]</td>
<td>‘work at docks’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[blo:a]</td>
<td>[blo:at]</td>
<td>[blo:ad]</td>
<td>[blo:adə]</td>
<td>‘color blue’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[halo:a]</td>
<td>[halo:at]</td>
<td>[halo:ad]</td>
<td>[halo:adə]</td>
<td>‘work as female anchor’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[förro:a]</td>
<td>[förro:at]</td>
<td>[förro:ad]</td>
<td>[förro:adə]</td>
<td>‘make raw’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[to:a]</td>
<td>[to:at]</td>
<td>[to:ad]</td>
<td>[to:adə]</td>
<td>‘walk on tiptoes’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\( C_{u}: \)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>INF</th>
<th>SUPINE</th>
<th>PARTICIPLE</th>
<th>PRETERITE</th>
<th>GLOSS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[hua:a]</td>
<td>[hua:at]</td>
<td>[hua:ad]</td>
<td>[hua:adə]</td>
<td>‘yell ho’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[çua:a]</td>
<td>[çua:at]</td>
<td>[çua:ad]</td>
<td>[çua:adə]</td>
<td>‘yell tjo’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[ru:u]</td>
<td>[ru:at]</td>
<td>[ru:ad]</td>
<td>[ru:adə]</td>
<td>‘amuse’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[bru:u]</td>
<td>[bru:at]</td>
<td>[bru:ad]</td>
<td>[bru:adə]</td>
<td>‘build bridges’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
\[C_{\text{o}}:\]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>INF</th>
<th>SUPINE</th>
<th>PARTICIPLE</th>
<th>PRETERITE</th>
<th>GLOSS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[kli:a]</td>
<td>[kli:at]</td>
<td>[kli:ad]</td>
<td>[kli:adə]</td>
<td>‘itch’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[ni:a]</td>
<td>[ni:at]</td>
<td>[ni:ad]</td>
<td>[ni:adə]</td>
<td>‘say n’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[befri:a]</td>
<td>[befri:at]</td>
<td>[befri:ad]</td>
<td>[befri:adə]</td>
<td>‘set free’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[knı:a]</td>
<td>[knı:at]</td>
<td>[knı:ad]</td>
<td>[knı:adə]</td>
<td>‘pull grass’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[si:a]</td>
<td>[si:at]</td>
<td>[si:ad]</td>
<td>[si:adə]</td>
<td>‘prophesy’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\[C_{\text{o}}:\]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>INF</th>
<th>SUPINE</th>
<th>PARTICIPLE</th>
<th>PRETERITE</th>
<th>GLOSS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[kø:a]</td>
<td>[kø:at]</td>
<td>n/a(^{91})</td>
<td>[kø:adə]</td>
<td>‘wait in line’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[slø:a]</td>
<td>[slø:at]</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>[slø:adə]</td>
<td>‘be lazy’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[snø:a]</td>
<td>[snø:at]</td>
<td>[snø:ad]</td>
<td>[snø:adə]</td>
<td>‘snow’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[spø:a]</td>
<td>[spø:at]</td>
<td>[spø:ad]</td>
<td>[spø:adə]</td>
<td>‘beat’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[brø:a]</td>
<td>[brø:at]</td>
<td>[brø:ad]</td>
<td>[brø:adə]</td>
<td>‘strew crumbs’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[tø:a]</td>
<td>[tø:at]</td>
<td>[tø:ad]</td>
<td>[tø:adə]</td>
<td>‘thaw’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\[C_{\text{ɛd}}\]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>INF</th>
<th>SUPINE</th>
<th>PARTICIPLE</th>
<th>PRETERITE</th>
<th>GLOSS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[hɛ:da]</td>
<td>[hɛ:dat]</td>
<td>[hɛ:dad]</td>
<td>[hɛ:dadə]</td>
<td>‘blaspheme’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[ste:da]</td>
<td>[ste:dat]</td>
<td>[ste:dad]</td>
<td>[ste:dadə]</td>
<td>‘clean up’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^{91}\) The word is intransitive, so there is no participle.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>INF</th>
<th>SUPINE</th>
<th>PARTICIPLE</th>
<th>PRETERITE</th>
<th>GLOSS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[fje:da]</td>
<td>[fje:dat]</td>
<td>[fje:dad]</td>
<td>[fje:dadə]</td>
<td>‘pick with spoon’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[u:fre:da]</td>
<td>[u:fre:dat]</td>
<td>[u:fre:dad]</td>
<td>[u:fre:dadə]</td>
<td>‘molest’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>INF</th>
<th>SUPINE</th>
<th>PARTICIPLE</th>
<th>PRETERITE</th>
<th>GLOSS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[bo:da]</td>
<td>[bo:dat]</td>
<td>[bo:dad]</td>
<td>[bo:dadə]</td>
<td>‘bode’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[sko:da]</td>
<td>[sko:dat]</td>
<td>[sko:dad]</td>
<td>[sko:dadə]</td>
<td>‘behold’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[no:da]</td>
<td>[no:dat]</td>
<td>[no:dad]</td>
<td>[no:dadə]</td>
<td>‘strike a tip’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>INF</th>
<th>SUPINE</th>
<th>PARTICIPLE</th>
<th>PRETERITE</th>
<th>GLOSS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[lu:da]</td>
<td>[lu:dat]</td>
<td>[lu:dad]</td>
<td>[lu:dadə]</td>
<td>‘measure’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[blu:da]</td>
<td>[blu:dat]</td>
<td>[blu:dad]</td>
<td>[blu:dadə]</td>
<td>‘put blood on’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[anmu:da]</td>
<td>[anmu:dat]</td>
<td>[anmu:dad]</td>
<td>[anmu:dadə]</td>
<td>‘request’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[førmu:da]</td>
<td>[førmu:dat]</td>
<td>[førmu:dad]</td>
<td>[førmu:dadə]</td>
<td>‘assume’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>INF</th>
<th>SUPINE</th>
<th>PARTICIPLE</th>
<th>PRETERITE</th>
<th>GLOSS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[bi:da]</td>
<td>[bi:dat]</td>
<td>[bi:dad]</td>
<td>[bi:dadə]</td>
<td>‘wait’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INF</td>
<td>SUPINE</td>
<td>PARTICIPLE</td>
<td>PRETERITE</td>
<td>GLOSS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------</td>
<td>---------</td>
<td>------------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>----------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[dø:da]</td>
<td>[dø:dat]</td>
<td>[dø:dad]</td>
<td>[dø:dadə]</td>
<td>‘kill’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[flø:da]</td>
<td>[flø:dat]</td>
<td>[flø:dad]</td>
<td>[flø:dadə]</td>
<td>‘flow’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[brø:da]</td>
<td>[brø:dat]</td>
<td>[brø:dad]</td>
<td>[brø:dadə]</td>
<td>‘strew crumbs’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>INF</th>
<th>SUPINE</th>
<th>PARTICIPLE</th>
<th>PRETERITE</th>
<th>GLOSS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[flø:ta]</td>
<td>[flø:tat]</td>
<td>[flø:tad]</td>
<td>[flø:tadə]</td>
<td>‘plait’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[sle:ta]</td>
<td>[sle:tat]</td>
<td>[sle: tad]</td>
<td>[sle: tadə]</td>
<td>‘flatten’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[ne:ta]</td>
<td>[ne: tat]</td>
<td>[ne: tad]</td>
<td>[ne: tadə]</td>
<td>‘to net’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[re:ta]</td>
<td>[re: tat]</td>
<td>[re: tad]</td>
<td>[re: tadə]</td>
<td>‘straighten’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[fre:ta]</td>
<td>[fre: tat]</td>
<td>[fre: tada]</td>
<td>[fre: tada]</td>
<td>‘corrode’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[te:ta]</td>
<td>[te: tat]</td>
<td>[te: tada]</td>
<td>[te: tada]</td>
<td>‘seal’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

C₁yːt --

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>INF</th>
<th>SUPINE</th>
<th>PARTICIPLE</th>
<th>PRETERITE</th>
<th>GLOSS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[arbe:ta]</td>
<td>[arbe:tat]</td>
<td>[arbe: tada]</td>
<td>[arbe: tada]</td>
<td>‘work’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[be:ta]</td>
<td>[be: tat]</td>
<td>[be: tad]</td>
<td>[be: tadə]</td>
<td>‘graze’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[kle:ta]</td>
<td>[kle: tat]</td>
<td>[kle: tad]</td>
<td>[kle: tadə]</td>
<td>‘smear’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[le:ta]</td>
<td>[le: tat]</td>
<td>[le: tad]</td>
<td>[le: tadə]</td>
<td>‘seek’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[me:ta]</td>
<td>[me: tat]</td>
<td>[me: tada]</td>
<td>[me: tada]</td>
<td>‘fish with rod’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[smeta]</td>
<td>[smetat]</td>
<td>[smetad]</td>
<td>[smetadə]</td>
<td>‘smear’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[gnetːa]</td>
<td>[gnetːat]</td>
<td>[gnetːad]</td>
<td>[gnetːadə]</td>
<td>‘write small’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[petːa]</td>
<td>[petːat]</td>
<td>[petːad]</td>
<td>[petːadə]</td>
<td>‘poke’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[retːa]</td>
<td>[retːat]</td>
<td>[retːad]</td>
<td>[retːadə]</td>
<td>‘tease’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[spetːa]</td>
<td>[spetːat]</td>
<td>[spetːad]</td>
<td>[spetːadə]</td>
<td>‘stick up’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[spretːa]</td>
<td>[spretːat]</td>
<td>[spretːad]</td>
<td>[spretːadə]</td>
<td>‘stand out’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[førtreːta]</td>
<td>[førtreːtːat]</td>
<td>[førtreːtːad]</td>
<td>[førtreːtːadə]</td>
<td>‘make bitter’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[streːta]</td>
<td>[streːtːat]</td>
<td>[streːtːad]</td>
<td>[streːtːadə]</td>
<td>‘work hard’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Cᵣːt

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>INF</th>
<th>SUPINE</th>
<th>PARTICIPLE</th>
<th>PRETERITE</th>
<th>GLOSS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[botːa]</td>
<td>[botːat]</td>
<td>[botːad]</td>
<td>[botːadə]</td>
<td>‘travel by boat’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[notːa]</td>
<td>[notːat]</td>
<td>[notːad]</td>
<td>[notːadə]</td>
<td>‘apply a seam’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[plotːa]</td>
<td>[plotːat]</td>
<td>[plotːad]</td>
<td>[plotːadə]</td>
<td>‘photograph’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[potːa]</td>
<td>[potːat]</td>
<td>[potːad]</td>
<td>[potːadə]</td>
<td>‘poke about’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[sotːa]</td>
<td>[sotːat]</td>
<td>[sotːad]</td>
<td>[sotːadə]</td>
<td>‘stack hay’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[stotːa]</td>
<td>[stotːat]</td>
<td>[stotːad]</td>
<td>[stotːadə]</td>
<td>‘show off’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Cᵣːuːt

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>INF</th>
<th>SUPINE</th>
<th>PARTICIPLE</th>
<th>PRETERITE</th>
<th>GLOSS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[buːta]</td>
<td>[buːtːat]</td>
<td>[buːtːad]</td>
<td>[buːtːadə]</td>
<td>‘heal’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[fuːta]</td>
<td>[fuːtːat]</td>
<td>[fuːtːad]</td>
<td>[fuːtːadə]</td>
<td>‘photograph’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[kanuːta]</td>
<td>[kanuːtːat]</td>
<td>[kanuːtːad]</td>
<td>[kanuːtːadə]</td>
<td>‘travel by canoe’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[mutːa]</td>
<td>[mutːat]</td>
<td>[mutːad]</td>
<td>[mutːadə]</td>
<td>‘bar the way’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[ruːta]</td>
<td>[ruːtːat]</td>
<td>[ruːtːad]</td>
<td>[ruːtːadə]</td>
<td>‘dig’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[skruːta]</td>
<td>[skruːtːat]</td>
<td>[skruːtːad]</td>
<td>[skruːtːadə]</td>
<td>‘throw away’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
C_{\text{t\textipa{\texttle{a}}}}

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>INF</th>
<th>SUPINE</th>
<th>PARTICIPLE</th>
<th>PRETERITE</th>
<th>GLOSS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[anli:ta]</td>
<td>[anli:tit]</td>
<td>[anli:titad]</td>
<td>[anli:titad\textipa{\texttle{a}}]</td>
<td>‘employ’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[flit\textipa{\texttle{a}}]</td>
<td>[flit\textipa{\texttle{a}}]</td>
<td>[flit\textipa{\texttle{a}}]</td>
<td>[flit\textipa{\texttle{a}}]</td>
<td>‘to work hard’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[lit\textipa{\texttle{a}}]</td>
<td>[lit\textipa{\texttle{a}}]</td>
<td>[lit\textipa{\texttle{a}}]</td>
<td>[lit\textipa{\texttle{a}}]</td>
<td>‘depend on’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[nitt\textipa{\texttle{a}}]</td>
<td>[nitt\textipa{\texttle{a}}]</td>
<td>[nitt\textipa{\texttle{a}}]</td>
<td>[nitt\textipa{\texttle{a}}]</td>
<td>‘apply brakes’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[plit\textipa{\texttle{a}}]</td>
<td>[plit\textipa{\texttle{a}}]</td>
<td>[plit\textipa{\texttle{a}}]</td>
<td>[plit\textipa{\texttle{a}}]</td>
<td>‘write with difficulty’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[rit\textipa{\texttle{a}}]</td>
<td>[rit\textipa{\texttle{a}}]</td>
<td>[rit\textipa{\texttle{a}}]</td>
<td>[rit\textipa{\texttle{a}}]</td>
<td>‘draw’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

C_{\text{t\textipa{\texttle{o}}}}

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>INF</th>
<th>SUPINE</th>
<th>PARTICIPLE</th>
<th>PRETERITE</th>
<th>GLOSS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[b\textipa{\texttle{o}}:ta]</td>
<td>[b\textipa{\texttle{o}}:tat]</td>
<td>[b\textipa{\texttle{o}}:tatad]</td>
<td>[b\textipa{\texttle{o}}:tatad\textipa{\texttle{a}}]</td>
<td>‘fine’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[gl\textipa{\texttle{o}}:ta]</td>
<td>[gl\textipa{\texttle{o}}:tat]</td>
<td>[gl\textipa{\texttle{o}}:tatad]</td>
<td>[gl\textipa{\texttle{o}}:tatad\textipa{\texttle{a}}]</td>
<td>‘dig’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[gr\textipa{\texttle{o}}:ta]</td>
<td>[gr\textipa{\texttle{o}}:tat]</td>
<td>[gr\textipa{\texttle{o}}:tatad]</td>
<td>[gr\textipa{\texttle{o}}:tatad\textipa{\texttle{a}}]</td>
<td>‘make a mess’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[spr\textipa{\texttle{o}}:ta]</td>
<td>[spr\textipa{\texttle{o}}:tat]</td>
<td>[spr\textipa{\texttle{o}}:tatad]</td>
<td>[spr\textipa{\texttle{o}}:tatad\textipa{\texttle{a}}]</td>
<td>‘support’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[s\textipa{\texttle{o}}:ta]</td>
<td>[s\textipa{\texttle{o}}:tat]</td>
<td>[s\textipa{\texttle{o}}:tatad]</td>
<td>[s\textipa{\texttle{o}}:tatad\textipa{\texttle{a}}]</td>
<td>‘sweeten’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
8.10  Appendix 10: $C_0V(D)$ fourth conjugation (ablaut) words featuring $[\text{a}]$ or $[\text{u}]$ as listed in Holmes & Hinchliffe 2003 and SAG 1999.

$C_0\text{a}$:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>INF</th>
<th>SUPINE</th>
<th>PARTICIPLE</th>
<th>PRETERITE</th>
<th>GLOSS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[dɾɑː]</td>
<td>[dɾɑːɡɪt]</td>
<td>[dɾɑːɡən]</td>
<td>[dɾuɡ]</td>
<td>‘pull’</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[tɑː]</td>
<td>[tɑːɡɪt]</td>
<td>[tɑːɡən]</td>
<td>[tʊɡ]</td>
<td>‘take’</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$C_0\text{u}$: --

$C_0\text{a:d}$: --

$C_0\text{u:d}$:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>STEM</th>
<th>SUPINE</th>
<th>PARTICIPLE</th>
<th>PRETERITE</th>
<th>GLOSS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[bjʊːd]</td>
<td>[bjʊːdɪt]</td>
<td>[bjʊːdən]</td>
<td>[bjʊːd]</td>
<td>‘invite’</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[jʊːd]</td>
<td>[jʊːdɪt]</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>[jʊːd]</td>
<td>‘make a sound’</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[fjʊːd]</td>
<td>[fjʊːdɪt]</td>
<td>[fjʊːdən]</td>
<td>[fjʊːd]</td>
<td>‘boil’</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$C_0\text{a:rt}$: --
Appendix 11: C₀⁺V(D) fourth conjugation (ablaut) words featuring vowels other than [ɑ] or [u] as listed in Holmes & Hinchliffe 2003 and SAG 1999.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>STEM</th>
<th>SUPINE</th>
<th>PARTICIPLE</th>
<th>PRETERITE</th>
<th>GLOSS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[jʊt]</td>
<td>[jʊ:tɪ]</td>
<td>[jʊ:tən]</td>
<td>[jʊ:t]</td>
<td>‘cast iron’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[jʊt]</td>
<td>[jʊ:tɪ]</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>[jʊ:t]</td>
<td>‘die’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[nju:t]</td>
<td>[njuːtɪ]</td>
<td>[njuːtən]</td>
<td>[njuːt]</td>
<td>‘enjoy’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[ʃu:t]</td>
<td>[ʃuːtɪ]</td>
<td>[ʃuːtən]</td>
<td>[ʃuːt]</td>
<td>‘shout’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[ɛː]</td>
<td>[ɛː]</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>[ɛː]</td>
<td>‘shriek’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>STEM</th>
<th>SUPINE</th>
<th>PARTICIPLE</th>
<th>PRETERITE</th>
<th>GLOSS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[sloː]</td>
<td>[slaːgt]</td>
<td>[slaːgən]</td>
<td>[slaːg]</td>
<td>‘hit’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[uː]</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[iː]</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[œ:ː]</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[ɛːd]</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[yːd]</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STEM</td>
<td>SUPINE</td>
<td>PARTICIPLE</td>
<td>PRETERITE</td>
<td>GLOSS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------</td>
<td>---------</td>
<td>------------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>----------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[gliːd]</td>
<td>[gliːdɪt]</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>[gleːd]</td>
<td>‘glide’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[kviːd]</td>
<td>[kviːdɪt]</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>[kveːd]</td>
<td>‘whine’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[liːd]</td>
<td>[liːdɪt]</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>[leːd]</td>
<td>‘suffer’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[riːd]</td>
<td>[riːdɪt]</td>
<td>[riːdən]</td>
<td>[reːd]</td>
<td>‘ride’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[skriːd]</td>
<td>[skriːdɪt]</td>
<td>[skriːdən]</td>
<td>[skreːd]</td>
<td>‘advance’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[striːd]</td>
<td>[striːdɪt]</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>[streːd]</td>
<td>‘fight’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[sviːd]</td>
<td>[sviːdɪt]</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>[sveːd]</td>
<td>‘sting’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[vriːd]</td>
<td>[vriːdɪt]</td>
<td>[vriːdən]</td>
<td>[vreːd]</td>
<td>‘twist’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>STEM</th>
<th>SUPINE</th>
<th>PARTICIPLE</th>
<th>PRETERITE</th>
<th>GLOSS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[ɛːt]</td>
<td>[ɛːtɪt]</td>
<td>[ɛːtən]</td>
<td>[ɔːt]</td>
<td>‘eat’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>STEM</th>
<th>SUPINE</th>
<th>PARTICIPLE</th>
<th>PRETERITE</th>
<th>GLOSS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[bryːt]</td>
<td>[bruːtɪt]</td>
<td>[bruːtən]</td>
<td>[brɔːt]</td>
<td>‘break’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[flyːt]</td>
<td>[flutɪt]</td>
<td>[flutən]</td>
<td>[flɔːt]</td>
<td>‘float’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[knyːt]</td>
<td>[knutɪt]</td>
<td>[knutən]</td>
<td>[kνət]</td>
<td>‘tie’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[ryːt]</td>
<td>[ruːtɪt]</td>
<td>[ruːtən]</td>
<td>[rɔːt]</td>
<td>‘roar’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------</td>
<td>------------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>--------</td>
<td>------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[skryːt]</td>
<td>[snuːtɪt]</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>[skrøːt]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[snyːt]</td>
<td>[snuːtɪn]</td>
<td>[snuːt]</td>
<td>[søːt]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[trʏːt]</td>
<td>[trʊtɪt]</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>[trøːt]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Cøːt --

Cøːt

STEM       SUPINE   PARTICIPLE  PRETERITE  GLOSS
[groːt]    [groːtɪt] n/a [greːt]  ‘cry’
[loːt]     [loːtɪt] n/a [lɛːt]  ‘allow’

Cøːut --

Cøːut

STEM       SUPINE   PARTICIPLE  PRETERITE  GLOSS
[biːt]     [biːtɪt]  [biːtən] [bet]  ‘bite’
[sliːt]    [sliːtɪt] [sliːtən] [slet]  ‘wear out’
[smiːt]    [smiːtɪt] n/a [smet]  ‘escape’
[fjiːt]    [fjiːtɪt] [fjiːtən] [fjet]  ‘shit’

8.12 Appendix 12: Stimuli for experiment on perceptibility of [n]

Nasal-nasal  stimuli

[sɛmː]      [sɛmː]
[fɔmn]      [fɔmn]
[symː]      [symːn]  (order randomized)
[præŋ] [præŋn] (order randomized)

All of the items in the lateral condition featured a coda [l]:

Lateral-nasal stimuli: vowel /a/

[çɑːl] [çɑːl]
[fraːln] [fraːln]
[rɑːl] [rɑːln] (order randomized)
[krɑːl] [krɑːln] (order randomized)

[bjɑːl] [bjɑːl]
[braːln] [braːln]
[drɑːl] [drɑːln] (order randomized)
[fjɑːl] [fjɑːln] (order randomized)

[tvɑːl] [tvɑːl]
[vraːln] [vraːln]
[pɑːl] [pɑːln] (order randomized)
[spɑːl] [spɑːln] (order randomized)

Lateral-nasal stimuli: version with [oːl(n)]

[droːl] [droːl]
[sproːln] [sproːln]
[dvoːl] [dvoːln] (order randomized)
[doːl] [doːln] (order randomized)
Lateral-nasal stimuli: version with [ɔ(ːn)]

[ʤɔːl]   [ʤɔːl]  
[spoːln]  [spoːln] 
[jɔːl]   [jɔːln]   (order randomized)  
[kvoːl]  [kvoːln]   (order randomized)  

[vɔːl]   [vɔːl]  
[froːln]  [froːln]  
[groːl]  [groːln]   (order randomized)  
[bjoːl]  [bjoːln]   (order randomized)  

[drɔːl]  [drɔːl]  
[spɾɔln] [spɾɔln]  
[dvɔːl]  [dvɔːln]   (order randomized)  
[dɔːl]  [dɔːln]   (order randomized)  

[fjɔːl]  [fjɔːl]  
[spɔln]  [spɔln]  
[jɔːl]  [jɔːln]   (order randomized)  
[kvɔːl]  [kvɔːln]   (order randomized)  

[brɔːl]  [brɔːl]  
[fɾɔln]  [fɾɔln]  
[grɔːl]  [grɔːln]   (order randomized)
All of the items in the vocalic condition featured long vowels.

Vowel-nasal stimuli

[ɔːlː]   [ɔːln]   (order randomized)

[ɡɔː]   [ɡɔː]
[trɪːn]   [trɪːn]
[stiː]   [stiːn]   (order randomized)
[vriː]   [vriːn]   (order randomized)
[slɑː]   [slɑː]
[bjɔːn]   [bjɔːn]
[tjɛː]   [tjɛːn]   (order randomized)
[pleː]   [pleːn]   (order randomized)
[tʃjː]   [tʃjː]
[klɔːn]   [klɔːn]
[stɛː]   [stɛːn]   (order randomized)
[plyː]   [plyːn]   (order randomized)
[floː]   [floː]
[glɔːn]   [glɔːn]
[prɛː]   [prɛːn]   (order randomized)
[bjɔː]   [bjɔːn]   (order randomized)
[pluː]   [pluː]
[rɛːn] [rɛːn]  
[pjoː]  [pjoːn]  (order randomized)  
[sluː]  [sluːn]  (order randomized)  
[bluː]  [bluː]  
[pøːn]  [pøːn]  
[blʉː]  [blʉːn]  (order randomized)  
[kroː]  [kroːn]  (order randomized)  

8.13 Appendix 13: Text on clouds (for lateral-nasal condition of experiment on perceptibility of nasals)

Ett moln är en samling i atmosfären av vattendroppar eller iskristaller som är tillräckligt små för att deras fallhastighet ska vara mycket liten. Dropparna bildas vid ungefär 100% relativ fuktighet genom att vattenånga kondenserar på små partiklar, kondensationskärnor, och sedan växer genom fortsatt kondensation och sammanslagning av droppar. De hålls svävande i molnet så länge deras fallhastighet är mindre än luftens rörelse uppåt; därefter faller dropparna genom molnundersidan som nederbörd. Även iskristaller bildas på små partiklar, s.k. iskärnor. Om molnet är tillräckligt kallt frysar molndropparna till iskristaller, men iskristaller kan även bildas direkt från vattenånga genom sublimation.

From http://www.ne.se/kort/moln
8.14 Appendix 14: Stimuli for repetition blindness triggered by \[\text{ən}, \text{an}, \text{ɔn}\]

| [kɪkːən] | [kɪkːən] |
| [kəkːən] | [kəkːən] |
| [kɛkːən] | [kɛkːən] | (order randomized) |
| [kɑkːən] | [kɑkːən] | (order randomized) |

| [kɔkːən] | [kɔkːən] |
| [kɛkːən] | [kɛkːən] | (order randomized) |
| [kɑkːən] | [kɑkːən] | (order randomized) |

| [kɑkːən] | [kɑkːən] |
| [kɔkːən] | [kɔkːən] |
| [kɛkːən] | [kɛkːən] | (order randomized) |
| [kɪkːən] | [kɪkːən] | (order randomized) |

| [pɛpːən] | [pɛpːən] |
| [pɑpːən] | [pɑpːən] |
| [pɪpːən] | [pɪpːən] | (order randomized) |
| [pɔpːən] | [pɔpːən] | (order randomized) |

| [pɑpːən] | [pɑpːən]\(^{92}\) |
| [pɪpːən] | [pɪpːən] |

---

\(^{92}\) This item would be a real word if it were pronounced with pitch accent 2 (it means ‘Dad’); but it was elicited with accent 1.
| [pəpːan] | [pəpːanən] | (order randomized) |
| [pəpːan] | [pəpːanən] | (order randomized) |
| [pəpːən] | [pəpːən] |
| [pəpːənən] | [pəpːənən] |
| [pəpːən] | [pəpːən] | (order randomized) |
| [pəpːən] | [pəpːən] | (order randomized) |
| [tətːən] | [tətːən] |
| [tətːən] | [tətːən] |
| [tətːən] | [tətːən] | (order randomized) |
| [tətːən] | [tətːən] | (order randomized) |
| [tətːan] | [tətːan] |
| [tətːan] | [tətːan] |
| [tətːan] | [tətːan] | (order randomized) |
| [tətːan] | [tətːan] | (order randomized) |
| [tətːən] | [tətːən] |
| [tətːən] | [tətːən] |
| [tətːən] | [tətːən] | (order randomized) |
| [tətːən] | [tətːən] | (order randomized) |
Appendix 15: Stimuli for perceptibility of degemination

[t̠̪da]  [t̠̪da]  
[t̠̪da]  [t̠̪da]  
[t̠̪da]  [t̠̪da]  (order randomized)  
[t̠̪da]  [t̠̪da]  (order randomized)  
[t̠̪da]  [t̠̪da]  
[t̠̪da]  [t̠̪da]  (order randomized)  
[t̠̪da]  [t̠̪da]  (order randomized)  
[t̠̪da]  [t̠̪da]  
[t̠̪da]  [t̠̪da]  (order randomized)  
[t̠̪da]  [t̠̪da]  (order randomized)  
[t̠̪da]  [t̠̪da]  
[t̠̪da]  [t̠̪da]  (order randomized)  
[t̠̪da]  [t̠̪da]  (order randomized)  
[t̠̪da]  [t̠̪da]  
[t̠̪da]  [t̠̪da]  (order randomized)  
[t̠̪da]  [t̠̪da]  (order randomized)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>[tuta]</th>
<th>[tuta]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[tɔtːa]</td>
<td>[tɔtːa]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[tɔtːa]</td>
<td>[tɔtːa]  (order randomized)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[tɛtːa]</td>
<td>[tɛtːa]  (order randomized)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[tɔkta]</td>
<td>[tɔkta]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[tikta]</td>
<td>[tikta]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[tɛkta]</td>
<td>[tɛkta]  (order randomized)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[tɔkta]</td>
<td>[tɔkta]  (order randomized)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[tɛnta]</td>
<td>[tɛnta]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[tɔntːa]</td>
<td>[tɔntːa]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[tɔntːa]</td>
<td>[tɔntːa]  (order randomized)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[tinta]</td>
<td>[tintːa]  (order randomized)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[tɛjta]</td>
<td>[tɛjta]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[tajtːa]</td>
<td>[tajtːa]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[tɛjta]</td>
<td>[tɛjta]  (order randomized)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[tɔjɛ]</td>
<td>[tɔjɛ]  (order randomized)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[tɔlta]</td>
<td>[tɔlta]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[tɛltːa]</td>
<td>[tɛltːa]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
8.16 Appendix 16: Stimuli for perceptual distances between tense and lax vowels

[tøltə] [tøltə] (order randomized)
[talta] [taltə] (order randomized)

[hi:t] [hi:t]
[hi:t] [hi:t]
[hi:t] [hi:t] (order randomized)
[hi:t] [hi:t] (order randomized)

[hy:t] [hy:t]
[hy:t] [hy:t]
[hy:t] [hy:t] (order randomized)
[hy:t] [hy:t] (order randomized)

[hu:t] [hu:t]
[hø:t] [hø:t]
[hu:t] [hø:t] (order randomized)
[hu:t] [hø:t] (order randomized)

[he:t] [he:t]
[hɛt] [hɛt]
[he:t] [hɛt] (order randomized)
[he:t] [hɛt] (order randomized)
| [hɔːt]   | [hɔːt] |
| [hɔtː]  | [hɔtː] |
| [hɔːt]  | [hɔːt] | (order randomized) |
| [hɔːt]  | [hɔːt] | (order randomized) |
| [heːt]  | [heːt] |
| [hɛtː]  | [hɛtː] |
| [hɛːt]  | [hɛːt] | (order randomized) |
| [hɛːt]  | [hɛːt] | (order randomized) |
| [hɑːt]  | [hɑːt] |
| [hɑːt]  | [hɑːt] | (order randomized) |
| [hɑːt]  | [hɑːt] | (order randomized) |
| [huːt]  | [huːt] |
| [huːt]  | [huːt] | (order randomized) |
| [huːt]  | [huːt] | (order randomized) |
| [hoːt]  | [hoːt] |
| [hɔtː]  | [hɔtː] |
| [hoːt]  | [hoːt] | (order randomized) |
| [hoːt]  | [hoːt] | (order randomized) |
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